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Summary 

The Welsh Affairs Committee has had a long-standing interest in the provision of rail services 
in Wales. This Report revisits those services, concentrating on intercity services, the award and 
proposals for the new Wales and Borders franchise, and the division of powers between 
Westminster and Wales.  

There are many challenges facing the rail industry in respect of the South Wales Main Line. 
While the Report welcomes the forthcoming route strategy for the Great Western Main Line 
proposed by the Strategic Rail Authority (SRA), (Para 28), it recommends a new high speed 
link between England and South Wales and the possibility of a second rail crossing between 
Wales and England be included in that route strategy (Paras 18 and 35). 

The current service levels provided by First Great Western are welcomed, but the Report 
concludes that a later evening service between the capitals of England and Wales should be 
introduced at the earliest opportunity (Paras 10 and 15). 

The Report highlights the comparatively slow line speeds on the North Wales Main Line. It 
recommends that the SRA assess the cost of committing to an increase in the line speed for that 
line. It also recommends that electrification of the line be part of that costing exercise. The 
Report argues that should that costing exercise prove value for money line speed increases and 
electrification should be included as part of the rebuilding of the West Coast Main Line (Paras 
45 and 48). 

The Report also noted that EU funding could be made available for the North Wales Main Line 
and recommends that the Secretary of State for Wales push for such funding at Westminster 
and in Europe (Para 53). 

The Report considers the award of the Wales and Borders franchise to Arriva Trains. It broadly 
welcomes the franchise process, but concludes that greater transparency in the process could 
have been achieved (Paras 62 to 71). It welcomes the initiatives proposed by Arriva Trains 
which have the potential to provide an enhanced rail service for Wales. In particular the Report 
welcomes the proposals for a clock face time-table, and the use of Shrewsbury and Carmarthen 
as hubs for their operations.(Paras 77 to 85) However, it is not convinced that the SRA has 
provided sufficient funds for the franchise and recommends that funding levels be revisited 
(Paras 72 to 75). 

The Report also expresses its disappointment that funding has been provided to improve only 
fifteen stations during the lifetime of the franchise. In the absence of SRA funding it 
recommends that Arriva explore other avenues to improve the fabric of train stations and 
expects a commitment from Arriva that those duties would not be ignored in the running of 
the franchise (Paras 91 to 95). 

Rail transport is central to an integrated transport policy. The Report welcomes the discussions 
between the UK Government and the Welsh Assembly Government on a future Transport Bill 
for Wales. It recommends that powers of guidance and direction over the SRA in relation to 
the Wales and Borders franchise, and the power to appoint one or more members of the SRA 
be included in any such Bill. It also recommends that the Department of Transport examine 
the possibility of conferring on the National Assembly, powers to enable it to appoint statutory 
consortia of passenger transport boards should that prove to be beneficial to an integrated 
transport policy for Wales (Paras 107 to 126). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background to the Report 

1. The Welsh Affairs Committee has had a long-standing interest in the provision of rail 
services in Wales. It has produced a number of reports on the subject including, Public 
Transport in Wales in 1985,1 Rail Services in Wales in 1991,2 and The Transport Bill and its 
impact on Wales in 2000.3 

2. In 2002 we began a major inquiry into Transport in Wales, and published our Report in 
January 2003.4 Rail services represented a significant section of that Report and covered rail 
transport, station facilities, the powers of the National Assembly, and the pending award of 
the Wales and Borders Franchise. Our inquiry and the Government’s response5 
highlighted many areas that remained unresolved. Therefore, we decided that we would 
revisit rail services as a separate inquiry. 

3. The Report is split into three sections. First, we consider rail links between London and 
Wales, in particular the Intercity links on the South Wales Main Line and the North Wales 
Main Line. We then consider the award of the Wales and Borders Franchise and the 
services to be provided under that franchise, In the final section we consider the division of 
powers between the National Assembly and Westminster. 

4. During this inquiry we took evidence on five occasions between July and November 
2003 from the Strategic Rail Authority, First Great Western, Virgin Trains, Arriva Cymru, 
Network Rail, Rail Passengers Committee Cymru and Dr Kim Howells MP, Minister for 
Transport. In addition to the oral evidence we received written evidence from a wide 
variety of interested parties. We thank all who contributed to the inquiry. We also thank 
Professor Stuart Cole of the Wales Transport Research Centre, University of Glamorgan, 
who gave us his expert help on this report and has now advised the Welsh Affairs 
Committee on transport matters for the past twenty years. 

The current position with regard to railways 

5. Since privatisation, responsibility for the railways has been divided up between a number 
of organisations, the Strategic Rail Authority, Network Rail, the Rail Regulator, and the 
train operating companies. 

6. Network Rail is responsible for investment and renewals on the railways. It is funded 
through two sources of income: the income from track access agreements with the train 
operating and freight operating customers, and by grants from the SRA. However, 

 
1 First Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Public Transport in Wales, Session 1984-85, HC35. 

2 Fourth Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Rail Services in Wales, Session 1990-01, HC262. 

3 Second Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, The Transport Committee and its impact on Wales, Session 1999-
2000, HC 287.  

4 Second Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Transport in Wales, Session 2002-03, HC205. 

5 Second Special Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Transport in Wales: Response of the Government, Session 
2002-03, HC580. 
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enhancements to the infrastructure are funded directly by the SRA.6 This funding 
arrangement is supported by the Office of the Rail Regulator. 

7. The Strategic Rail Authority (SRA) formally came into being on 1 February 2001, 
following the passage of the Transport Act 2000. Its responsibilities cover the three sectors 
of Passenger, Freight and Infrastructure, with the aim throughout being the creation of a 
`Bigger, Better, Safer' Railway.7 A key role for the SRA is to promote and develop the rail 
network and encourage integration. As well as providing overall strategic direction for 
Britain's railways, the SRA has responsibility for consumer protection, administering 
freight grants and steering forward investment projects aimed at opening up bottlenecks 
and expanding network capacity. It is also responsible for letting and managing passenger 
rail franchises. 

8. The three main train operating companies in Wales are First Great Western, who 
operate on the South Wales Main Line;8 Virgin Trains, who operate on the North Wales 
Main Line;9 and Arriva Trains Cymru,10 who won the competition for the new Wales and 
Borders rail franchise. 

 
6 Q306 

7 www.sra.gov.uk/news/2001/12/new_sra_chairman_lays_out_his_vision_for_. 

8 QQ96-146 

9 QQ147-240 

10 QQ241-304 
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SERVICES BETWEEN WALES AND LONDON  

South Wales Main Line 

9. The South Wales Main Line represents that part of the Great Western Mainline that 
travels through Wales, from the Severn Tunnel to Swansea. However, because rail links 
between Wales and London cover track that is in both England and Wales, it has been 
necessary to consider the full length of the Great Western Mainline in this Report. 

First Great Western Services 

Frequency 

10. Intercity services run from London Paddington to Cardiff and Swansea, and are 
provided by First Great Western. Connecting services from Swansea to Carmarthen and 
Fishguard will be operated by the new Wales and Borders Franchise. The current timetable 
offered by First Great Western provides for a half hourly service between Cardiff and 
Paddington, and an hourly service (including a half-hourly service at peak times) that runs 
on to Swansea. When we took evidence from Mr Chris Kinchin Smith, Managing Director 
of First Great Western we asked him about future plans for the timetable. He told us that 
First Great Western had “absolutely no plans whatsoever to reduce the frequency of 
services between Swansea and Cardiff, Swansea and London or Cardiff and London”.11 We 
welcome the assurance from First Great Western that there are no plans to reduce the 
frequency of their services between London and South Wales. 

Last Train 

11. Notwithstanding our views on the frequency of the service we were concerned with the 
withdrawal of the last train from London to Cardiff. First Great Western used to provide a 
23.45 service from Paddington. This service was withdrawn in 2002. Since the withdrawal 
of that service, the last train from London to Cardiff and Swansea leaves Paddington at 
22.10 from Monday to Saturday. The Rail Passengers Committee noted that the 23.45 
service had allowed visitors from South Wales to London to attend London theatres or 
have a full evening in London, and that the withdrawal of that service removed that 
opportunity.12 This point was also raised by the Wales Railway Development Society, who 
wished to see the 23.45 service reintroduced as soon as possible.13 

12. Mr Richard Bowker, Chairman of the Stategic Rail Authority told us that although the 
22.10 service was within the Passenger Service Requirement and therefore had to be 
provided, the 23.45 service was outside the PSR and was run on a commercial basis.14  He 
offered the view that:  

 
11 Q97 

12 Q505 

13 Ev131 

14 Q3 
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“The primary reason is that the later train, the 23.45, was something which was a 
commercial decision to run by the operator and they have decided they no longer 
wish to run that service”.15 

13. Mr Kinchin Smith cited low demand as the primary reason for the withdrawal of the 
service, but added the caveat that the low demand may have been influenced by the fact 
that the service took a circuitous route to Cardiff, via Bristol Temple Meads.16 This 
diversion from the direct route was due to the maintenance needs of Network Rail added a 
significant amount of time to the journey.17 Mr Kinchin Smith told us that this route 
change was due to engineering works, a point acknowledged by Mr Bowker.18 The Rail 
Passengers Committee believed that customers at that time of night were not in any 
desperate rush to get home as quickly as possible: “if they have had a nice evening out, 
there might not be any objection to running the train via Bristol Temple Meads, and 
therefore bring additional patronage”.19 However, we are not convinced that people 
travelling from London to Cardiff are ambivalent to a longer journey back to Wales at that 
time of the evening. 

14.  Mr Kinchin Smith gave us an undertaking that First Great Western would look again 
at options for providing a better late night service from London back to Cardiff.20 Any 
decision to reintroduce the service would have to be on a commercial basis because the 
SRA had no plans to include the service in the Public Service Requirement (PSR): the 
contracted services undertaken by train operator.21 Mr Bowker argued that funding was 
central to the decision not to include the service in the PSR:  

“Currently we provide support for those services which are under the Passenger 
Service Requirement but which do not meet their costs in terms of the revenue that 
they generate. If we were to provide this service that would be a further call on our 
budget, which is already seriously stretched, and we have not formed a view as to 
whether that particular service has more merit, more value, than any of the other 
services that are also seeking to secure what is a constrained budget”.22  

However, Mr Bowker told us that the later evening service would be reviewed as part of the 
construction of the Greater Western Franchise in 2006.23 

15. We welcome the decision by First Great Western to negotiate with Network Rail for 
the reintroduction of a later evening service from London to Cardiff. We do not believe 
that the people of South Wales should have to wait until the award of the new Greater 
Western franchise in 2006. It is unacceptable that there is no late night service linking 
the capital cities of England and Wales and we recommend that the Strategic Rail 

 
15 Q5 

16 Q107 

17 Q327 

18 Q4 

19 Q505 

20 Q106 

21 Q3 

22 Q6 

23 Q4 
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Authority provide sufficient funds to introduce such a service in time for new 
timetable, due to come into force in December 2004. 

High Speed Trains 

16. Mr Kinchin Smith told us that First Great Western was looking at a range of short, 
medium and long term initiatives to enhance its services. He stressed that the priority was 
the immediate needs of customers and stakeholders and that the majority of First Great 
Western’s effort was targeted at that. First Great Western was also looking at medium term 
options such as the replacement of the high speed train fleet, the Intercity 125 fleet . A long 
term initiative suggested by First Great Western was for a new high speed train, labelled the 
GW200,24 which would require the need for the construction of a new high speed rail line.25 
Mr Kinchin Smith explained the rationale behind this thinking: 

“If you compare the London/Cardiff route with similar international routes between 
capitals and major cities in France, Germany, Italy, Spain, the thing that 
differentiates Britain from Spain etcetera, has been the extent of new high speed 
infrastructure that has been built over the last twenty-plus years”.26 

17. As well as providing a step-change in the service between the two capitals, Mr Kinchin 
Smith argued that a new high speed train running on a new high speed infrastructure 
would “free up the conventional network for a variety of other uses,[…] freight, local 
passenger and intermediate inter-urban passenger services”.27 However, he acknowledged 
that this initiative had not found favour with the Strategic Rail Authority.28 This was borne 
out in evidence from Mr Bowker, Chairman of the SRA: 

“I did not feel at the time that it was a reasonable use of resource and priority. The 
focus for First Great Western has got to be on delivering a reliable, consistent service 
now, not in 15 to 20 years’ time”.29  

Mr Bowker further argued that a major route development was not a matter for a train 
operating company in the first instance.30 However, he did concede that in order to make 
changes to the railway infrastructure in 2015 to 2020 “you have to start thinking about 
them now”.31  

18. We welcome First Great Western’s proposals for a high speed train link between the 
capitals of England and Wales. This is the sort of forward looking approach that is 
necessary to provide a positive future for rail services in South Wales. We are 
unimpressed with the reaction of the SRA to such proposals. Given the long lead time 
necessary to enact such a proposal, we recommend that the Strategic Rail Authority 

 
24 Q102 

25 Q324 

26 Q98 

27 Q102 

28 Q103 

29 Q70 

30 Q70 

31 Q71 
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give urgent consideration to a new high speed link between England and South Wales 
as part of the long term strategy for a Greater Western service. 

Investment in Track  

19. The Great Western Main Line is one of the oldest rail routes in the United Kingdom 
and was last renewed between 1965 to 1973. Mr Coucher from Network Rail estimated that 
it was “possibly the oldest high-speed mainline in this country and one of the oldest ones in 
Europe”.32 As a result the line required a high level of maintenance to provide acceptable 
level of reliability in the short term.33 Funding had been secured over the last two years and 
Network Rail argued that a substantial start had been made to renew the line albeit from “a 
point where the track is very much near the end of its life”.34 However, Mr Coucher 
acknowledged that Network Rail faced a significant challenge in the medium term to 
renew a considerable volume of the track and signalling.35 

20. Network Rail estimated that around half a billion pounds per year was being spent on 
maintenance and renewal on the Great Western region and argued that this was a 
significantly higher level than anything over the last ten years. Spending in 2004 would be 
at a level which was “considerably higher than anything that has been seen in the last ten or 
15 years”.36 

21. That expenditure is concentrated on the maintenance of the existing track. Mr Curley’s 
understanding was that the rebuilding of the Great Western Main Line track was probably 
between six to eight years further down the line. New high output track-renewal 
equipment had being introduced on the line in the autumn of 2003, which offered a 
potential step change in the rate at which work could be carried out. Network Rail 
acknowledged that it needed to sit down with the SRA and the franchise operators to make 
sure that it could obtain the necessary access to the track to realise the full productivity of 
that equipment. 37 

22. Our witnesses were in general agreement that improvements were being made to parts 
of the line. Mr Kinchin Smith cited the use of Platform Four at Swindon, enhancements to 
Bristol Filton Junction, the Chipping Sodbury Tunnel flood altercation project, and 
schemes in Wales as areas where improvements could now be seen.38 However, speed 
restrictions continued to affect First Great Western’s performance: “Regrettably we have so 
many temporary speed restrictions and emergency speed restrictions today that that 
amounts to significantly more than the recovery allowance”.39 Both Network Rail and First 
Great Western were of the opinion that the problems with the route to South Wales fell 
into three categories: track, signalling, embankments. 

 
32 Q310 

33 Q310 

34 Q310 

35 Q310 

36 Q315 

37 Q312 

38 Q119-120 

39 Q101 
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Track 

23. First Great Western argued that the greatest problems with the track were in England, 
between Paddington and Didcot. Mr Kinchin Smith described this section of track as “the 
most unreliable in terms of its year-on-year improvement, or, on the contrary, year-on-
year deterioration of delay”. Network Rail also highlighted problems with the ballast that 
held the track in place. That ballast was between 30 and 35 years old, and was life expired. 
Therefore track needed to be realigned three or four times a year rather than once a year. 
Furthermore, the abrasion of the ballast also caused the build up of pools of slurry in wet 
weather which resulted in further speed restrictions in the line.40 

Signalling 

24. Mr Kinchin Smith told us that the oldest signalling on the line was in South Wales, all 
of which would need to be replaced by 2010. A programme for renewal had been agreed 
for the Port Talbot area between 2003 and 2006, and First Great Western was keen for 
Network Rail to undertake a rolling programme for renewal which would “roll on 
eastwards through Cardiff, through Newport and all the way to the Severn Tunnel”. While 
accepting that signalling improvements throughout the line were necessary, First Great 
Western argued the case for prioritising the South Wales section before addressing areas 
such as Reading. Mr Curley of Network Rail agreed that there were problems with 
signalling along the line.41  

Embankments 

25. The third priority for renewal concerned the railway embankments. First Great 
Western highlighted the geographical triangle between Didcot, the Severn Tunnel and 
Gloucester, as the area at most risk.42 Mr Kinchin Smith explained that the recent hot, dry 
summer had exerted a destabilising influence on the embankments which resulted in 
further speed restrictions. 43 Mr Curley from Network Rail explained that they had been 
built by Brunel on clay embankments, while sufficient drainage was part of their design, 
that drainage had not been maintained in the post-World War Two period. The result was 
slippage, cracking, and changing that needed to be rectified.44 Network Rail has instituted a 
ten-year programme which First Great Western acknowledged had worked well.45 
However First Great Western had experience of cases where as one piece of embankment 
stabilisation was finished, the ground immediately adjacent to that part had shifted, and 20 
or 40 miles an hour speed restrictions had to be reintroduced.46 

26. While we appreciate that significant work is being carried out to improve the track, the 
level of service remained well below the level expected by rail travellers. One such traveller 

 
40 Q311 

41 Q311 

42 Q114 

43 Q114 

44 Q311 

45 Q114 

46 Q114 
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is Kim Howells MP, the Minister of State for Transport who acknowledged that the quality 
of the track gave passengers a poor ride.47 The Rail Passengers Committee went further and 
argued that the whole of the Great Western Main Line from Paddington to Swansea was in 
need of renewal, and cited this as the primary reason for the poor performance of trains on 
that line.48 

27. Mr Bowker explained that the SRA had a long term strategy for the line: “The first will 
be a route strategy which we will be consulting on widely as part of an ongoing programme 
of these route strategy consultations. The West Coast Main Line is an example of what we 
have done. A very important one next year will be the Great Western Main Line route 
strategy. That will be a precursor to the other major event, which will be the tendering and 
letting of the Greater Western franchise from 2006”.49  

28. We welcome the SRAs announcement of a forthcoming route strategy for the Great 
Western Main Line, and the potential improvements that a Greater Western Franchise 
may offer. We look to the SRA to reassure us that the needs of South Wales will not be 
secondary to those of Southern England when the route strategy is developed. 

Conclusions 

29. There are competing claims on the railway from train operators who wish to run a 
regular and reliable service and Network Rail who have the responsibility to maintain and 
improve the track. Both take direction from the Strategic Rail Authority which is tasked 
with maintaining a strategic overview of the railway in the United Kingdom. During our 
evidence session it became clear that these competing claims have the potential to cause 
unintended disruptions to the service. This point has been noted by the Government. 

30. The interrelationship between Network Rail, the SRA and the train operators is key to 
running an efficient and reliable service. While not wishing to blame Network Rail Mr 
Kinchin Smith did note that the competing claims of First Great Western and Network 
Rail on occasions did cause difficulties. “Unfortunately a lot of changes [to the programme 
of works agreed] are requested by Network Rail at very short notice and that make it even 
more difficult to plan robustly”.50 Network Rail acknowledged that at times managing this 
relationship was not always a simple affair “We always do our very best to try and 
accommodate changes, but it is very difficult”51 

31. On 19 January 2004, the Secretary of State for Transport announced a review of the 
interrelationship between these organisations. He stated that  

“There remains a further and very serious difficulty facing the industry—that is, its 
structure and organisation. The way in which it was privatised has led to 
fragmentation, excessive complication and dysfunctionality that have compounded 
the problems caused by decades of under-investment. Quite simply, there are too 

 
47 Q429 

48 Q506 

49 Q2 

50 Q116 

51 Q330 
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many organisations, some with overlapping responsibilities, and it has become 
increasingly clear that that gets in the way of effective decision making and 
frequently leads to unnecessary wrangling and disputes”.52 

32. We welcome the Government announcement of a review of the rail industry. We 
look forward to receiving further details on the Government’s proposals for 
streamlining these organisations. We will judge these proposals on the extent to which 
they promote genuinely better services for rail users.  

The Severn Tunnel 

33. The Severn Tunnel rail link connects rail services from South Wales to England. It 
requires a high level of maintenance. Mr Kinchin Smith believed that one of Network Rail’s 
success stories in the last eighteen months had been the management of the Severn 
Tunnel.53 He explained that there was now a single management focus for the Severn 
Tunnel as a unique and critical piece of infrastructure.54 Mr Curley from Network Rail 
agreed and highlighted the structural challenges that faced the managers of the tunnel: “It 
is a large black hole under a very wet river. If we do not pump it continuously, it will flood 
in about three and a half minutes”. He reassured the Committee that it had been 
successfully pumped for over 100 years, so it should not be considered a problem.55 In its 
written evidence, Network Rail set out the details of the renewal programme that had been 
undertaken between April 1999 and December 2002. This included the renewal of rails, 
sleepers, ballast; brickwork repairs and drainage. Following those renewals, Network Rail 
declared the tunnel “in good condition to continue to perform its role as the major rail link 
between England and South Wales”.56 

34. The current maintenance of the Severn Tunnel merely ensures current levels of use. 
These levels strictly limit the number of trains that are able to pass through the tunnel. A 
longer term approach is needed for the Tunnel to provide a better and more frequent 
service for rail customers. The Rail Passengers Committee offered several options that it 
believed merited further consideration: a light railway on the Second Severn Road 
Crossing, a new dedicated rail bridge, a new sub-parallel tunnel and a crossing on any 
future Severn tidal barrage.57 It is evident that any of these options would have considerable 
cost implications and the Rail Passengers Committee acknowledged that their proposals 
were a piece of “blue sky thinking”.58 However, that fact should not preclude consideration 
of the feasibility of a second rail crossing between Wales and England. 

35. We recommend that when the SRA develops its route strategy for the Great 
Western Main Line, it should give consideration to the cost and feasibility of a second 
rail crossing between Wales and England. 

 
52 HC Deb, Session 2003-04, 19 January 2004, col 1076. 

53 Q111 

54 Q111 

55 Q332 

56 Ev 55 

57 Ev 91 

58 Q507 
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North Wales Main Line 

36. The North Wales Main line runs from Crewe to Holyhead and is the main rail line for 
North Wales. The line is classified as part of the United Kingdom Secondary Network and 
therefore is a branch line of the West Coast Main Line.59 Virgin Trains run intercity 
services on the line, while local services will be provided by the new Wales and Borders 
franchise, operated by Arriva Trains Wales. 

Virgin Trains Services 

37. In October 2002 Virgin Trains proposed a two hourly service from Holyhead to 
London, comprising seven trains a day.60 This service was later revised down to five trains. 
Since then, the actual level of service provided has been four trains per day, of which three 
travel to and from Holyhead, and one between Llandudno and London. 61 Three will use 
Voyager units and one a Pendolino unit. 

38. Mr Chris Green from Virgin Trains explained that the proposed two hourly service was 
dependent upon line speeds on the West Coast Main Line of 140 miles per hour. Taking 
that as the basis for its service, Virgin ordered the requisite number of trains. However, the 
maximum speed of 140mph was not realised, and trains could only achieve 125mph. The 
reduction in the line speed resulted in a longer journey time so that the trains allocated to 
that service would not be able to provide the proposed seven train services per day.62 Mr 
Green also argued that the introduction of services had been further delayed because 
Network Rail had not finished the modernisation of the West Coast: “It is awash with 
engineering work and we cannot run at 125 miles an hour through the engineering work 
because it is not finished”.63 While not wishing to apportion blame, Mr Bowker agreed that 
it was a shame that the original plan for a two-hourly service “was not thought through as 
adequately as it needed to be”.64 

39. We welcome any increase in intercity services for North Wales. We are disappointed 
that the projected service level of seven trains a day will not be realised. While we 
appreciate that the reduction in the line speed has forced Virgin to reduce the numbers 
of trains per day, we conclude that Virgin Train’s planning of the new service and 
consequent promises ought to have been more adequately thought through so that 
unrealistic aspirations could have been avoided. 

 
59 Q348 

60 Q172 

61 QQ148-159 

62 QQ148-168 

63 Q169 

64 Q17 
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Pendolino Trains 

40. One further issue regarding the use of Pendolino units on the North Wales Main Line 
is that of the Chrisleton tunnel south of Chester. Route clearance has not yet been received 
from Network Rail for the Pendolino train to use this tunnel for its service between Crewe 
and Holyhead. We understand that Virgin Trains requested such clearance in the Autumn 
of 2003. The tunnel south of Chester required some engineering work but Virgin has yet to 
receive further information about its completion. Should route clearance not be received 
Virgin Trains explained that a temporary connecting service from Crewe to Holyhead 
would have to be introduced.65 

41. We find the delay by Network Rail in authorising the North Wales Main Line for 
use by Pendolino trains unacceptable. We recommend that Network Rail ensure early 
clearance for the use of Pendolino trains along the North Wales Main Line be given in 
time for the introduction of that service in December 2004. 

Investment in Track 

42. The SRA and Network Rail are currently involved in a £10 billion redevelopment of the 
West Coast Main Line of which the North Wales Main Line is a branch line.66 This 
redevelopment will provide a high speed rail link from London to Scotland. The North 
Wales Main Line was not included in that redevelopment programme. Trains can run at 
speeds of up to 125 miles per hour between London and Crewe, but this drops significantly 
between Crewe and Holyhead. As Mr Green explained: “We have bits of 75mph, bits of 
90mph, and 70 mph through to Anglesey. We will have the most modern train in Europe 
and a mixed bag of track”.67 

43. Despite the step change in speed between the two parts of the London - Holyhead 
route, Mr Bowker from the SRA told us that there were no plans to upgrade line speeds 
along the whole length of the NWML.68 No evaluation had been carried out of the costs of 
increasing the line speed.69 Work had been carried out on the line to ensure that the Virgin 
Trains new services could operate.70 Network Rail agreed that only tens of millions of 
pounds would be needed for a further line speed increases.71 However, they were unable to 
provide a date when line speed would rise to 100mph.72 

44. The SRA has subsequently agreed to carry out a costing exercise on increasing line 
speeds on North Wales Main Line and undertook to consider what action to take in light of 
affordability and value for money.73 Mr Green welcomed the SRA’s proposal to cost 
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improvements to the line, but was concerned that regardless of value for money, funds 
were not available for any improvements: “I think the main problem the SRA have got is 
funding, which is catastrophic now—as I think everyone knows—because they have spent 
the next ten years’ money in three years”.74  

45. We welcome the SRAs commitment to a costing exercise for increasing the line 
speed on the North Wales Main Line. However, any costing exercise would be of limited 
use should funds not be available. We recommend that the SRA give a clear 
commitment to upgrading the North Wales Main Line should its costing exercise 
demonstrate value for money. Furthermore, we recommend that the SRA commit to 
running the exercise in conjunction with the National Assembly for Wales so that there 
is an adequate level of transparency in the process. 

46. A further complication is that while the line between London and Crewe is electrified, 
the North Wales Main Line is not. This has a significant impact on the Virgin train fleet 
whose engines run on electrified track. They require a change of engines at Crewe to 
complete the journey to Holyhead. Mr Green explained to us that the trains “go electric 
from London to Crewe virtually non-stop.” From Crewe to Holyhead they are loco hauled 
by a traditional diesel engine. He was at pains to point out that this procedure can now be 
carried out extremely quickly.75 

47. While any decrease in time spent changing locomotives at Crewe is to be welcomed, 
electrification of the North Wales Main Line would provide a more satisfactory solution. 
Several studies have considered electrification of the North Wales Main Line. A 1989 study 
estimated the net capital cost at £40m,76 around £150m-£200m in today’s terms. Although 
this represents a significant level of investment, it should be seen in light of the cost of 
rebuilding the West Coast Main Line, which currently stands as £10 billion.  

48. We recommend that electrification of the line be included in the costing exercise for 
increase in the line speed of the North Wales Main Line. We further recommend, that 
should the costings not prove prohibitively expensive, the work be carried out as part of 
the rebuilding of the West Coast Main Line.  

Classification 

49. During our inquiry we became aware that the North Wales Main Line is classified as a 
secondary route. Mr Coucher from Network Rail explained that the classification of a line 
as a primary or secondary route was a function of the type of trains and the frequency of 
train,77 and the subsequent need for maintenance on the line.78 He told us that this 
classification was an internal measure and assured the Committee that trains were not 
limited by the classification, rather that classification was driven by the frequency of trains 
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using it:79 “Should the frequency of the service be increased, there would be a 
corresponding increase in the maintenance costs. That would have to be funded and the 
funding arrangement for that would have to be agreed with the SRA at the time”.80  

50. In 1996, the North Wales Main Line was designated a part of the Trans - European 
Network (TEN-T) Outline Plan for Railways.81 Funding for that network is driven by EU 
policies to achieve the optimum level of integration of transport modes and 
interoperability of trains. The TEN-T budget covers 2000–2006 but only limited funds 
have so far been made available for Wales. 

51. Since 1996 there have been a number of initiatives from the European Union to quick-
start economic impact. The Commission's Marco Polo funding initiative promoted 
alternatives to road freight, and the TEN-T Priority Project for Directorate General for 
Transport and Energy—the Van Miert Report82—identified 29 projects to be pursued 
under the TEN-T initiative. In December 2003 - the Growth Initiative from the European 
Council proposing TEN-T gave it further impetus.83 The North Wales Main Line qualifies 
for such funding as it meets three of the priority areas of EU policy. They are improved 
access to ports; links to peripheral areas including the Republic of Ireland and the fact that 
the North Wales Main Line has a lower performance standard, in terms of line speed, than 
comparable routes elsewhere in Europe. This funding should extend to line speed 
increases.  

52. The TEN-T upgrade projects are contained in a new co-decision dossier being 
considered for legislative approval by the European Parliament and the Council of 
Ministers.84 Consideration of those upgrade projects is currently at an early stage. 
However, the benefits of such projects can be seen on the A55 which runs parallel to the 
rail line. It had been designated as a Euro Route, and that classification enabled it to attract 
funding for significant improvements.85  

53.  We recommend that the Secretary of State for Wales consult with his Cabinet 
colleagues to ensure representations are made to the Council of Ministers, the 
European Commission and the European Parliament for funding for the upgrade of 
the North Wales Main Line as part of the Trans European Network initiative. 
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VIRGIN CROSS COUNTRY SERVICES 

54. In addition to its service between Wales and London, Virgin Trains also operate a cross 
country service between Wales and England. In November 2002 Virgin introduced a new 
timetable for services between South Wales and Birmingham, the North East of England 
and Scotland.86 That service was contracted to Virgin under the Public Service 
Requirement. Mr Green from Virgin Trains explained that it had wanted to provide a two 
hourly service from South Wales, through Birmingham to Scotland, but that it had soon 
became clear that the railway was too crowded, and resulting in an unreliable service.87 

55. The service was withdrawn by the SRA in January 2003. Defending its decision, the 
SRA argued that the service was introduced “against the background of a very congested 
railway network”.88 Mr Bowker argued that it was clear to the SRA, Virgin and to Network 
Rail that when the service was introduced, that it caused the railway network to suffer 
paralysis at certain times of the day.89 

56. The SRA are under a statutory obligation to consult with the relevant statutory bodies 
on changes to the Public Service Requirement. We asked Mr Bowker about that 
consultation. He began by explaining that the timing of any decision on the future of the 
service needed to be made quickly in order to meet the deadline of mid-January 2003 for 
the May 2003 timetable:  

“We had two months at most, which included the whole of the Christmas and New 
Year holiday period, to do all the necessary analysis, recast the timetable, make sure 
that it worked and then advise Network Rail of any changes they needed to make for 
the May 2003 timetable. There was not time to undertake a wide consultation 
exercise, so we did not do it. The decision that we had to take was, was it better to 
consult on something which would have got us into a huge great debate and run the 
risk of not being able to do anything until September or was it better to give 
passengers a better service in May. We took the decision to give them a better service 
in May”.90 

57. However, the SRA did not consult the Rail Passengers Committee for Wales on this 
issue, despite the SRA’s undertaking to consult the RPC on “all substantive material 
changes to Public Service Requirements as a matter of course”.91 The RPC while noting the 
SRA’s desire to make decisions quickly, described recent consultation on this and other 
major issues as “poor or negligible”.92 

58. Under the Transport Act 2000 the Strategic Rail Authority is also obliged to consult the 
National Assembly for Wales on changes to rail services in Wales. Mr Bowker asserted that 
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the National Assembly had been given advance notice. However, this consultation took the 
form of a late-night conversation with the First Minister, the night before the decision was 
taken by the SRA.93 When questioned, Mr Bowker stated that he was “content that what we 
did in respect of the service changes was properly done, was within the powers that we 
have and it was the right thing to do for passengers”.94 

59. While the changes to Virgin Cross country service may well have been necessary to 
provide a reliable cross country service, the manner in which decisions were made fell 
well short of what is required. Presenting the First Minister with what was effectively a 
fait accompli the night before changes to the service were made does not constitute 
consultation. We conclude that the Strategic Rail Authority failed in its statutory duty 
towards the National Assembly for Wales and did not honour its own undertaking to 
consult the Rail Passengers Committee. We recommend that the Strategic Rail 
Authority review its procedures to ensure that such events do not happen in the future.  
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THE WALES AND BORDERS FRANCHISE   

Background 

60. This Committee and its predecessor Committee have long argued for a single rail 
franchise to cover all of Wales. We therefore welcomed the Government’s announcement 
in March 2000 of its proposal to create Wales and Borders rail franchise.95 Progress since 
that announcement has been slow. The following are the key dates and milestones in that 
process: 

8 March 2000 – study to examine the creation of a ‘Wales and Border’ franchise 
announced  . 

8 August 2000 – initial letting/replacement process began. 

15 February 2001 – SRA announced short list of bidders. 

14 October 2002 – migration of elements of Central Trains and Wales and West 
Franchises to Cardiff Railway Co to form the interim Wales and Borders franchise. 

19 December 2001 – second replacement process began. 

1 April 2003 – migration of First Great Western’s South Wales stations to the Wales 
and Borders franchise. 

24 April 2002 – core franchise proposition issued. 

1 October 2002 – final short list of bidders announced by the SRA. 

7 April 2003 – ‘Best and Final Offers’ submitted by bidders. 

1 August 2003 – announcement that Arriva Trains had been selected as the preferred 
bidder for the Wales and Borders franchise. 

28 September 2003 – migration of First North Western’s North Wales Services into the 
Wales and Borders franchise. 

20 October 2003 – Arriva Trains Ltd signs 15 year Wales and Borders franchise 
agreement with the SRA. 

7 December 2003 – Arriva Trains Cymru-Wales take over rail operation of the Wales 
and Borders franchise.96 

 
95 Second Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Transport in Wales, Session 2002-03, HC205 para 40. 
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61. In our report on Transport in Wales we expressed our concern at the delay in awarding 
the new franchise. 97 This was also the view of the Rail Passengers Committee who felt that 
there had been a piecemeal approach to the process and that it had been convoluted.98 The 
Department for Transport acknowledged the fact that there had been delays but was of the 
view that it was preferable to get it right rather than “get it quick”. Furthermore there had 
been considerable discussion with the Welsh Assembly Government about its aspirations 
for an integrated rail service for Wales.99 

The Franchise Process 

62. The Department for Transport provides policy guidelines and direction to the SRA 
through its “Directions and Guidance to the Strategic Rail Authority”.100 These were set out 
in the Transport Act 2000.101 The Act requires the SRA to allow those making proposals for 
new or replacement franchises to exercise their commercial initiative and judgement in 
doing so. Furthermore, the SRA should:  

“provide, at a reasonably early stage, clear information on the scope of the 
specification that will be acceptable. This scope will be determined primarily by the 
availability of funding, taking into account the Authority’s overall priorities for its 
budget; and  

“Where a new or replacement franchise is likely to require improvements to the 
existing railway infrastructure, the Authority should specify how those 
improvements are to be reflected in the franchise proposals”.102 

63. The criteria for the award of rail franchises are set out as: 

affordability and value for money; 

the commitment of existing franchise operators to safety, performance, customer 
services, personal security, innovation, investment and efficiency; 

the extent to which investment can be obtained; 

the extent to which better performance can be secured; 

the wider social and economic benefits, including from road decongestion, and 
environmental impact of proposals; 

compatibility and consistency with local transport plans and regional transport 
strategies; 

the extent to which integrated transport measures both within the rail network and 
between rail and other transport modes can be achieved, including integrated public 

 
97 Second Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Transport in Wales, Session 2002-03, HC205 para 42. 
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transport information systems; this should seek to include better and safer interchange 
at and access to stations by local public transport, by car, cycle and on foot and by 
passengers with disabilities; 

the extent to which proposals will seek to improve the complete door-to-door journey 
experience; 

the extent to which passengers will be given a greater voice in the level and standard of 
services; 

the extent to which station facilities such as signage, information, waiting rooms, ticket 
offices and secure parking can be improved, and accreditation obtained under the 
Secure Stations initiative; 

impact, if any, on existing or potential freight services”.103 

64. In addition to that criteria, the then Department for Transport, Local Government and 
the Regions (DTLR), now the Department for Transport, set out its policy on new 
franchises as:- 

“In all new franchises, the SRA will invite bids against a clear specification of core 
outputs. Our purpose is to ensure that in negotiations everyone can be clear what the 
Government is trying to achieve. The SRA, focussing on 10 Year Plan priorities 
within its overall strategy, will give details of the outcomes it wants. There will still be 
flexibility for bidders to put forward their own (additional) proposals. But the 
common core specification will ensure that the fundamentals of different bids are 
directly comparable”.104 

65. Mr Bowker told us that while a key aspect was the need to secure the best value bid, it 
was only part of a “complex mix of a whole series of factors to ensure the bid is deliverable, 
makes sense, is going to deliver the quality of service we want and is affordable”.105 

66. Arriva Trains explained that the SRA evaluated that complex mix, under the following 
headings: 

Rail Passenger Services – Outputs and Constraints; 

Deliverability and Mobilisation; 

Revenue and Costs; 

Finance and Funding;  

Legal; and 

Supplementary.106 
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To assess the bids under those headings, a marking system was introduced whereby 
evaluators from the SRA reviewed the bids and awarded provisional marks.107 

67. Mr Bowker told us that the scoring system centred on “the financial robustness of the 
bidder; how deliverable are their plans; how much reliance can we put on various aspects of 
their bid - their proposals in terms of service delivery, their proposals in terms of service 
quantum, safety issues, staff issues”.108 This was to ensure that the successful bidder was “a 
very well-rounded bidder and we have covered every possible aspect of them being a fit-
for-purpose bidder and train operator”.109 

68. The scoring system to evaluate the bids was a separate part of the process to the criteria 
published by the SRA, and was not released to the companies bidding for the franchise.110 
When we questioned Arriva on this process Mr Cameron told us that Arriva found it 
“difficult to know how the criteria were then used by the SRA within their evaluation 
process”, and that it was not aware of exactly how the SRA carried out its evaluation 
process.111 Mr Bowker explained that SRA kept the scoring system from the bidders 
because “It was important that bidders do not gain the system, do not actually put in bids 
that are designed to win against a system, but actually put in bids to deliver a decent 
railway service”.112 Dr Kim Howells MP, Minister for Railways told us he had not been 
aware of the scoring system used to decide the successful franchise bidder.113 He further 
argued that the scoring system was a matter for the SRA and therefore his Department 
neither agreed either the scoring methodology nor the score outcome with the SRA.114 

69. This process appears to run contrary to the Department for Transport’s Directions and 
Guidance that all bidders should be clear about the Government’s objectives and that the 
assessment criteria must be clear to the bidders.115 

70. We have no reason to challenge the decision of the SRA to award Arriva Trains the 
Wales and Borders Franchise, but we were concerned that the process, and the use of the 
scoring system, did not provide the greatest level of transparency. We conclude that the 
spirit of the Department’s Direction and Guidance had not been followed as a result of 
the split by the SRA of the criteria and scoring and marking system. These should have 
been combined to enable bidders to understand the objectives set by the Department 
and what was required of a bidder for the franchise.  

71. We recommend that the SRA publish a full summary of the negotiations 
surrounding the award of the Wales and Borders franchise including the level of 
services offered by Arriva at each stage. In this way taxpayers would be aware of the 
funding levels for the existing services and the cost of providing improvements. 
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The Financial Settlement for the Franchise 

72. During the franchise process, there was speculation about the subsidy profile for the 
Wales and Borders franchise. SWWITCH, the South West Wales Integrated Transport 
Consortium, was just one organisation that aired its concern that franchise bidders were 
being asked to set out options corresponding to 10 and 20 per cent cuts in the costs of 
providing rail services for Wales.116 Chamber Wales also highlighted this concern.117 
However, that speculation proved unfounded. The financial settlement of £120.7m in the 
first full year, 2004–05, would be sufficient to provide a smartened up railway but fell 
considerably below the estimated £300m per annum over ten years required to provide 
Wales with a thoroughly modern European railway.118 

73. In our report on Transport in Wales we recommended that sufficient financial 
resources be available to meet the needs of Wales and an enhanced Wales and Borders 
franchise.119 However, the subsidy levels provided by the SRA for the franchise would only 
go some way towards the Vision for Rail Services put forward by the Welsh Assembly 
Government in October 2000120 and updated in March 2002,121 and the aspirations of the 
Rail Passengers Committee.122 

74. Furthermore, the level of funding for the franchise while adequate for the existing 
service, does not take account of the significant expansion of capacity on the Cardiff 
commuter services.123 Overall, Chamber Wales believed that the SRA was providing “a 
lower spend in Wales than could be expected”.124 

75. We are pleased to see that SRA funding for the Wales and Borders franchise has not 
been reduced from the level of funding provided for existing rail services. However we 
conclude that merely maintaining existing funding levels does not provide Wales with 
its fair share of rail improvements. We recommend that the SRA should revisit its 
allocation of funding to the Wales and Borders franchise to allow Arriva Trains to 
provide an enhanced rail service for Wales.  

Wales and Borders Services 

76. In the previous section we set out the criteria used by the SRA for the award of the 
Wales and Borders franchise. While it is too early to assess the effectiveness of Arriva 
against these criteria, it is worth setting out some of Arriva’s proposals for the provision of 
rail services in Wales. 
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A Clock Face Timetable 

77. A central part of Arriva’s bid was to introduce a “clock face timetable” throughout 
Wales from December 2005.125 Under this timetable, trains would depart at the same 
minute past each hour with consistent destinations and station stops en route.126 Mr 
Cameron from Arriva trains argued that such a timetable would be easier for the customer 
to use, provide better connection opportunities, and also should help to improve 
punctuality.127 He was of the opinion that it was “an important aspect in winning this 
particular bid” and that it could be introduced within the existing infrastructure. 128  

78. In South Wales, a clock face timetable would provide the following services: 

Two trains per hour from Cardiff to Swansea; 

One train per hour from Cardiff to Carmarthen; 

One train every two hours from Cardiff to Carmarthen and Pembroke Dock; and  

One train every two hours from Carmarthen to Milford Haven. 

The services would be based around a hub at Carmarthen Station and would use almost 
new Class 175 trains on the Carmarthen/Manchester route from 2006.129  

79. Arriva have also proposed a clock face timetable for services from North Wales to 
South Wales using Shrewsbury as a hub. Three main routes may be identified: 

1. Holyhead to Cardiff via Shrewsbury 

2. Aberystwyth to Birmingham via Shrewsbury 

3. Cardiff to Manchester via Shrewsbury. 

Shrewsbury station would be used as the hub for these services.130 The pattern of services is 
set out overleaf:  
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Between and (direct) and (1 change) Frequency 
(every x hours) 

Timetabled 
delay 

Holyhead Cardiff Birmingham 2 No 

Aberystwyth Birmingham Cardiff 2 No 

Aberystwyth  Manchester 2 Yes 

Aberystwyth  Chester 2 No 

Chester Birmingham/ 
Cardiff 

Cardiff 2 No 

Wrexham Birmingham Birmingham 2 No/No 

Wrexham  Manchester 2 Yes 

Wrexham  Aberystwyth 2 No 

Wrexham Cardiff  2 No 

 
80. The Committee welcomes the clock face timetable proposals from Arriva and 
believes that it has the potential to provide a significant improvement to existing rail 
services in Wales. The Committee further welcomes the initiatives by Arriva to achieve 
an integrated national train service that links North, Mid and South Wales. 

Hubs 

81. The “clock face timetable” is reliant upon Arriva using Carmarthen and Shrewsbury 
Stations as hubs. While we welcome this approach, we questioned Mr Cameron on the 
feasibility of this proposal given the present state of track and signalling along the relevant 
lines. Mr Cameron declared that it was fully possible and that Network Rail saw it as a 
feasible proposal and did not see any major problems with it”.131 However, many of the 
factors that have the potential to undermine that efficiency lie outside of Arriva’s control. 

82. Earlier in this report we have highlighted the maintenance work that is being carried 
out on the South Wales Main Line, and this has the potential to impact upon the efficiency 
of Carmarthen as a hub.132 The RPC also provided us with a lengthy list of further 
infrastructure issues that it believes could impact upon both Carmarthen and Shrewsbury 
stations as hubs.133 

83. The Heart of Wales Line also represents an important part of the Wales and Borders 
Service. In evidence to us the Heart of Wales Line Forum welcomed the creation of the 
Wales and Borders Service, but was disappointed that there was to be no increase in the 
level of services along its line. The Forum suggested that in the medium term six trains in 
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each direction per day would represent a suitable service.134 However, under the current 
arrangements, any service on the Heart of Wales line is excluded from the hub 
arrangements for Shrewsbury. 

84. We welcome the initiative by Arriva to use Carmarthen and Shrewsbury as hubs for 
its clock face timetables. However, we are concerned that this proposal could be 
undermined by the infrastructure quality both in and around Shrewsbury and along 
the South Wales Main Line. We recommend that Arriva and Network Rail establish a 
programme of investment to ensure that both stations will provide effective hubs for 
rail travel within and to and from Wales. 

85. We further recommend that Arriva take steps to integrate the Heart of Wales Line 
in its plans for the hub at Shrewsbury. 

Commuter services on the Valley Lines 

86. The Wales and Borders franchise will also take over the management of the commuter 
services on the Cardiff Valley Lines. The new franchise reflects in general the current 
service frequency and the SWIFT (now SEWTA: South East Wales Transport Alliance) 
strategy for lines out of Cardiff is partly satisfied in terms of train frequencies. Mr Cameron 
from Arriva Trains believed that Arriva’s proposals for a clock face timetable and greater 
flexibility in allocating trains would offer passengers on the line more services and reduce 
overcrowding. 

87. Dr Howells argued that this represented a phenomenal improvement over the last ten 
years.135 However, he was aware that despite improvements to signalling, the lines were 
already running at near to full capacity, and that getting further carriages on the lines 
would be a “tremendous boon”.136 

88. The funding for the franchise agreed by the SRA excluded new rolling stock for Wales, 
but did allow for changes in train types at the margin.137 For example, Loco hauled stock 
has been authorised on the Rhymney line which are compatible with the track and station 
formations on Valley Lines. Within a new clock face timetable, those trains would “enable 
closer matching of capacity and demand”.138 However, any additional rolling stock could 
only be provided in partnership with the Welsh Assembly Government and other stake 
holders. 

89. We understand that discussions have taken place with the SRA with ideas on capacity 
expansion put forward by Arriva, including additional rolling stock and platform 
lengthening to combat overcrowding.139 For example, Class 150 trains would increase 
capacity on the Valley lines but would not deal with all overcrowding. They are expected to 
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be delivered in March 2005 for refurbishment prior to a December 2005 start.140 One 
option was for the SRA to fund four further units from December 2005. This would help 
alleviate current overcrowding in the short term, but would require finance for platform 
extensions at some locations.141 

90. We welcome the increased popularity of the commuter lines in Cardiff and the year 
on year increases in passenger numbers that they have achieved. Unfortunately this 
increase has not been matched by SRA funding for the lines. We recommend that the 
SRA reconsider the funding levels for rolling stock provision to eliminate by December 
2005 overcrowding on peak services. We further recommend that the Department for 
Transport examine the SRA’s budget in respect of the Wales and Border’s franchise 
with a view to increased expenditure on rolling stock provision to enable capacity to 
meet demand. 

Proposals for Improvements to Stations 

91. A modest programme for station improvements was included in the award of the 
Franchise and would be financed through partnership funding. 15 stations would qualify 
for such improvements over the length of the franchise, which Arriva acknowledged 
amounted to roughly one per year.142 Some Welsh Stations have been improved through 
the Rail Passengers Partnership (RPP) Fund in south and mid Wales. However, that 
funding was “temporarily suspended” by the SRA as a consequence of cuts in UK 
Government funding.143 The Strategic Rail Authority has continued to fund those station 
improvements already under contract, for example stations at Llandaf and Trefforest, but it 
fell to the Welsh Assembly Government to allocate £2.5million to enable that work to 
continue.144 Unless the RPP funding is restored, funding for any additional station 
improvements would fall on the Welsh Assembly Government  

92. Mr Cameron told us that beyond its commitment to refurbish 15 stations during the 
lifetime of the franchise, Arriva had “no responsibility whatsoever to provide those basic 
facilities [at stations] over and above what exists at present and that is part of the 
contractual framework that the SRA set out in its objectives”.145 Nonetheless, he assured us 
that some improvement to the physical condition of stations – lighting, roofing, toilets, 
heating improvements could be made. These would be through a scheme called “Adopt a 
Station” where selected regular users report faults or repairs required. Those faults and 
repairs would then be targeted in the most cost effective manner.146 Arriva has operated 
similar projects in the North of England for just over 12 months and Mr Cameron told us 
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that they get“a very, very positive community involvement [that] allows us to spend the 
money much more wisely and better”.147  

93. We have a degree of sympathy for Arriva in its programme for station 
improvements. It has agreed a franchise contract with the SRA for a fixed annual 
payment that excluded both new stations or station improvements. We recommend 
that Arriva press ahead in the short term with the private/public partnership 
discussions with all interested parties to improve many more than 15 stations in Wales. 

94. Safety at Stations was an issue that was raised by the Rail Passengers Committee. The 
RPC noted that it should not be assumed that safety concerns were limited to rail accidents: 
“to most passengers, safety means personal security—ladies alone at night, or people who 
are vulnerable”.148 In this context the RPC lamented the limited number of Transport 
Police available to the North Wales Main Line.149 

95. We note that Arriva has a duty of care for the station fabric and that cleaning 
platforms, general repairs, removing graffiti and repainting are their responsibility. 
Poorly maintained stations do not promote a safe environment and therefore we expect 
a commitment from Arriva that those duties will not be ignored in the running of the 
franchise. 

Cardiff Station 

96. In our report on Transport in Wales we recommended that consideration be given to 
the complete redevelopment of Cardiff bus and rail stations – including improved access 
for taxis – to provide a high-quality public transport interchange which is suitable for a 
capital city and seat of government.150 

97. In the intervening period no plans have been put forward to redevelop the bus station 
so that it becomes fully integrated with the railway station and that taxis are positioned and 
regulated so that customers may wait undercover. Arriva has set aside £400,000 for 
improvements to Cardiff, Chester, Hereford, Newport and Shrewsbury Stations. However, 
Mr Cameron acknowledged that significant improvements to Cardiff station were 
necessary.151 

98. We welcome the acknowledgement that Cardiff Station is still in need of significant 
improvements. We recommend Arriva, First Great Western and other interested 
parties consider the establishment of a joint group to redevelop the station to provide a 
facility that reflects the status of Cardiff as the Capital of Wales. 
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Holyhead Station 

99. In our Report on Transport in Wales we concluded that the Strategic Rail Authority, in 
partnership with the National Assembly for Wales and North Western Trains, take urgent 
steps to improve passenger rail facilities at Holyhead to at least a standard acceptable level, 
and preferably beyond.152  

100. Little progress appears to have been made since that report although we understand 
that Stena Lines are prepared to enter into a funding arrangement with the Strategic Rail 
Authority, Network Rail and Arriva to refurbish Holyhead station to provide a Gateway 
Station to the United Kingdom.153 

101. We welcome the involvement of Stena Lines in negotiations to refurbish Holyhead 
Station. Given the potential for local spend by high spending visitors on cruise-ships, 
we are confident that further discussion between port operators, ferry companies and 
the WDA on financing jetties and terminals would be worthwhile. 

 
152 Second Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Transport in Wales, Session 2002-03, HC 205, paras 70-73. 
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Disabled Access 

102. Mr Chris Austin from the Strategic Rail Authority told us that the SRA had produced 
a code of practice and that train operators had to provide a Disabled Persons’ Protection 
Policy (DPPP). In drawing up that policy and code of practice the train operators would 
consult disabled groups within their areas about specific access issues which they can 
reflect in their DPPP. There are also two legislative requirements. The Rail Vehicle 
Accessibility Regulations require all new rolling stock to have to comply with quite 
prescriptive specifications on matters such as the design of handrails and the design and 
colour co-ordination of doors, the lettering on train information systems and the pressure 
required for door-open buttons. Mr Austin also explained that legislation in respect of the 
Access to Stations would come into force in 2004.154 

103. Mr Cameron acknowledged that Arriva held the responsibility for disabled access to 
its stations and trains, and was working with the SRA and other franchisees for further 
improvements to access.155 He further argued that Arriva would be introducing dedicated 
telephone helplines for travellers but conceded that with a “Victorian network” it was not 
possible to make the network fully accessible to disabled people.156  

104. Where possible, Arriva hoped to ensure that train connections at its stations would 
have appropriate facilities for disabled travellers, for example lifts and bridges between 
platforms. However he argued that “where there is no lift facility provided, we feel is that it 
is better to get connectivity even in those circumstances than no connectivity at all”.157 

105. Our inquiry touched lightly on disabled access to rail services. However, this issue is 
also being considered by the House of Commons Transport Committee,158 and the Joint 
Committee on the Draft Disability Discrimination Bill.159 

106. We welcome the commitment to improving disabled access to stations and the 
legislation that underwrites that commitment. However, we are concerned that funding 
constraints may not deliver the necessary improvements in good time. We recommend 
that the SRA, in conjunction with Network Rail and the Train Operators undertake an 
audit of all stations in Wales, including lift access for disabled passengers, to assess 
what work is necessary for stations to comply with the legislation covering disabled 
access. 

Information at Stations 

107. Mr Cameron told us that the provision of information at stations was an important 
aspect of Arriva’s policy for rail services. He explained that in its other franchises, Arriva 
had introduced maps at stations that showed local facilities, the location of bus stations and 
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provided numbers for taxi companies. 160 Similar information was planned for the Wales 
and Borders franchise. Mr Cameron acknowledged that “If you cannot get the basic 
information, then you cannot expect people to travel”.161 It was Arriva’s intention to 
provide such information though Project Inform, a scheme run by the existing train 
operating companies in Wales. That scheme would ensure that, when customers arrived at 
stations, then they would also receive information about the train they wished to take, how 
that train was operating and destination and stops along that line.162 

108. We welcome Arriva’s acknowledgement of the importance of clear signage and 
information for passengers. We will monitor closely Arriva’s proposals to improve 
information for passengers at Stations within the Wales and Borders franchise. 
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POWERS OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 

Background 

109. Like many areas of public policy, responsibility for transport in Wales is divided 
between the UK Government and the National Assembly for Wales. There is a complex 
network of powers and functions in which responsibility for many areas of transport policy 
is shared or divided between London and Cardiff. The UK Government is responsible for 
policy relating to railways, but consults with the National Assembly on certain issues. For 
example, the SRA must consult the National Assembly about its strategy, the award of any 
new franchise in Wales and derogations of Public Service Requirements.163  

110. This Committee and its predecessor Committee have highlighted the need for an 
integrated transport policy for Wales in two previous reports.164 To encourage the 
development of such a policy, our report on Transport in Wales recommended that the 
following powers be transferred to the National Assembly: 

“powers of guidance and direction over the Strategic Rail Authority in respect of the 
Wales and Borders franchise and other rail services within Wales provided that they 
are consistent with the guidance and direction of the Secretary of State; and  

“power to appoint two members of the SRA using the open system for public body 
appointments; 

“a statutory duty to ensure that the interests of those in England who are served by 
the Wales and Borders franchise are properly represented”.165 

111. In its response to our recommendations, the Government stated that it was not 
persuaded that the National Assembly should have powers of direction and guidance over 
the Strategic Rail Authority , as the Welsh railway network had a much greater degree of 
inter-dependence with the English network.166  

112. The response also explained that it was the statutory role of the Secretary of State for 
Transport to appoint all members of the SRA Board, and was required to consult the 
National Assembly about one member of the Board, taking into consideration that 
member’s familiarity with the special requirements and circumstances of Wales. The 
Government did not agree that the needs of Wales would necessarily be better served by 
giving the National Assembly the direct power to appoint a member, or more than one 
member.167 

 
163 Transport Act 2000, ss. 206 & 269(4). 

164 Second Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, The Transport Bill and its Impact on Wales, Session 1999-2000, 
HC287 Second Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Transport in Wales, Session 2002-03, HC205.  

165 Second Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Transport in Wales, Session 2002-03, HC205, para 38. 

166 Second Special Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Transport in Wales: Response of the Government, Session 
2002-03, HC580 para K. 

167 Second Special Report from the Welsh Affairs Committee, Transport in Wales: Response of the Government, Session 
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Powers of Direction and Guidance over the Strategic Rail Authority 

113. This was not the view of the National Assembly, which welcomed devolving further 
powers to the National Assembly, in particular powers of direction over the SRA, and the 
power to appoint a member to the SRA. Sue Essex, Minister for Transport, Planning & 
Environment said that “Whilst I understand the Government’s arguments about the nature 
of the network in Wales, I do not think that these concerns are insurmountable […] The 
rail network in Wales is a key element underpinning the Welsh Assembly Government’s 
vision for a coherent transport network. Powers of direction over the SRA are therefore 
essential so that the delivery of train services in Wales supports our integrated transport 
policy. We would work very closely with the English border authorities to ensure their 
needs and aspirations are also fully integrated into the services”.168 

114. The Rail Passengers Committee also welcomed the proposals to transfer to the 
National Assembly direction and guidance over the SRA169 believing it would achieve 
decision-making “closer to the people”.170 Furthermore the RPC argued that powers of 
direction and guidance over the SRA conferred on the Scottish Parliament gave it the 
ability to pursue an integrated transport policy as a means of attracting people off the 
motorways.171. While Network Rail had no view on devolved powers it acknowledged that 
this division of powers worked well in Scotland.172 

115. Arriva trains provided an insight into joint responsibility to the SRA and another 
body – in this case Merseyside PTE where Arriva have until recently been the train 
operating company. Mr Cameron told us that the PTE “specify the level of service, the 
quality of service and they pay for additional services over and above those specified by the 
SRA”.173 Arriva expected that if similar powers were conferred on the Welsh Assembly 
Government, it could be “much more vocal [than the SRA] in looking after local needs, to 
be very focused and very determined, making sure the border counties were not to lose out 
and that the Assembly Government would be an active partner in the railways”.174 

116. The Government position has softened since our last Report. In written evidence the 
Department for Transport told us that its officials have had “initial discussions with 
National Assembly officials about the National Assembly’s desire for a [Transport 
(Wales)]Bill and we are currently considering more detailed proposals as to whether or to 
what extent Westminster Government would be prepared to support a Bill that contained 
some or all of the proposals”.175 

117. When we took evidence from the Minster for Transport he confirmed that his 
Department and the Welsh Assembly Government were in discussions about a draft 
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Transport (Wales) Bill and that those discussions included these issues. While he noted the 
complexities of conferring powers on the National Assembly over a rail service that 
meanders in and out of Wales he argued that: “It is not rocket science, we ought to be able 
to get somewhere on that”.176  

118. The financial powers sought by the National Assembly would involve complex 
arrangements with the SRA. Powers of direction and guidance similar to Scotland’s would 
have to take into account differences between the Welsh and Scottish rail networks. 
However, Dr Howells was of the opinion that the resolution of financial arrangements 
were not insuperable problems.177 

119. We welcome the progress that has been made in discussions on the strategic 
direction of the rail network between the UK Government and Welsh Assembly 
Government. We reiterate our recommendation that powers of guidance and direction 
over the Strategic Rail Authority in respect of the Wales and Borders franchise and 
other rail services within Wales be conferred on the National Assembly for Wales. 

Appointment of SRA Members by the National Assembly 

120. It its response to our report on Transport in Wales, the Welsh Assembly Government 
also stated that it wished to see a clause providing for the appointment of at least one 
member of the SRA in any Transport (Wales) Bill.178 This would provide a clearer link 
between the National Assembly and the Strategic Rail Authority. The Government’s 
response was less than enthusiastic about this proposal.179 However, the Minister of State 
for Transport believed that this was open to discussion and stated that Richard Bowker, the 
Chairman of the SRA was also keen to discuss that with the National Assembly.180 
However, although he understood the rationale behind that aspiration he believed that 
difficulties would have to be overcome to achieve it.181 

121. We support the aspiration of the National Assembly to be given the power to 
appoint one or more members of the SRA and recommend that clauses to that effect be 
included in any draft Transport (Wales) Bill. 

Regional Transport Boards based on the Existing Consortia 

122. The Committee also recommended that the Government should introduce legislation 
to enable the National Assembly to establish by secondary legislation one or more 
Passenger Transport Authorities or Passenger Transport Executives covering all or part of 
Wales. Whether to establish one or more PTAs or PTEs would then remain a decision for 
the National Assembly.182 
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123. The present consortia were set up by agreement between groups of county councils. 
They are TAITH, SWWITCH, TraCC and SEWTA, the last of which was created out of 
the merger of SWIFT and TIGER. 

The Four Welsh Local Authority Transport Consortia 
 
TraCC: (Trafnidiaeth Canolbarth Cymru) Powys CC and Ceredigion CC (also covers 
Gwynedd - Meirionydd) 
 
SEWTA (South East Wales Transport Alliance) Bridgend CBC, Caerphilly CBC, City 
and County of Cardiff, Merthyr Tydfil CBC, Rhondda Cynon Taff CBC, Vale of 
Glamorgan Council and Newport, Rhymney, Islwyn, Torfaen and Monmouth 
 
SWWITCH: (South West Wales Integrated Transport Consortium): Carmarthenshire 
CC, Neath Port Talbot CBC, Pembrokeshire CC and the City and County of Swansea. 
Ceredigion CC has an observer status. 
 
TAITH: Ynys Môn, Gwynedd, Conwy, Denbigh, Flintshire CC and Wrexham CBC. 
 

 
124. In its response to the Committee’s 1999 Report on the Transport Bill,183 the UK 
Government rejected the idea of a PTE/PTA in Wales because “no group of authorities 
seemed to have a very strong case” and “ because PTAs have no roads responsibilities”. Dr 
Howells acknowledged that the National Assembly wanted powers to establish regional 
consortia of local authorities and told us that his Department and the National Assembly 
have “talked about some of the things which can be achieved through that like better 
stations, better integrated transportation networks”.184  

125. The Welsh Assembly Government has acknowledged that the case was not yet 
overwhelming, but stressed that it was important to have the option of introducing a 
PTA/PTE in parts of Wales should the existing consortia fail to deliver real change.185 

126. We recommend that the concept of statutory consortia /passenger transport 
boards should be examined by the Department for Transport alongside a public 
transport body covering the whole of Wales. Greater flexibility in the powers of the 
National Assembly can only serve to increase its potential to realise its aspirations for a 
fully integrated transport policy for Wales. 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

South Wales Main Line 

1. We welcome the assurance from First Great Western that there are no plans to 
reduce the frequency of their services between London and South Wales. (Paragraph 
10) 

2. We welcome the decision by First Great Western to negotiate with Network Rail for 
the reintroduction of a later evening service from London to Cardiff. We do not 
believe that the people of South Wales should have to wait until the award of the new 
Greater Western franchise in 2006. It is unacceptable that there is no late night 
service linking the capital cities of England and Wales and we recommend that the 
Strategic Rail Authority provide sufficient funds to introduce such a service in time 
for new timetable, due to come into force in December 2004. (Paragraph 15) 

3. We welcome First Great Western’s proposals for a high speed train link between the 
capitals of England and Wales. This is the sort of forward looking approach that is 
necessary to provide a positive future for rail services in South Wales. We are 
unimpressed with the reaction of the SRA to such proposals. Given the long lead 
time necessary to enact such a proposal, we recommend that the Strategic Rail 
Authority give urgent consideration to a new high speed link between England and 
South Wales as part of the long term strategy for a Greater Western service. 
(Paragraph 18) 

4. We welcome the SRAs announcement of a forthcoming route strategy for the Great 
Western Main Line, and the potential improvements that a Greater Western 
Franchise may offer. We look to the SRA to reassure us that the needs of South 
Wales will not be secondary to those of Southern England when the route strategy is 
developed. (Paragraph 28) 

5. We welcome the Government announcement of a review of the rail industry. We 
look forward to receiving further details on the Government’s proposals for 
streamlining these organisations. We will judge these proposals on the extent to 
which they promote genuinely better services for rail users.  (Paragraph 32) 

6. We recommend that when the SRA develops its route strategy for the Great Western 
Main Line, it should give consideration to the cost and feasibility of a second rail 
crossing between Wales and England. (Paragraph 35) 

North Wales Main Line 

7. We welcome any increase in intercity services for North Wales. We are disappointed 
that the projected service level of seven trains a day will not be realised. While we 
appreciate that the reduction in the line speed has forced Virgin to reduce the 
numbers of trains per day, we conclude that Virgin Train’s planning of the new 
service and consequent promises ought to have been more adequately thought 
through so that unrealistic aspirations could have been avoided. (Paragraph 39) 
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8. We find the delay by Network Rail in authorising the North Wales Main Line for use 
by Pendolino trains unacceptable. We recommend that Network Rail ensure early 
clearance for the use of Pendolino trains along the North Wales Main Line be given 
in time for the introduction of that service in December 2004. (Paragraph 41) 

9. We welcome the SRAs commitment to a costing exercise for increasing the line 
speed on the North Wales Main Line. However, any costing exercise would be of 
limited use should funds not be available. We recommend that the SRA give a clear 
commitment to upgrading the North Wales Main Line should its costing exercise 
demonstrate value for money. Furthermore, we recommend that the SRA commit to 
running the exercise in conjunction with the National Assembly for Wales so that 
there is an adequate level of transparency in the process. (Paragraph 45) 

10. We recommend that electrification of the line be included in the costing exercise for 
increase in the line speed of the North Wales Main Line. We further recommend, 
that should the costings not prove prohibitively expensive, the work be carried out as 
part of the rebuilding of the West Coast Main Line.  (Paragraph 48) 

11. We recommend that the Secretary of State for Wales consult with his Cabinet 
colleagues to ensure representations are made to the Council of Ministers, the 
European Commission and the European Parliament for funding for the upgrade of 
the North Wales Main Line as part of the Trans European Network initiative. 
(Paragraph 53) 

Virgin Cross Country Services 

12. While the changes to Virgin Cross country service may well have been necessary to 
provide a reliable cross country service, the manner in which decisions were made 
fell well short of what is required. Presenting the First Minister with what was 
effectively a fait accompli the night before changes to the service were made does not 
constitute consultation. We conclude that the Strategic Rail Authority failed in its 
statutory duty towards the National Assembly for Wales and did not honour its own 
undertaking to consult the Rail Passengers Committee. We recommend that the 
Strategic Rail Authority review its procedures to ensure that such events do not 
happen in the future.  (Paragraph 59) 

The Wales and Borders Franchise 

13. We conclude that the spirit of the Department’s Direction and Guidance had not 
been followed as a result of the split by the SRA of the criteria and scoring and 
marking system. These should have been combined to enable bidders to understand 
the objectives set by the Department and what was required of a bidder for the 
franchise.  (Paragraph 70) 

14. We recommend that the SRA publish a full summary of the negotiations 
surrounding the award of the Wales and Borders franchise including the level of 
services offered by Arriva at each stage. In this way taxpayers would be aware of the 
funding levels for the existing services and the cost of providing improvements. 
(Paragraph 71) 
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15. We are pleased to see that SRA funding for the Wales and Borders franchise has not 
been reduced from the level of funding provided for existing rail services. However 
we conclude that merely maintaining existing funding levels does not provide Wales 
with its fair share of rail improvements. We recommend that the SRA should revisit 
its allocation of funding to the Wales and Borders franchise to allow Arriva Trains to 
provide an enhanced rail service for Wales.  (Paragraph 75) 

Wales and Borders Services 

16. The Committee welcomes the clock face timetable proposals from Arriva and 
believes that it has the potential to provide a significant improvement to existing rail 
services in Wales. The Committee further welcomes the initiatives by Arriva to 
achieve an integrated national train service that links North, Mid and South Wales. 
(Paragraph 80) 

17. We welcome the initiative by Arriva to use Carmarthen and Shrewsbury as hubs for 
its clock face timetables. However, we are concerned that this proposal could be 
undermined by the infrastructure quality both in and around Shrewsbury and along 
the South Wales Main Line. We recommend that Arriva and Network Rail establish 
a programme of investment to ensure that both stations will provide effective hubs 
for rail travel within and to and from Wales. (Paragraph 84) 

18. We further recommend that Arriva take steps to integrate the Heart of Wales Line in 
its plans for the hub at Shrewsbury. (Paragraph 85) 

19. We welcome the increased popularity of the commuter lines in Cardiff and the year 
on year increases in passenger numbers that they have achieved. Unfortunately this 
increase has not been matched by SRA funding for the lines. We recommend that 
the SRA reconsider the funding levels for rolling stock provision to eliminate by 
December 2005 overcrowding on peak services. We further recommend that the 
Department for Transport examine the SRA’s budget in respect of the Wales and 
Border’s franchise with a view to increased expenditure on rolling stock provision to 
enable capacity to meet demand. (Paragraph 90) 

20. We have a degree of sympathy for Arriva in its programme for station 
improvements. It has agreed a franchise contract with the SRA for a fixed annual 
payment that excluded both new stations or station improvements. We recommend 
that Arriva press ahead in the short term with the private/public partnership 
discussions with all interested parties to improve many more than 15 stations in 
Wales. (Paragraph 93) 

21. We note that Arriva has a duty of care for the station fabric and that cleaning 
platforms, general repairs, removing graffiti and repainting are their responsibility. 
Poorly maintained stations do not promote a safe environment and therefore we 
expect a commitment from Arriva that those duties will not be ignored in the 
running of the franchise. (Paragraph 95) 
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Cardiff Station 

22. We welcome the acknowledgement that Cardiff Station is still in need of significant 
improvements. We recommend Arriva, First Great Western and other interested 
parties consider the establishment of a joint group to redevelop the station to provide 
a facility that reflects the status of Cardiff as the Capital of Wales. (Paragraph 98) 

Holyhead Station 

23. We welcome the involvement of Stena Lines in negotiations to refurbish Holyhead 
Station. Given the potential for local spend by high spending visitors on cruise-ships, 
we are confident that further discussion between port operators, ferry companies and 
the WDA on financing jetties and terminals would be worthwhile. (Paragraph 101) 

Disabled Access 

24. We welcome the commitment to improving disabled access to stations and the 
legislation that underwrites that commitment. However, we are concerned that 
funding constraints may not deliver the necessary improvements in good time. We 
recommend that the SRA, in conjunction with Network Rail and the Train 
Operators undertake an audit of all stations in Wales, including lift access for 
disabled passengers, to assess what work is necessary for stations to comply with the 
legislation covering disabled access. (Paragraph 106) 

Information 

25. We welcome Arriva’s acknowledgement of the importance of clear signage and 
information for passengers. We will monitor closely Arriva’s proposals to improve 
information for passengers at Stations within the Wales and Borders franchise. 
(Paragraph 108) 

Powers of the National Assembly 

26. We welcome the progress that has been made in discussions on the strategic 
direction of the rail network between the UK Government and Welsh Assembly 
Government. We reiterate our recommendation that powers of guidance and 
direction over the Strategic Rail Authority in respect of the Wales and Borders 
franchise and other rail services within Wales be conferred on the National Assembly 
for Wales. (Paragraph 119) 

27. We support the aspiration of the National Assembly to be given the power to appoint 
one or more members of the SRA and recommend that clauses to that effect be 
included in any draft Transport (Wales) Bill. (Paragraph 121) 

28. We recommend that the concept of statutory consortia /passenger transport boards 
should be examined by the Department for Transport alongside a public transport 
body covering the whole of Wales. Greater flexibility in the powers of the National 
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Assembly can only serve to increase its potential to realise its aspirations for a fully 
integrated transport policy for Wales. (Paragraph 126) 
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Ordered, That the Chairman’s draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 

Paragraphs 1 to 126 read and agreed to. 

Summary agreed to. 

Resolved, That the Report be the Third Report of the Committee to the House. 
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Ordered, That the provisions of Standing Order No.134 (Select committees (reports)) be 
applied to the Report 
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Oral evidence

Taken before the Welsh Affairs Committee

on Wednesday 16 July 2003

Members present:

Mr Martyn Jones, in the Chair

Mr Martin Caton Julie Morgan
Mr Huw Edwards Adam Price
Dr Hywel Francis Mr Roger Williams

Witnesses: Mr Richard Bowker, Chairman and Chief Executive, andMr Chris Austin, Executive Director,
Corporate AVairs, examined.

Q1 Chairman: I am sorry we kept you waiting, Mr Mr Bowker: As you rightly say, there was a 23.45.
The service that is now running, where the 2210 is theBowker, but we had rather a lot of private business

to attend to. I understood that you would be coming last service, is compliant with the Passenger Service
Requirement. The 23.45 was a service which theby yourself, so it would be useful if you could

introduce your colleague and say what he does for operator ran on a commercial basis. They have
taken the decision that it is not any longer ayou, and introduce yourself.

Mr Bowker: Thank you very much, Chairman. I am commercially viable service. I understand that there
are issues relating to maintenance access for theRichard Bowker, Chairman and Chief Executive of

the Strategic Rail Authority. With me is Chris Severn Tunnel but it is a decision that the operator
took and we have no plans at this stage to reinstateAustin, who is our Executive Director of

Corporate AVairs. that service.

Q2 Chairman: I thought I recognised the face. If I Q4 Julie Morgan: So we do not have much hope of
can start, and we will do it region by region, if that having anymore late night trains arriving at CardiV?
is all right. If I could start with the South Wales Mr Bowker: It probably depends on one’s definition
Main Line.What is the SRA’s long-termplan for the of “late night”. The 22.10, which I think arrives
South Wales Main Line? about twenty past midnight in CardiV, is quite a late
Mr Bowker:Wehave two very important events that train. The later service ran on a commercial basis
will be happening over the course of the next couple and at the moment it is not something that we would
of years. The first will be a route strategy which we seek taxpayer support to provide. However, when
will be consulting on widely as part of an ongoing we come to do theGreaterWestern franchise in 2006
programme of these route strategy consultations. and so on, clearly the service specification will be a
TheWest CoastMain Line is an example of what we matter of consultation and there will be an
have done. A very important one next year will be opportunity to review that issue then.
the Great Western Main Line route strategy. That
will be a precursor to the other major event, which

Q5 Julie Morgan: The maintenance you referred towill be the tendering and letting of the Greater
on the Severn Tunnel, you are saying that is one ofWestern franchise from 2006. Those two events,
the reasons for this?particularly the route strategy, will allow us to
Mr Bowker: I think it is a contributory factor, butconsult on, and therefore put together, a detailed
the primary reason is that the later train, the 23.45,plan for dealing with the issues facing the Great
was something which was a commercial decision toWestern Main Line over the longer-term. It is really
run by the operator and they have decided they nothat very structured process that will give us clarity
longer wish to run that service.over what we need to do for Great Western and

particularly with South Wales Main Line.
Chairman: Thank you. Q6 Chairman:Do you think it is acceptable that the

last train between the two capitals is just after ten
o’clock? Should the SRA not be looking atQ3 Julie Morgan: I want to ask about the late night

trains to CardiV. Bristol is served by four trains supporting a later train?
Mr Bowker: It depends on a whole range of issues.between nine o’clock and half past twelve am, but

only one at 2210 continues to CardiV. Until recently Currently we provide support for those services
which are under the Passenger Service Requirementthere was a quarter to twelve departure to CardiV

from Bristol Temple Meads. As this train continues but which do not meet their costs in terms of the
revenue that they generate. If wewere to provide thisto run to Bristol, why has this service been

withdrawn? Is this temporary or permanent? Could service that would be a further call on our budget,
which is already seriously stretched, andwe have notyou tell us what the long-term plans are for late night

trains to CardiV? formed a view as to whether that particular service
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has more merit, more value, than any of the other diVerent time, I think there is an additional minute
between the working timetable and the actual, whatservices that are also seeking to secure what is a

constrained budget. we call, GBTT, which is the published timetable. I
would need to check on those numbers, I do not
recognise 10 minutes at all1.Q7 Mr Williams: The point made to me by many

people living in South Wales is that they are unable
to access leisure and cultural activities in the capital Q11 Mr Williams: If we move on now to the North
and return back the same night. Is that a reason that WalesMain Line.What is the SRA’s long-term plan
you could take into account? for the North Wales Main Line?
Mr Bowker: At the end of the day it comes down to Mr Bowker:We have concluded on the West Coast
what makes sense in terms of the money that the strategy, which we consulted on very widely—and
taxpayer would be expected to pay in support of a for the purposes of West Coast we include North
service like that. We could only do something where Wales in that route in terms of service planning—
the benefits, whether they were financial benefits or that as part of West Coast services that will run
social benefits, which we can take into account, were eVectively five West Coast services a day, of which
suYcient to justify the investment, the support, the four will be services from Holyhead through to
subsidy, that would be required to run that kind of London, and there is an additional fifth which has
service by that operator. extended now to Llandudno, and that has been done

as part of the West Coast strategy we put together.
In terms of other services, clearly there are FirstQ8 Mr Caton: Why is the through service from
North Western services which will be transferringFishguard to London to be replaced by aWales and
through to Wales and Borders in due course, we areBorders service just to Swansea?
still working through the detail of that. There areMr Bowker: Again, that service was not a
some very complex and operationally quite diYcultrequirement of the PSR, it was a service that was run
issues relating to access to Birmingham because weby First Great Western because they felt that was an
have a railway network, as I am sure you know,appropriate use of their resource then; they have
which is massivelymore congested than it was five ordecided no longer to do that. It is a similar answer,
six years ago. They have still to be worked throughMr Caton, to the question of the 23.45. To be quite
in detail. There is a significant amount of investmentfrank, the market for that service east of Swansea
going in in terms of new rolling stock, that is comingand CardiV is extremely limited and there are
through on West Coast and on the new Voyagerexcellent connecting opportunities along the route.
trains which will be supporting West Coast services.Again,Wales and Borders have taken the decision to
Beyond that, there is some infrastructure investmentrun that service but First Great Western do not
that is being done. It includes, for example, new trainbelieve there is a market there to run a service
maintenance facilities at Holyhead. There will needthrough to London.
to be some work done on the infrastructure to allow
us to run the Pendolino trains along theNorthWalesQ9 Mr Caton: So it is entirely the train operator’s
Coast. Those are the key things. It is really focuseddecision?
around the rolling stock investment and serviceMr Bowker:Where the services are not specified by
enhancement.us as part of the so-called Passenger Service

Requirement, yes, it is the decision of the train
operator. One of the things we are doing is we are Q12 Chairman: We are essentially in North Wales
looking as part of the new franchising agreement to now but before we go entirely to North Wales, I
see whether we need to address that kind of wonder if you would expand on your answer about
approach; I think we do as it happens. We believe the plans for South Wales. Could you give us more
there is a strong argument for replacing the PSR, detail on the Greater Western franchise?
which is a very rigid, very historical and arguably Mr Bowker:What I discovered on joining the SRA
extremely limiting issue, with much more clarity was a real lack of long-term planning in terms of
over the services that we wish an operator to actually route development and network development. I
run and set that out as a service specification inside think the belief was that themarket would determine
the franchise. That is the modelling we are moving the right network enhancement strategy. I believe
towards. In our view, it puts the passenger much that the railway is a true public-private partnership
more at the heart of the specification of a franchise. but I think the long-term issues of strategy and
It is the model we are using on the first of the new development are matters that the public sector,
franchises, Greater Anglia, it is the model that we through the SRA, should take a lead on, so we have
will use on Greater Western in due course. set about doing something about that. The first thing

is in terms of the way that we use the network and
the way that we develop it. We said last year that weQ10 Dr Francis: There is a 10 minute recovery time
would produce, first of all, something called abetween Neath and Swansea, so if a train is running
Network Strategy, a Network Utilisation Strategy.late in CardiV it appears tomake up time by the time
The reason we needed to do that was because weit arrives in Swansea. What is the reason for
have got a railway that is beginning to fill up, and inincluding the recovery time in the timetable?
some places more than fill up. In fact, Network RailMr Bowker: My understanding is there is a one

minute recovery time between Neath and Swansea.
Actually the working timetable shows a slightly 1 Confidential note supplied not published.
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would tell us now that Railtrack at times sold Mr Bowker: That is correct.
capacity on the network that they did not have to
sell. Clearly that has led to serious issues around Q14 Chairman: Can you explain why that has
reliability, around performance, around resilience happened?
and so on. We decided to set out getting much more Mr Bowker: Yes, because as part of the West Coast
strategic resilience into the way we planned the strategy, again, we had to look at an overall balance
network and we have done that, we have published of services, we had to look at an overall level of
this Network Utilisation Strategy. What we resource, we had to look at the number of trains that
recognised was there was a danger of making it too were available, 53 Pendolinos and 78Voyager trains,
generalised across the whole of the railway network we had to look at all the markets that needed to be
and some bits are diVerent, one size does not fit all. served, whether it was the North West, the West

Midlands, Liverpool, Manchester, up to Scotland,We said that for very key parts of the network we
North Wales, and we consulted on a strategy whichwould do specific route strategies, and clearly one of
in our view provided the optimal balance of outputthose is the Great Western Main Line, and when I
for the resources we had available. The view that wesay that I am talking about London, Bristol, down
arrived at, which we had consultation on, was thatthe South West and then through to CardiV and
five services, four of which would go to Holyhead,Swansea, we are talking about the Great Western
one of which, as I mentioned, will start fromMain Line. We will publish for consultation a route
Llandudno, was the right balance of services givenstrategy for the Great Western Main Line. That is
the resources we had, given all the demands thatexactly what we have done on West Coast. Last
were being placed on those resources.October we published a draft West Coast strategy,

people gave us their views, the vast majority of them
Q15 Chairman: Do you think that is suYcient?very supportive but obviously some areas of
Mr Bowker: Yes.concern. We will do the same thing on Great

Western Main Line, so when we actually say “This
is the strategy for the Great Western Main Line for Q16 Chairman: Do the users think it is suYcient?
the long-term”, nothing of which exists at the Mr Bowker: I think the users will get a significantly
moment, it will be something that has been debated, better service. At the moment, for example, they run
discussed, consulted on and so on. That is important three trains a day, those are formed by high speed
because we need to produce a specification for the trains which are inadequate because they are
Greater Western franchise. One of the things that I extremely old, they do not have the facilities on them
was very concerned to do when I arrived at the SRA we would all like, but there are, for example, 24

carriages in total on those trains and when we havewas to get rid of duplication and overlap where it
finished this West Coast strategy at the end of nextwas causing network-wide problems. One of the
year there will be 33 carriages a day. There is a 40%things thatwe decided to do quite quicklywas for the
increase in the number of coaches that will run frommajor London terminus stations, where there was
NorthWales to London. Because the strategy allowsmore than one operator running into them, to look
us to have less stops south of Crewe it will meanand see if we could use the capacity better. We have
more dedicated vehicles for North Wales use,decided that at Paddington we think there is a lot of
because they will not be used as intermediate trainlogic in bringing together Thames and Great
services. We have made sure that the principalWestern. You could say what has that got to do with
daytime train from North Wales is a Pendolino andSouth Wales, but the answer is a great deal because
we have made sure that the principal business trainthe section of line between London Paddington and
of the morning from Bangor will have cateringReading at themoment is absolutely full, you cannot
facilities on it, they can serve a full breakfast service,get more trains on it in the peak, and the way it
so, yes, I think the users will be perfectly happy withworks aVects how reliable the service is to CardiV
the much enhanced service they will get.and Swansea. As part of the Greater Western

franchise, which will be a single franchise operator
Q17 Chairman:Relating to that line, if not the samecovering all of First Great Western’s current
service, the National Assembly had a letter fromMrservices, the Thames Train services and the Wessex
Green saying it was Virgin’s intention to provide aservices, they will all come together as one operator.
two hourly London-Holyhead direct service, whichThat franchise will go to the market for letting in
I would have thought was six or seven trains a day2006, which is the point at which FirstGroup’s
but one of our North Wales Members had anfranchise comes to an end, and the route strategywill
indication that was going to be five trains a day. Youinform the kind of service specification we put
wrote to us in the last week or two giving a table withforward for Greater Western. That is how the two
four through trains. This is obviously not as high asthings will come together.
we were led to believe. Can you explain the reason
for that or is that simply because we have not got to
2004 yet?

Q13 Chairman: Thank you very much, Mr Bowker. Mr Bowker: No, it is exactly the reason I said. You
We are back in North Wales now. The original are absolutely right, Virgin originally had an
Virgin specification of seven through trains, which I expectation that they would run seven trains a day,
think youmentioned, now appears to be replaced by a two hourly service on the North Wales Coast.

There are lots of things about the West Coast Mainfive trains, is that right?
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Line that a lot of people promised to do. It is a shame Q22 Adam Price: Okay. Just briefly on a diVerent
point, I understand you are aware that it is the viewthat it was not thought through as adequately as it

needed to have been thought through and we have of this Committee, and indeed the Welsh Assembly
Government, that it should be the Assembly thathad to fix that. We have spent 18 months sorting out

the mess of the West Coast Main Line. As part of appoints the member of the SRA with responsibility
for Wales. I understand Miss Janet Lewis-Jones hasthat we have determined a service strategy that we

think delivers the right amount of service for the been appointed by the Secretary of State for
Transport.market that exists, and is likely to exist, for the

resources we have got. That results in five trains a Mr Bowker: Correct.
day on the North Wales Coast, four of which go to
Holyhead and one of which goes as far as Q23 Adam Price: Did you invite Miss Lewis-Jones
Llandudno. It does mean a 40% increase in the to come to give evidence to the Committee today?
number of seats. It does mean a better service Mr Bowker: My understanding is that the
because there are less stops between Crewe and Committee invited me to come and give evidence to
London. The service on the North Wales Coast will the Committee and I was very happy to do that. I
be considerably better than the one that is there would just say that Janet Lewis-Jones is an excellent
today. board member, a great addition to the board. She

lives in Wales, she is a Welsh speaker. She is very
committed to understanding more specifically aboutQ18 Adam Price: Staying in North Wales for just a
the issues of the railways in Wales and is alreadymoment or two. What time period and level of
proving a great addition to the board of the SRA.investment do you envisage for the upgrading of the
She was, as you rightly say, appointed by theNorth Wales Main Line services, including the
Secretary of State for Transport in consultationwithincrease of the line speed to 100 mph throughout
theMinister at the time, who I believewas SueEssex.the line?

Mr Bowker: There are no plans at the moment to
Q24 Adam Price: I do not want to detain theincrease the line speed on the North Wales Coast.
Committee too long butmy understanding is it is the
standard practice for committees to invite a body to

Q19 Adam Price: Are there no proposals at all that appear before the committee and it is up to the body
you are aware of? to decide who they would like to appear on their
Mr Bowker: I am not aware of any detailed behalf. I do not know if there has been a
proposals, no. Any proposals for upgrade or misunderstanding on that point.
enhancement would have to be dealt with in respect Mr Bowker: It was made very clear, Mr Price, that I
of the benefits that would derive from them against was invited to come here. I am more than happy to
the cost of providing them against the other speak on behalf of all matters that the SRA is
priorities that we havewithin an overall aVordability involved with because I am in the chair of the
constraint. authority.

Adam Price: Thank you.
Chairman: I think we are moving on to rail linksQ20 Adam Price: There is no timetable for
between Wales and England.upgrading and you have not done an initial

evaluation of the cost?
Q25 Mr Caton: Why were the CrossCountryMr Bowker:There is no timetable for upgrading, no.
services between South Wales, Birmingham, the
North East of England and Scotland withdrawn?

Q21 Adam Price: Mr Chris Green from Virgin Mr Bowker: The CrossCountry services, as the
Trains suggested to the Committee, and I think you Committee will know, prior to the summer of last
have answered this question but I will go ahead with year were a very haphazard, very erratic service
it anyway, that these improvements would cost in pattern, and Virgin had come up with a scheme
the area of 10s of millions of pounds, but which they codenamed Operation Princess to make
presumably you have got no basis to agree or a radical change to the way that timetable worked.
disagree because you have not done an evaluation? They did so and they introduced it. The problemwas
Mr Bowker: The question of the future upgrade of they introduced it against the background of a very
the route along the North Wales Coast, the future congested railway network and against what I am
strategy of that route, will be a matter for the sure they would now agree—there is no blame, the
Strategic Rail Authority initially, then in whole industry is at one on this issue—was probably
consultation with all stakeholders, of which train over-ambitious expectations of what could actually
operators will be one. My understanding is if Chris be delivered. It was very clear to us, and to Virgin
Green was referring to upgrade he would have been and to Network Rail and all the other operators
referring to the fact that there will need to be involved, that when Operation Princess went live at
investment at Holyhead in train maintenance the end of October last year, it was very clear by the
facilities to support the new vehicles. There will have middle of November that it was not working and it
to be some minor infrastructural works to allow us was actually causing the railway network to suVer
to take Pendolinos along the route, which are big consider paralysis at certain times of the day if things
trains with a very specific gauge, but other than that did not work absolutely completely perfectly. We

needed to do something about that and we had onlythere are no specific plans to upgrade the route.
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about six weeks to do something because we had a Q28 Adam Price: Absolutely.
Mr Bowker:No. The reason why we decided to takedeadline of mid-January to make any changes at all
the course of action that we did was because ourto the May 2003 timetable. We discussed those with
duty is to get the rail service reliable, it is in ourNetworkRail, with Virgin, with the other operators,
directions and guidance. It is a very clear and specificand we took the decision to cut back some of the
requirement. Personally, I believe that in terms ofservices on the CrossCountry network thatmade the
the CrossCountry changes our duty to ensure anetwork resilient. It is impossible, as I am sure the
reliable service was of absolute paramountCommittee understands, to treat the individual
importance; that is why we did what we did. I hopeservices that are run by something like
that we never have to be in that kind of situationCrossCountry, as mutually exclusive from each
again. The CrossCountry service—Chris Greenother, it runs as a network, the train fleet runs as a
himself was advising us on lessons learned from thissingle train fleet. That is why we took the decision,
quite recently—was three years of commercialto make the CrossCountry network actually work.
niggling and about six months of timetable planningThat decision has clearly been a successful one.
and it should have been the other way around. TheReliability on CrossCountry is now improving and
CrossCountry service was brought in withoutthe actual service is getting considerably better.
enough thought, without enough rigour, andHowever, we realised that there was a very
without making sure that it actually worked. It didsignificant issue of services from South Wales to the
not work eVectively and we did what we felt was therest of the country and there will now be a
right thing for passengers.considerably better service between CardiV through

to Birmingham and on to Nottingham which will
Q29 Mr Caton: Am I right that you fund the Railnow run hourly. It will be considerablymore reliable
Passengers’ Committee for Wales?because the services will not be having to fight their
Mr Bowker:We sponsor them under the terms of theway from Aberdeen and Dundee, so the service that
Transport Act.CardiV gets through to Birmingham and to the East

Midlands will be considerably better. We have also
taken the opportunity to introduce a two hourly in Q30 Mr Caton: Their whole reason for existence is
the oV-peak and hourly in the peak service stopping to be the voice of passengers when changes happen
service from CardiV through to Gloucester which to the rail service.
gives places like Caldecott and Lydney and Mr Bowker: That is correct.
Chepstow, for the first time, a regular clock face
departure, gives places like Lydney and Chepstow a Q31 Mr Caton: But you chose not to consult them?
frequent service rather than one which was hugely Mr Bowker:We took a decision that in the interests
patchy. Whilst it is absolutely the case that not as of reliability of services for passengers, which is a
many cross-country services will be going to South very clear part of our directions and guidance, what
Wales as was first thought underOperation Princess, we did was the right thing to do. We have the right
the result will be a better service for South Wales. to apply derogations to the Passenger Service

Requirement, custom and practice suggests that is
for a limited period of time. We will consult on theQ26 Mr Caton: From what you have said these cuts
long-term issues for those services in due course butwere imposed by the SRA.
in the circumstances I am quite sure that mostMr Bowker: They were.
passengers, the vast majority of passengers, would
have said “We would rather you did not talk about
it, please fix it”. There was a need to fix it and weQ27 Mr Caton: What form of consultation took
fixed it. I recognise that not everybody is happy withplace on this withdrawal, particularly with the Rail
the outcome, but the objective was to fixPassengers’ Committee for Wales and the National
CrossCountry from the mess that it was intoAssembly for Wales?
something that worked, and it is done.Mr Bowker: Time was of the absolute essence. We

had two months at most, which included the whole
of the Christmas and New Year holiday period, to Q32 MrCaton:TheRail Passengers’ Committee for
do all the necessary analysis, recast the timetable, Wales still think it was a bad decision. Would you
make sure that it worked and then advise Network agree with them when they say in their Annual

Report that Wales continues to receive a secondRail of any changes they needed to make for the
class passenger rail service?May 2003 timetable. There was not time to
Mr Bowker: No.undertake a wide consultation exercise, so we did
Mr Caton: Thank you.not do it. The decision that we had to take was, was

it better to consult on something which would have
got us into a huge great debate and run the risk of Q33 Adam Price: This really is not good enough, is
not being able to do anything until September or was it? Following on from Mr Caton’s point, what you
it better to give passengers a better service in May. are saying is you will consult on the non-
We took the decision to give them a better service controversial decisions but you will not consult on
in May. the controversial ones. Does this not go against your
Mr Caton: So you decided not to consult because own assurances given by the SRA in a letter of 16

February 1998 that the Passenger Consultativeyou thought people might not agree with you?
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Council, now the RPC, “would be consulted on all Mr Bowker: It is a very good point. It is not just
Birmingham, it is across the network. For example,substantive material changes to Passenger Service

Requirements as a matter of course”? there is a pinch point at Bristol, at a place called
Filton Abbey Wood Junction, a very seriousMr Bowker: We have a duty under our directions

and guidance which postdate 1998 which put network pinch point. We are putting that right, we
are investing the money over the course of the nextperformance of the railway network absolutely key

alongside our other objectives of a 50% increase in 18 months to put more track in there that will
remove that pinch point. One of the big issues forpassenger kilometres and 80% in freight and so on. It

is completely wrong, in my view, to say we will only SouthWales is the congestion between Reading and
Paddington. It has a huge impact on theconsult on the things that we find non-controversial

and not on the things that we do. Our absolute policy performance of services in South Wales. So we are
putting that right by looking at theway thatwe bringis that wherever possible—wherever possible—we

consult. We were faced with a very serious issue with the franchises together. Birmingham is an issue, yes,
and that station for example is operating well inCross Country.We had a service that was running, in

terms of performance, within 0–10 minutes of arrival excess of the originally perceived design capacity.
One of the reasons it can do that is thanks to thetime, in the low-30 percentages. The thing was in

danger of coming apart at the seams, the job was to extremely high professionalism and dedication of
the people that do make it work and they are verysort it and I sorted it. I have no problem; faced with

the same situation, with the same circumstances, I eVective in getting the most out of what is available.
Railtrack oversold capacity; they sold paths thatwasmust say I would do exactly the same thing again.

However, I would much rather we went through a not there to sell. We have to put that right too, and
we are putting that right. Since the time that Virginprocess of being able to have longer-term planning.

That is why the franchising policy that was put in CrossCountry was thought about to when it actually
went live, to give you one instance, the cross-city lineplace, the route strategies that we are going to be

consulting on—the West Coast is a good example of in Birmingham, which goes right through themiddle
of Birmingham New Street, runs services down thethat—are designed to be long-term planning tools

which mean we never have to face that kind of issue South Western Main Line past the University to
Longbridge and so on. That has increased from aagain. This was an emergency response to a very

serious situation, we took decisive action and the 15-minute service to a 10-minute service—gone from
four to six trains an hour—which is a 50% increase.signs are that it has been successful. In doing so, Mr

Price, we have improved very considerably the That happened in the intervening period. So, yes,
when CrossCountry came to overlay this service,service from CardiV to the West Midlands.
which had a great increase in frequency of traYc

Q34 Adam Price: Let us be clear on this, Mr running through Birmingham New Street, they
Bowker. The assurance given in 1998 about found a diVerent BirminghamNew Street. That is an
consultation as a matter of course no longer stands issue across the whole of the railway network and is
and, secondly, where necessary services inWales will one we are having to address and fix.
be reduced, will be cut, to reduce congestion in
central England, because of your failure to ensure

Q36 Mr Edwards: Given the congestion that youenough central paths in central England.
talk about between Reading and Paddington, isMr Bowker: The one thing I cannot do, Mr Price, is
there not a case for more services to go from Southchange the past; I can only change the future. With
Wales to Waterloo? To my understanding there isrespect, you are putting words in my mouth. I did
only one that comes down the Border line and goesnot say those things. As a matter of course we will
to Waterloo at present, but there was a rumour inconsult. That is clearly our policy, and it remains our
The Sunday Times (and we do not always believepolicy. That is why I am so keen to get this network
what we read in The Sunday Times) that the Weststrategy, to get the route strategies and to get the
Wales to Waterloo service may be threatened and,franchise specifications out for consultation, so that
also, the Cambrian line service may be threatened.people can engage and give us their views. That is
Can you expand on that?our policy. That is how we will do things in the
Mr Bowker: Yes, I think there are two very distinctfuture. I inherited, on that particular issue, a mess
issues there. I understand the connection but I willand I had to fix it. It is not the case that we do things
deal with them separately. The services from Southto Wales because of constraints in other parts of the
Wales through to Waterloo, again, are servicescountry, because on CrossCountry we have also had
which the operators have run because they areto take services out to Liverpool and to Portsmouth,
commercially viable rather than because they arefor example, and they are not in Wales. So the issue
obliged to run them. At themoment, from next year,is more about ensuring we have a resilient service.
the operators have not bid for the right to run thoseCrossCountry should never have gone live in the
services intoWales. So the services will continue butway that it did, but it did, and when it did not work
they will run from Bristol through to Waterloo.we put it right.
There is an extremely high time penalty on going on
those services. One of the reasons why they wereQ35 Chairman:Mr Price touched on the subject of
originally there, which youmay ormay not be awarecongestion in central England, essentially
of, was before the service to CardiV went to half-Birmingham New Street. Is that a fact? Did this
hourly clearly there was a real market there, but byCrossCountry service cause that congestion, which

was not predicted, and you had to sort that out? now creating a half-hourly service to CardiV that is
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a very diVerent situation. So the real issue about Mr Bowker: No, it was not. I met him personally.
sending trains to Waterloo is quite a significant time
penalty in terms of the actual journey time from Q39 Adam Price: Did it meet with your legal
SouthWales through to London, and rather than try requirements under the terms of the Act?
and fix the problem with an inadequate solution Mr Bowker: We talk with and consult with the
which would not be good for passengers because Welsh Assembly Government on a very regular
they get the time penalty, the real issue we are trying basis. It is a continuous process of dialogue and
to fix is what do we do about Reading to discussion, it is not on specific occasions. Our
Paddington? How do we make that more eVective? relationship with the Welsh Assembly Government
One of the reasonswhy it is not as eVective as it could is actually very good, our relationship with their
be is because one of the operators, Thames Trains, oYces is actually very good and I am quite sure that
which has trains which can do 90/100 miles an hour, we fulfill our requirements.
are running trains on the fast lines. So we are getting
a poor use of the capacity. We do think that by Q40 Adam Price: In this specific case and this
getting—it may sound extremely logical, which is specific decision, do you think that your face-to-face
why we are doing it—the fast trains running on the conversation the night before the announcement
very fast lines and the slower on the slower lines, we met with your legal requirement to consult with the
get a significant improvement in terms of National Assembly for Wales as a corporate body
performance, resilience, reliability and in terms of under the terms of the Act?
capacity. That is a tougher decision, but we think it Mr Bowker: I am content that what we did in respect
is the right decision. That will help services and it will of the service changes was properly done, was within
make the services from CardiV to London more the powers that we have and it was the right thing to
reliable as a result. do for passengers.

Q41 Mr Edwards: Can I ask what prospects thereQ37 Chairman: Just one last question on this. Did
are of direct Eurostar services from Wales to theyou consult with the National Assembly for Wales?
Channel Tunnel?You are obliged to do it under the Transport Act
Mr Bowker: Extremely limited.2000 and it is something that this Committee

suggested should go into the Act, and was put in the
Q42 Mr Edwards: You must be aware that everyAct by Government. You really should have
time we travel by train out of Paddington we seeconsulted with them.
Eurostar services in the maintenance depot and it isMr Bowker: Is this in respect of CrossCountry
not unreasonable that people wonder whether therechanges? We did give the National Assembly for
will ever be direct services. Are you saying that is notWales advance notice of it. I did talk to Rhodri the
on the cards at all?night before we went ahead with this. He was made
Mr Bowker: It is not in our current plans and nor, Iaware of it. The problemwas that wewere facedwith
think, is it likely to be.an incredibly serious situation in terms of the

reliability of the entire UK rail network. I say again
Q43 Mr Edwards: Can you explain why?to the Committee, that is not how we like or intend
Mr Bowker: One of the things we would have to dotomanage consultation over service changes. I know
would be to electrify the Great Western Main Linethat. The issue was, do we have a great debate on
in order to allow those trans to run. It is fairly clearservice changes and run the risk of not being able to
to us that there is no justifiable transport benefitdo it for September, never mind May, or do we get
from doing that. The cost of doing that would beit fixed for May? We took the decision to fix it for
extremely high in comparison with the transportMay and that was what was done. I did, of course,
benefits that would be delivered in doing it.explain to both the First Minister and the Transport

Minister at the time of the Welsh Assembly the
Q44 Mr Williams: If we go back to thebenefits they would get from this service from
CrossCountry services again, the Swansea to theCardiV to Birmingham, or the West Midlands,
North of England service was included in thewhich they welcomed. It was only made possible
Passenger Service Requirement. On what groundsbecause of these changes. They were obviously very
did Virgin CrossCountry ask the SRA for akeen about the stopping services from CardiV to
derogation of the Passenger Service Requirement?Gloucester. So that was something which they saw
Mr Bowker:We are entitled to apply a derogation toas a positive development. The fact that we had got
the PSRandwewill subsequently consult onmakinga grip of the West Coast Main Line project was
that permanent if deemed necessary, and we appliedperceived to be a positive thing. It is crucial we do
the derogation in the particular circumstances ofput it in the context of that. This was about fixing a
fixing the CrossCountry timetable earlier this year.very serious issue and taking a decisive course of

action which fixed it for the benefit of passengers.
Q45 Mr Williams: So those are the reasons that
Virgin CrossCountry gave in requiring a

Q38 Adam Price: I am all for informality, Mr derogation?
Bowker, but this night-time conversation with Mr Bowker: No, no. The decision to change the
Rhodri, as you put it—that was a telephone CrossCountry timetable across the whole of the

UK—I know the Committee does not believe this,conversation, I presume?
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but to be clear—the changes that were made were opportunity to discuss a great deal of the issues
already in the short time that he has beenMinister ofnot just in Wales, they were across the whole of the

CrossCountry network. Actually, there was a Transport.
beneficial impact because we were able to improve
dramatically the service to the West Midlands as a Q52 Chairman: On this question of funding, Mr
consequence. Those changes weremade as part of an Bowker, have you given, as an Authority, specific
industry-wide process which involved us, Network instructions or requests even to the four bidders to
Rail, Virgin, Central Trains andWales and Borders; reduce their subsidy requirements which they
everybodywas involved in terms ofworking out how quoted in their BAFOs?
to fix the problem that wasmanifestly causingmajor Mr Bowker: The precise answer to that question is
disruption to the railway network. no. What we did, however, to be helpful, is that we

did ask for options in terms of what the
Q46 Mr Edwards: Could I ask what eVect your consequences would be if the subsidy levels were
financial shortfall has had on First Great Western lower than those that currently existed. I would
service levels in Wales? stress that they were options for the purposes of
Mr Bowker: None that I am aware of. good planning and analysis, they were not

requirements or decisions, they were seeking
options. I think it would have been strange for us notQ47 Dr Francis: Staying with funding, how can we
to have done that. We are constantly making surebe assured that Wales is receiving suYcient funding
that we are getting value for money for whatever wefor a first-class rail service?
put in, in terms of support for railway services.Mr Bowker: At the moment we are going through

the process of tendering for a Wales and Borers
franchisee. That process is now extremely well- Q53 MrWilliams: Supporters of theHeart ofWales
advanced and, in due course, we will be able to line and the Shrewsbury toAberystwyth line are very
demonstrate that we are getting—when I say “we” I worried that any cut in subsidy will not enable
am talking about the taxpayer generally—value for improvements to take place—in fact, whether there
money for the services that are provided and they are will be cuts in services that will mean although they
services that are consistent with the transport need. do not close the lines they will meet their legal

requirement to run the service but the service will be
Q48 Dr Francis: Could you elaborate a little bit of such small account that nobody will bother to use
more on that? What criteria would you use to it. Is there any substance to those fears?
demonstrate that it is a first-class service? Mr Austin: No, not really, Mr Williams. Our
Mr Bowker: I must admit I think there is a big approach on rural lines, particularly like the Heart
definitional issue of what first-class means. If we are of Wales line, is to make the most of what is there
talking about a service that is appropriate for the and encourage their use through Community Rail
demand that exists for the service, that has suYcient Partnerships. There is a thriving one for theHeart of
quality, that puts the passenger at the sort of heart Wales line. We are also doing some further work
of how the services are planned and developed, then with the Association of Community Rail
we ensure as part of the franchising process—which Partnerships, looking at ways of operating these
we have taken the Welsh Assembly Government lines more eVectively and specifying standards that
through in some detail—that it is properly specified are appropriate for rural lines rather than high speed
and properly evaluated. I think there is a real issue main lines. The combination of those two things
about what is in people’s minds over first-class. I together, we think, should improve the long-term
think “appropriate for the demand and the service sustainability of these routes but we recognise their
requirements” is where our whole franchise process lifeline role within Wales, and certainly all of the
is designed to get us to, and I am confident it will get routes are specified in the new franchise.
us to that point.

Q54 Mr Williams: And the level of service of the
Q49 Dr Francis: Do you also have a dialogue with routes?
the Westminster Transport Minister, the new one, Mr Austin: And the level of service linked to the
Kim Howells? PSR, yes.
Mr Bowker: Yes, a great deal.

Q55 Adam Price: I would certainly back up those
Q50 Dr Francis: He, of course, is a frequent user of points, as somebody who uses the Heart of Wales
this service. line sometimes to get to Parliament. It is becoming
Mr Bowker: A matter of which I am very aware. increasingly diYcult to do so, particularly on a

Sunday when there is one train now on a Sunday. I
would like to broaden it out because the figures weQ51 Dr Francis: Has he shared his experiences

with you? have been provided with by our Committee Adviser
show, for instance, that South West Trains, underMr Bowker: He has, although I am a frequent user

of Great Western services myself. The Minister has the SRA’s figures, are going to receive a subsidy
increase from £48 million in 2001–02 to £170 millionmade it clear, however, that he has general concerns

and views across the whole of the railway network, per annum in 2006–07—an increase of 250% The
Wales and Borders’ equivalent figure is a fall by 11%which I think is very important. Yes, we have had an
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It is a simple fact, on the basis of those figures, that Mr Bowker: Yes. As part of the settlement for the
2002 spending review, the funding that we receivedWales is a lesser priority for you than other parts of

England. It is the same point again. was less than that which we had bid for. We had bid
for funding that was consistent with the StrategicMr Bowker: No. The reason why South West

Trains’ subsidy has changed—overwhelmingly the Plan overall funding envelope and we received a
reduction of £312 million for the spending reviewreason why it was changed—is because it is a legal

requirement to replace around 600 carriages of what 2002 period. The first year of that, which is the
financial year we are now in, 1 April 2003 to 31are called slam-door trains, the old Mark I trains.

That legal requirement is to replace those trains by March 2004, was actually a reduction of £242
million. In that first year a great deal of our31 December 2004, and it will be a criminal oVence

not to have done that. Therefore, we are currently in payments are already contractually committed, for
example, to franchisees in terms of subsidy, tothe midst of a replacement programme of over 2000

carriages, in fact, for the whole of what used to be Network Rail in terms of grants and so on. So in the
first year our ability to change those was extremelycalled the SouthernRegion. That is a very significant

investment—it is round about £2 billion—to meet limited; we do not break contracts that we have
committed to. So we had to balance our budgets bythat legal requirement and that investment has to be

paid for. That is the primary reason why that looking at the funds that were non-contractually
committed. The only places it was possible to makesubsidy has changed.
those savings were in the grant schemes we
administer, which is the Rail Passenger PartnershipQ56 Adam Price: Finally, just for my own
and the Rail Performance Fund. The Freightunderstanding, the present payments to operators in
Facilities Grant, as you know, is diVerent; we act asWales, excluding Intercity, is around £94million per
agents but the actual funding comes from the Welshannum. The SRA previously indicated a possible
Assembly, so that does not impact Wales here, andincrease by as much as £20 million per annum back
also in project development.We had to go andmakein 2000. Is this still the case or not? Is that the kind
cuts in our budget in order to live within our overallof level we are looking at—£114 million per annum
funding envelope, which I have a statutory duty toin terms of the subsidy?
do. That is the reason. We did say very clearly toMr Bowker:We are still in the course of negotiating
people it is a temporary suspension, it is not awith franchisees. There are still issues around
termination; we did say that those things which wefinalisation of price. I am sure that the Committee
had committed to do and contractually committedwould understand that for me to say where the
to do we would still see through, and are doing that,number now was would give bidders for the
and we also said that if it is possible to find morefranchise the best possible indication of what the
creative ways ofmaking some of these things happenoutcome of the process was2.
we would like to explore that as well, and that has
been possible too. So it is certainly not the black

Q57 Adam Price: But it is not going to be less than picture that has been painted. However, I would
£94million, which it is at themoment? It is not going much,much rather not have done it becauseRPP is a
to be less than it is at the moment? very good thing, and as soon as we can get suYcient
Mr Bowker: We will announce the Wales and funding headroom to get the scheme back up and
Borders franchise in due course once we have running we will do so.
consulted with the Welsh Assembly, as is the right
thing to do. I would like to return to the issue of the

Q61 Adam Price: I understand theWelsh AssemblyWales and Borders franchise when that is done.
Government has allocated around £2.5 million forAnything I say now will actually give an indication
station improvements along the South Wales Mainof where this competition—
Line and the Valley Lines. Why should this
expenditure come from the cash-starved National

Q58 Adam Price: So it could be less than £94 Assembly for Wales instead of the SRA?
million? Mr Bowker: I think the sort of description of a cash-
Mr Bowker:Mr Price, I am being very, very specific: starved National Assembly for Wales I have some
I am not saying more, I am not saying less, I am sympathy with.
actually saying nothing.

Q62 Adam Price: There we can agree!Q59 Chairman:Would you be able to give us that in Mr Bowker: I think so. We do have some very
confidence? significant pressures on our budget. We are trying to
Mr Bowker: If it was possible for us to reflect on that make the best use of what we have. I actually think
and advise the Committee. we have been able to take some things forward. IChairman:We will leave it at that. I understand the must say I think our relationship with the Welsh
position. Assembly Government is probably, and here I run

the risk of howls of protest from the rest of the
Q60 Mr Williams: Can I ask why the SRA has country, one of the best we have and it has enabled
suspended payments to the Rail Passenger us to work in partnership to get the Vale of
Partnerships? Glamorgan services committed to and up and

running. It has enabled us to get Aberdare services
with the Mountain Ash loop up and running. It has2 Confidential note supplied not published.
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enabled us to do an awful lot of things by actually because instead of the trains having to weave across
all the lines now if they are going to CardiV fromworking very sensibly and very creatively together. I

would love to do more but the issue is, as I am sure London, they will be able to stop at this new
platform. The view is that it will save an hour a dayyou realise, one of funding generally.
accumulated delay across the Great Western MainChairman:We now move on to punctuality.
Line. That is tremendous—as well as, obviously, a
lot of benefit for Swindon. The other thing that I was

Q63 Mr Caton: You published figures last month able to see this morning was the new combined
showing that the punctuality record on First Great control centre at Swindon, which has got Network
Western, Virgin CrossCountry and Virgin West Rail, the train operators and the maintenance
Coast has fallen between 2002 and this year from a, contractors all in the same room managing the
frankly, very poor level to an even worse level. What business of running a railway together day-to-day. It
are the reasons for the generally low level of is that kind of stuV that makes a diVerence. Those
punctuality overall? are the things that are being put right to sort out
Mr Bowker: Overall, punctuality is really, I believe, performance issues.
driven by three main factors: infrastructure
performance, rolling stock performance and then

Q64 Mr Caton: I am sure we welcome that, but ifwhat I call general management performance. There
there is this new focus on performance and there isis no doubt that as a result of a railway network
this change in attitude, why did things worsen thiswhich was, frankly, dis-invested in when it was
year on those three important lines?under British Rail and continually dis-invested in
Mr Bowker: Because at the moment we are stillwhen it was managed by Railtrack, the necessary
dealing with an infrastructure which is older than itrenewals and maintenance expenditure has not been
was at the time of privatisation, which has had aas suYcient as it should have been, and that will
greatly increased intensity of use compared to thealways impact upon performance. One of the
time of privatisation and which has not beenreasons why we are seeing worsening infrastructure
maintained suYciently. It is, at times, fragile and itperformance is as a result of that legacy. That needs
does mean that it does not work as eVectively as weputting right and I believe that the process that
would like it to. The point I ammaking is that whilstNetwork Rail is going through now, whilst it is not
I think the trend is improving—and that is certainlya magic wand—and I wish it was—is now starting to
the case, the trend across the network as a whole isaddress the fundamental issue of network
improving—there are circumstances, and you haveinfrastructure resilience. Rolling stock is a big issue.
highlighted them, where it is not as good as it couldA combination of old trains that are less reliable and
be. There are others which are better. We werenew trains that are not as reliable as they should be
talking earlier about West Coast services tohasmeant that the rolling stock performance has not
Holyhead; they are performing very well at thebeen as good as it should have been. There is also an
moment. It is about making sure every day thatissue on network congestion, and I think this is a
performance is at the top of the list, and that is wherevery serious point. We are running a dramatically
the focus is going to be.increased number of train services on a network that

has not been dramatically invested in. So if you go
from an hourly to a half-hourly service from CardiV Q65 MrCaton:This does not hold up a great deal of
to London you are if you will excuse the expression hope for those of us customers on theGreatWestern
“sweating the asset”—whether it is the train or it is line. You have identified, I am sure correctly, that
the track—a lot more than you were doing before. the major problem is investment both in
That takes its toll. We are addressing all these issues. infrastructure and in rolling stock. We are not going
The reason why we are looking at things like the to get that investment in the foreseeable future,
service changes is to get that reliability back in; the everything is getting older. Almost implicit in what
reason why we are looking at a route strategy for the you are saying is that we are actually going to
Great Western Main Line is to get the reliability continue to have a less punctual service.
back in, and the reason why Network Rail have a Mr Bowker: No. What we are looking at between
business plan that addresses the backlog of renewals Reading and Paddington, at themoment, in terms of
is to get the reliability back in. Those are the this franchise consolidation—and we are actually
principal reasons. In the short-term, our view as an talking with both Thames and First Great Western
industry is that a lot can be done by just absolutely to see if we can bring the benefits in in 2004 rather
grinding, obsessive attention to detail. I think over thanwait till 2006whenGreatWesternwill go live—
the past few years the industry has not, actually, is better management of Paddington London to
focused on performance as much as it needed to as a Reading. That will impact on the reliability of
sort of combined eVort. I think that has changed.We services betweenCardiV and Swansea onFirstGreat
now have a very clear understanding in the industry Western. The introduction of Swindon Platform 4
that after safety, which will always be the number will impact on the reliability of services between
one priority, performance and cost control are London, CardiV and Swansea. There are things
absolutely key and I perceive a focus on which are happening now which will impact on the
performance like I have never seen before. If I could performance and reliability of those services. I do
just give you an example: this morning it was a real not wish to re-open the debate, but looking at things
pleasure to open the new platform at Swindon. That like Virgin CrossCountry services and, particularly,

these new services from CardiV to Birmingham towill have an impact on South Wales services,
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Nottingham, they will impact on the reliability of Q70 Adam Price: First Group proposed in
November 2002 a high speed train service whichservices between London, CardiV and Swansea.

Why? Because the network is heavily congested would reduce the journey time between London and
CardiV to 50 minutes or so and to Swansea to 1 hourbetween Newport and CardiV and making sure

every bit of it works will have beneficial impacts for 40minutes.Why did you not welcome this proposal?
the whole of the network. Mr Bowker: Because I did not feel at the time that

it was a reasonable use of resource and priority. The
focus for First Great Western has got to be on

Q66 Mr Edwards: Could I just go on to delivering a reliable, consistent service now, not in
infrastructure a bit more. I think you have indicated 15 to 20 years’ time; they should be focused on doing
in an earlier part of the inquiry that there was no it now. I was extremely concerned that that would
significant enhancement required in Wales of divert their attention, distract their management
infrastructure. Do you still take that view, and does attention away from that and, to be quite
that mean that Wales will have worse track and straightforward about it, it was certainly not
stations than, on average, the rest of Great Britain? obvious to us that the benefits that would be derived
Mr Bowker: No. There is a very significant amount from that—in terms of the kind of demand that there
of investment that is going on, particularly in the would be and the social benefits that would be
area of clearing the backlog of renewals on the derived—would come to anything like justifying the
network. I saw today the work that has been done on cost of doing it. A matter of major route
embankments which is very, very key to the development is not a matter for a train operating
resilience of the infrastructure. That is all going in company in the first instance, it is a matter for us.
now. I do not think one can draw the conclusion that
because there is not some great scheme to turn the
whole railway into increased lines everywhere that Q71 Adam Price:With respect, is that not precisely

the kind of narrow, short-termism which has got usmeans that it is therefore worse oV. We have to
match the investment we put in to the market that is into this mess, with a third-rate transport

infrastructure compared to all other countries in thethere, the costs of doing it and the benefit that is
derived in both financial and social terms of making EuropeanUnion that precisely have had this kind of

visionary, long-term approach?that investment.
Mr Bowker: It is very interesting, of course, that
First Group’s proposal was very easy for them to

Q67 Mr Edwards: Who is responsible for major say; the responsibility for then actually having to
investment on Wales’ railways? Is it the Strategic deal with it rested with ourselves. We have not taken
Rail Authority, Network Rail, the UKGovernment a narrow view. We are about to consult on a
or all of them? potential high speed line route. Initially we think the
Mr Bowker: It is a partnership. The responsibility overwhelming transport demand is a north/south
for sponsoring, for leading, the upgrading of the route andwewill be consulting on that in due course.
national rail network rests with the SRA. That is So we do not take a remotely narrow view of the
what the Transport Act 2000 says. However, we future. I do agree that if we are going to have
cannot do it on our own and we do not do it on our changes to the railway infrastructure in 2015–20 you
own. We have to bring people into that process and have to start thinking about them now, I accept that,
seek their views. Clearly, in Wales the National and that is what we are doing.
Assembly is absolutely vital in that process. For
example, in relation to this Great Western route
strategy, theywill be one of if not themost important Q72 Adam Price: When you say “a north/south

route”, do you mean North/South Wales or North/partners and consultees in developing that process.
South England?
Mr Bowker: North/South of the UK. That is where

Q68 Adam Price:Could you give us a date for when all the principal demand growth is taking place in
the announcement will be made on the franchise? I terms of long-term travel changes. The volumes are
think it was meant to be in June. very significant.
Mr Bowker: It was. It will be very shortly. We are
discussing that with the Department of Transport. I
have written to the Secretary of State for Transport. Q73 Adam Price: That is an interesting insight. Just

briefly on the current investment programme. CouldHe has raised a number of perfectly sensible
you say which of the following items—and I havequestions and we are going through that process. I
got a list here with which I have been provided—arecannot, obviously, and you would not expect me to,
reflected in the current investment programme:say when we will arrive at that final decision, but we
electrification?are coming very close to the end of the process.
Mr Bowker: No.

Q69 Adam Price: We could reasonably expect it
over the summer? Q74 Adam Price: Diesel tilting trains with 140 mile

per hour capability?Mr Bowker: Again, we are at the very end of the
process now and I am confident we will be able to Mr Bowker: There is no diesel train that has a 140

mile an hour capability.make an announcement very soon.
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Q75 Adam Price: The GW 200 study? Mr Bowker:We will always consider proposals that
can be looked at. There are some very seriousMr Bowker: That, I understand, is this high speed

line proposal. issues there. Vertically integrated businesses,
unfortunately, do not comply with EC legislation,
for example, on the separation of infrastructure and

Q76 Adam Price: Adelante trains? train operation. That is actually quite a big hurdle.
Mr Bowker: They are in service now. There are some real issues of not getting into a

position where we restructure everything so that you
spend all your time restructuring without actuallyQ77 Adam Price: Re-engined upgraded HST 125
getting on and providing a service. We are putting asets? I hope you understand that.
lot of work in with an organisation called theMr Bowker: I do and there is a project under way
Association of Community Rail Partnerships, whonow to look at precisely the engineering issues
are looking with us at exactly that kind of issue, ofaround that.
how do we take some of these more rural and
secondary lines and get the costs down, in terms of

Q78 MrWilliams: Perhaps we could move on to the operation, in terms of maintenance and in terms of
franchise process, completed or uncompleted. renewals and what-have-you? As a matter of
Perhaps you could tell us what are the criteria being principle, yes, absolutely; there is no monopoly on
used to select the preferred bidder? good ideas and if anybody has got good ideas
Mr Bowker: Overwhelmingly it is around the best around that then we would love to hear them.
value bid that can be secured. That, obviously,
takes into account the proposals made, their Q81 Mr Williams: I am sure you will hear from
deliverability, their realism, their aVordability and them.
the benefits that are actually to be derived from Mr Bowker: I am sure we will.
whatever proposals have been put forward. It is
quite a complex mix, if you like, taking account of a

Q82 Dr Francis: Staying with the franchise process,whole series of factors to ensure that whichever is the
what are the elements in the scoring system used bypreferred bid is deliverable, makes sense, is likely to
the SRA?last the course, is going to deliver the quality of
Mr Bowker: They include issues like what is theservice we want and is aVordable.
financial robustness of the bidder; how deliverable
are their plans; how much reliance can we put on

Q79 Mr Williams: When you are evaluating value various aspects of their bid—their proposals in
for money and best value from expenditure, what terms of service delivery, their proposals in terms of
sort of things are you looking at? What are the service quantum, safety issues, staV issues. It is an
criteria there? Can you take into consideration amalgam of a whole series of things to ensure that
social issues? whoever is the successful bidder is, in summary, a
Mr Bowker:Yes, we do. Our appraisal criteria come very well-rounded bidder and we have covered every
out of the Treasury’s green book appraisal criteria possible aspect of them being a fit-for-purpose
and we have published our appraisal criteria; it is on bidder and train operator.
our website and we can provide hard copies if people
would like. It is based around fairly well-accepted Q83 Dr Francis: How are they being applied to the
benefit cost analysis, where the social benefits of Wales and Borders franchise?
services are fundamentally taken into account in Mr Bowker: In exactly that way. We have ensured
justification of why you should put public sector that all the elements that would make up a
support into them. There are elements of social successful, resilient, committed bidder have been
factors that are obviously in there. There are some applied to the evaluation of Wales and Borders.
things which are not, but we are able to evaluate
those as well and highlight them, but the Q84 Dr Francis: Would it include, for example,
fundamental basis for evaluation is as per the physical access?
appraisal guidance we are given and it does take Mr Bowker:Yes, that is taken account of in terms of
account of social criteria. the service proposals that they make, yes.

Q85 Dr Francis: You would be looking for that? IsQ80 Mr Williams: I have been approached by the
that one of the criteria?Heart of Wales Line Travellers’ Association and,
Mr Bowker:All train operators are required to havealso, the Shrewsbury to Aberystwyth Rail
a dependent persons’ plan. We have a code ofPassengers’ Association. You may be aware that
practice and they are required to comply with that,they put forward an innovative approach of having
so that would be a pre-requisite of being a traina vertically integrated, micro-franchise which they
operator.believe will deliver cost-savings in locally procured

maintenance and cutting down the interface
between, they tell me, the 120 bodies that have Q86 Dr Francis: You would consult with, say, the

Disability Rights Commission for Wales on suchreplaced British Rail. They are quite keen that
whoever gets theWales and Borders franchise would things?

Mr Bowker:Chris, youmay be able to help.We havebe able and open to consider proposals that they
might put to them. How would you react to that? consulted with all the disabled bodies on this.
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Mr Austin:Yes, that is right. We produced a code of relating to Connex South Eastern, not a failure that
had occurred with our relationship with thempractice and it is up to the train operators to provide

a Disabled Persons’ Protection Policy. So the anywhere else.
Mr Edwards:What was the failure?consultation took place on the code of practice and,

clearly, the train operators are going to consult
disabled groups within their areas about specific

Q91 Chairman: It was a breach, Mr Edwards.access issues which they can reflect in their DPPP.
Mr Bowker: The breach related to a return forThat is how it is taken forward, but, as Richard says,
additional public support which Connex Souththe requirements are there. They are also
Eastern received during the course of 2003. Theyunderpinned by two legislative requirements. One is
had to provide the SRA with a series of things, oneon the Rail Vehicle Accessibility Regulations which
of which was an improvement plan in relation toeVect all new rolling stock which have to comply
their financial processes and procedures. They didwith quite prescriptive specifications on things like
not do so to our satisfaction and we decided on thatthe design of handrails and the design and colour co-
to exercise our right to terminate the franchise.ordination of doors, the lettering on train

information systems and the pressure required for
door-open buttons. All those things are specified in Q92 Chairman: Just to clarify, on the Great and
detailed regulations, and then the legislation in Greater Western franchise can you confirm to the
respect of the Access to Stations is something which Committee that the present half hourly service to
comes in in 2004 and is drawn rather more broadly CardiV and the hourly service to Swansea will be
but will be covered through the Disabled Persons’ retained as a minimum at the very least?
Protection Policy. Mr Bowker: I can certainly confirm to the

Committee that we will consult on the service
specification that will be contained inside theQ87 Chairman: Could you provide some written
Greater Western franchise, as to what it willevidence about your scoring system for us, Mr
specifically be I think that is a matter for when weBowker?
consult.Mr Bowker: I am happy to provide the Committee

with a note on our evaluation methodology. It is a
commercially sensitive matter and the reason why it Q93 Chairman: Okay. Lastly, how can you as an
is so is because it is extremely important that bidders authority justify the fares increases byVirgin Trains,
do not gain the system, do not actually put in bids Wales and Borders and FGWwhich are higher than
that are designed to win against a system but inflation over the last twelve months, when although
actually put in bids which are designed to deliver a new trains have been provided service quality
decent railway service. We are very careful about improvements, such as timekeeping, have not been
how we manage that process3. delivered?
Chairman: We will accept that in confidence, Mr Mr Bowker: I assume that you are referring to fares
Bowker. Unless my colleagues have any more increases relating to deregulated fares. Because they
questions I have two tidying up questions. Mr are deregulated they are a matter for the train
Caton? operating company to determine what fares they

choose to charge. We do regulate a big chunk of
Q88 Mr Caton: Still on the bidding process, why fares. In fact over the past three or four years there
was Connex included on the short-list of bidders for has been a fall in real terms at RPI-1%with the result
Wales and Borders when you do not think it is good that the contribution that the taxpayer makes to
enough to run the service in London anymore? railway generally has risen dramatically. We have
Mr Bowker: The decision to terminate the franchise recently taken a decision, and the Secretary of State
in Connex South Eastern first of all is a specific supported our recommendations in respect of the
decision in relation to a breach of contract relating fares policy, that goes some way to restoring that
to South Eastern, nowhere else. That decision was balance. If you are referring to the deregulated fares,
taken a very long time after the final short-list was they are a matter for the train operating company
made for Wales and Borders. themselves.
Mr Caton: Okay. Thank you.

Q94 Chairman: I thought the regulated fares wereQ89 Mr Williams: Will that breach be taken into
going up higher than inflation?consideration when considering the Connex
Mr Bowker:The regulated fares have been capped atapplication?
RPI-1% deflator.Mr Bowker: No, because it was a breach under a

contract that they had with us which specifically
related to Connex South Eastern. Q95 Chairman: My mistake. I thought those had

gone up as well, but they have not.
Mr Austin: I think what you are thinking about,Q90 Mr Williams: I did not hear that.
Chairman, is the fares policy that we publishedMr Bowker: The reason why we terminated the
recently where the deflator that Richard Bowkerfranchise for Connex South Eastern was a failure
referred to becomes an RPI!1% with theunder an agreement we had with them specifically
implementation of the new policy from next year
onwards.3 Confidential note supplied not published.
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Mr Bowker: Clearly even with that we still end new trains that it is perfectly proper to say there is
tangible evidence of investment now, not sort of jamup with this very significant imbalance between

the passenger contribution and the taxpayer tomorrow for a fares increase.
Chairman: Let us hope it works. Thank you verycontribution but it is our view there is now suYcient

investment and reliable investment going into the much, Mr Bowker and Mr Austin.
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Witness: Mr Chris Kinchin-Smith, Managing Director, First Great Western.

Q96 Chairman: Welcome to the Committee, Mr European equivalents, I believe I could actually
argue that both in terms of average speed andKinchin-Smith, it is very good of you to come. First

of all, could you introduce yourself to the frequency, they compare very favourably with
international and intercity journeys in mainlandCommittee for the record, please?

Mr Kinchin-Smith: I am Chris Kinchin-Smith. I am Europe, apart from where new high speed
infrastructure has been constructed. This is still oneManaging Director of First Great Western train

operating company, a post I took up in June of of the most intensive—if not the most intensive—
125 mile an hour operations in Europe. What welast year.
have not had, as I said before, is the benefit of brand
new infrastructure.Q97 Dr Francis: If we could start with the CardiV/

Swansea services, are there any plans to reduce the
current half hourly service between London and Q99 Albert Owen: I take your point about
CardiV, or the hourly service between London and infrastructure and the European comparables, but
Swansea? are you confident that you have the rolling stock and
Mr Kinchin-Smith: Absolutely no plans whatsoever the engines that could achieve maximum speeds on
to reduce the frequency of services between Swansea each of your journeys? When I have travelled there
and CardiV, Swansea and London or CardiV and has been various rolling stock that has been brought
London. On the contrary, our business plan since from elsewhere, for example.
privatisation has been to increase the frequency of Mr Kinchin-Smith: I do not know about rolling
services. From Swansea currently there are half stock from elsewhere. The core service has been
hourly services in the tidal direction of flow, provided since 1976 by the Intercity 125 high speed
particularly feeding into the flow towards London in trains; we still operate 37 of those trains. That is the
the morning and back in the evening. We have largest and most reliable of those fleets within
increased the frequency from CardiV to half hourly Britain, of the four companies that operate them.
throughout the day during week days as a franchise We also operate 14 brand new Class 180 Adelante
commitment that we finally completed in October of trains that we introduced to fulfill our franchise
last year. We have further plans for the future. I commitment for half hourly services on week days
would be happy to tell you more about those if you throughout the day from both CardiV and Bristol to
are interested. London and to increase frequency on other routes as

well. Those were the first brand new trains that we
have had on the route for more than twenty years.Q98 Dr Francis: Why are these services so slow

compared to comparable European Mainline We therefore have this large fleet which is capable of
125miles an hour. The acceleration of the brand newServices?

Mr Kinchin-Smith: I think if you compare the Adelante trains is better than the Intercity 125s. The
Intercity 125s do not accelerate as fast as they didLondon/CardiV route with similar international

routes between capitals and major cities in France, when they were new, not for any reasons of age but
simply—again victims of our success—because theyGermany, Italy, Spain, the thing that diVerentiates

Britain from Spain etc. has been the extent of new were built with seven coaches and for more than 10
years now we have operated them with eighthigh speed infrastructure that has been built over the

last 20-plus years. Increasingly a European high coaches. That does mean it takes eleven miles to get
up to 125 miles an hour if you are operating flat out,speed network has been created which, of course,

now penetrates Great Britain with the first stage of whereas the brand new trains—the 180s—can do it
in four miles. That is one of the factors that has beenthe Channel Tunnel high speed link. For thirty years

now Great Britain and its government has perhaps remarked on recently with the publishing of a report
and some media interest as to why the trains arefound reasons for not going down that road, with

the Channel Tunnel high speed link being the first slower now than they were when they were built.
One of the reasons is that the trains are longer andsuch case.We published plans lastOctober that First

Group would begin to look at the prospects for high that is because of the demand that has grown on the
routes since those trains were built. We are startingspeed infrastructure in the Great Western region

and, again, I can tell you more about that if you are to plan now what the next stage of modernisation
and evolution of the route should be and myinterested. Comparing our intercity services between

Swansea and London and CardiV and London with argument is that what was good enough in 1976 or
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what is good enough today will not be good enough the recovery allowance. That is compounded by the
fact that the network is much more heavilyin years to come for a route as important as London/

CardiV/Swansea. congested these days, both with additional
passenger trains—both long distance and short
distance—and also with more freight trains. ThatQ100 Adam Price: I just wanted to ask you about
may surprise you because obviously the totalProfessor Cole’s report which sets out the diVerences
amount of freight within South Wales itself is a lotbetween the average speed and the fastest trains. Do
less than it would have been 20 or 25 years ago, butyou actually accept the analysis that the trains are
there has actually been growth on some of the longslower now than they were 16 years ago between
distance corridors. For example, between theCardiV and London?
Avonmouth and Portishead Docks and DidcotMr Kinchin-Smith: Both the fastest journey times
Power Station and on flows down fromBirminghamand the average journey times are longer than they
into the Avon area and into South Wales havewere, particularly if you take a point of reference in
actually grown in recent years and there are now1987. That was probably the best year We were
twice as many trains per day through Reading, foractively consulted by Professor Cole in the
example, than there were at the time of privatisation.production of the report so we made sure it was
There are also more trains down through Bristolcompletely accurate. Yes, there are a number of
Parkwaywith the cross-roads of the north/south andreasons which are outlined in the report as to why
east/west flows with Virgin Cross Country and otherthe trains do take a few minutes longer today than
traYc—including local traYc—on that corridor.they did then. I am happy to expand on that if you
This makes it even more important than ever beforewould like me to, Chairman.
that you reach these particular gateways—these
particularly cross-roads—at precisely the right time.

Q101 Adam Price: I think it would be interesting If the number of temporary speed restrictions or
because I think your point is well made, but the fact other infrastructure problems is more than is
that we are actually doing worse than we were even allowed for in the recovery allowances, then you
16 years ago would bear some elaboration. miss your slot at those points. With the way the
Mr Kinchin-Smith: Firstly to stress the positive signalling regulation policy nowworks, you can then
again, with 28 trains per day on week days in each find that a two minute delay can become a twenty
direction—particularly from CardiV which is what minute delay. The Paddington/South Wales
that statistic relates to—this really does amount to a corridor is the most complex of First Great
walk-up service. In terms of average journey times Western’s routes in terms of the importance of
including waiting that does make a significant hitting those gateways at exactly the right moment.
diVerence. The fastest trains are now slower by six The fifth reason is the nature of the corridor in terms
minutes in one direction and a surprising 20 minutes of the amount of inter-urban growth—the M4
in the other. Back in 1987 there were just one or two corridor generally—and therefore it is even more
trains a day which had just two stops between important than it was perhaps then that trains stop
CardiV and Paddington. They had a particularly at stations like Reading. Reading serves such an
high speed path; it was a flagship service. There were important interchange for people from SouthWales
one or two trains per day which had particularly fast as well as fromEngland, where they are changing for
journey times, but the average journey time is longer the Heathrow coach, the Gatwick train or other
today and the reasons for that are probably five- routes, or just commuting into Reading which, in
fold. One is, as I mentioned, that the trains now have terms of a commuting centre—again something
eight trailer cars rather than just seven. That does which surprises people—has more in-commuting
make a significant diVerence to the power to weight than out-commuting. So, for all of those reasons, it
ratio of the trains. Secondly, for safety reasons, we is actually harder now to make the case for limited
first introduced maximum speed governing. The stop trains. Nevertheless, we are looking at how we
culture of safety on railways is very much stronger could introduce a greater number of limited stop
today in many respects than it was when the trains trains in the future.
were introduced. Certainly in noway, shape or form,
for some time now, have we encouraged drivers at

Q102 DrFrancis:What has happened toFirstGreatany time to break the speed limits; on the contrary,
Western’s plan announced in November 2002 for ait is a disciplinarymatter.We imposed that first of all
high speed TGV-type service to CardiVwhich wouldwith automatic speed governing, then with the
reduce the time down to about an hour? Could youunique automatic train protection system which
give us an update on that?applies on all of our Great Western high speed
Mr Kinchin-Smith: What we announced was aroutes. It is the only intercity route which currently
feasibility study, a cost-benefit analysis looking athas that system. That not only governs maximum
engineering, operational, financial, economic andspeed, it also governs the approach speed to signals
environmental factors. That work is nearingand certain junctions. That has made a little bit of
completion. It has looked not only at the option ofdiVerence to the overall journey times. Thirdly, we
brand new high speed infrastructure based veryhave more temporary speed restrictions today and
much on the Europeanmodel, but also at alternativetherefore more recovery has to be built into the
options of upgrading the existing infrastructuretimetable. Regrettably we have so many temporary
similar in concept to, say, theWest Coast Main Linespeed restrictions and emergency speed restrictions

today that that amounts to significantly more than upgrade in terms of increasing capacity. This is just
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as much about increasing rail capacity on the Mr Kinchin-Smith: As I said, I only actually came
into this job last year so I did not live through thatcorridor as it is about shortening journey times for

intercity traYc per se. The European model is very project, but talking to people who did and what it
was like before, plainly there are some customermuch that; the Japanese model as well. By building

new high speed infrastructure to take the core benefits in terms of the lighter and more open
concourse and so on. What people find diYcult tointercity flows, you then free up the conventional

network for a variety of other uses, both freight, understand is where the £12 million has actually
gone. In terms of my previous experience with whatlocal passenger and intermediate inter-urban
was actually known as the Station Regenerationpassenger services. We are looking at a number of
Project generally—which was a large sum of moneyoptions, but we are also wanting to learn the lessons
that Railtrack was given as part of theirof how complex it is and how expensive it is to
privatisation to make up for dilapidations andupgrade such a busy 24-hour a day multi-user
inherited problems from lack of maintenance byrailway, perhaps not as busy as theWest CoastMain
British Rail in their stations and depots prior toLine but a true multi-user railway. Cost escalation
privatisation—I recall that the sum was £1.5 billion,has occurred not just on the West Coast Main Line
so what CardiV Central got out of that was actuallybut elsewhere where Network Rail have sought to
quite a small proportion. A lot of the work that wasenhance the infrastructure. Compare that with the
donewas relatively invisible. If we look at the stationbenefits of a green field site high speed link such as
estate generally, it was making good long termthe Channel Tunnel high speed link where the first
maintenance issues as opposed to enhancingstage has been built—as you know—on time and on
facilities. I think in terms of enhancing facilities, thatbudget. Our work is advanced research and
is something that collectively we need to engage nowdevelopment. What First and First Great Western
with Arriva Wales and Borders when they finallyhave been at pains to explain to the SRA and to all
become the new franchisee. You will appreciate theystakeholders is that we are looking at a range of
are now the landlord of the station, or at least theshort, medium and long term initiatives. The most
prime tenant; Network Rail is the landlord. We areimportant, of course, are the immediate needs of
one of the prime additional users of the station andcustomers and stakeholders. That is where the great
we need to specify what it is we think is appropriatemajority of our eVort is going, but simultaneously
for our long distance customers. We need to engagewe are looking at these medium term options (such
also with other local stakeholders who perhapsas the replacement of the high speed train fleet, the
might be prepared to co-fund some furtherIntercity 125 fleet that I mentioned earlier) and
enhancement to facilities at CardiV Central to reallybeyond that we are saying that we must start
make it the international gateway to the capital cityaddressing the longer term issues now. For 30 years
of Wales that it ought to be.we have said that we do not need to do this, but

perhaps Great Britain got it wrong so let us see
where we can learn from the experience of others. Q105 Julie Morgan:As a regular user of the station

and knowing a lot of people who do use the station,
I think it is quite a disappointment now. I know youQ103 Dr Francis: When would you envisage
say that the £12 million is hidden, but it is very hardannouncing any of these decisions? Has the SRA
to think that none of that money was used in a waywelcomed your proposal?
that would enhance the use of the station by greaterMr Kinchin-Smith: I think it was quite well
links with the bus station, with some sort of signspublicised that the SRA emphasised publicly that we
(because, to be quite honest, when you actuallyshould be concentrating on more immediate issues.
arrive at CardiV Station you do not know where toLet me emphasise again, Chairman, that is
go; there are some facilities at the back and you areabsolutely where we are concentrating the vast
not really sure where you are going when you go outmajority of our eVorts. The SRA has more recently
there), the taxis are very diYcult to access. Generallysaid that if there is a case for another high speed line
it was a big disappointment that £12 million hasin Britain then their current thinking is that it should
disappeared in a way that is not more obvious, butbe a line from London to the north of England. We
there is also an issue about the lack of escalators andare not in any way criticising that, we are just saying
the fact that the lift is not very obvious. I wondered ifis that what we should be examining is whether there
you did have any specific recommendations that youis a case for a high speed rail network, very much on
would put forward. It is really a very disappointingthe Europeanmodel; not just single lines, but part of
state of aVairs for the capital city.a high speed network. In terms of answering your
Mr Kinchin-Smith: Firstly, let me say that I amquestion, whenwill wemake any of this work public,
happy to take away all those comments and feedI would hope that first we will feel confident enough
those into our dialogue with Arriva Wales andto publish at least some preliminary results before
Borders. My team and I have already had a firstthe end of this year.
meeting with Roger Cobbe who is the Development
Director of Arriva, who is set up in an oYce in
CardiV pending the signing of the franchiseQ104 Julie Morgan: I wanted to ask you about

CardiV Central station and all the work that was agreement. We have had a first discussion about the
station facilities which we use at our six primarydone there, £12 million worth. Could you tell me

what you think the advantages were that passengers stations—not only CardiV, but the other five—
between Newport and Swansea. The disappointinggained from that investment?
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answer—and I will have to be careful that I am not ageing infrastructure on the Great Western Main
Line in particular, where so much of the track andrevealing things that are not yet in the public

domain—is that the first indications to me are that signalling does date from the period 1965 to 1975. A
lot of that track and signalling is becoming due forthe franchise plan commitments for Arriva Wales

and Borders do not appear to contain very much in renewal, if not simultaneously then over the next 10
years. In the meantime we have the problems andthe way of station investment. I anticipate that if we

are going to make the case for station investment, it implications of post-Hatfield and the gauge corner
cracking, rail changing and so on. Network Rail areis going to be a matter of partnership funding from

the private and the public sectors as, of course, is the wanting to do take more possesions to increase the
volumes of work. Of course, the train operators arepattern already. We very much value the investment

that is going into the station toilets and other pleased to see the investment going back into the
infrastructure. We have a very active dialogue withfacilities in SouthWales through the transport grant

that has been channelled through the local Network Rail as to how that is best managed. We
want to be satisfied that whenever they take aauthorities. I believe there are ways that money can

be found andwe want to be very pro-active fromday possession of the track—whether it is overnight or at
weekends—that it is used to the absolute maximumone of the franchise agreement being signed with

Arriva—assuming that it finally will be—in and we want to be assured not only that their
management techniques will achieve that but thatengaging in that debate and engaging with local

stakeholders to make that a priority. they are continuously learning from their past
experience and making continuous improvements.
Perhaps that has not always been the case in the past.Q106 Julie Morgan: Talking about late night trains
It is a combination of those factors, but neverthelessto CardiV now, the last weekday train to CardiV
I think we have heard loud and clear fromleaves London at 22.10. Since the former 23.45 train
stakeholders and customers that a train fromvia Temple Meads now ends at Bristol, this is quite
London at 10 past 10 in the evening is surprisinglya blow for people travelling from London to CardiV
early, they say, for a route as important as this. Weand beyond. Is there not any way that this could go
have to look again at how we might achieve theon through to Swansea?
objective of a later departure from LondonMr Kinchin-Smith: To give you a short answer to
Paddington.this one—which hopefully you will find positive and

it is one which I gave on a radio programme the
Q108 Mr Edwards: What about a later train fromother evening in response to Professor Cole’s
CardiV to London?report—I have given an undertaking that we will
Mr Kinchin-Smith: What has been particularly putlook again at options as to how we might provide a
to us has been the demand from people coming backbetter late night service from London back to
from London. I think I am right in saying that weCardiV. We take those points on board. We are
have a later train now with our October 2002 traingoing to look at all the options and come up with
service than was the case previously. In terms ofsome early suggestions.
demand for people going to the theatre or going to
evening engagements in London, that is particularly

Q107 Mr Caton: Can I just pursue that? Why did the case that has been put to us. Nevertheless, I will
you actually stop the 23.45 going through to South take away the point that you make. We are actively
Wales? planning for our next major timetable change,
Mr Kinchin-Smith:Again it was before my time, but hopefully inDecember 2004, so we will look at those
I understand it was a combination of the very low things in that context.
demand from people actually travelling through to
CardiV by what was a very circuitous route, via

Q109 Chairman: You mentioned the three routes.Bristol Temple Meads. One of the reasons we can
Are they all rail routes?operate to Bristol relatively easily at that time of
Mr Kinchin-Smith:Yes, these are all rail routes. Fornight is because there are three alternative routes
the avoidance of doubt, we are talking about thebetween Paddington and Bristol. Whatever the
direct route to Bristol through Chippenham; thenature of the engineering works that Network Rail
most frequent avoiding route which is throughrequire on a particular evening, there are up to three
Bristol Parkway and then turning left throughdiVerent ways of getting to Bristol. Some of those are
Filton Junction; the third route to Bristol is via themore circuitous—via the Newbury line for
Newbury line—the so-called Berks and Hantsexample—than going the direct route through
route—then joining the Great Western Main LineChippenham. By the time the train had got to Bristol
normally at Bathampton Junction travellingand then went on to CardiV—and sometimes the
through Westbury.engineering works would require the Severn Tunnel

to be closed overnight which then meant a bus
connection to get people back to CardiV—it would Q110 Chairman: And on the CardiV options, are

they bus options or are they also rail options?be closer to two o’clock, I would suggest, than one
o’clock in the morning. The number of people Mr Kinchin-Smith: In terms of the rail routes to

CardiV, there are only two routes. There is the directactually making use of that facility was relatively
low. In addition, Network Rail—Railtrack before route through the Severn Tunnel; there is the normal

diversionary route via Gloucester (which, of course,that—had gradually increased the volume of
overnight possessions that are required for what is is a very long way round and involves single track
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sections and so on); the third option would be some it), with infrastructure that dates from the sixties and
kind of high quality coach connection. We will look seventies, there is going to be a very major
at all of those options. programme of renewals work over the next 10 years.

Some of that will have to be carried out at night; it
is inevitable.Q111 Mr Caton: I welcome what you have said

about the fact that you are prepared to look at this
again and I hope we could find a rail option rather Q113 Mr Caton: Continuing with reductions in
than relying on some form of bus service. One of the service, why is the through service to and from
factors that you have mentioned is the history of Fishguard being replaced by a Wales and Borders
having to close the Severn Tunnel. According to the service to Swansea? Who made that decision?
evidence we have heard from Network Rail in this Mr Kinchin-Smith: I think it was a First Great
inquiry, that should no longer be the same sort of Western initiative and the Strategic Rail Authority
problem. I will quote, if I may, from their evidence. cooperated with us in transferring the Passenger
They say, “Following an extensive programme of Service Requirement for the Fishguard serviceswork on the Severn Tunnel, it is now in good from First Great Western to Wales and Borders.condition for continuing to perform its role as the

Again, I have come to this relatively recently, butmymajor link between England and South Wales.”
understanding is that patterns of use of theHopefully that is a factor you can take into account
Fishguard connection over time have changed, butwhen you are reconsidering the later night train.
in terms of the international and long distanceMr Kinchin-Smith: If I could just respond to that, we
element of it, car ownership, air traYc and cheap airwould certainly respect one of Network Rail’s
fares have transformed the market share of sea andsuccess stories in the last eighteen months has been
air on that long distance corridor. Such non-carthe management of the Severn Tunnel. It used to be
journeys as remain, particularly on the overnightvery fragmented in that the signalling was the
boat—the direct overnight connection at Fishguardresponsibility of the signalling department, the track
into First Great Western was terminated mostwas the responsibility of the track department, the
recently—the number of people who were using thatdrainage was somebody else’s responsibility. There
for long distance journeys was down to just ais now a single management focus for the Severn
handful. Many of those journeys, coming across toTunnel as a unique and critical piece of
Fishguard, were really connecting into local Welshinfrastructure. However, there are other weak links
destinations and we argued to the Strategic Railon the route as well because of the age of the
Authority that they would be better served by theinfrastructure, and the change in rainfall patterns.
local railway,Wales and Borders. I actually took theChipping Sodbury Tunnel is actually now a bigger
train the other morning, the 03.30 from Swansearisk to the route than the Severn Tunnel in terms of
which provides the connection from Fishguard—Iimpact on reliability. Swansea to Paddington is

actually the most diYcult of First Great Western’s needed to be up in London very early so I caught
long distance routes to operate punctually. In terms that train—and there were perhaps six people on it
of the need to do essential maintenance at night to who had come overnight and looked like long
maximise the reliability of the route during the day, distance overnight travellers. It is a very small
that is something we have to support as being the number who are really going through to England by
highest single priority for Network Rail, the highest that route. The other part of the case—apart from
single priority for our customers, for your the fact that a two coach Wales and Borders train is
constituents; reliability and punctuality, after safety, more appropriate for this level of demand than an
must be the highest single priority. eight coach Intercity train—is that it gives us more

time overnight for the maintenance of those
Intercity trains. Our maintenance depot atQ112 Mr Caton: I take on board what you are
Swansea—which does an excellent job consideringsaying as a train operator, but you can imagine how
the relatively modest facilities of that depot—has tothat feels for those of us who live in areas who have
service 10 Intercity trains every night; 10 trains comethe worst rail infrastructure and a failure of

investment over a long period, and you are now in at night and 10 trains have to go out in the
saying that because of that we have to have a worse morning. These trains are more than 25 years old;
rail service as well because Network Rail have to they are amazing trains and they are still amazingly
spend more time repairing and maintaining that popular with our customers. Every hour that we
service. have to service themovernight is critically important
Mr Kinchin-Smith: It is very important that to us. Again, it was arguing the case for reliability
Network Rail are very eYcient both in terms of cost which we believe to be our customers’ highest
and time in how they carry out the essential priority after safety.
maintenance and renewal works. Without question
we are now reaching the stage in the lifetime of this

Q114 Mr Caton: I think you have begun to answerinfrastructure wheremajor renewal is required. That
this in what you have said before, but I wonder if youwill be intrusive, whether it is track, signalling, or the
could run through what you see as the primary trackembankments (there is a huge programme of work
problem areas between London and Carmarthen,on the clay embankments which, again, are a real
and could you outline what is being done toweak link in the Didcot/Severn Tunnel Junction

corridor). With a 150 year old route (at least some of improve things?
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Mr Kinchin-Smith: I will try to keep this fairly Wales element of it brought forward. The third
element is embankments. The area that is most atsuccinct, but let us take them in three categories:
risk there is actually in England. It is the triangletrack, signalling, embankments (the three most
between Didcot, the Severn Tunnel and Gloucester,critical areas of the infrastructure). In terms of track,
including the main line through Bristol Parkwayour biggest problems are actually at the London end
where Brunel, in his wisdom, used a lot of clay inof the route. The Reading contract area that
those embankments at a time when there wasstretches from Paddington to Didcot on the South
apparently rather less rainfall than there can beWales route has been the most unreliable in terms of
today (although in recent months you would notits year-on-year improvement, or, on the contrary,
know that). We are concerned about theyear-on-year deterioration of delay. Very much of
embankments. The hot, dry summer has actuallythat is due to the condition of the track. It is, of
done some damage to them. Network Rail believecourse, the most heavily utilised section of track on
there are fissures appearing in these embankmentsthe route; it is the most critical in terms of if there is
because of the long, hot, dry spells. There area problem on that section of the route it delays not
problems with badgers in certain locations. Heavyonly the South Wales services but also the Bristol
rainfall now could actually be a real risk to theseand west of England services as well, particularly if
embankments. Network Rail, have instituted a ten-the problem is east of Reading. Therefore, a small
year programme (we are now into year three ofissue can be multiplied in terms of the reactionary
stabilising embankments) which has worked well,delay. Network Rail took back the maintenance of
unfortunately we see cases where they just finish onethis contract area on 22 June; it was one of the first
piece of embankment stabilisation and then thethree contract areas they took back in house, well
ground shifts immediately adjacent and Networkbefore the more recent Jarvis announcement that
Rail have to impose twenty or forty mile an houryou will be aware of. We have cooperated with
speed restrictions which are very disruptive. WeNetwork Rail in allowing them additional
currently have 10 emergency or temporary speedpossessions of the track to renew switches and
restrictions between Paddington and Swansea. Evencrossings on this very critical section. Unfortunately
today this means there is really no margin at all fornot all of that work has gone to plan and there is a
anything else goingwrongwith the infrastructure. Inhuge amount of work still to be carried out. In terms
recent weeks, following the track renewal work inof signalling, the oldest signalling and that which
Slough which was carried out over the August Bankneeds to be renewed first, is actually in SouthWales.
Holiday, the delays caused by speed restrictionsThe first of the signalling areas to be renewed will be
alone has made it impossible to operate thePort Talbot. You may be familiar with this, but the
timetable punctually. But the renewals work isarea of the signalling panel that controls to the east
crucially important for both the track andof Port Talbot, is now being developed for renewal
stabilisation of the embankments.between now and 2006. We are working closely with

Network Rail to try to help them make the case, to
not only do that relatively short piece of Q115 Mrs Williams: I would like to come on to
infrastructure but also to develop a rolling punctuality which, in your case, has actually got
programme which can then roll on eastwards worse in the first quarter of this year according to the
through CardiV, through Newport and all the way statistics we have. Are there systemic causes you can
to the Severn Tunnel. All of this signalling will identify and deal with? Furthermore, what sort of
require renewing by 2010, but well before 2010 we level can we expect so far as punctuality is
are going to see signalling areas east of the Severn concerned: 90/95% as in other European countries?
Tunnel also becoming due for renewal. What we are We are lagging behind.
trying to avoid is the situation where Network Rail Mr Kinchin-Smith: I think First Great Western can
are carrying out signalling renewals on two parts of claim to have been very pro-active in developing
the London/SouthWales routes simultaneously.We performance, improvements, and associated
think there is a case—andNetworkRail thinks there planning of predicting tools and to develop these in
maybe a case—for doing the South Wales section in conjunction with Network Rail in a way that
the shortest possible time, ready then to roll on to do develops a large number of initiatives which we are
Reading and other sections later. However, this is all resourcing, onwhichwe are spending a lot ofmoney,
now subject to the Regulators interim review of and which we are delivering on time and on budget.
Network Rail funding needs and, indeed, the overall These are under great scrutiny from both the
signalling resources available nationally. We are Strategic Rail Authority and indeed from ministers
very pro-actively engaged with Network Rail in who are emphasising to train operating companies
making the case not only to renew signalling like for the need to control those things for which we are
like, but where a case can be made to enhance the directly responsible. There is a league table of these
infrastructure not only to get rid of redundant statistics—it is not published—and we are now the
switches and crossings that were there for when best performing intercity operator in terms of
perhaps the freight traYc was more intensive, but to comparison of our own delay minutes per thousand
see where we can provide more flexibility by bi- train miles, compared with the best year before the
directional working for when there is a delay, some Hatfield accident and the gauge corner cracking
line speed improvement and other enhancements to crisis that followed it. We are 15% better in terms of
the capability of the infrastructure. That is a huge the delays caused by our trains, by our train crew, by

our station working and by those factors which weproject and we are particularly keen to see the South
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control directly. Unfortunately, Network Rail, in Millennium Stadium Events. Are you told or
spite of their action plans that they developed in consulted on the timing of thesemaintenanceworks?
parallel with our own—which are intended Can I also ask you who decides, if they over run,
to develop and to deliver year-on-year should Network Rail be held financially
improvements—are now 92% worse than they were accountable?
in that best year pre-Hatfield. They have a huge job Mr Kinchin-Smith: I think there are three questions
to reverse this trend.Whereas we are 16%better than there: are we consulted, what is the compensation
this time last year (looking at a moving annual total) regime and particular reference to the Millennium
they are 22% worse than this time last year. It is Stadium. Firstly, yes, all train operators are
principally because of the poor performance of consulted more than twelve months in advance
Network Rail’s Reading area and that critical piece initially through what is called the Rules of the
of infrastructure between Paddington andDidcot. It Route process; it is part of the annual timetable
is also, perhaps, due to an increasingly risk averse planning cycle. There is also a disputes resolution
stance from Network Rail and from its contractors process so that if we believe that what is being
because of fear of prosecution following recent proposed by Network Rail is sub-optimal,
catastrophic accidents. Some of these are perhaps damaging to our business, damaging to our
systemic issues but I can assure you that First is customers’ interests, then we can dispute that, there
tackling these very vigorously. We accept to our is a disputes resolution process. That may sound all
customers and our stakeholders it is our job to very controlled. Unfortunately a lot of changes are
manage Network Rail, however diYcult that may requested by Network Rail at relatively short notice
sometimes be. They are a monopoly supplier; we do and thatmakes it evenmore diYcult to plan robustly
not have any choice where we go. Our policy has and to load the timetable into the database which
been to work with them and not to criticise them allows people to reserve the discounted fares and so
publicly. I am not trying to use this forum as a way on. Again, we have been very, very active in ensuring
of simply putting all the blame at their door; far from that people can book their seats at least eight weeks
that. We have vigorously tackled those things for in advance (the industry standard is twelve, we have
which we are responsible and we will continue to do been pushing up to eight and we will push beyond)
so. We have many good examples of best practice because people would be driven away from the
that have been shared elsewhere. First and, indeed, railway if they cannot book those leisure and
the Great Western train operating companies were discounted fares. The compensation regime is all
the most vigorous in establishing the concept of a industry templated. The more notice that Network
joint board for the train operators, Network Rail Rail give us, the less the compensation they pay us.
and its suppliers. That has delivered a number of If they are able to plan these things twelve months or
very good initiatives, including the new platform at more in advance we get very little compensation.We
Swindon—Swindon Platform Four—which has get some—or, in some cases, most—of our direct
largely eliminated the bottleneck of the Swindon costs for diversionary buses and the management of
junctions. The joint control oYce (which Richard those buses or the circuitous routes that the trains
Bowker opened just last week) is verymuch hailed as have to take. Under normal circumstances we get no
ground breaking in terms of getting Network Rail, compensation whatsoever for the revenue that we
ourselves and Network Rail’s contractors back lose, so it is very important to us that these things are
under one roof in terms of real-time command and planned well, are publicised well and the way we do
control, instead of trying to do it purely by remote that is through a combination of high quality printed
control. We are looking at how we can develop the timetables that are dedicated to particular
relationship further. We are not suggesting weekends, but typically cover three or four
wholesale restructuring of the industry because we weekends, and our increasing use of our web-site.
agree with Richard Bowker that that would be a But it is damaging to our business; we are losing
huge distraction. We must engage with Network millions of pounds because of the weekend work.
Rail, we must manage them. We do that by various We understand from regular dialogue with
means not only at my level butMoir Lockhead—the stakeholders in Wales and the west of England and
Chief Executive of First Group—is very vigorous in elsewhere just how concerned they are about the
his regular meetings John Armitt. We use every increasing volume of work at weekends. This comes
opportunity to influence their behaviour and to back to my point about Network Rail having tofocus their resources on this critical corridor and on manage those possessions very eYciently; they havethe most critical elements of it. We certainly make to concentrate much more work into eachsure that Network Rail is well aware of the risks in

possession that they take. They will argue that aterms of performance on this route and what
longer possession enables them to do that; we areNetwork Rail can do about it.
saying that that is only part of the answer. It is the
planning and delivery of that work that we believe is
not yet optimised. However, there is a large volumeQ116 Mrs Williams: As part of your answer I think
ofwork still to come. I amafraid weekend timetablesyou did say that you did not wish to criticise
and disruption, and therefore diversions isNetwork Rail in public, but you have actually done
something that all the long distance rail operators inthat. Can I go on to say another frustrating part for
Britain are going to have to live with. Turning to thethe travelling public is the maintenance work, much
Millennium Stadium, we are very determined toof which seems to coincide with holidays, busy

weekends, summer weekends and, as we know, learn from the experience of the ill-fated England/
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Wales match of last year’s SixNations Competition. Q118 Mr Edwards: Do you think you might have
the responsibilities that they have got forThe railway industry fell into line behind Wales and

Borders because we did believe at the time that this infrastructure?
was the right stance to take. We have determined Mr Kinchin-Smith: I think that is a hypothetical
that that must not happen again. We damaged the suggestion, and that is not something that is at all on
interests of the rail industry; we damaged the the agenda at the present time. It is quite clear where
interests of CardiV and of South Wales, and we are the responsibilities lie. It has been tested extensively

in recent times, legally to understand where safetydetermined that will not happen again. We have
and other responsibilities lie. The train operatorspublicly stated that that will be so. In one of the
have that very clear understanding as to what is thedialogues I have already had with Arriva they
dividing line in terms of responsibilities.completely agree with that. We are going to work
Nevertheless, even though Network Rail have thatwith Arriva, with their new management and with
legal and statutory safety responsibility, as anthe Millennium Stadium management with as much
informed buyer of their infrastructure, in order toadvance planning as possible of theirmajor events of
enable us to challenge issues like the eYciency ofall kinds, sporting, cultural et cetera. We recognise
possessions and the need for weekend and otherhow important theMillennium Stadium is toWales.
possessions more eVectively, we will need access to
civil engineering and other infrastructure expertise

Q117 Mrs Williams: Can you think of an example into our company which was never the intention but
or examples in recent times where you have raised a we believe that will be necessary now if we are to
strong voice of objectionwhen youwere given plenty manage that relationship appropriately.
of notice about this maintenance work taking place
where you would know it would cause disruption

The Committee suspended from 4.00 pm to 4.21 pmand cause a lot of problems to your customers? Was
for a division in the House of Commonsyour voice listened to or have you just been ignored

Chairman: I apologise for the delay which was notcompletely, in which case who decides at the end of
caused by the wrong sort of leaves on the line, but bythe day and do you have a voice at all?
the inevitable consequences of voting in this placeMr Kinchin-Smith: I can give you a very recent test
and the change in the hour. However, we are nowcase where NetworkRail wanted to take possessions
ready to carry on.one weekend simultaneously on the line between

Swindon and Gloucester, the Kemble line, which is
the diversion any route for SouthWales, and also on Q119 Albert Owen: Here is an opportunity to
the mainline west of Swindon. This was something disagree and to knock Network Rail and the SRA
they requested at short notice. I personally insisted openly here. Are you still of the view that there is
to the Regional Director of Network Rail that we insuYcient priority to the South Wales Main Line
were not going to agree to that and he had to back Routes? Do you agree with what the SRA told us
down. Our voice certainly is listened to. In terms of that “no further significant enhancement” was
the experience of the August work at Slough, the required?
plan was to replace 13 point ends. These are 13 Mr Kinchin-Smith: I would say in the last twelve
switches where you can move from a fast line to a months the SRA have recognised that more priority
slow line or from one line to another. The possession needs to be given to this route. We have seen this
was handed back on time but unfortunately only 11 through Richard Bowker’s personal commitment to
of the point ends were completed which left work to ensuring the authorisation of the Swindon Platform
be undertaken in October and November this year. Four and the Bristol Filton Junction projects. Twice
Worse than that, when they handed back the track he has visited our joint control to see that in
it was not handed back at line speed (whichwould be operation. I think the infrastructure problems that I
125 miles an hour through Slough). We had referred to earlier have also really given us the
understood there might be a temporary speed opportunity to engage with the SRA on a number of
restriction for a short period. The contractor insisted recent occasions, andwithNetworkRail, quite often
on a 50 mile an hour speed restriction for two miles in a tripartite situation. We are looking for
through Slough on both the eastbound and opportunities to drive the Great Western Main Line
westbound mainlines and these lasted for six weeks. and the Paddington/SouthWales corridor higher up
Wewere appalled to discover thatNetworkRail had the agenda and to use it as a testing ground for
no way of influencing the contractor to accelerate various things if we can satisfy the SRA. The SRA
the lifting of these speed restrictions. That, together have a lot of faith in our performance planning
with other speed restrictions on the route, made it processes; I think they are quite impressed with our
impossible to operate the route punctually. We are work. In fact, some of our work has been adopted by
saying to Network Rail that we understand they the SRA. I think there has been a movement in their
need to do work and we will be co-operative, but thinking. Can you remind me of the second part of
these speed restrictions were just totally intolerable. the question, please?
We are not prepared to allow this to happen and we
will use all the legal means at our disposal, including
the disputes process, to force them to be more Q120 AlbertOwen:What they actually told us when

we began this inquiry was that “no furthereYcient, to force them to manage their contractors
better. significant enhancement” was required.
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Mr Kinchin-Smith: I guess it depends on what they which is obviously not a concern here, and there is
one other issue. We are doing a cost benefit analysismean by “significant”. We have started to tackle the

manageable enhancements like Swindon Platform in conjunction with Network Rail and the other
train operators to discuss, through the Joint Board,Four and Bristol Filton Junction and we are now

talking to them about the Chipping Sodbury Tunnel what we should do next. If I had £10million to spend
it would go on Bristol Parkway PlatformThree; thatflood altercation project, as well as schemes inWales

as well. Let me emphasise the possible upgrading of would be top of my agenda.
the speed of the relief lines between CardiV and
Severn Tunnel Junction which would enable the Q123 Albert Owen: You talk about your own Joint
local passenger trains to use those tracks more often Board, but how do you advance those schemes up
and avoid a situation where our long distance trains the agenda? The SRA tell us that this is their four or
get stuck behind a local train and so on. I think there five year plan and you want additional extras and
are a number of possible schemes. With the you believe the Government is giving extra money,
resignalling programme, that will be the test case of how would you get that priority up your agenda?
the extent of which the overall funding problems of Mr Kinchin-Smith:Thewaywe have achieved it is by
the industry prevent us using the resignalling getting the maximum number of operators and
opportunities—the once in a generation stakeholders to speak with one voice. That is howwe
opportunity—to enhance the capabilities of the have achieved the three schemes that we have had
infrastructure. authorised now, against the odds. When we started

oV people said that there was no money, no
resources, we were told we were a low priority. WeQ121 Albert Owen: Can I push you a little further
have made the case. A classic one was the Cornishon that?
scheme where there were various stakeholders andMr Kinchin-Smith: We are actively promoting the
others in Devon and Cornwall, all arguing forneed for the private and public sectors together to
diVerent things. We got round the table and Firstinvest in the significant development of the South
was very much involved in this but Network RailWales to Londonmainline corridor.We are wanting
should take credit for being very actively engaged asthat to be done both through investment in
well. We agreed we would never get any of theseinfrastructure and in the replacement of the Intercity
things if we were arguing so we agreed what were the125 high speed train fleet where, again, we are very
things which would make the biggest diVerence toactively engaged with the SRA to make the case not
the biggest number of people in terms of reliability,only that these trainswill need replacing sometime—
punctuality, capacity (and economic benefitsbecause of course they will—and that it makes sense
ultimately). That is why I believe the Bristolfor that replacement to take place sooner rather than
Parkway scheme will rank very highly because it willlater and ideally in no more than six years from now
aVect Virgin, ourselves, Wessex Trains, Wales andand that the South Wales to London route, without
Borders and EWS. So you have five operators whoquestion, should be included in the first delivery of
would all see a benefit. You have stakeholders to thethe new trains to replace the Intercity 125’s.
north, south, east and west of Bristol Parkway,
including most particularly yourselves. I would be

Q122 Albert Owen: If you were given a sum of confident that in any cost benefit analysis, if we can
money—say £10 million to £20 million—where get a realistic scheme at about £6 million or £7
would you, as a company spend it?Whatwould your million, then we ought to see that go to the top of the
priorities be? agenda. The SRA are not being unhelpful; they do
Mr Kinchin-Smith: Maintenance must be carried not have much money, in fact they have less than
out. Speed restrictions must be eliminated in the that because a lot of it is already committed, but they
shortest possible time whenever they occur. That do passionately want to see a more reliable railway.
question is precisely what the Great Western Joint They want to see the case made for these schemes,
Board is addressing itself to having now achieved the and the skill is in making the case and getting as
first three of these enhancement schemes (the third many people as possible behind it.
one, for the record, being the redoubling of the line
between Probus and Burngallow in Cornwall which

Q124 Mr Williams: We understand that the SRAwill give a marginal benefit to the punctuality of
have suspended their Rail Passenger PartnershipVirgin Trains through Bristol Parkway because of
funding.the fact that they can be delayed in Cornwall on a
Mr Kinchin-Smith: There is apparently no fundingsingle line). So we have those three schemes
for new schemes in this financial year.authorised. We are now looking at schemes like the

possible Bristol Parkway Platform Three, perhaps
£6 million would be required for that. First Great Q125 Mr Williams: What impact has that had on

your services and the passenger facilities on yourWestern, in fact, in its recent dialogue with the Joint
Board has said that we believe that should be the route?

Mr Kinchin-Smith: For intercity companies such asnext scheme, but we are looking at four schemes and
doing a cost benefit analysis which include First Great Western we have never been a

particularly large beneficiary of Rail Passengerupgrading the speed of the relief lines (currently 40
miles an hour between CardiV and the Severn Partnership. It has been much more focussed on

community railways and regional railways in termsTunnel); Platform Three at Bristol Parkway; there is
a question of the infrastructure north of Oxford of the volume of schemes. However, we have
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temporarily lost some improvements to station operationally, it is not a matter of taking over the
infrastructure, but it is the relationship which hasforecourts and bus/rail interchanges. Even there we

have not just taken it lying down and we have diverged classically. If you take a critical junction
like Reading which is so important to the operationmanaged to keep one or two schemes alive such as

improvements at Taunton which are going ahead of our routes—and indeed Virgin’s routes through
Reading aswell—in time gone bywewould have realhaving been initially put on hold. The Probus/

Burngallow scheme in Cornwall is part funded by time convergence between station management and
signalling management at Reading and other keyRail Passenger Partnership money as well as with

EuropeanCommunitymoney and other SRA funds. junctions. Since privatisation—Railtrack came into
existence in 1994, nearly 10 years ago—there hasAlthough the scheme is virtually dormant, it is not

dead and we are very much hoping that we will see been a long divergence between our paths. We are
now determined to find ways of getting that backit come back to life again. We are continuing to

develop particularly the transport integration again and the doors are open. When we had a five
mile an hour speed restriction in Reading last weekschemes where there is not a prima facie financial

case, but with the benefit of partnership funding— which was absolutely devastating to our timetable,
we put one of our operating managers and one ofparticularly RPP funding—we can produce

attractive schemes which are a real benefit to our station managers in Reading signal box in the
evening peak every day that week. That would haveintegrated transport and local communities.
been unthinkable a year ago. So doors are now being
opened and dialogues are being re-established whichQ126 Mr Williams: Network Rail have identified a
had been lost through the post-privatisation period.number of problems causing congestion and delay at

a number of locations, some of which you have
mentioned already: Swindon, Reading, Bristol Q130 Mr Williams: Turning now to the powers of
Parkway, Chipping Sodbury. Do you discuss these the National Assembly for Wales, can there be a
matters with them and do you agree with their truly integrated transport policy without the
analysis of the problems? National Assembly having the powers to move
Mr Kinchin-Smith:With Network Rail? money between road and rail transport?

Mr Kinchin-Smith: I think this is a little bit outside
First Great Western’s sphere of influence, but weQ127 Mr Williams: Yes.

Mr Kinchin-Smith: Yes, all the time. Daily we are in would welcome anything that made it easier for any
stakeholder—and most particularly one asdialogue at diVerent levels, operational and strategic

headquarters et cetera. We are fortunate in the important as the National Assembly for Wales—to
invest in public transport as it saw fit and to do so inrelationship we have with John Curley as the

Regional Director. He is one of the most customer- some kind of private/public partnership mechanism.
Yes, we are pleasedwith how routes have been foundfocussed people within Network Rail; I have known

him for many years and he is very open in sharing and we would like to see more ways by which money
can be channelled and we would understand if mostinformation. The relationship is very diVerent to

that which existedmore generally betweenRailtrack of that benefited Wales and Borders or bus services.
First is a great believer in integrated transport; weand the train operators in times gone by.
believe if you can benefit those local flows then that
can actually benefit the long distance business asQ128 Mr Williams: If you have diVerences in the
well.analysis of problems—or the solution—how do you

sort that out?
Mr Kinchin-Smith: I think the most diYcult areas Q131 Albert Owen: Moving on to fares, how have
are in the possession strategy where what they are the fares on your trains changed over the past year
asking for is damaging not only to customers’ in relation to inflation? How do they compare with
interests but very much to our own and to the future other modes of transport over the same period?
of our business. In other respects where there is train Mr Kinchin-Smith: To look at the September to
planning we have had a very good dialogue with September period, the last 12months—including the
them in looking at future train service options where most recent fare increase in September this year—
again their interests and ours are muchmore aligned fares’ increases (and these are absolute) range from
than when Railtrack was taking a narrower view of 0.5% for savers, season tickets, the other regulated
life in the past. fares—which, of course is significant less than

inflation—to a maximum of 6 or 7% for the open
fares, the fully flexible fares. The apex and otherQ129 Mr Williams: Is there any more that could be

done within the present funding constraints, leisure fares are much closer to the bottom of that
spectrum than the top end. I can give you the exactthrough better management or integration to get

better results? answer in correspondence if you would like. I think
we would argue that our fares, even the most flexibleMr Kinchin-Smith:TheRegulator’s interim review is

flagging up the need for Network Rail to be more open tickets, have increased—compared with where
they were before privatisation—less than the othereYcient in how it spends its money and there has

been a lot of analysis by third parties and others as long distance operators. We would argue that they
are still good value compared with the true cost ofto the escalation of infrastructure maintenance and

renewals costs since privatisation. Other ways in motoring and we would argue that they have been
necessary to support the investment that we havewhich we can get closer to Network Rail
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made in rolling stock in stations and very much in that competition. Both parties—Go Ahead and
ourselves—hope to hear in the very near future. Itraining and development, which is on-going and

has a very high priority and where First, I believe, cannot really comment on other competitions.
has been leading the industry in its approach to
training and development. Q136 Mrs Williams: Could you give us your

opinion on the scoring system?
Mr Kinchin-Smith: The SRA do not reveal theirQ132 Albert Owen: You will understand that
scoring system so I am afraid you will have topeople who have been asked to pay—and I will take
address that question to the SRA. They certainlythe top end for the sake of argument—a 6 or 7%
indicate the relative ranking so in the case of theincrease in a year, who are often subject to the delays
competition I have just referred to, they have madethat you have talked about, but also the alternatives
it absolutely clear that the biggest single criterion ison buses have not gone up as much. Also, you talk
punctuality. The second criterion is value for moneyabout the infrastructure and station improvements.
and aVordability. Those are the two mostAgain, there is no evidence or visibility of this, so
important criteria.you can understand how the customer, who is

paying an additional 7%, is responding to this.
Q137 MrsWilliams: From your wider experience ofMr Kinchin-Smith: To take the last point about
other franchise applications, what sort ofstations, in South Wales it is true to say that since
enhancements do you see the SRA looking for in aWales and Borders took over their stations we have
Wales and Borders franchise?not been investing in their stations directly, but that
Mr Kinchin-Smith: I really do not feel I am qualifieddoes not rule out our ability or need to do so in the
to answer that question. You must address that tofuture. I think we understand the points that you are
the SRA and perhaps to Arriva.making. It is on the record, in fact, that the increase

in fares to South Wales has been lower than on our
other corridors because we do recognise the Q138 Mrs Williams: Down the line, to coin a
particular diYculties we are having in operating a phrase, is there some risk of the Greater Great
punctual timetable. Western franchise taking trains and management

attention away fromSouthWales to fulfil demand in
London (current Thames franchise) and perhapsQ133 Albert Owen: So you were just quoting on the elsewhere?South Wales routes. Mr Kinchin-Smith: Let us diVerentiate two things. AMr Kinchin-Smith: Yes. The regulated fares future Greater Western franchise will exist afterincreases have been the same throughout. The 2006. The competition that has just been completedLondon/CardiV fares, in fact, have been a bit lower for which we are awaiting the preferred bidderthan the other flows. We deliberately held down the announcement, if First were to be successful thatLondon/CardiV standard open return to keep it at a would enable us to have common co-ownership ofcompetitive level. what is today Thames Trains and First Great
Western. They would still be run as two separate
companies for this two year intervening period. ItQ134 Albert Owen: But inflation is still low and
would allow us, however, to restructure thesteady and in the last four or five years it has been
timetable from December 2004 in order to makepretty stable. Are you confident that you arewinning
better use of the capacity, particularly on this criticalthe argument with the travelling public that your
section of routes that I keep referring to,investment is justified?
Paddington/Reading/Didcot which has such anMr Kinchin-Smith: The argument is that this level of
impact on your services as well as not only the otherfare increases is necessary to fund our on-going drive
long distance services but Thames Trains and freightfor quality and for reliability. Our business plan is
operations and, indeed, Virgin through-running asbased on quality, customer service, reliability andwe
well. I believe we have made a strong case for whathave been investing in all of those very heavily.
we call our ‘Wider Benefits’ option—which is in our
menu of options that we put forward—which

Q135 Mrs Williams: Moving on now to the requires this total timetable recast in December
franchise process. Are you aware of the criteria 2004. It would bring many benefits to South Wales
being used by the SRA to access proposals and select and it is worth very briefly outlining these. It would
preferred bidders? give usmore trains between Swansea and CardiV for
Mr Kinchin-Smith: Speaking as Managing Director four hours each morning and each evening period;
of First GreatWestern I can only really comment on longer turn rounds at Swansea of the trains from
the recent competition for the Thames Train London, giving a better opportunity for a punctual
franchise which is a little bit unusual in that it is a return working, extended from 35 to 50 minutes;
two year transitional franchise with a competition better connections between our services and Wales
for two bidders. Nevertheless in that instance there and Borders to West Wales; better punctuality on
were very clear franchise specifications and it was the route as a whole, which is the biggest single
crystal clear what the SRAwanted to buy and it was factor; greater capacity, nearly 20% additional seats
structured with a menu of options, so apart from on fast line trains between Paddington andDidcot in
a base option we could propose various the morning peak, therefore giving a better

possibility and much better prospects for longenhancements. We are still awaiting the results of
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distance passengers to get seats, particularly going with planners like Switch and Swift that we have
in South Wales to provide an even betterhome in the evening from Paddington; the fastest

journey times reduced by several minutes and interconnection between bus and train.
Mr Kinchin-Smith: We do have an active dialoguecertainly in our bid to Railtrack we were talking

about one hour 52 minutes for the fastest CardiV/ with Switch already, but do not letme ever try to give
the impression that I am saying that everything isLondon train with two stops. This is not news in

terms of the public domain. We have been quite perfect. These are areas where we are looking for
continuous improvement. One of the things we haveopen that this is what our bid will contain. It is

dependent on the SRA selecting First, as the just done, for example, is to supply First Cymruwith
the dates of all the rail timetable changes for the nextfranchisee for the new Thames Trains franchise and

selecting our ‘Wider Benefits’ proposal. two years so we can move to co-ordinating our
planning for bus and train service changes together.
It is not just with the buses. I mentioned earlier the

Q139 Mrs Williams: So you are saying with dialogue we are already having with Arriva Wales
confidence that as a result of the current round of andBorders aboutmuch better connections between
franchising the Welsh customers will be better oV their trains and our trains. We are looking at all
rather than worse oV. modes of transport, including train/taxi schemes and
Mr Kinchin-Smith: Absolutely positive, and that is so on. I will take that particular example away and
why we call it the ‘Wider Benefits’ proposal because perhaps give you in correspondence why that one
it has benefits far beyond the Thames Valley. has slipped through the net.

Q140 Mr Caton: Can we move on now to Q142 Mr Edwards: Do First, the Valley Lines and
interchanges and integration. Do you co-ordinate the other operators co-ordinate timetables and are
your First Cymru Buses with your train times? there any constraints in doing so?
Mr Kinchin-Smith:Yes, we certainly do. I chair what Mr Kinchin-Smith:Weare all part of the annual time
is called the Area Integration Board which meets tabling process which, in the past, has set up at
every four weeks and includes representatives from privatisation very much on a bid and oVer process
First GreatWestern and also First Bus, at divisional which had quite a lot of bi-lateral elements to it. The
level. Elaine Holt who is the Divisional Director for industry has moved towards a more multi-lateral
First Bus South Wales comes to those meetings in process because, as the network has become more
person. We both have an integration specialist on congested because of the growth of train miles since
our teams. There has been increasing interchange privatisation. It has been harder forNetworkRail to
recently of senior personnel between bus and rail in just fit in additional trains without aVecting other
a way that never used to happen. Elaine Holt moved operators. Inevitably on such long distance routes
from Commercial Director of First Great Western such as the GreatWestern Main Line—and, indeed,
into that post. Gerald Taylor has just moved from the East Coast and other routes—the long distance
Head of Station to Managing Director of buses in trains often have to be put onto the train planning
Devon and Cornwall, and so on. We are absolutely graph first. That can give problems to Wales and
determined that First GreatWestern will workmore Borders, Wessex and the other operators where the
closely not only with First Cymru but also with the train planning process can be compressed for them.
other operators. The tangible evidence of that is the There was a particular example of that in the
maps which are available on our stations which October 2002 timetable following the major Virgin
show everywhere we have through ticketing changes. However, we all work very closely together
arrangements, not only with First Cymru but with to try to avoid these problems. We have excellent
other bus operators. I believe I am right in saying personal relationships with the train planning
that we have no less than 30 through ticketing organisations in each of the companies; that is the
schemes in South Wales, in addition to the Plus Bus only way it works, through the informal networks.
scheme which is the national scheme which can be As I mentioned, we have already taken the
purchased at any railway station. Then there are opportunity at our initiating dialogue with Arriva to
schemes like the Swansea High Street Forecourt talk about our plans for December 2004 and their
scheme which, again, we have been very strong plans—which I know are not yet in the public
advocates of . This is an area where we have been domain—for not only 2004 but beyond that. In fact
putting increasing eVort in recent times. the SRA were already aware of the kind of things

that we were proposing and they were able to
confirm at our very first meeting that our plans forQ141 Mr Caton: Can I look at an example from
December 2004—if they do come to fruition—willWest Wales which suggests that perhaps even more
cause them no particular problems.eVort needs to be put in. The Llanybyther/

Carmarthen bus service arrives at Carmarthen
station at 10.37. The Swansea train connecting into Q143 Mr Edwards:Can I ask you about Swansea? I

understand there is going to be a £1 millionthe First Great Western service leaves at 10.34. We
are informed that this is not a unique occurrence or interchange scheme. Can you tell us what the state of

play is on that?even particularly unusual. I do not suppose you can
reply to that particular case, but I think perhaps the Mr Kinchin-Smith:The work, which is already going

ahead with European Commission funding, iswider case is what sort of discussions did you have
not just with the other providers but also perhaps producing a much better arrangement of not only
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bus and rail interchange, but also car parking and Q145 Mrs Williams: You do not see any problems?
Mr Kinchin-Smith: Plainly, the more unreliable thedrop-oV facilities. It is really part of the smartening

up of the whole area with a new hotel being opened infrastructure is then the more there is going to be
perturbation of the timetable. It is Network Rail’sand so on. In terms of what more there is to come, I

know there is talk of better dedicated bus ways down job to manage that perturbation, to manage their
maintenance and to minimise those perturbations.from the north to the station, for example;

prioritisation of traYc lights and so on. I think there The concept of a clock face is still sound even in that
situation.is good evidence in Swansea of a good relationship

between Swansea City Council and First Cymru in
terms of being positive and forward thinking in the Q146 Chairman: If Shrewsbury were to be used as a

hub for north/south trains from CardiV tokind of initiatives that they are putting together. In
terms of a further improvement to the Swansea Manchester or from Bangor to Birmingham, what

investment would be needed?interchange other than that which is already
committed, I do not have any further information. Mr Kinchin-Smith: I think you need to address that

to Arriva Wales and Borders in terms of the kind of
timetable structure that they are proposing for theQ144 Mrs Williams: In your view is the clock face

(same minute departures each hour) which Arriva future. I do not have detailed information on that. I
think there is talk of enhancement of the track layoutare proposing with interchanges at, for example

Shrewsbury and Carmarthen, possible given the at Newport Station either at the time of
resignalling—or, if it can be done before that—topresent state of the track and signalling?

Mr Kinchin-Smith:We would be very keen to move not only make better use of the platform on the
south side (which may be in part associated with theeven more closely to a clock face pattern so that if

you get a timetable that works well in one hour and up-grading of the relief line speed) but also there is
the potential to build an additional platform on theyou actually repeat it, you stand the best prospects

of it working all day. Two of the reasons that has north side of the station. In the context of the Ebbw
Valley scheme, for example, or other enhancementsbeen diYcult on the Great Western corridors is the

single track we have had in Cornwall and at Filton to the Wales and Borders timetables, then to have
four platforms which could be used very flexiblyJunction. Apart from where we want to make a

change because we want a limited stop train, for would be much better than the present layout that
we have. There has been discussion and I know theexample, we would ideally have a fixed pattern every

hour, overlayed with additional trains in the peaks. Welsh Assembly Government is aware of that
scheme.That way we can give Wales and Borders the best

connections not only at Swansea but at Newport for Chairman: Does anybody have any further
questions? No; well thank you very much MrShrewsbury and so on. That is the strategy that we

adopting. Kinchin-Smith that has been very useful.

Witness: Mr Chris Green, Chief Executive, Virgin Trains.

Q147 Chairman: Welcome to the Welsh AVairs Mr Green: That is why I chose my words carefully.
The Strategic Rail Authority did not want us to keepCommittee, Mr Green. I notice you were sitting in

before and you have been before us as well so you some of the older high speed trains so we had to
shrink the total fleet and we now have only four leftknow the score. Could you introduce yourself for the

record, please? which will cease to operate by the end of next year.
So, fewer trains is the answer.Mr Green: I am Chris Green and I am the Chief

Executive of Virgin Trains.

Q150 Albert Owen: So five trains on the euro-route
Q148 Albert Owen: On the last occasion—and between Holyhead and London, connecting—
indeed on a number of occasions that we have met— obviously—with Dublin. I am grateful there is an
you have said there are going to be seven through extra Birmingham service and also a Llandudno
trains a day to Holyhead from London. Can you tell service to London Euston. They are all very
us what the current position of your proposals is as welcome, but how does that shrink it? All it is, in my
from September 2004? opinion, is diVerent destinations, but you have not
Mr Green:As of today it is five trains, as I think you got the seven through trains that you first envisaged.
know, and there is a timetable which now looks Mr Green: I do not think we should talk North
pretty firm and which I think most members have Wales down. What you have are two of the most
seen. That has stood the test of time for the past expensive trains in Great Britain—two of the
two months. Pendolinos, £11 million each—going to North

Wales. They are absolutely top of the range and I
never dreamt we would be able to give you thoseQ149 AlbertOwen:On the last occasion, still part of
three years ago. We have actually achieved the verythe same inquiry, you were confident there were
best trains down the line; they are nine coachgoing to be seven a day. You actually gave us some
whereas the trains you would have been having weretimes and you thought then that that was going to be

firm also. What has changed in the interim? five coach. They will give the top of the range meal
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services as well, so that is a plus. The other three Mr Green: I think the answer is in the timetabling.
As I understand it the original timetable was timedtrains will be exactly as planned, the Super Voyager

trains which are five car and they will give the very at 140 miles an hour so the trains got up and back
quicker.best service they can from a much smaller kitchen.

The net result is faster journey times and about 50%
more seats. Q158 Mrs Williams: Can I press you on this, can

you tell me if Virgin ordered insuYcient trains for
Q151 Albert Owen: I am certainly not talking it the North Wales timetable?
down, all I was trying to do was establish what the Mr Green: No.
change was from when you last came before us. I
want to talk it up. You mention the new trains. Will

Q159 Mrs Williams: Can you explain for recordthe Pendolinos—which I understand to be electric—
purposes the diVerences?have to change engines at Crewe as was the case, so
Mr Green: They ordered suYcient trains given thatare we in many ways going backwards?
you could travel at 140 miles an hour which was theMr Green: I think it is going to be all right. As you
plan at the time. When Network Rail were not ablerightly said, they go electric from London to Crewe
to provide the 140 miles an hour the trains takevirtually non-stop, oVering the full 125 mph tilt. It
longer to get to their destination so you do not get aswas shown on Friday how quickly the locomotive
many trips out of the same trains. We were victimswill couple on, which it can do extremely fast in two
of the arithmetic that followed from that.or three minutes.

Q160 Mrs Williams: Going on the arithmetic, canQ152 Mrs Williams: Can I stop you there. You say
you tell the Committee what was the diVerence“virtually non-stop”. What does that mean?
between your original plans and the second solutionMr Green: Just that. We do not know whether there
you had to find because suYcient trains were notwill be a stop atWatford or not, for example. As fast
ordered?as we can to Crewe and then we attach a diesel
Mr Green: To keep to the original timetableslocomotive with a new automatic coupling.
someone would have to buy three or four additional
new trains. We were trying to solve that problem byQ153 Albert Owen: How long will that take at
keeping the older high speed trains.Crewe?

Mr Green: I am hoping we will not need more than
fiveminutes. The coupling is automatic so there is no Q161 Mrs Williams: Can I pursue this one, because
need for staV going down coupling up wires or I am a member of the All Party Group on Railways
couplings, then oV it goes to Holyhead. and you plan these things over a number of years,

but it was discovered during a visit to Derby—where
the trains are built—that Virgin had not orderedQ154 Albert Owen: You said that the number of
suYcient numbers of trains overall for the Northcarriages will be increased on those Pendolinos to
Wales service and this is howwe, as members, foundnine, is there actually an increased capacity in the
out about this particular piece of information.five, or does that equate to the seven that you
Mr Green:Who was making that accusation?promised? Is the ferry operator, for example, going

to have to change his margins because there may be
fewer people travelling? Q162 Mrs Williams: The visit was made to Derby
Mr Green: I have not done my sums, but I am pretty and we were told that all the new trains had been
sure that Holyhead, for example, will have more built, there were no more on order.
seats than it would have done under the old plan. Mr Green: That is true.
The new trains have 450 seats; these are big trains.

Q163 Mrs Williams: That is about 18 months ago.Q155 Albert Owen:How confident are you that you
Mr Green: How did North Wales come into thatare going to have these in 2004?
discussion?Mr Green: It is all written into the timetable. The

trains are being manufactured and the track looks
Q164 Mrs Williams: Because we are talking aboutlike being ready.
the service between Euston and Holyhead which is
the North Wales service. What you promisedQ156 Albert Owen: You are confident.
before—not you personally, the company—wasMr Green: Yes. I think that if Mr Coucher is
quite diVerent from what we have discovered since.confident when he comes next week on the
That is why my colleague, Albert Owen, has beeninfrastructure side, we will be ready for the end of
pursuing the question about the Voyager and thenext year.
Pendolino sets.
Mr Green: I am not quite clear who was making thisQ157 Mrs Williams: Can I go a little bit further on
statement at Derby about our timetable.this as well? You did use the words “that is firm”

when you came in front of us before. Could you tell
us whether Virgin did, in fact, order suYcient Q165 Chairman: The point that Mrs Williams is

making is that if there are no trains ordered, wherenumbers of trains overall for the North Wales
service? are you going to get your trains from?
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Mr Green: But the trains were ordered and they are Swansea through to north east England? Of
particular interest to this Committee is why we wereall being built. We have all the 78, as ordered. They

are running now. not informed of this when you gave evidence on the
subject last time.
Mr Green: The background was that Virgin wantedQ166 Mrs Williams: Perhaps I can explain further.
to provide a two hourly service from South Wales,This inquiry has been going on for quite some time.
through Birmingham to Scotland. We managed toAt the start of this inquiry we were told that there
find the slots and Network Rail were very helpful inwere x numbers of trains going to be provided on the
moving trains around. We have heard Mr Kinchin-Holyhead to London service. Then we discovered—
Smith say the same thing. We introduced them inand I think you have told us today and when you
October 2002. The result of doing that was that wewere in front of us before—that insuYcient numbers
discovered that the railway was too crowded, weof trains overall for that service were ordered. You
were not getting to the end of the line in time to comeare confirming that today.
back and we were providing a very unreliableMr Green: The manufacturers would like to sell us
service. The Strategic Rail Authority sat down withmore trains, that is certainly true, so they will always
us in November and we had to take some very fasttell us that we need more trains. We wanted 78, we
action to produce a service which would work. Theordered 78 and we got 78. Yes, we would like three
net result of that was that we had to go back towhereor four more, without doubt, but that has arisen
we were before—and the destinations which had thesubsequently. I would not blame my predecessors
most recent services were the ones which lost them.for not spotting that in 1996.
The trains nowmake shorter trips and now get to the
end of the line.Q167 MrsWilliams:You do not order a train today

and expect it to be delivered tomorrow, do you?
Mr Green: It takes two years. Q173 Adam Price: As to informing this Committee

of your intentions?
Q168 Mrs Williams: Exactly. Can I go on to ask Mr Green:Wewere completely driven by a timescale
what is the delay to the introduction of these services which said that if we wanted to get the changes in the
that we have been discussing? Is it a financial delay? January timetable we had about a week to make a
Is it the SRA money that you thought would be decision. We did not even have time to talk to the
forthcoming but has not appeared? Or is it Virgin Regional Passenger Committees which we should
being less liquid than anticipated? have done. They have been understanding of the
Mr Green: The delay in getting new trains? problem, but they do not like it, as you can imagine.
Someone, somewhere has got to put their hands in The good news in all this is that reliability has
their pockets and buy more trains. There will not be improved significantly and on Saturday we reached
a commercial return in buying those trains, a full 90%—the magic number—on Cross Country. At
return. We are subsidised by the Strategic Rail our low point last year we were at 35%.
Authority so we would have to get their permission
and then they would have to put their hands in the Q174 Adam Price: Why were the Cross Country
tax payers’ pockets to put more money on the table. services from CardiV abandoned? Was consultation

carried out by the SRA and yourselves before that
Q169 Mrs Williams: I am sure, Mr Green, you are decision was made as well?
aware how disappointed the public are in North Mr Green: We had overstretched ourselves
Wales about promises being made and promises not extending the trains to CardiV, so we came back to
being kept. That is why I am asking again, what is where they were before, on shorter trips. We did the
the real reason for the delay in the introduction of same at the other end of the line where we had
these services? stretched them out to Dundee and we brought them
Mr Green: The introduction of services is delayed back to Edinburgh. We are doing less more reliably.
because Network Rail have not finished the
modernisation of the West Coast. It is awash with

Q175 Adam Price:Did you consult fully before thatengineering work and we cannot run at 125 miles an
decision was made?hour through the engineering work because it is
Mr Green: Since that incident we are able to consultnot finished.
normally. In my whole railway career I cannot
remember a timewhenwemoved so fast and had notQ170 Mrs Williams: You are saying that is the real had time to consult. It was incredibly unusual.reason and the only reason?

Mr Green: Yes. The West Coast is two years late.
Q176 Adam Price: So it was the particular crisis
situation which meant that decisions had to beQ171 Mrs Williams: Is that the only reason?
made.Mr Green: Part of it. Some of the electric trains are
Mr Green:And we carry 16 million people a year onnot ready either.
Cross Country. They would have travelled in misery
for months if we had not moved very quickly.Q172 Adam Price: Moving on to the Virgin Cross

Country services, can you tell us about your
application to the SRA for a derogation from the Q177 Adam Price: You do not envisage anything

like that happening ever again.Public Service Requirement to run services from
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Mr Green: No, and hopefully we will get back into more slowly. There is nothing else we can do. The
worse thing we can do is to encourage drivers to putSouth Wales with more trains as the years develop.

It is not for ever. punctuality before safety.

Q178 Chairman:Why were the Bristol to north east Q185 MrsWilliams:On the question of stock which
England services not withdrawn rather than the could be linked to your answers, how have you
CardiV service? overcome the problems now experienced with the
Mr Green: Because they happened to come from new sets of trains, the Voyagers and the Pendolinos?
Plymouth and were on a longer trip. I understand there was quite a major problem

concerning certain stock in Plymouth last year.
Have those problems been overcome now?Q179 Chairman: How will Arriva’s plans for the
Mr Green:All the old trains have been removed; thefranchise aVect services to Birmingham via Chester
new trains have had everymodification we are awareto Wrexham and Shrewsbury?
they need.During their life diVerent things will arise;Mr Green: I personally think it is an interesting idea.
that’s a fact of life. I am impressed with the way ourIt is none of my business in a way, but if you can give
contractors move very, very fast when anythingan hourly service from Holyhead to Birmingham on
needs doing. They will nowmodify a whole fleet in aa diVerent route, it complements the one we are
fortnight whereas in my youth it would have takenrunning via Crewe and you open up a new market.
half a year.My understanding is that it is the only way you get

a regular interval service.
Q186 Mrs Williams: So you are confident that we
will not hear reasons or excuses as to why things areQ180 Chairman:Would it not reduce the frequency,
going wrong. They will not be going wrong as ain your opinion? It would, but it wouldmake it more
result of serious problems with the new trains.regular, is that what you are saying?
Mr Green: The electric train, remember, is two yearsMr Green: The plus would be an hourly interval
younger than the diesel train so it is going to goservice which is very easy to sell, but the downside is
through the same learning programme. If you wantit would take slightly longer. It would probably be a
some numbers, the old high speed trains (which webitmore reliable because youmiss the pressure of the
are withdrawing) get a fault every 4,000 miles onWest Coast Mainline by going that way.
average the new Voyager trains have got to 14,000
miles and we believe we can double that. We areQ181 Mrs Williams: I would like to go on to
talking about a spectacularly more reliable train.punctuality now. Could you tell us why your levels
The electric train will be double that again, at 50,000of punctuality have actually got worse in the first
miles. But you do not get there on day one.quarter of this year?

Mr Green: The heat this summer was spectacular
and the whole of the west coast from Crewe to Q187 Mrs Williams: On your current service—
London was reduced to 60 miles an hour. It was as which I use very often to get down to London—a
bad as the Hatfield rail defects. In addition to that, constituent was coming down today who told me
the diesel trains particularly hate the heat so we were that her train was half an hour late arriving at
losing engines on the high speed trains. Euston, which is a regular occurrence. Are you

saying that this has got nothing at all to do with your
stock, but it is because of other agencies concernedQ182 Mrs Williams: Is this on the same lines as the
with that service?seasonal problems with the weather like having
Mr Green: It is about 40% old trains and 60% oldleaves on the track. They do not seem to experience
track. You have to get both right. There is no pointthose sorts of problems in other countries where they
in us blaming each other. At the end of the day youhave more extreme weather then we have in this
have to have modern reliable trains running oncountry.
modern reliable track. It is one industry, eVectively,Mr Green: I promise you they do, but their media
even if it is owned by diVerent people.does not scream about it so much.

Q188 Mrs Williams: Can you understandQ183 Mrs Williams: But they are able to overcome
customers’ frustration and annoyance when trainsthose problems without aVecting the service to the
are late and they have to sit in trains that have nocustomer.
heating?Mr Green: Only within reason. I noticed in Austria
Mr Green: Yes. We suVer as well; we fullythe other day they have an emergency autumn leaf
understand and we hate it. Everything I know wefall timetable. They extend their journey times just as
can do we are doing, but there is a limit beyondwe do.
which you cannot go. The air conditioning on the
old trains was designed in 1970; if you wereQ184 Mrs Williams: Are there systemic causes
designing air conditioning in 2003 it would be muchwhich you can identify and that you, as a company,
more robust and eVective.can deal with?

Mr Green: The leaf fall is a situation where drivers
have to treat it like black ice eVectively. There is a Q189 Mrs Williams: Because of the delay in having

these new trains between London and Holyhead,danger of skidding and when the trains approach a
red signal or a platform they much be approached what are you doing as a company to ensure that the
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travelling public to North Wales do not have to put Mr Green:Where we changed things?
up with more problems like the problems I have
highlighted this afternoon, like sitting on cold trains, Q195 Mrs Williams: Yes.
insuYcient food, although they have paid first- Mr Green: When the Stoke work was not finished
class fares. one day before it should have been finished.Wewere
Mr Green: It may not feel this way, but we really do given the choice by Network Rail of muddling
give theNorthWales trains massive priority because through every night for the week or shutting the
there are only three of them and people really do railway for an extra week and doing the job
depend on the services. They do get priority on the properly. We made the decision. We thought it was
operating front; they do get priority for drivers; they more in the passengers’ interest to shut cleanly for
do get priority for catering. We are not always one week, get the work finished properly and then
successful and we are going to fail sometimes. have a really good railway open one week late. That

happened.
Q190 Mrs Williams: I can certainly echo that you
are not always successful. That happens far too Q196 Mrs Williams: On the Penmaenbach work
often, I have to say. Could you tell us what sort of that is going on along the A55 expressway, you are
level we can expect so far as punctuality is familiar with that and are you happy with the way
concerned? Can we expect a 90–95% as in other that has developed and has it aVected your services
European countries? in any way.
Mr Green: I believe Britain will eventually get back Mr Green: The work has to be done.
to those levels.We used to be doing that in the 1990’s
as a norm, but I think it is going to take us probably

Q197 Mrs Williams: We certainly do not wantanother five years as a nation. We will be lucky on
another Selby on theNorthWales coast, that is whatthe West Coast Main Line because we have had all
it amounts to. Have you been totally satisfied thatthe investment for the past five years, so everything
you have had an input into the discussions with theshould be modern. You have been hearing what is
Welsh Assembly Government as to how that workgoing to happen on the GreatWestern which I think
was proceeding?will get worse before it gets better.
Mr Green: Yes.

Q191 Mrs Williams: One cause which is very
Q198 MrsWilliams:Are you satisfied that it did notfrustrating is the maintenance work, much of which
aVect your business and the travelling public tooseems to coincide with holidays and summer
much?weekends.Are you told or consulted on the timing of
Mr Green: I am not the expert on the work, but asthis work? If they do overrun are Network Rail held
far as I know it is not a big problem to us.financially accountable by yourselves?

Mr Green: It is well consulted. We are part of the
process so it is ourselves, Network Rail, the RPC’s Q199 Albert Owen: Turning to your relationship
and the SRA making the best decision they can and with the SRA, do you think they have given, in your
there is no good day for doing it. The only day in the opinion, suYcient priority to the North Wales Main
year the railway is shut is Christmas Day; every Line? In particular is there at least a firm and timed
other day is going to interfere with someone. plan to raise the track speed to 100 miles an hour to

enable your Voyagers and Pendolinos that you
talked about to reach at least near their fullQ192 Mrs Williams: How are you consulted on the
potential?timing of this work?
Mr Green: I believe the answer is yes. The SRAMr Green: Network Rail plan the year ahead with
expert there who does the timetabling is a keenus, sowe are talking about the 2006 possessions now.
enthusiast for getting the line speed raised to
Holyhead. He has made a cab trip with us to look at

Q193 Mrs Williams: I asked the same question of the work and he is pushing hard behind the scenes. I
the gentleman who appeared before you, can you think themain problem the SRAhave got is funding,
give us an example in recent times where you have which is catastrophic now—as I think everyone
challenged a decision and whether your voice was knows—because they have spent the next 10 years’
heard? money in three years.
Mr Green: Yes. We carry a huge weight in that
decisionmaking. In 2002 I refused to have any of the

Q200 Albert Owen: I gave the example of 100 milebig blockades. The net result is that the work has got
an hour across the whole of the North Wales coast.behind, the quality is not good and we had to agree
Are you saying that the capability will be there fromthis year that Network Rail was right. The only way
Chester to Holyhead?they could get their contractors to do the job
Mr Green: The proposition the SRA is costing—andproperly was to shut the railway and do the
it is only costing at this stage, we have to push it toblockades. We had the power to say no.
make it happen—is a completely modern 90 mile an
hour railway from Chester to Holyhead. That is
exactly what we need. If we are going to be makingQ194 Mrs Williams: Can you give us a recent

example of when they have listened to you? intermediate stops we do not need to be going much
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faster. That is what they are costing at the moment Q205 Albert Owen: Prior to the all Wales franchise,
do you believe that North Wales has done badlyand I do not know the number yet. Then comes the

issue of having costed it, have they got the money? compared to other parts of Wales and other
companies involved with regard to investment in
stations? Do you think we are the poor relation?Q201 Albert Owen: If they do not have the money,
Mr Green:You have been, yes, without doubt. Thatwhat kind of speeds canwe expect in September 2004
goes back to British Rail days. We could have beenwhen you put in your investment?
investing in the ’89s and the ’90s but for some reasonMr Green:We are back to the compromise we have
wewere not.We all thought that privatisationwouldat the moment, which is bits of 75 miles an hour, bits
solve it but it did not. I think a Welsh franchise andof 90 miles an hour,—and 70 miles an hour through
perhaps some Welsh investment will help.Anglesey. We will have the most modern train in

Europe and a mixed bag of track.
Q206 Albert Owen: Do you negotiate directly with
the Welsh Assembly Government?Q202 Albert Owen: If you were given an additional
Mr Green: Yes, without a doubt. We also do in£10million to £20millionwhat diVerencewould that
Scotland.make and what would be your priorities on the line?

Mr Green: Two things. To get the 90 mile an hour
Q207 Mrs Williams: Briefly on the question oftrack speed from Chester to Holyhead without
stations—it is not inWales but if aVects the service—doubt, because youwould then have it for a hundred
am I right in thinking that you are responsible foryears; it is an investment for the future. Secondly, I
Crewe station?would want to sort out stations between Crewe
Mr Green: Sadly, yes.(inclusive) and Holyhead (inclusive). You do have

some of the worse stations in Britain and you are
about to have very modern trains. It is going to be Q208 Mrs Williams: I am sure you are aware that

there have been huge problems this week concerningvery incongruous not getting the act together.
information to passengers.
Mr Green: Yes.Q203 Albert Owen: You will be aware of the recent

incidents on North Wales’ stations where there has
Q209 Mrs Williams: Are you also aware thatbeen high degrees of violence. How big a priority do
passengers travelling to Holyhead—to myyou think the previous company who had the
colleague’s constituency—were incorrectly advisedfranchise gave to this? We have raised with
orally by people on the platform and ended upyourselves—and you have been complimentary to
travelling towards Birmingham instead of travellingthe work that this Committee has done—with
towards North Wales. That is inexcusable and whatregards to highlighting the dangers and the safety on
are you doing about such major errors which causethese stations. Do you have any input with the new
great diYculties and inconvenience to passengers?franchise company, Arriva, for example? I knowyou
Mr Green: The short term answer is that thehave talked about information at Holyhead to
passenger information system broke down, it is 1980eliminate some of these delays the passengers have
equipment which should have been renewed 10 yearshad, with no communication at all. What kind of
ago and has had emergency repair which will fix it ininput have you had with Arriva? Is that prior to
the next fortnight. By the end of October it will havethem signing the agreement or do you have to wait
a short term fix. It is impossible to manage Crewefor the franchise agreement to be signed?
Station without an information system. People willMr Green: You have heard me say here before that
get on the wrong train. That is the background to it.if you can get a Wales trains franchise—which you

have now got—you are going to be able to invest
more in your railways. Scotland did it so well and Q210 Mrs Williams: These people went on the
now it isWales’ turn. Youwill not findmany shabby wrong train because they were given wrong
stations in Scotland, or stations where security is information by platform staV.
bad. They have had 20 years of investing Scottish Mr Green: That is because the indicators were not
money in their own stations. I think Arriva, as a working and that will be fixed in a fortnight. The
preferred bidder, has got the right approach. I rate worrying thing is that there are other stations with
Mr Cameron very highly. He has given evidence on this problem,with the same sort of indicators andwe
this subject and he is vividly aware of what is needed. really are going to have to accelerate investment—
I think, watch this space. which no-one has—on information systems. It

should be Network Rail but they do not have the
money.We are having to borrow it privately and getQ204 Chairman: We had evidence from Richard
it refunded by the Strategic Rail Authority.Bowker of the SRA to this very Committee and in

answer to Mr Price’s question he said there were no
plans at all to increase the speed. Q211 Mrs Williams: But do you agree it is

inexcusable for staV to give wrong oral informationMr Green: That was true. What he has done now is
to cost a proposal which would do it—and it goes to passengers and I ask again: what are you doing

about it? Are they properly trained?with the new trains. Now you have the new
Pendolino trains coming down the line it makes a lot Mr Green:We are fixing the indicators which do not

work, therefore the staV will be able to givemore sense to sort the track out. He is personally on
side, I can assure you, the issue is howwe get it done. information to customers therefore customers will
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not get on the wrong train. In the short term there is Mr Green: In about 1995 when the Act was going
through Parliament it was laid down that Savernothing more we can do. We have put extra staV

onto the station and they have to go round in 19th Tickets would not be allowed to go by more than
RPI minus 1%, so they were set to deflate. That hascentury mode telling every individual passenger

where the train is going. caused a huge increase in passengers—which is good
news—but it has not enabled us to invest because we
do not earn enough income for the extra coaches orQ212 Mrs Williams: Are you confident that your
trains, so it is a problem. North Wales has donestaV are properly and adequately trained.
particularly well out of this because we allow theMr Green: Yes, they are good people in an
Saver Tickets on every single train.impossible situation. If you askedmewhich station I

ammost ashamed of andwhere would I like to invest
Q218 Albert Owen: Do you think the samemoney the fastest, it is Crewe. It has deteriorated far
argument that you put to the SRA, that because ofbeyond an acceptable level.
the inconvenience—through no fault of your own—
then you deserve compensation, the passengers—Q213 Julie Morgan: In your view is it possible for
through no fault of their own—are being delayed.there to be a properly integrated transport policy
Do you think they should have something back aswithout some powers for the National Assembly for
well?Wales to switch funds between road and rail?
Mr Green: They do. Passengers get hugeMr Green: Yes, but I think where it is best done you
compensation on the trains they are on, but it allhave very frequent operators so we run a half hourly
adds to the ticket price levels for the next year.coach service from Watford to Heathrow, for

example, and we have a very frequent service going
Q219 Albert Owen:Who pays the company?from Watford. That sort of co-ordination works
Mr Green:We pay the compensation, then the SRAvery well.What is incredibly diYcult to do is tomake
pays us subsidy.one train meet one bus or one bus meet one train.

The lower the frequency, the harder integration is.
Q220 Mr Williams: I have a number of questions
about the franchise process. Are you aware of theQ214 Julie Morgan:Do you think that would help?
criterion being used by the SRA to assess proposalsMr Green: Yes. In Switzerland it is an integrated
and to select preferred bidders?public timetable. You do not have a railway
Mr Green:Not in any great detail, but I am aware oftimetable, you have a transport timetable with very
the principle of the franchise.frequent services. You have absolute assurance that

it is going to work and tickets are interchangeable.
Q221 Mr Williams: Is your knowledge of the
criteria appropriate?Q215 Mr Edwards: Moving on to fares, how have
Mr Green: I think they are right to go about it in thethe fares changed in the past 12 months in relation
more professional way in which it is now being done,to inflation and to the charges and costs of other
although it has taken a long time. I do hope they aremodes of transport?
going to value quality as well as cost reductions.Mr Green:The answer is in three diVerent parts. The

business fares have gone up well above inflation to
pay for the cost of the new trains and the new track. Q222 Mr Williams: From your wider experience of
The Virgin Value tickets—which you book in other franchise applications, what sort of
advance—have never been cheaper in any of our enhancements do you see the SRA looking for in a
lifetimes; they are amazingly cheap now and you can Wales and Borders franchise?
get from Holyhead to London for almost £13 Mr Green: I think they are aware that the stations
(single) as long as you book in advance. In the and the supporting infrastructure really does need a
middle you have the Saver Tickets which most boost of investment. I think they are embarrassed
passengers use. They have been going up 1% less that they do not have the money to make it happen.
than inflation for about four years. That means we I think they will need support in doing this. We are
are getting less value out of each ticket, which is looking to see whether we can raise capital privately
good news for the customer but bad news for future for stations, for example, and pay back over a longer
investment. We will have less money to invest for period. Anything the Welsh Assembly and the local
the future. community can add in will make a big diVerence, I

think.
Q216 Albert Owen: Because of the diYculties in the
infrastructure and the time delays, you have had Q223 Mr Williams:Do you think, as a result of the
compensation from the SRA and from the current round of franchising, that Welsh customers
Government for those delays. will be better or worse oV?
Mr Green:We are heavily subsidised. Mr Green: Better. Having your own franchise in

your own country must be right.
Q217 Albert Owen: You have had compensation in
additional monies. You said that some of your Q224 Mr Williams: Is that the main reason?

Mr Green: Yes. That will bring additionaltickets rise below inflation. Is that because you
consider that the passenger has been inconvenienced ownership, enthusiasm and funding. You will be

involved in the planning of your services; you will beas well so you are passing that on?
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able to integrate them more. You will have the Mr Green:Weused to work to the rule that a branch
line train could be held for up to 10minutes. To holdoption of being able to top up funding. It must be

right. onemain line train for another main line train would
cause far more implications down the line. What we
used to say there was that if the passenger could see

Q225 Mr Caton: Moving on to interchanges and the train coming in you waited, which would be two
integration, what steps are you taking on through or three minutes. That was almost psychological so
ticketing and through timetables to provide for the passengers did not actually see the other train
connections to other operators, especially at Crewe, going out.
and for Virgin Cross Country at Bristol and CardiV?
Mr Green: We are doing everything we can on

Q230 Mrs Williams: So three minutes in onethrough ticketing; connections is the diYcult one,
example but 10 minutes in another example.without doubt. It was diYcult as a unified railway
Mr Green: And the railway was not so crowded inwhen we had command and control, now you are
those days. It has become more crowded theasking a private company which can choose to say
implications get worse.no, it is much harder. I think, as the railway gets

more mature, this is an area where you are going to
see us having to do more work. Q231 Mrs Williams: What is the position now?

What would you find acceptable now?
Mr Green: I would still work to those times as aQ226 Mr Caton: Do you hold discussions?
principle. You are right, that, we need some rulesMr Green:Yes. It is a very hot debate at the moment
and that is the sort of rule I would work to.as to how we can make this happen. As we re-plan

theWest Coast timetable over the next year, we have
a unique chance, all of us, tomake these connections Q232 Mrs Williams: But it is non-existent.
work better. Mr Green: Yes. But the person who has held his

branch line for 10 minutes is going to go down the
league table and his punctuality is going to getQ227 Mr Caton: A specific and very practical
worse, and we are all judged on league tables.example, does Virgin Trains have a system whereby

if a Cross Country service connecting with a First
Great Western service at Bristol Parkway is running Q233 Mr Caton: Is it up to you to ensure that there
late, the Virgin conductor has knowledge of the next are good bus, taxi and parking facilities at the North
First Great Western train or can contact the First Wales stations?
GreatWestern to tell them there are passengers who Mr Green: Not quite because I am not actually the
need to interconnect? owner. It is a train company’s responsibility but it
Mr Green:We have each got control rooms so you happens to be—or will be—Arriva. Arriva is your
would expect our control room to alert the other local train company and I am then free to top up
control rooms saying they have passengers on their anything Iwant extra andwill do.Wewould actually
trains and would we hold ours. That does happen. put money in other people’s stations if there was a
The train managers also have bleepers and phones good case.
and they ring ahead to say, for example, there is a
ladywith three children trying tomake a connection,

Q234 Mr Caton: What about providing people onwould you hold. Then the decision is yes or no. The
the train with information about bus links orknock-on eVect of doing it can sometimes delay so
whatever?many trains and cause such havoc that the answer
Mr Green: I think themore themerrier. I know therehas to be no; sometimes it is yes.
is a lot more we can do. On the new trains we have
12 audio channels and it would be possible to use one

Q228 Mr Caton: Say that happens and they cannot of those channels to give automatic information on
hold the train for a very good reason, would your Wales, on connections, on tourism, on shipping
conductor then know when the next First Great services to Ireland.
Western train that the passengers who have been left
behind would be?

Q235 Mrs Williams: That is not being done now, isMr Green: The person whose train is late is the one
it? They are proposals for the future.who knows therefore he should ring ahead andmake
Mr Green:As I am thinking, I amwondering whyweit known; there are no excuses there. The problem is
are not doing it.that the railway is so tight now that the knock-on

eVect of holding a train can make 10 others late and
then those people miss their connection. Q236 Mrs Williams: Are you just thinking on your

feet?
Mr Green: Yes, absolutely.Q229 Mrs Williams: What would you say is the

norm or the acceptable time for the on-going train to
wait. To give an example, if the First NorthWestern Q237 Mrs Williams: This is something you are

thinking about now.were late and youwere asked to hold at Crewe on the
way to London, what would be the timescale that Mr Green: I thinkwe could go away and look at that;

the facility is there, let us use it.you would find acceptable?
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Q238 Chairman: As you are involved in running Mr Green: It would undoubtedly help if the
signalling were modernised because your signals areservices in North Wales, do you believe that you are
not spaced at even intervals along North Wales sogetting your share of the spending on the
you could wait 11 minutes or two minutes,infrastructure, on the stations particularly?
depending on where the next signal is. I would likeMr Green: If you are talking trains, you have got
to see the signals evenly spaced for 90 miles an hourBritain’smost expensive trains down toHolyhead so
with modern colour lights. That would help us all.you must have got a good investment; each train is
Otherwise the timetable is a bit tight but I think we£11 million. I think the trains are coming right. As
are right to go for it.far as track is concerned, I think we have a

minimalist solution so far and we ought to be
Q240 MrWilliams: Perhaps you could give us someinvesting a bit more in track to get that up. As far as
idea of the amount of investment that would bestations, I think we are miles down the league table
needed if Shrewsbury were to be used as a hub forin Wales and have a long, long way to go. So, it is
north/south trains from CardiV to Manchester and“A” for trains, “B” for track and “C” for stations.
from Bangor to Birmingham via Wrexham, running
perhaps every two hours.

Q239 Mr Williams: Arriva are proposing a clock Mr Green: I think that would probably be a question
face system of departures at the same minute in the to ask Arriva because we are so specialist with our
hour and interchanges at stations like Shrewsbury West Coast trains that we would not be given the
and Carmarthen. Do you think it is going to be same information.
possible to run that system with the present state of Chairman: Any further questions anyone? No; well

thank you very much Mr Green.the track and signalling?
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Written evidence from Arriva Trains Ltd

1. Background

1.1 Arriva is one of Europe’s largest private operators of public transport. With its head oYce in
Sunderland Arriva employs some 30,000 people in the UK and six countries in mainland Europe—Sweden,
Denmark, The Netherlands, Spain, Portugal and Italy.

1.2 The Strategic Rail Authority (SRA) announced on 1 August 2003 that Arriva Trains Ltd had been
selected as the preferred bidder for the new Wales and Borders franchise with responsibility for operating
all local and regional passenger rail services in Wales and the Border counties. The franchise also includes
services from CardiV to Hereford, Shrewsbury and Manchester, and many of those from Wales to
Birmingham, NorthWest England and theWest Country. The new franchise will also include the operation
of all stations in Wales, and those served in the Border Counties including Chester, Shrewsbury and
Hereford.

1.3 The SRA indicated that the decision followed a comprehensive competitive tendering process and
that it planned for Arriva Trains Ltd to take over the franchise by the end of 2003. The franchise would be
operated for 15 years subject to five-year Performance Review assessments.

1.4 At the time of submitting this Memorandum to the Welsh AVairs Committee, Arriva Trains Ltd is
engaged in discussions with the SRA with the objective of reaching Franchise Agreement to enable the
company to take over the new franchise by the end of the year.

2. Arriva’s Current Rail Interests

2.1 The Group operates railway services in Denmark, The Netherlands and the UK.

2.2 Arriva Trains Northern provides interurban, rural and commuter services across the North of
England. The company operates around 1,400 services every day providing some 40 million passenger
journeys a year. Arriva has qualified to bid for the Greater Anglia, Northern and ScotRail franchises.

2.3 In June 1999 Arriva entered the Dutch rail market with the formation of a joint venture—
NoordNed—with Netherlands Railways to operate services in the Friesland andGroningen regions. Arriva
is currently engaged in negotiations to acquire the 50% interest held by Netherlands Railways.

2.4 Arriva is the first private company to take over the operation of rail passenger service franchises in
Denmark. Since January 2003 it has been operating services in Mid and North Jutland.

2.5 Arriva is seeking to develop its rail interests in the UK and mainland Europe.

3. Background to Arriva’s UK Rail Involvement

3.1 Arriva entered the UK rail market in February 2000 when it acquiredMTL a bus and train operator.
The two rail franchises were Northern Spirit renamed Arriva Trains Northern and Merseyrail Electrics,
renamed Arriva Trains Merseyside.

3.2 The two rail franchises had been awarded to MTL in 1997. It is the view of Arriva that the original
award of these franchises toMTL was fundamentally flawed because the business plans submitted byMTL
in support of their franchise bids were financially unsustainable.

3.3 Arriva, with the consent of the then shadowStrategic Rail Authority (sSRA), assumed formal control
of the two franchises in February 2000, initially for a period of only 12 months. At that time, the sSRA
indicated that the re-franchising of the new Trans-Pennine Express and Northern franchises would be
completed by February 2001. In the event this timetable was not achieved and, in late 2000 the sSRA
requested thatArriva extend each franchise for a period of two years. The nature of the extensions eVectively
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meant that Arriva had no more than three months “security of tenure” and the agreements stipulated that
all major decisions relating to the franchises, such as annual wage negotiations or any staV re-grading,
required the prior approval of the Authority.

3.4 At the time it took over the franchises they were under-staVed, under-resourced and financially
failing. Arriva, irrespective of the “security of tenure” issue immediately put measures in place to turn the
franchises around including employee recruitment, motivation and training. A serious issue at Arriva Trains
Northern was a significant driver shortage, which was compounded by a national shortage of drivers and
the introduction of an industry-wide 35-hour week. The shortage led to a deterioration in service delivery.
Arriva launched one of the largest driver recruitment and training programmes ever seen in the industry. It
takes 12 months to train a new driver, following recruitment, and by June 2002, over 200 new drivers had
been recruited, trained and introduced to service.

3.5 During the first two years over 700 extra employees were recruited into the businesses and a wide
range of customer service initiatives introduced. In the 12 months leading to the handover of theMerseyside
franchise to new operators, on 20 July 2003, the franchise had consistently achieved the position of best UK
mainland operator in terms of punctuality and reliability. Arriva Trains Northern can also demonstrate
significant improvements in performance. In a Briefing Paper, earlier this month, to a meeting of the
Economic Development and Transport Committee of the National Assembly for Wales, the SRA said:
“Arriva have proven to be an extremely competent operator over the last year and have outperformed the
2002–03 national average performance on their Arriva Trains Northern and Merseyside franchises.”

4. Wales and Borders Rail Franchise

4.1 The intention to create the Wales and Borders rail franchise, reflecting the creation of the Welsh
Assembly, but recognising the railway geography was first announced inMarch 2000. The following are the
key dates and milestones in that process:

— 8 March 2000—study to examine the creation of a “Wales and Border” franchise announced.

— 8 August 2000—initial letting/replacement process began.

— 15 February 2001—SRA announced short list of bidders.

— 14 October 2001—migration of elements of Central Trains and Wales and West franchises to
CardiV Railway Co. to form the interim Wales and Borders franchise.

— 19 December 2001—second replacement process began.

— 1 April 2002—migration of First Great Western’s South Wales stations to the Wales and Borders
franchise.

— 24 April 2002—core franchise proposition issued.

— 1 October 2002—final short list of bidders announced by the SRA.

— 7 April 2003—“Best and Final OVers” submitted by bidders.

— 1 August 2003—announcement that Arriva Trains had been selected as the preferred bidder for
the Wales and Borders franchise.

— 28 September 2003—migration of First NorthWestern’s NorthWales services into the Wales and
Borders franchise.

5. Overview of the SRA’s Bidding EvaluationMethodology

In the Briefing Paper to the meeting of the Economic Development and Transport Committee, the SRA
indicated that the key steps and processes in the exercise, which resulted in the selection of Arriva Trains as
the preferred bidder for the franchise, were as follows:

5.1 Development of robust evaluation criteria and a credible marking system. The criteria were
developed from tried and tested methodology previously used by SRA in other franchise bidding exercises.
These addressed the core franchise requirements of:

— Rail Passenger Services—Outputs and Constraints.

— Delivery and Mobilisation.

— Revenue and Costs.

— Finance and Funding.

— Legal.

— Supplementary.
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5.2 Bid Review phase: The criteria and marking systems were used by a team of evaluators to assess
specific areas of the bid. The criteria and marking systems both employed separate markings for output and
deliverability.

5.3 Clarification phase: Evaluators reviewed each BAFO (Best and Final OVer) and submitted
clarification questions to bidders.

5.4 Provisional marking phase: Evaluatorsmarked their specific area of the bid against the criteria taking
into account the answers to clarification questions. The marks were then collated by the Project Team.

5.5 Evaluation phase: A meeting was held to review the bids and provisional markings. Presentations
were made by the evaluators on their specific area of the bid and provisional rankings were made using
previously agreed methodologies. In addition to this evaluators were required to identify any areas of bids
that required further clarification and analysis.

5.6 Further analysis and clarification phase: Further evaluation and analysis work commissioned and
where appropriate further contact with bidders made.

5.7 Results considered finally by the SRA Board and submitted to the Secretary of State for approval.

5.8 The SRA said that the final decision to select Arriva as Preferred Bidder was based solely on themerit
of the Best and Final OVers as submitted on 7 April. The SRA looked for value for money delivery of its
objectives along with innovative proposals for development of the services. Arriva scored strongly on all
counts.

5.9 It should be noted that Arriva has not had sight of its scores or of those achieved by its competitors

6. Key Commitments

6.1 The key commitments contained within the new franchise include:

— Creation of an integrated Wales and Borders franchise structured around services currently
operated today;

— Introduction of seven class 150 Diesel Multiple Units planned from December 2004, leading to
greater operational flexibility and resilience, to replace current, less suitable stock;

— Introduction of 30 new integrated train/bus tickets by November 2005, permitting many new
opportunities for through journeys;

— Improved bi-lingual access, including a Welsh Language customer service phone line, passenger
timetables and information, full bi-lingual signage and recorded station announcements at stations
where there are existing public address systems by May 2004;

— Introduction of the new, customer-focused “Station Adopter” scheme;

— £400,000 on improving station car parks at CardiV Central (Wood Street), Chester, Hereford,
Newport and Shrewsbury;

— Final development of a simplified timetable, making train services much easier for passengers to
use, as well as better performance and connections, for implementation within the first three years
of the franchise for the Valley Lines and interurban services;

— Abolition of the £1 reservation charge for bicycles on trains;

— A better compensation scheme for passengers.

Euan Cameron
Managing Director
Arriva Trains

October 2003

Witness: Mr Euan Cameron, Managing Director, Arriva Trains Ltd, examined.

Q241 Chairman: Welcome, Mr Cameron. Could Q242 Mr Caton: If we could begin by talking about
your experience of the franchising process you haveyou perhaps introduce yourself and describe your

role within Arriva Trains for the Committee, please. just been through, the directives and guidance from
the Government to the Strategic Rail AuthorityMr Cameron: I am Euan Cameron and I am

Managing Director of Arriva Trains Limited which require that “all bidders . . . must be made aware of
the criteria upon which their bids are beingis the franchisee for the Wales and Borders train

operating company that will take over on 7 assessed.” Are you content that this was achieved by
the SRA in your case?December of this year.

Chairman:We have rather a lot of questions, so try Mr Cameron:Yes. In the invitation to tender, which
is the document sent out to bidders, the objectivesand keep your answers as succinct as possible andwe

will try and keep our questions as succinct as that the Strategic Rail Authority were trying to
achieve were set out and of course we relate back topossible.
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other documents like the Government’s 10-year Mr Cameron: They were looking for the bidders to
provide the services that currently exist but toplan, the passenger rail franchising document, the

strategic plan and so on. In the main, it set out that provide them as eYciently as was possible.
Therefore, they were not looking for considerablethe Strategic Rail Authority wanted to see value for

money, aVordability, reduced overcrowding, enhancements at all.
improved punctuality and reliability, improved
safety in passenger security, transport integration, Q247 Albert Owen: Not even in the number and
better facilities for those people under the term frequency of trains, station platform enhancements
“disabled” and improved passenger information and those types of things?
and compensation if something went wrong. We Mr Cameron: Basically, they set out the existing
believe that that bid would be judged against that passenger service requirement which describes the
particular criteria. trains that need to operate in all parts of Wales and

Borders and we were asked to make sure that we
complied with that passenger service requirementQ243 Mrs Williams: You mentioned the criteria;

could you tell us of your experience of the way in and that we made sure that it was operated as
eYciently as possible. What we did in our bid was towhich the criteria was used to assess the proposal.

You have already mentioned value for money and enhance that ourselves. We were not asked to
enhance it but we came up with a customer-friendlybest value from expenditure.

Mr Cameron: It is very diYcult to know how the timetable, which the Strategic Rail Authority has
subsequently decided to buy eVectively, because wecriteria was then used. In other words, how the

Strategic Rail Authority use it inside their believe that that gives more for the price that the
Strategic Rail Authority has paid for.evaluation process because we are not party to that

evaluation process. I think Richard Bowker, when
he appeared in front of your Committee back in Q248 Albert Owen:Did you discuss with Virgin, for
July, said that it was extremely important that example, as to how you would link in and were you
bidders do not gain access to the system of given slots that were diVerent? Of course, you would
evaluation, so that they do not put bids in designed have liked diVerent slots but because the mainline
to, in a sense, play the system, but put in bids which had priority . . . ?
are designed to deliver the decent railway services set Mr Cameron: The Strategic Rail Authority told us
out in those objectives. So, we are, in a sense, not what slots we could have after they had dialogued
aware of exactly how they do the evaluation process with companies like Virgin. There were some
but we know that they evaluate it against that adjustments to be made after dialogue they had with
particular criteria. First Great Western for the services out of

Paddington to CardiV and Swansea, and we were
continually updated on the information that theQ244 Mrs Williams:Were you happy with the way

it was done? StrategicRail Authoritywas having on, say, thewest
coast upgrade and advised to revise our bid toMr Cameron: Yes, as far as we were concerned. We

should be happy, we won the franchise! accommodate that.

Q249 Albert Owen: With the ferry operators, forQ245 Mrs Williams: That is not quite the point, is
it? instance, in my part of the world, they were not

happy with the Virgin ones, so were you able toMr Cameron: We were happy with the evaluation
process. We submitted a best and final oVer to the negotiate with them and other stakeholders to vary

the timetable? That is the point I am really tryingtimescales that were set out. Our bid covered all the
particular areas in the objectives. There was a good to make.

Mr Cameron: We were specifically asked not toclarification process that happened once the best and
final oVerwas submitted in order that the SRAcould negotiate with other parties; we were asked to

negotiate with the Strategic Rail Authority whomake sure that what we put in they fully understood
because it was very important for us that we clarified would have the dialogue with the other parties and

advise us exactly how they wanted us to bid and wethose points. They then went away. I am sure that
they evaluated it by criteria that Mr Bowker could complied with that instruction.
best describe to you and I think he may have given
that to you in confidence. They then came back and Q250 Dr Francis: In your view, what did Arriva
had a further process with all of the bidders to have that the other bidders did not have?
further evaluate some of the areas that they wanted Mr Cameron: I believe that our customer-friendly
to look at whichwe participated in during themonth timetable was an important aspect in winning this
of July and, on 1 August, we were announced as the particular bid.Whatwe tried to do andwe believewe
preferred bidder and we spent up until last Saturday succeeded in doing was to get a new timetable that
just finalising the real detail of the bid. So, yes, we would deliver several things. It is much easier for the
were satisfied with that process. customer to understand because it is what we call a

standard pattern timetable; it repeats itself round the
clock face, so that is quite easy to understand; onceQ246 Albert Owen: In your experience of dealing

with the SRA in this Wales and Borders franchise you have it in yourmind, you can retain that. It gives
better interchange opportunities at some of theapplication, what service level enhancements were

the SRA looking for aWales and Borders franchise? principal stations which is very important if you are
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not providing a range of through services which customer-friendly timetable. At that point, we then,
in a sense, hand it over to the Strategic RailWales andBorders is not designed to do and it is very

important that you interchange with companies like Authority to undertake their evaluation and we are
not party to that evaluation.First Great Western, Virgin West Coast, Virgin

Cross-Country and Central Trains as well which we
did, and also it would help, because it was what we Q252 Chairman: You described your consumer-
call a standard timetable, it repeats itself, to improve friendly timetable as giving better value for money,
punctuality and reliability. I think that was very but in what way?
important.What we also did was that wewere fitting Mr Cameron: I will go into a little detail. I know that
in with the Strategic Rail Authority’s capacity you asked me to be brief but it does need a little
utilisation study where they were looking at where detail. The services that are run in what is currently
the capacity would fit with other operators like Wales and Borders is an amalgam of services that
English, Wales and Scottish railways for the freight have actually been bound together over a period of
operations which are important particularly to time. What we were doing is looking at that afresh.
South Wales. We also believe that we focused on The existing operator has not had time to do that
having a very integrated Welsh railway with the because part of the operation was only handed over
border railways being voted on as well. We did not to them on 28 September of this year. We were able
require any structure improvements, so there was no to look at the whole operation afresh.What we have
additional cost to that customer-friendly timetable been able to do on certain of our routes, for instance
and the important thing that we felt was also Carmarthen to Manchester, is create an hourly
acceptable to the Strategic Rail Authority is that it service there where presently there is an irregular
allows opportunities for expansion in partnership sort of two-hourly service. What that also does is
with theWelsh AssemblyGovernment, the five local allow the CardiV to Swansea hourly service as a fast
authority consortia and so on. service whereas at the moment there is only a fast

service provided by the service from First Great
Western and we augment that by a two-hourlyQ251 Dr Francis: If I can turn to the scoring system,
stopping pattern service between those two. So, bycan you explain how you used the SRA’s scoring
generating that, you will increase the patronage onsystem for your own bid.
that particular section because that is what theMr Cameron: As I think I mentioned earlier, we do
consumers have wanted for quite some considerablenot know how the SRA score. What we did do was
time but you do it at no additional cost because youto take the SRA’s objectives and the SRA’s
are redeploying the resources. Similarly, we wereobjectives, as I mentioned earlier, were that they
able to get a Birmingham to Aberystwyth service, ifwere looking for value for money and of course our
we take the Cambrian coast there, andwe can get thecustomer-friendly timetable gave more for the same
first train to arrive in Aberystwyth at 9.20, which isprice which was very important. They were looking
a good two hours earlier than the first one thatat aVordability, so what we were looking at was how
arrives at the moment. Again, this generateswe could run the services more eYciently and
patronage but does not cost additional money. Bytherefore hit that aVordability criteria. We came up
doing this consistently—and we do the same on thewith some ways of reducing the overcrowding with
CardiV services—we can get a standard pattern 15that part of the Government’s 10-year plan and one
minute timetable for the core part of the network byof the things that is quite inflexible at the moment in
readjusting some of the services and still allowing forthe CardiV local service, what is known as the
growth, so, for instance, we can allow the EbbwValeCardiV Valleys, is the use of some local haul trains
service to be bolted on to one of our existing servicesin the morning and evening peak services, and we
as and when, in partnership, we get the funds to putshowed a way of replacing them by some seven twin-
that forward. All of that gives better punctuality andcar what are called sprinter units which we will
better reliability which encourages more people toinherit from another operator in 2004, and that will
use it and gives them better journey opportunitiesgive flexibility to run more services and to reduce
and better connectivity and all at the same price.overcrowding.We have also presented enhancement

and we will want to talk through in the next few
years with the Strategic Rail Authority, the Welsh Q253 Chairman: Are the sprinter units you are
Assembly Government and other partners about inheriting the ones that I remember coming in about
how we can bring on some more of these units to 15 to 20 years ago? If so, are you going to replace
further reduce the overcrowding. So, we helped them within the life of your franchise?
improve the punctuality and reliability with the Mr Cameron: One of the bidding criteria was that
methodswe have adopted in the other two franchises there should be no new rolling stock put into the
that we had in Arriva Trains Merseyside, which we franchise. At the margins, we accept that we could
had up until 20 July 2003, and also in Arriva Trains do something diVerently and we talked it through
Northern. So, we enhanced the punctuality and with the Strategic Rail Authority and therefore
reliability. We believe that we can improve safety in bringing in seven additional twin-car sets is actually
the way that we conduct our safety procedures with bringing additional rolling stock in, but there is no
our staV and we can also improve the passenger requirement in this 15-year franchise to replace any
security again by relieving some overcrowding. So, of the rolling stock that currently exists and we have
we were hitting a number of the objectives that the complied with the wishes of the Strategic Rail

Authority.We feel, since 15 years is a long time, thatStrategic Rail Authority set out by our new
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it would be useful to have a partnership agreement with the invitation to tender which the Strategic Rail
Authority has set out, we can do the job with thewhich is what we have tried to do and discuss with

the Strategic Rail Authority and the Welsh money that they are providing.
Assembly Government and others how we could
bring new rolling stock in during that period of the Q258 Julie Morgan: What eVect has the SRA
franchise because it is a long period and find ways of financial shortfall, which they say was as a result of
making it cost eVective to do so. a Government cut of £312 million, had on the final

settlement between the SRA and Arriva for the
provision of rail service levels in Wales?Q254 Mrs Williams: You mentioned the changes
Mr Cameron:We are very pleased to say that therethat occurred on 20 September. Given that those
has not been any impact in the final settlement.changes did occur, what do you propose to do about
There have been a number of discussions since wethe contractual arrangements? For instance, I am
were announced as the preferred bidder on 1 Augusttold that there will not be any trains leaving south of
up until last Saturday, but it is very pleasing that theCrewe. There has been a good service between
Strategic Rail Authority were not looking for cuts.Birmingham and Llandudno organised by First
In fact, the optioneering that they asked us to do inNorth Western until 28 September. That has been
the best and final oVer does not form part of thisdropped/abandoned, as I understand it. I do not
franchise. So, the existing services that apply at theknow if you are aware of that?
moment will continue for the life of that franchiseMr Cameron: I had not picked that up. We have
and we have the financial money to provide thosebeen rather busy dealing with the Strategic Rail
services.Authority up until last Saturday morning. Could I

take that one away1?
Q259 Julie Morgan: You mentioned earlier in your
replies about the fact that you may be able to

Q255 Mrs Williams: If you are aware of that, could improve services for disabled people and I wondered
you tell us what you are proposing to do about it if you could say some more about that because I
because I have had numerous complaints from have some specific problems in my constituency.
constituents along the North Wales coast about the Mr Cameron: A number of the facilities that we
lack of service after 20 September. have, as I am sure a number of the Committee will
Mr Cameron: Rather than try to speak oV the cuV, realise, are Victorian facilities that are not up to the
I will put that in writing to you2. 21st century in providing them. What we do is look

at everything on a case by case basis. We work with
the various groups and we try to make sure that,

Q256 Albert Owen: Just for the record, the wherever possible, we can provide better facilities for
Holyhead/Birmingham train has been cancelled as the disabled. One of the classic examples are that the
well for a three month period at least. local old coaches provided at the moment are totally
Mr Cameron: I will pick up all those particular inappropriate for peoplewith any disability and they
points on the North Wales services, the ones that are not appropriate for mothers with young children
were transferred from First North Western to this and buggies. By replacing them with the sprinter
franchise, and I will put it in writing to the trains which have wide doors, then we can provide
Committee in order that we get it absolutely spot the facilities. So, there is a small example of how we
on3. are looking at that to try and make sure that, in the
Chairman:We would appreciate that, Mr Cameron. CardiV valleys, we can provide the facilities for the

disabled and in many cases, along with what the
present incumbent have done, looking at stations toQ257 Julie Morgan: I would like to ask about
see if we can make them more accessible as well.financial issues and you have already referred to

what you can do without any cost, but are you sure
Q260 Julie Morgan: I think there are somethat the financial settlement and the supply of trains
outstanding examples of stations where there is littleand staV enables you to maintain or enhance the
or no access for disabled people. Can I just add howexisting service level?
pleased I am that you are going to tackle theMr Cameron:We are very confident that we can do
overcrowding on the valley lines because they gothat.We spent a lot of time evaluating this proposal.
through my constituency of CardiV North.We have been through companies in the north of
Mr Cameron: It certainly needed attending to, IEngland which we bought into in early 2000 which
agree.did not have the wherewithal financially to provide

the services and it has taken us the best part of two
years to get those working again. So, we certainly Q261 Mr Edwards: Can you say what your
would not get ourselves into the situation where we responsibilities are under the relevant disability
would not have the financial clout to be able to discrimination legislation in respect of access in
provide the service that is specified in the franchise stations and trains.
agreement and we are absolutely convinced that, Mr Cameron: As the operator, we have a total

responsibility for the access for disabled both on to
our stations and on to our trains. As I am sure you1 See page 257.

2 See page 257. are aware, the current legislation is an enabling act
and therefore it is about the test of reasonableness3 See page 257.
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and the information is emerging as people make year 2006 will allow the transfer of Class 175s, being
technical again, to come across to the Wales andcases for better access. We are also working with the

Strategic Rail Authority on this and other Borders franchise and give newer vehicles on the
service from the likes of Manchester to Carmarthen.franchisees to get their support to further improve it

without, in a sense, causing them a particular
problemwith that escalating across the network. So, Q265 Albert Owen: You said that you want to talk
we are working very closely with them but a lot of with the Welsh Assembly Government and others.
legislation is starting to emerge at the moment. Although it is not a requirement in the franchise that

you have been involved in, 15 years is twice as long
Q262 Mr Edwards: Given that you have now have as the previous franchisee held this. Do you have any
the franchise for all of Wales, would it be worth commitments for private money in or are you just
undertaking an audit of disability access on all your looking for public money or how do the leasing
stations and trains? Of course, all members here can agreements work?
point to problems in their own constituency. Mr Cameron: The agreement at the moment sets out
Chepstowe andAbergavenny are two stations which the particular sum of money per fiscal year, from 1
I have made quite a bit of representation about to April to 31March, that we will get for each of the 15
the current operator and will do as surely to you as years including the part-years at the beginning and
well. I just ask for that sort of assurance that— at the end because they do not start on 1 April and,
Mr Cameron: If an audit has not been carried out, within that sum of money, there is no allocation for
then we will certainly be assessing all of the stations new rolling stock. That does not mean to say that we
and all of the stock. We have a very good idea of the cannot find imaginative ways of a public/private
rolling stock because we use similar stock in other partnership in getting new rolling stock in. We have
parts of the country. The stations are obviously quite already used an initiative in other franchises and, in
specific to the location. I am quite sure in my own one case, we put on a completely new train in one of
mind that the existing train operators have done a lot our franchises to help with patronage that is
of that. Whether they got the financial backing to available in that constituency and that has been
correct all of these is a diVerent matter but we will supported, albeit that it is fully privately funded, by
certainly be doing the audit and working with the the Strategic Rail Authority and theWest Yorkshire
Welsh Assembly Government and local authorities Passenger Transport Executive, so that is an
to see what we can do to improve the facilities for the example of that public/private partnership and we
disabled in each and every location. would use our initiative and our ways of managing

the business to initiate that debate/discussion and
find ways of improving the franchise over 15 years.Q263 Mrs Williams: You mentioned this briefly

earlier on but can you tell us what funding is
available for new trains in addition to the second- Q266 Mrs Williams: Perhaps we can now look at
hand pacer sets. our stations. Do you propose major station
Mr Cameron: There is no funding in the 15 years of upgrades at primary stations and I am thinking in
the franchise for additional rolling stock. That was particular of stations like Carmarthen, Swansea,
made quite clear in the bidding process and, as I said CardiV, Newport, Shrewsbury, Chester, Llandudno
earlier, we used our initiative to get additional Junction, Bangor and Holyhead in terms of, for
rolling stock to replace the local haul sets to make it instance, appearance, customer waiting and catering
much more flexible for the overcrowding in the facilities?
CardiV Valleys but also to make it much more Mr Cameron: We will certainly be working with
flexible for other major events that happen in Wales various tenants etc at the station on things like
where local haul coaching stock is not particularly catering facilities and extra facilities on the station,
appropriate. We have some other ideas and we have which also gives them passenger security and there
put these ideas to the Strategic Rail Authority and are some good examples of where the existing train
we will continue to discuss with them in partnership operating company has done that on certain stations
over the 15 years with the Welsh Assembly and we would like to continue with that. We have a
Government and other stakeholders to try and see commitment to the Strategic Rail Authority to find
where we can get more rolling stock in that will help a public/private partnership at about 15 stations as
further reduce overcrowding and increase unspecified to try and make them much more
opportunities for travel. There is no funding in the attractive. I am thinking of particular stations that
franchise that we have for additional rolling stock. have no staYng, so we are looking at getting better

facilities at examples that exist at the moment.
Gobowen is an example where the local schoolQ264 Mrs Williams: Will all the new long-distance

train sets of the type currently operating in North provides a sixth-form facility for understanding
business and providing ticket sales there.Apart fromWales be brought into the Wales and Borders

franchise, including those currently subleased by that, again, like rolling stock, there is no funding
available for 15 years for station improvements, butWales and Borders to the Trans-Pennine franchise?

Mr Cameron:Yes. The process is that the existing— we have already started dialogue with the Welsh
Assembly Government and we have had some veryand here I will get slightly technical—Class 158s that

currently run in a lot of the Wales and Borders positive albeit informal discussions and they have
had to be informal at the moment since we onlyservices will gradually, as the Trans-PennineExpress

new rolling stock is introduced during the calendar signed the franchise agreement last weekend, but we
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feel that there are ways of working with the Welsh assurances that, yes, you will be working with others
Assembly Government and the five local authority but that you will be oVering some cash and you will
consortia to see if we can improve the stations and be oVering some ideas and working with us. In
get additional funding to make them better over the particular, Holyhead is the gateway to the United
period of the franchise. Kingdom, yet it has very poor facilities. Virgin trains

were in front of us only last week saying that they are
probably the worst in the UK. You have taken onQ267 Mrs Williams: You mentioned 15 stations as
this franchise and you must be aware of theunspecified were I think the words you used.
condition and the fabric of those stations, so can youMr Cameron: We have said that 15 stations
give us more assurances than you are doing bythroughout the franchise period, roughly one a year
saying one a year for 15 years.on average, we will find a mechanism for working
Mr Cameron: The money for 15 years is a localwith the local community to make those stations
community involvement; that is a separate categorymuch more welcoming than they are at the moment.
as I was explaining. You are absolutely right, we areWe have not specified them because we want to do
concerned about the condition of the stations ineverything in partnership. We do not want to walk
North Wales, the ones which the existing traininto this franchise and say that is exactly what we

can do in everything, including the customer- operating company has just inherited on 28
friendly timetable because that does not start until September, and automatically, as soon as we get in,
December 2005. We want to enter into dialogue and we will be looking at those particular stations. They
we have started that dialogue already with all of the are not the only ones where problems exist. I am not
interested parties to see if there are any ways in saying that North Wales is going to get any special
which we can further improve that. We do not attention but we are conscious of the fact that there
believe that we have a monopoly of good ideas; we are in particularly poor condition.
think that the local communities can help us with
some of these ideas; where they are practical we will

Q270 Albert Owen:But do you not agree that wherefit them into our timetables and our plans for the
there is no basic information for passengers isfuture.
unacceptable?
Mr Cameron: The basic information is veryQ268 Mrs Williams: Are you saying therefore that
important and we are very pleased that apress speculation about all the money being
information system called Project Inform is beingchannelled to SouthWales stations and that stations
expanded by the existing train operating company tolike Bangor andHolyhead are going to be bottom of
make sure that, when customers come to stations,the list . . .?
then they will get the basic information about theMr Cameron: You have used the correct word, it is
train, how it is operating and where they can get to,all press speculation and that is certainly not within
and that allows them as well to cut in straightawayour bid. We are certainly not looking to channel all
to the local control centre which can give themmoreof the money to South Wales. This is a Welsh
information than just saying how the train is runningnetwork including the borders and that is what we
if that is what they want, and that scheme is beingwill be looking after, the whole of that train
expanded. What we are also intending to do isoperating company. We are not looking to be
improve the fabric of the station and we are the firstparticular to one section and that is why, in our
train operating company to do this. We have acustomer-friendly timetable, I was giving you
scheme called “Adopt a Station”—it is applicable inexamples throughout the network of what we are
our Arriva Trains Northern franchise—where wetrying to do including two-hourly Holyhead to
encourage people who travel from that station toCardiV service where there is one train a day at the
adopt it. By adopting it, they get free travel which ismoment. So, we are trying to look across the whole
their part of the bargain. The important thing is thatfranchise and knit it together.
they travel through that station usually once or twice
a day, they tend to be regular users of that station,Q269 Albert Owen: With respect, that is cold
and they have access directly with the people whocomfort for the number of peoplewho travel on your
maintain the station on our behalf. So, instead oftrains and use your stations in particular in North
having to wait for our people maintaining it to goWales where they could be one of 15 and it may
round and check it on a regular basis, the areas arehappen in 15 years time when there is no basic
actually specified to them. In other words, that theinfrastructure, there are no toilets and amenities and
station light at the end of the platform is notworkingthere is no information, and you will be aware of the
or that the toilet seat is broken or whatever. Thatcampaign that The Daily Post is running as a
immediately allows us to target much more costconsequence of a serious accident that occurred in
eVectively repair work and updating work and thatone of your stations because there was no security
releases some of themoney that is available to do thethere. Yes, I understand that it was not in the bid,
kind of improvements that you are talking about.but people need the confidence to know that, whilst
So, it is a case of self-help.We use the people who arethey are travelling on your trains and using the
most interested in that particular station to help usstations, they are going to be safe and are going to
to then create that money that we can plough backhave basic amenities at a time when the cost of travel
into those stations and that has worked particularlyis actually going up and yet they are not getting

returns for it. Could you give us a few more well. We have had it operating now for just over 12
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months in the north of England and it gets a very, Q276 Mr Edwards: Yes.
Mr Cameron:TheFirst GreatWestern route is beingvery positive community involvement and allows us

to spend the money much more wisely and better. looked at at the moment. I am no expert on First
GreatWestern services but I believe they are looking
particularly at the services from Swindon intoQ271 Albert Owen: Again, I have to push you on
Paddington to try and get a clock-face departure andcertain things like toilets. As a member of the
that will have some impact on the timing of the trainstravelling public, I would say that that is a basic
that depart from CardiV and Swansea. Similarly, Iessential amenity that you must provide and it is bit
think they are wishing to adjust the departure timesof a fob-oV to say that you are going to involve the
from Paddington going out to Bristol and to CardiVcommunity in this. Do you have responsibilities as
and that will have some impact on the timings of ourthe franchise operator to provide such basic
services. One of the great advantages of ourfacilities?
customer-friendly timetables, as I said earlier, is thatMr Cameron: No, we have no responsibility
it is a pattern timetable, it is a clock face, so it doeswhatsoever to provide those basic facilities over and
not really matter if other operators change theirabove what exists at present and that is part of the
timetable if they change it round the clock facecontractual framework that the SRA set out in its
because we can move and sometimes even get betterobjectives, to run the services that exist at the
connections than exist at the moment. So, we aremoment. We will continually look to how we can
working with them and we are working withimprove that, we want to work in partnership, but
Network Rail who are custodians of thethere is no requirement, in the same way that there
infrastructure and of the time tabling process tois no requirement to put in new trains over the
ensure that we link in not only with First Greatfranchise, to put in toilet facilities if toilet facilities
Western but also with Virgin Cross-Country, withdo not exist and that is why we have towork with the
VirginWest Coast and with all the other services notlocal communities and find out how we can manage
only in South Wales but across the whole network.to improve the fabric of these stations within the

limits of the contract.
Q277 Mr Edwards: Can I ask you about the
arrangements that the SRA has included in the newQ272 Albert Owen: Do you have a moral
franchise for integrated ticketing between rail andresponsibility?
bus services.Mr Cameron:We have a responsibility to adhere to
Mr Cameron: I believe there are some 74 integratedthe franchise agreement that is set out and one that
bus and rail tickets operating at the moment.We arewe just signed last Saturday morning and that is to
adding another 30 to that throughout the networkprovide the services to the specification of the
and they are not just with our own company. PeopleStrategic Rail Authority and, where possible, come
tend to assume that because Arriva run buses inup with imaginative ideas to improve them.
North Wales, we will concentrate our eVorts on
integrated ticketing there. We will be working withQ273 Julie Morgan: I wondered if you had any Stagecoach, withGlobeCoaches, Thomas andFirst,

plans to improve CardiV Station which we heard in all of these to actually augment the existing schemes
the last Committee meeting that £12 million had and put another 30 in place, so that will take it to
been spent but where there is no clear signage and over 100 integrated ticket schemes. In addition to
where the links with the bus station are not very that, there are also joint ventures with other parties
good and the links to the taxis are not very good and, to have a travel and an entry to a tourist attraction
as the capital city, I wondered if you had any plans ticket as well which we are working on and there are
there. about 20 of those that we are putting forward.
Mr Cameron:We have plans for all of the stations to
improve the signing. It is one of the things that, when
we looked round the station facilities, we were Q278 Mrs Williams: You mentioned tourism but
concerned about. We are looking to provide signing the Minister for Economic Development and
in both languages to make sure that we can get Transport, AndrewDavies, describedCrewe Station
people to travel much more conveniently. Both of on the rail passenger service along the Vale of
the CardiV stations will be looked at on that basis Glamorgan line as an airport rail link, which is very
along with every other station: I think there are 235 important for tourism and business, as we know, but
in total in this new franchise. Signing is very does not promise to build a community station. Is
important. If you cannot get the basic information, this now to be an airport station providing a gateway
then you cannot expect people to travel. to Wales for CardiV Airport?

Mr Cameron:Could I get back to the Committee on
that particular point? I will put that in writing4.Q274 Julie Morgan: So, CardiV will be looked at?

Mr Cameron: CardiV will be looked at, yes.
Q279 Chairman: Can I just return to the financial
issues relating to the SRAand the franchise.Why doQ275 Mr Edwards:What plans are you aware of for
you think that the SRA did not include stationseamless interchanges on the Paddington to South
upgrades and new trains in their franchise bid?Wales route?

Mr Cameron: Do you mean the First Great
Western route? 4 See page 257.
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Mr Cameron: I can only make an assumption want to be party to that. As I said to the Chairman,
we know what we have in our base case and we putbecause I have no knowledge of why they did not. I

presume that, at the end of the day, it came down to a huge range of various options to them and we fully
expect a dialogue and the stations are one of those.the aVordability. I think that they probably

preferred to concentrate—and this is only my We have had an assessment and we know what we
would like to do as and when money becomesopinion and I am sure you would ask the Strategic

Rail Authority this question—on the train services available.
and the improvements that we were suggesting get a
higher priority than the stations themselves, but that

Q284 Albert Owen: You touched on this in youris only a guestimate on my part.
previous answer to my colleague with regards to
integration and you highlight in your memorandum

Q280 Chairman: They did not mention this at all to the bus/rail links in North Wales as a form of
you during the process? integration which I believe is welcome. Howwill this
Mr Cameron: We put forward a number of work in practice?
suggestions in the bid which were in addition to the Mr Cameron: Basically, it is not just our company,requirements because we were very keen to work in as I said earlier, virtually all the bus companies,partnership with the Strategic Rail Authority and whether they are a small bus company or one of thethe other parties, so we put a number of ideas large national bus companies, are very keen to doforward. We talked about additional rolling stock

integration schemes. It is good for business. That isfor overcrowding, we had some junction layouts
the basic thing. It gets more people to travel on thewhich would have improved on the Cambrian Coast
buses and it gets more people to travel on trains. So,to an hourly service rather than two hourly; we are
we have not found any diYculty in having dialogueconscious of the fact that you can only get up to
and we have had the same kind of dialogue in otherRhymney hourly and Merthyr Tydfil hourly and
franchises. What it is about is looking at the localthere is some work that could be done on both of
community, looking at their needs and finding outthose with a passing loop and some resignalling. So,
how you integrate into local communities. One ofwe put all these additional ideas into our document
the disadvantages of trains is that they do not alwaysand included in those additional ideas were what we
get into the local community; they get into the centrecould do with the stations. We believe that what will
of it but not into all of the housing areas and you justhappen over the period of the franchise is that we
work with them. Some of them are as simple aswill have a lot more dialogue but we now knowwhat
having good dialogue. Looking at timetablesthe base requirement is that we have to provide and
throughout the country, we have found on a numberwe will go ahead straightaway and do that and then
of occasions that the bus departs just a few minutescontinue to have the dialogue over those ideas. I am
before the train arrives. I do not believe that there isnot of the opinion that the Strategic Rail Authority
any conspiracy between the bus operator and thehas ruled them all out, it is just not part of the base
train operator, it is usually that one party or thecase.
other has changed the timetable without telling the
contra party and one of the things that we are veryQ281 Mrs Williams: I hear what you say and I see keen on which has worked well in our otherwhere you are coming from but were you aware
franchises is that we have a lot more dialogueabout the condition of our stations, going back to
between the local managers, so that, when awhatmy colleague fromHolyhead was saying, when
timetable is due for a change, both parties realise ityou were putting in the bid? Did you have that at the
and usually there is amix andmatch and you get thatback of your mind?
connection reinstated. That is what I call the mostMr Cameron: We were certainly aware of the
basic bus/rail integration. The great thing aboutcondition of the stations. We did a station survey—
most of the large bus operators—and this does applythat is one of the things that we do in all of our bids,
mainly to the large bus operators—is that we havewe go out and do a station survey—and assess all of
the ticket technology now which gives encodedthe stations.
tickets and again technically it is a Wayfarer 4
system that allows encoded tickets that we can use

Q282 Mrs Williams: Can I just stop you there. So, on our rail system as well. So, there are less and less
that has been done? inhibitory factors now for doing bus/rail integration
Mr Cameron: We have done an assessment of the and I think we will see more and more of them
stations. throughout the years.

Q283 Mrs Williams: All stations?
Q285 Albert Owen: Some cynics would say that thisMr Cameron:Anassessment of all of the stations.As
gives you an opportunity to stop some trains onI said to the Chairman, as an additional part of our
certain days and use buses.bid, we put forward some ideas and we fully expect
Mr Cameron: Cynics would certainly say that andto have further dialogue with the SRA about these
they have said that on many occasions. There is noadditional ideas that we have of which stations are
bus substitution in this franchise. The train servicesone of them and that will be during the length of the
are protected by the passenger service requirementfranchise. I think it is inconceivable to believe that,
and the bus/rail integration is in addition to and notover 15 years, nothing will change. There are huge

opportunities for expansion in rail services and we a substitution for the trains.
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Q286 Albert Owen: And you give assurance that it as easy as possible for people to travel and one of
the things that again we will be applying on thissmaller bus company operators will be involved in

that all the way? franchise that we apply on other franchises—and
most train operating companies do this to someMr Cameron:Yes, indeed. I have quotedGlobal and

ThomasCoaches.Weworkwith all of thembecause, extent—is to make it easier for people with
disabilities to travel by having a dedicated telephoneat the end of the day, they provide services in local

communities where you can get much better help line. What we are able to do is that, if that
particular station is not accessible, we can take themintegration and it is good for business, as I said.
to another stationwhich is accessible and allow them
to travel from that station and we use that facility in

Q287 Mr Caton:Moving on to your use of hubs, if our Arriva Trains Northern and it is very well
hubs are to be introduced with interchanges between appreciated by the people who use that service and
trains, how will the timetables be guaranteed? we also check with them as to how the journey
Mr Cameron: The time tabling process that applies matched up with their expectations and we are
is that we have to agree a timetable with the Strategic getting about an 86% success rate from the people
Rail Authority. They are the purchaser of the with disabilities. So, we feel that we are moving in
service. So, the first thing they will want to do is to the right direction. It is by no means making the
ensure that the timetable that we are putting system fully disabled access—that, with a Victorian
together matches the passenger service network, is just not possible.
requirements, so that equates to first and last trains,
journey times, stopping patterns and so on. They are
all laid down, so we have to comply with that. The Q290 Mrs Williams: We are aware of current
second thing that we do is that we put a timetable to practice by train operating companies. As a follow
Network Rail. What Network Rail expect from us is on question to a question asked by one of my
to have a complaint timetable, in other words that it colleagues, what about flexibility with connections
matches with the rights that we have to run trains, considering able-bodied people and people with
the rights that we have already been granted through disabilities when other trains are running late?What
the Rail Regulator to run those trains. It would be is the flexibility that you are proposing to allow to
very stupid of us to try and apply for something that make sure that people are able to catch their
we had no rights for, so we are usually very connections?
compliant. Network Rail then match up our Mr Cameron: There is a connectional timescale
requirements with the requirements of every other usually laid down and we try to make sure that it is
operator at that hub and they also match it up with a reasonable amount of time. We would not say that
the freight operators that are using it not in the hubs 30 seconds was a good connection. There are laid
but over other parts of the line and, if we have our down times. What we have to do is to make that
systems in place correctly, then we will have made horrendous judgment between the people who are
sure that we have a complying timetable that allows already on the train who want to get to their
all of those connectivity achievements to be made at destination and the people who are interchanging on
a station and still run all the trains to the to that train and we would have to make a judgment
specification of the SRA. as to what we do. If we decide to send the train on

because of the length of delay on the other train,
whether it be one of ours or one of another trainQ288 Mr Caton:On the same subject, at your hubs,
operating company, thenwe will usually provide buswill there be cross-platform interchange or will
or taxi facilities to onward destination. So, we do nottravellers have to cross bridges perhaps not provided
leave people stranded; that is not our intentionwith escalators or lifts?
whatsoever.Mr Cameron:What we have tried to do is try to get

same platform interchanges where possible. There
are examples where that works quite well: Q291 Mrs Williams: I am very pleased to hear that
Gloucester is the classic example where you can because it does not happen now. People tell us that
bring a train into platform number two and connect trains disappear out of the station as maybe the
into one just further down the platform at platform Virgin train is coming in. It is that close. That does
number three, so that is great if thatworks. There are not make any sense whatsoever and does not have
other occasions where the signalling does not allow the customers’ interests at heart.
for that and we do have to either go over bridges, as Mr Cameron: It does not. There has been anyou say, in some cases where there is no lift facility arrangement in the past—and this is one of theprovided, but what we feel is that it is better to get perverse things about diVerent train operatingconnectivity even in those circumstances than no

companies—whereby the train operating companyconnectivity at all.
could be fined for late running even after it made the
connection. I sit on a national body that looks at this
and the Strategic Rail Authority is on that body andQ289 Mr Caton: How will the Disability
it is pleasing to know that they are working with usDiscrimination Act aVect those sort of
tomake sure that the train operating company is notcircumstances?
fined for that late running, so they are going to beMr Cameron:The answer is thatwe do not knowyet.
actively encouraged to delay the train to make thatAs I said earlier about the DDA, a lot of it will be

determined by case law.Whatwe try to do is tomake connection. Therefore, you take the perversity away
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and therefore you take the concern for the train Q294 Mr Edwards: What investment would be
needed and howwould you raise thatmoney in orderoperating company at being fined and being
to make Shrewsbury a hub with guaranteedforcefully pilloried in the media for poor
connections for north-south trains and fromBangorperformance by actively providing a better service
to Birmingham?and we have been working very closely with the rail
Mr Cameron: At the moment, Shrewsbury canindustry on that one and I think you will see
provide all of those connections. There is noconsiderable changes over the years to come.
problem with the infrastructure at Shrewsbury to do
the work. It is further enhancing the train timetable

Q292 Chairman: You mentioned integration with that causes the investment. So, going from
bus service, but there are plenty of stations in Wales Shrewsbury to Aberystwyth, there are two
that do not have any buses at all. I wondered if you locations—Dovey Junction and Montgomery—
were going to put up numbers of taxi firms. where you will need to put some passing loops in to
Mr Cameron: Yes. The provision of information at allow an hourly service rather than two hourly.
stations is something that can be very, very easily Shrewsbury can still cope with that increased
provided. It is something that we are very keen on in frequency because there are already hubs there at the
our stations both at Merseyside, when we had that moment. All we are doing is enhancing that hub and,
franchise, and at Northern.We tend to put up amap when you make it a pattern timetable, you make it
that shows local facilities, where the bus station is much easier to hub because it is repeating itself
and provide taxi numbers and one of the things that regularly every hour which is so important. We have

already had some very indicative dialogue withwe are very keen on, particularly at stations where
Network Rail about what can be done. They havethere is no staYng, where you can possibly get a taxi
looked at this previously aswell andwewill continueoperator to come and provide a facility there is to
with that dialogue and see if that money can be putprovide that free of charge to the taxi operator
in to improve these services because the coachingbecause it gives passenger security and, if you
stock is not a problem, we think we can enhance thatremember my remarks at the beginning, that was
timetable without additional coaching stock becauseone of the objectives that the Strategic Rail
there is some dead time in it and we will look to seeAuthority was passenger safety and passenger
if we can get that done without going for a lot ofsecurity. So, again, in other locations we have
additional public funding because some of it will bemanaged to provide those facilities at no cost and
generated by additional journey opportunitiesprovide an additional service to the consumer.
which is good news.

Q293 Mrs Williams: Given the present state of the Q295 Mr Edwards: Do you think it would havetrack and signalling within the system, is the clock been more sensible if the SRA had put the CardiV/
face that you are proposing with interchanges, for Birmingham service into the Wales and Borders
example, at Shrewsbury and Carmarthen possible? franchise and why do you think it did not?
Mr Cameron: Yes, it is fully possible. We had a lot Mr Cameron: To answer the second part of your
of dialogue with Network Rail before we submitted question first, I do not know why they did not. The
our bid on 7 April and I am very pleased to say that CardiV/Birmingham service has traditionally been
Network Rail saw it as a feasible proposal, they did split between two operators. If you ask me as an
not see any major problems with it. There obviously operator and not as the SRA, then I think that the
has to be some dialogue with other train operators split which has now been achieved for the fast service
over what is known as flexing their rights to make it to be provided by one train operating company,
fit it, but there are no insurmountable problems and Central, and the service that the Wales and Borders
the infrastructure at Shrewsbury is capable of doing will provide from CardiV to Gloucester, which are
that. In fact, in dialogue that we have had with the stopping services, I think that is a better split
Network Rail, their belief is that some of the than each having some of the stopping services and
infrastructure improvements that we have some of the semi-fast services. I think that the split
suggested—they are not in the bid but we have will give a better provision of service to the

customer. Why they did it—I suggest you ask thatsuggested to the Strategic Rail Authority—say on
question of Mr Bowker. I cannot read his mind. Ithe Cambrian Coast, are also perfectly feasible and
wish I could but I cannot manage that yet!could be done possibly—I am not making any
Chairman: Don’t we all!promises here—with some other infrastructure work

that needs to be done and this is where partnership
is so important. If you sit down and discuss with Q296 Dr Francis: If we could move on to existing
people, you can quite often plan the work and, in Arriva franchises, what is the state of your current
planning the work, you can do it much more cost relationship with West Yorkshire PTE?
eVectively and, within the sum of money that is Mr Cameron: It is first class. I am pleased to say that
available, get a few extra things done at the same because, if you had asked me that question a couple
time. What we are suggesting is not £10 million but of years ago, I would not have been able to say that.
muchmore and we will benefit from that.We will try They were very dissatisfied with the level of service
and resolve these issue because they are very provided. We inherited a train operating company
positive. We have no concerns about the willingness which was called Northern Spirit when we bought a

company called MTL which was underfunded,of Network Rail to work with us.
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under-resourced and completely underperforming. to be refurbished and to have improvementsmade to
We are pleased to say that, if you were to talk to the their reliability and those trains are going through
Director General of the PTE or the Chairman of the that refurbishment and modification and
Passenger Transport Authority, they are extremely improvement to the reliability at the moment and
pleased with the service we provide now. It is a that has become part of the new franchise operator’s
classic case where I can say, what it says on the tin is responsibility. We worked with them to adjust the
what you get. timetable. The timetable patently did notwork in the

customers’s favour. We put in two additional trains
and a number of additional drivers and we put in aQ297 Dr Francis: What powers of direction and
lot of customer services staV and cleaning staV toguidance do the PTEs have on your operations and
raise the total performance of that train operatinghow do they dovetail to those from the SRA?
company, so that when we handed it over in July ofMr Cameron: In technical terms, they have what we
this year, it was the best performing train operatingcall Section 34 powers, Section 34 under the
company in mainland Europe . . . I am sorry, ITransport Act, where they are allowed to specify the

level of the service, the quality of the service and they should not go that far, in mainland UK! I must not
also pay for additional services over and above that get carried away!
specified by the SRA. So, the two parties, the SRA
and the Passenger Transport Executive, dovetail

Q300 Albert Owen:Moving on to the powers of thetogether to advise us of the totality of the service that
National Assembly for Wales, do you, in yourwe have to provide and then we jointly report both
opinion, believe that a transfer of powers ofto the SRA and to the PTE on the performance
direction to theNational Assembly could assist in anagainst that specification.
integrated transport system for Wales?
Mr Cameron: That is certainly a political decisionQ298 Dr Francis:Arriva has had problems running
and I always leave that to people like yourself whotrains in the north of England and I note in the Select
are best placed but, inmy opinion, I would look veryCommittee report of the Transport, Local
positive towards that one. There is no doubt aboutGovernment and the Regions Committee of last
it, we find the Passenger Transport Executive to beyear entitled Passenger Rail Franchising and the
muchmore localised in looking after the needs of theFuture of Rail Infrastructure at paragraph 1.10 it
local constituents and are very focused and verysays that there has been a sustained fall in service
determined to achieve what they want to do and Iperformance on Arriva Trains Merseyside over the
would fully expect that the Welsh Assemblytwo years and that while reliability has now
Government would feel exactly the same. We wouldrecovered somewhat, punctuality is poor and shows
want in this case from our point of view—and this islittle sign of recovery.What lessons have you learned
a personal preference—to make sure that thefrom that experience and how can you apply them to
borders were not left out of that. They are anthe Wales and Borders franchise?
important part of this franchise and we would like toMr Cameron: I think the first lesson is to do a lot
encourage the Welsh Assembly Government, if thatmore due diligence when you buy companies and
happened, to make them partners to make sure thatfind out exactly what you are buying. The report you
they are not left out but we would welcome it.are referring to is the evidence that I provided to the

Transport Select Committee. It was referring to the
period of September 2001 which is now more than

Q301 Albert Owen:Youmentioned the borders andtwo years ago.We handed theMerseyside franchise,
obviously that would be an issue but also do youto which you are referring, over to the new
envisage problems with the integration with thefranchisee on 20 July 2003, at which time the
main UK rail network? I can understand the bus,passenger performance measure was 94% It was the
road and rail within the Welsh nation but whathighest in the UKmainland, well ahead of anything
about linking up to the main . . . ?else provided by any other train operating company.
Mr Cameron: No, I do not see that there should beSo, I think that we did learn the lessons, we put them
a diYculty. Our job as the franchise operator is tointo practice and we gave Merseyside PTE a service
make sure that those links take place. It is our job tothat they were proud of. The last Rail Passenger
work with the other train operating companies,Committee in July 2003 commended Arriva for the
Virgin West Coast and Virgin Cross Country andturnaround of that operation.
First North Western and First Great Western and
particularly Network Rail to make sure that thoseQ299 Dr Francis: Could you say a little more about
hubs integrate properly and, as I mentioned earlier,the way in which your company interacted with
trying same platform interchanges if possible andMerseyside PTE.
that is how you encourage people to use the services.Mr Cameron: Merseyside PTE, again we have
Whilst most people would like a service from A to Bmentioned the Section 34 and, right through it, they
absolutely directly, most people in this countryspecify the service that they want, in fact much more
realise that we cannot do that but, if you give themso than any other PTE because most of the services
proper hubs and integration, make same platformin the Liverpool area are under their total control.
interchanges or where the integration has to beWe worked very closely with the PTE; we explained
across a footbridge make it as easy as possible, thenthe problems that we inherited from the previous

organisation; we worked with them to get the trains people will travel.
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Q302 Albert Owen: You mentioned earlier about a the rail side, to work with all the people in the
communities and one of the things that we do not dogood relationship already developingwith theWelsh
is to say that there is only the Arriva way of doing it.Assembly Government and we were talking at that
It is local authority, it is the Welsh Assemblytime about additional expenditure on railways and
Government, it is the Strategic Rail Authority orinfrastructure. Did this good relationship that
whatever party concerned as to how they want thatstarted oV talk about rail newmoney from theWelsh
operation to run and it is our job to then use ourAssembly Government?
expertise and our knowhow to make it run as bestMr Cameron:We are in early days. As I think I said
as possible.earlier, the hard work is just starting now.We signed
Albert Owen:We look forward to working with you.the franchise agreement on Saturday morning and

we had informal discussions before we signed that
Q304 Chairman: Just going back to the Merseysidefranchise agreement—they had to be informal
franchise decision, why do you think you lost thebecause we were not necessarily going to be the
Merseyside franchise to the Nederlandsfranchisee—and we will be speeding those
Spoorwagen?discussions up. There is a huge amount of support
Mr Cameron: I can only quote what the Directorout there. A lot of interested parties write to us,
General of the PTE said, that he did not feel that ourtelephone us and e-mail us saying they want to have
bid was imaginative enough. We bid in exactly thethat dialogue to influence us and we are starting that
sameway for all of the franchises we put forward, wedialogue now. I fully believe that there will be new
bid to the specification that was laid down, we aremoney made available and what we have to do is to
very disappointed that we lost that but the Arrivademonstrate how we can best use it.
philosophy is that we take it on the chin and we get
on with the next one. I have to say that I wish them

Q303 Albert Owen: Can I encourage you to work well and we handed over an incredibly well
with other companies as well and indeed Members organised operation in a seamless fashion. At the
of Parliament and Assembly Members. end of the day, the PTE has to do what they think is
Mr Cameron: Indeed so. You will find that the right, it deserves a good service and the staV deserve
Arriva approach is very much a community base, it a good service.
is very much locally focused, it does not work from Chairman: There seem to be no more questions and
its headquarters in Sunderland, it expects all of its we have managed to finish just before time. Thank

you very much indeed, Mr Cameron.subsidiaries, whether it be bus, the international or

Supplementary written evidence from Arriva Trains Ltd

Further to the oral evidence session of the 22 October, a number of points were raised that I gave an
undertaking to come back to the Committee on. Mrs Betty Williams raised the issue of changes to rail
services that occurred on 20 September 2003, involving services that were transferred from the First North
Western franchise to the Wales and Borders franchise. Specifically, no trains leaving south of Crewe, and
the cancelling of the service between Birmingham and Llandudno. Mr Albert Owen also raised the issue of
the postponement of the Holyhead/Birmingham service for three months.

The West Coast RouteModernisation project entered a new phase on 28 September 2003, with extensive
work between Crewe and StaVord. Unfortunately, whilst this work is in progress, the capacity of this part
of the network is greatly reduced and it is impossible forHolyhead or Llandudno services to operate through
to Birmingham. I do appreciate the inconvenience to passengers of having to change trains at Crewe when
they previously had a through train. However, this modernisation will be of great benefit in the future. We
are working with the Strategic Rail Authority and Network Rail to identify the optimum timetable to be
operated during each phase of work and on completion of the modernisation. This includes consideration
of when it may be possible to provide through services to Birmingham from North Wales.

Mrs Betty Williams also asked the question if there was to be an airport station providing a gateway to
Wales for CardiVAirport. I am pleased to be able to inform the Committee that that the provision of a new
service on the reopened Vale of Glamorgan line is included in the Franchise Agreement. It is our
understanding that a new station will be provided at Rhoose as part of this scheme and would expect this
to be a benefit to local residents and to tourists and others using the airport. We will be discussing with the
airport authorities in due course how use of the new link can be promoted.

I trust this answers the points raised, but should any issues need clarifying, or of you require any
additional information, please let me know.

Finally, I take this opportunity to advise the Committee that today we have announced that Peter
Strachan will be the new managing director of Arriva Trains Wales/Arriva Trenau Cymru, when the
company starts operating the business on Sunday 7 December. We are delighted that Peter has agreed to
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join Arriva. With a career of over 20 years in the UK rail sector, he brings a wealth of experience to ensure
that our plans for the new franchise are delivered. I will keep you informed of developments.

Euan Cameron
Managing Director
Arriva Trains

10 November 2003

Written evidence from Network Rail

Please accept this letter as the Network Rail submission to the Welsh AVairs Committee inquiry into the
railways in Wales. Network Rail is delighted to the able to contribute to this inquiry and I will be pleased
to attend the evidence-taking session to be held later in the Autumn.

The body of our response is included in the annexes to this letter which include detailed line-by-line
information about the railway inWales. One caution I should like to issue regarding this information is that
it is based on the Network Rail business plan published in March. Since March, we have been engaged in
a review process with the Rail Regulator which will determine our future income beyond April 2004. Only
once this review process is complete will we be able to announce confirmed line-by-line work schedules. It
is possible that these may be significantly diVerent from the plans included in the appendices. Until the
Regulator’s review is complete, it is not possible to be definitive.

In addition to the line-by-line information, I thought it would be useful if I provided a brief summary
about the principal issues and challenges faced by Network Rail in Wales.

In short, the railway inWales faces many of the same problems as it does in the rest of the country. When
Network Rail inherited responsibility for the rail infrastructure in October 2002, it inherited fragile assets
suVering from under-investment over many years. The backlog in track replacement had ballooned over the
previous 10 years to 4,000 miles, or 20% of the entire network and standards of maintenance are under close
public scrutiny.

At the same time, the expenditure on the railway following the Hatfield disaster was soaring, with
spending roughly doubling in the three years from Hatfield to the dissolution of Railtrack.

The size of the challengeNetworkRail faces has to be set in this context. To turn-around the performance
of an infrastructure of this scale is an enormous task. To do so at the same time as being required to reduce
expenditure significantly is even harder. Network Rail always said that it would take 18 months before
people saw noticeable diVerence and one to five years before sustainable change. One year in, we stand by
this analysis.

Finally, I would just like to say something about the structure of the railway in Wales.

Network Rail is a national rail infrastructure firm covering the whole of Great Britain (not Northern
Ireland). The company is divided into seven regions responsible for the day-to-day delivery of the rail
infrastructure. For obvious reasons, these regions are roughly based on a line basis, rather than the more
conventional geographic divisions used by the Government and public sector.

For this reason, Wales is split between two Network Rail regions. The Great Western region, based in
Swindon, includes the majority of Wales including all of south Wales and the line running west from
Shrewsbury into midWales. The lines running through northWales, however, form part of the NorthWest
region based in Manchester.

Since June 2003, the railway has had a single national organisational template for the first time in its
history. This means that both the Great Western region and the North West region have an identical
structure, which we believe will allow the consistent application of Network Rail’s change programme and
facilitate much smoother cross-regional working.

I hope the information contained within this letter and the appendices is both interesting and useful for
the Committee. Together with my colleague John Curley, the Regional Director for Great Western, I will
be delighted to give oral evidence later in the Autumn.

Iain Coucher
Deputy Chief Executive

3 October 2003
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Annex 1

GREAT WESTERNMAIN LINE—BRISTOL PARKWAY TO SWANSEA

The route is two track with four tracks between Severn Tunnel and CardiV with line speeds of 75 to
100 mph.

1. Track

In order to eYciently address both the asset and operational issues, our strategy is for targeted renewals
based on asset conditional risk analysis as well as operational importance. The plain line renewals
programme has been prioritised and planned to ensure 150 temporary speed restrictions will be removed
this year (between London and CardiV).

Reballasting, rerailing and resleepering will be undertaken between CardiV and Swansea this year.Major
renewal and remodelling of switch and crossing works will take place at Newport in the next three years.
Over 8,500 yards of plain line will be renewed between Newport and Swansea at a cost of over £6 million
in the next three years.

2. Signalling

Network Rail has commenced a major signalling renewal programme and has selected Port Talbot as the
starting point. CardiV and Newport resignallings are planned to follow and are likely to be combined to
form a major new South Wales Signalling Centre in due course. All three large signalling installations in
South Wales were commissioned last in the 1960s and are in need of attention. Signals, cables, wiring,
control panels and interlocking relays are almost life expired. Port Talbot panel will be resignalled by
Christmas 2006. The outline design is completed and negotiations with our industry partners are underway
to confirm the chosen layout and access to do the work. The SRA have determined that there shall be no
enhancement element to this particular renewal, although Network Rail shall include an element of
reversible signalling (Margam–Bridgend) to assist with maintenance opportunities and performance
recovery. Line speed of 100 mph and twin/four track will be retained throughout as at present. A number
of minor layout improvements will be made and there will also be a rationalisation of the layout that will
reduce the number of crossovers and sidings, currently under utilised, in an eVort to improve eYciency and
train performance. Pencoed road level crossing will be converted to CCTV operation following on from its
recent refurbishment.

Plans will soon be developed for the next major renewal of Newport Panel signal box in the following
three-year period with a view of completing 2008–10, subject to the availability of funds.

Other smaller schemes such as the upgrade and renewal of StGeorge’s Level Crossing near CardiV is likely
be undertaken as part of the ongoing renewal programme.

3. Structures

There will be a wide variety of renewal and repair works to underbridges and overbridges along theMain
Line. Strengthening of abutments, earthworks and drainage improvements are also programmed at various
locations along the Main Line. Work will be undertaken on the River Usk, River Neath and Landore
Viaducts.

Major work costing £4 million will be undertaken to stabilise the rock cuttings on the approaches to
Chepstow on the route joining route 3 at Newport.

Annex 2

CREWE–NEWPORT (VIA SHREWSBURY)

Double track throughout with linespeeds of 75 to 90 mph.

1. Track

Renewals will be undertaken on a condition led basis, and where justified, improvements made to increase
junction crossing speeds.

In the next three years 4,100 yards of new track costing just over £2 million is expected to be re-laid at
Maindee North (Newport), Pontrilas and Llantarnam over the next three years. A further £34 million is
planned to be spent on resleepering and re-railing with new ballast where necessary over a further 2,000
yards of track between Newport and Hereford with a further £1.3 million for 3,000 yards of track between
Hereford and Shrewsbury.
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2. Signalling

Western end of the route controlled byNewport panel signal box, which is likely to be renewed in 2008–10.

The rest of the route is controlled by 24 mechanical signal boxes, Pontrilas, Tram Inn, Church Stretton
andMarshbrookwill be reviewed over the next three years. No plans for anymajor signaling schemes. (Note
freight traYc is in decline post Corus cutbacks, so easing previous capacity constraints on the route).

3. Structures and Earthworks

All structures and tunnels will be maintained to ensure they are fit for purpose with attention to drainage
and culvert repairs as necessary.

St Julian’s River Viaduct will be repaired and strengthened in 2004–05.

Embankment stabilisation works are also planned over the next three years at Llanvihangel, Nantwich
and Pinkwood.

Annex 3

CAMBRIAN LINE—SHREWSBURY TO ABERYSTWYTH AND PWHELLI

Single track railway with occasional passing loops.

1. Signalling

Discussions are underway with the Local Authorities and the Welsh Assembly to remove three level
crossings by means of a new road construction with a view to commencing work in the next two years.

The telephone concentrator at Machynlleth which serves 42 user worked crossings is being renewed
this year.

The Cambrian Line is under consideration as a trial site for the application of Regional ERTMS.

2. Structures and Earthworks

This route presents a real challenge with many timber structures and sea defence works. This year work
will be undertaken at 10 sites to rebuild sea walls, timber viaduct repairs and rock face protection. One item
alone at Friog will cost £2 million to stabilise the rock face.

Annex 4

CREWE TO NORTHWALES LINE

This route is two-track railway except for the single line Blaenau Ffestiniog branch and short sections
between Stockport and Chester. Linespeeds range from typically 40 mph or 50 mph on branch lines up to
90 mph on the main line.

The following note excludes the specific issues related to freight and Blaenau Ffestiniog as these are
covered in Annex 7.

1. Track

From Bangor to Holyhead there is a significant amount of older jointed track, gradually being replaced
as priority dictates. For the slower Blaenau Ffestiniog and Bidston-Wrexham branch lines the approach is
resleepering and rerailing as necessary. Some of the track on the Llandudno-Llandudno Jn section is
approaching life expiry and is proposed for renewal.

Work is planned for 2004–05 including re-railing and steel sleeper relaying at the Britannia Bridge.

For the Blaenau Ffestiniog and Bidston-Wrexham branches, any significant increase in tonnages would
need a review of the maintenance and renewals regime.

2. Signalling

The policy for this route is to maintain the integrity and availability of the signalling. To achieve this a
targeted programme of signalling works will be developed. Signalling renewals will concentrate on
maintaining the current safety integrity with condition driven core renewals. This will include signal box re-
wiring, interlocking renewals and level crossing replacements.

We will look to renew both mechanical signalling and obsolete signalling technology when identified for
renewal in modern equivalent form and we are developing a prioritised programme to fit event monitoring
equipment.
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In 2003–04 and 2004–05 we plan to abolish Mold and Sandycroft signal boxes, resignalling the area
presently under their control and transferring it to Chester PSB. The current method of signalling using
absolute block and semaphore signals will be replaced by three aspect colour light signalling with track
circuit block.

Other work includes the renewal of Gaerwen level crossing in 2004–05.

We are working toward completing TPWS fitments by 31 December 2003. As the majority of the project
is now complete, the remaining work to achieve this consistsmainly of installation of TPWS at various speed
restrictions.

3. Structures and Earthworks

The plan is to maintain the current capability. There is a large amount of coastal railway on the North
WalesMainLine, which is vulnerable to failure due towashout of sea defences.We have therefore developed
a coastal sea defence strategy designed to take into account predicted climate and sea level changes. There
are also significant lengths of embankments, cuttings and tunnels on the coastal line with attendant asset
maintenance issues.

On the North Wales Main Line three bridges between Chester and Prestatyn are being monitored with
physical works planned for the medium term. This could include reconstruction.

4. Operations and Capacity

With the forthcoming additional Virgin services to Holyhead, a review has been undertaken to facilitate
production of a robust timetable for the route. Any aspirations for further trains would require additional
infrastructure to address capacity constraints, specific work depending on the revised service pattern.

5. Other issues

The only passing loop on the ConwyValley single line is at Llanwrst and is not well sited if any aspirations
to run an hourly service are to be realised.

With support from the Welsh Assembly Stena are planning to improve Holyhead station concourse and
the pedestrian access from the station to the town, in 2003–04 and 2004–05. In addition Yns Mon Council
supported by Welsh Development Agency and Stena have a scheme to improve access from the A55 to the
port and town. The scheme has had input fromNetwork Rail and industry partners and is wholly externally
funded. It could involve the use of existing sidings as the road’s route, and the transfer to a new site of the
existing depot facilities. The target date for completion is 2005–06.

We are in dialogue with Yns Mon Council regarding the possibility of procuring a feasibility study to
establish the costs of raising the platforms at Valley, Ty Croes and Bodorgan stations.

Annex 5

CARDIFF VALLEY LINES

These routes form the major part of the 150 kilometre South Wales Integrated Fast Transit (SWIFT)
system radiating from CardiV Queen Street. Linespeeds vary from 30 to 50 mph with 70 stations.

1. Track

Ninety five percent of the route was renewed over two years ago and is currently being maintained to a
high standard. Renewal of switches and crossings to take place in 2004–05 at Queen Street and Barry Town.

2. Signalling

The signal boxes at Ystrad Mynach and Bargoed are likely to be rewired within the next three years. A
scheme in conjunction with the National Assembly for Wales is being prepared to remodel and resignal
Queen Street in order to provide additional capacity for the proposed enhanced SWIFT services. This work
is being funded through the partnership with SWIFT and the National Assembly.

3. Structures

We are undertaking amajor programme of site evaluation and phased programme of works to strengthen
cutting and embankments, which are at risk due to flooding and subsidence. Bargoed Viaduct will be
repointed and generally repaired. Works are also programmed to repair the subways at Cardoxton and
Queen Street Stations, with new stations at Llantwit Major and Rhoose.
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A scheme is being prepared to lengthen the short platforms on the Aberdare Line to allow four car trains
to operate in order to deal with increased demand.

Both of these schemes have been made possible by funds allocated from the National Assembly.

Annex 6

WEST WALES

Apart from a short section of single line this route is double track to Clarbeston Road, with single track
branches to Craven Arms, Pembroke Dock, Milford Haven and Fishguard. The line speeds range from 40
to 70 mph.

1. Track

The plain line is renewed on a condition-led basis.

2. Signalling

This is in good order and will continue to be maintained to ensure safe operations.

3. Structures

TheWestWales network is one of the region’s most demanding on the renewals andmaintenance budget.

A £1.5 million scheme to refurbish Longhor Viaduct is set to commence this year. There is a high cost to
ensure the risk of landslides, subsidence, river scour and sea erosion is reduced. Major works are scheduled
this year at Cockett, near Swansea and Pibarrwen, near Carmarthen. Flood Impact Reduction works will
be undertaken on the Loughor, Amman, Cennen, Towy and Gwili rivers.

A £2million scheme will be carried out to repair the viaduct atKnucklas. The tunnel at Rhosferig requires
over £1 million scheme to reline and stabilise, and an investigation is now to be undertaken to see if the cut
and cover tunnel can be removed in order to reduce costs and, more importantly, reduce ongoing
maintenance. Major works will be undertaken at Sugar Loaf Tunnel along with another £2 million worth
of works at another eight sites. A further £1.3 million scheme is proposed to refurbish the Carmarthen
Viaduct and a £1 million scheme will be undertaken to refurbish the River Cleddau Bascule Bridge.

Annex 7

BLAENAU FFESTINIOG AND OTHER FREIGHT ACTIVITIES IN NORTH WALES

Background

Blaenau Ffestiniog slate quarry produces slate waste as a by product of their main business. The slate
waste or secondary aggregate can be used in certain construction processes and, as it is a by product of
another industrial process, does not have to bear the recently introduced aggregates tax. It is therefore a
cheaper material than primary quarried material.

Blaenau Ffestiniog is situated in the Snowdonia National Park with a limited local road system, therefore
McAlpine supported by the Welsh Development Agency and Conway County Borough Council started to
look at rail as an alternative.

The rail route from the quarry to the Manchester area involves the use of a lightly used rural railway as
far as Llandudno Junction where it joins the main Holyhead line to England. The first section of route has
not seen heavy freight traYc formany years and in order to accommodate the type of traYc envisagedwould
require strengthening to track, earthworks and structures.

Project Timeline

In September 2000 theWelshDevelopmentAgency andConwayCountyBoroughCouncil commissioned
Parkman to produce a study on the rail issues that would need to be addressed to allow heavy axle freight
trains. Our predecessor, Railtrack, did not have an input to that study and were concerned at its findings
which were published in July 2001.

In November 2000 a report was commissioned to ascertain whether slate waste was a sustainable source
of secondary aggregates. Ove Arup undertook this work and Railtrack had a place on the steering group
and therefore was able to input to the debate. Concluded in July 2001 the report suggested that a rise of
£2.00–£2.50/tonne in the primary aggregates tax would be required to make the product competitive in the
Midlands and North West of England.
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In the summer of 2002 the steering group again asked to look at the issues surrounding the rail network.
After prolonged discussions on specifications, traYc volumes andmethods of work (including the operation
of a trial train) the remit for the scope of the study was agreed in February 2003. Network Rail on this
occasion played a full part in providing remits, recommending contractors and providing project
management and review resources.

The remit which was delivered in July 2003 concentrated on the cost of upgrading the track to take the
heavier traYc on the basis that if this element proved too expensive the whole project would fail. The report
suggested around £11 million of track work would be required to accommodate the traYc on oVer.
Although this exceeds the funding that is thought to be available threemore remits have nowbeen completed
to look at signalling, telecoms and power supply; earthworks; and buildings and structures. The steering
group have asked for this to be completed by the end of November 2003 which will be challenging.

Financing

There has been a lot of publicity about the numbers surrounding this project. The Parkman report
suggested the route upgrade would cost between £11 and £17 million including £1.3 million for track and
£8 million signalling. Parkman’s signalling cost is believed to be excessive and the remit currently out to
tender will clarify if this is the case.

The sum of £230 million which has been reported in the press related to a matrix provided to help the
group select the most appropriate feasibility works to carry out with their limited funds and was never
intended to be used as a costing for carrying out the actual works. For example it included the worst case
scenario of all the embankments along the route needing to be strengthened, an unlikely event, but one that
could only be properly eliminated by carrying out the appropriate study. Again this will be clarified in the
latest tranche of remits.

Funding is still being discussed; the rail enhancement work is expected to come from theWelsh Assembly,
and European grants, with the SRA funding a small amount of English terminal work. Freightliner has
invested in wagons although these can be deployed elsewhere in the rail aggregates market. MacAlpine are
prepared to invest up to £6 million in new terminal facilities although it is not clear how much of this would
be exclusive to rail.

Other Freight Activities

Other initiatives that Network Rail has undertaken in support of freight in North Wales in recent
years include:

— OVered free track access for trial traYc through Holyhead.

— OVered free land use for trial traYc through Holyhead.

— Sought to protect the access for future rail freight traYc to Holyhead as the port is redeveloped.

— Part financed a study into potential rail freight growth in Central and Mid Wales.

— Sat on the steering group for the study into slate waste as a sustainable source of secondary
aggregates.

— Run an inspection saloon train on the Conwy Valley line to assess track condition.

— Facilitated the operation of a trial train on the Conwy Valley line to simulate the operation of full
size slate waste services. This involved the rescheduling of our own engineeringworks on the route.

— Carried out all work prior to the current feasibility work on track works required to accommodate
slate waste on the Conwy Valley free of charge.

Annex 8
THE CONDITION OF SEVERN TUNNEL

Between April 1999 and December 2002 an extensive programme of renewals was been carried out in the
Severn Tunnel.

This work consisted principally of:

1. Renewal of rails, sleepers and ballast on both lines throughout the tunnel.

2. Extensive brickwork repairs.

3. Refurbishment of the 6ft drain.

4. Provision of additional drainage measures to control the water that ingresses into the tunnel.

Following this extensive programme of work the Severn Tunnel is in good condition to continue to
perform its role as the major rail link between England and South Wales.

As with all assets of this magnitude and strategic importance there will need to be an ongoing programme
of maintenance and renewal to keep the Severn Tunnel in a fit for purpose.
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Witnesses:Mr Ian Coucher, Deputy Chief Executive, andMr John Curley, Regional Director for the Great
Western region, Network Rail, examined.

Q305 Chairman: Welcome, Mr Coucher and Mr making the case for the progressive renewal of that
highspeed route. We have secured the funding overCurley. Just for the record, could you introduce

yourselves, please. the last two years and we have made a substantial
start on that process, but we do start from a pointMr Coucher: My name is Ian Coucher; I am the

Deputy Chief Executive of Network Rail. where it is very much near the end of its life. That
means that we have a high maintenance input to tryMr Curley: I am John Curley; I am the Regional

Director for the Great Western region of Network and maintain an acceptable level of reliability in the
short term. We have a significant challenge in theRail.
medium term to renew a considerable volume of the
track and to start to renew the power box signalling.Q306 Mr Caton: Can we go straight to the question
So, against that background, reliability three yearsof investment in track and stations. Who is
ago was at the lower end of the national picture. Weresponsible for funding anymajor investment on the
have improved our performance, the infrastructurerailways? Is it the Strategic Rail Authority, Network
performance, in Wales over the last three years, itRial, the UK Government or in some way all of
has improved year on year. It is again improving thisthem?
year and I would say that today it is approaching theMr Coucher: When it comes to investment in
national average for a mainline and, in the contextrenewals on the railways, the whole country, that is
of its age, I think we are doing quite well.Network Rail. We are funded through a funding

arrangement supported by the Ofrail Regulator
which combines two sources of income: the income Q311 Mr Edwards: Can you tell us about the
from track access agreements with our train primary track problem areas between London and
operating and freight operating customers and Carmarthen and what is being done to improve
grants from the SRA. When it comes to things?
enhancements, those are funded directly by the Mr Curley: There are, I think, probably four genericSRA. issues to cover. The first one is the age of the track.

I have just touched on that. The principal area in
Q307 Mr Caton:How is the National Assembly for which this impacts upon day-to-day operations is
Wales included in the decision-making process on about the age and the quality of the ballast. The
these matters? ballast that holds the railways in place is now 30/35
Mr Coucher: The SRA takes responsibility for years old and it is life expired. That means that it is
oversight of the railways in its entirety, so it is the harder to hold the geometric alignment of the track
responsibility of the SRA to coordinate input from in place. In simple terms, new railway ballast is large
the Welsh Assembly. angular lumps of rock which knit together firmly

and secure the sleepers. As it ages over time, minute
Q308 Mr Caton: So, you do not have any direct levels of movement cause that ballast to wear and
communications with the National Assembly or the start to degrade. You get two eVects: the lumps
Welsh Assembly Government? become less angular and more rounded and the
Mr Coucher: We do have a good relationship with abraded material starts to fill up the spaces in the
the Welsh Assembly but decisions about investment ballast. That has two eVects: firstly, in extremis—
is driven on a national arrangement with the and this is just to give you a visual model—you go
Strategic Rail Authority. from something which when it is brand new is sitting

on angular bits of rock that lock together to
something when it is worn starts to look like aQ309 Mr Caton:What sort of things would you be
collection of marbles. So, the ability to pile thattalking to the Assembly about?

Mr Coucher: The issues that relate to investment in ballast up and hold it rigidly in place becomes
the Welsh areas when we are doing activities and harder. So, whereas with good brand-new track you
works that aVect the constituents of Wales. can tamp it (align it) once a year and it will hold in

position, we are now having to tamp this track three
or four times a year just to keep the geometry. TheQ310 DrFrancis: If we couldmove on specifically to
second thing is that this build up of abradedmaterialthe South Wales mainline Paddington Route, in
destroys the drainage through the ballast, so that,November 2001, Mike Carroll from First Great
when you get wet weather, what builds up is pools ofWestern told this Committee that, in their view,
slurry which is made up of the abradedmaterial plusinfrastructure on the SouthWales mainline is below
the water that cannot escape and you will see, if youaverage compared with other mainlines in Great
travel on the SouthWales mainline, patches of whatBritain. How would you respond to that?
are called wet spots, quite white areas where theMr Curley: I think the background is that, if you
ballast is degrading. Our renewal programme whichtake the Great Western mainline in total, the
we are now getting under way with is planning overPaddington through to SouthWales at least as far as
the next seven or eight years to change out thatSwansea, that route was fundamentally renewed
ballast. In the short term, we are repeatedly dealingfrom 1965 through to about 1973. So, it is between
with short sections where we have ballast problem.35 and 40 years old. So, in age profile terms, it is
If it degrades too far, we need to put on a restrictionpossibly the oldest highspeed mainline in this
in the line speed to lower the speed of trainscountry and one of the oldest ones in Europe. We

have been engaged over the last three years in compatible with the state of that bit of track until we
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can put it right. So, that is the first cause of poor area. We did that for a number of reasons, one of
which was a deterioration over the previous twelveperformance. The second issue is about the
months of the performance of the infrastructure inembankments. In the core section of the Great
Reading. Now, we never expected to be able to turnWestern, Reading in the west, Gloucester in the
things around overnight and it has been a diYcultnorth through to the tunnel mouth, the Severn
first five months as we have put it inhouse. We haveTunnel, and down towards Taunton, the railway
managed to put in place a lot of what I believe arewas built by Brunel basically on clay embankments,
improvement actions. We have more staV on theso it is cut-and-fill material which came out of the
ground, we are improving the training andcuttings to make the embankments. That clay
competency of those staV, improving thereflects the weather. When it is wet, it becomes semi-
management, and prioritisation of the work we arefluid and mobile and when it is dry, when there is a
doing, and I think we are beginning to see in the lastvery dry summer, it starts to shrink and crack.When
four to six weeks a stabilisation and some early signsit was designed and built, a lot of drainage went into
of an improvement in the performance in thethese embankments. About 50 years ago, and this is
Reading area. There is still a longway to go, but thatnothing to do with privatisation, but this is a post-
is the fourth big issue in turning around the Greatwar issue really, people stopped maintaining the
Western Main Line.drainage. Post the death of the steam train,

vegetation grew, so over the last 30 or 40 years a
number of factors have started to reduce the stability Q312 Chairman: Given that those are the major
of the embankments. Another issue is that over the problems, can you give us any kind of idea of when
30 years since the Great Western was last renewed, they are likely to be completely sorted out?
partly to tackle the ballast degradation, we have run Mr Curley:Weare still working through at the detail
out more and more ballast on top of the for the Great Western of our allocation of funding
embankments and again one of the issues is that we following the indicative determination from the Rail
now have tens of thousands of tonnes of deadweight Regulator. My understanding at the minute is that
of ballast sitting on top of less than stable clay the rebuilding of the GreatWesternMain Line track
embankments. Therefore, in a number of places we is probably about six to eight years’ further work.
have embankments which are slipping, cracking, From the autumn of this year we will be bringing on
changing, and over the last three years, hopefully stream on Great Western the next generation of
some of you will have noticed, there has been a high-output track-renewal equipment. That
major step-up in a programme of significant civil potentially will give us a step change in the rate at
engineering issues to address those embankment which we can do the work. We need to sit down with
issues. If you go down theMain Line today, you will the SRA and the franchise operators to make sure
find half a dozen worksites where we are eVectively we can get the necessary access to realise the full
rebuilding the embankments. Again that is a productivity of that equipment, but that potentially
programme over about the next seven years. It is starts to enable us to do the annual volumes,
done on a risk-assessed basis. We start with the sites required over the next six to eight years. We think
where we know there is a greatest risk of failure and that we can crunch our way through something like
we are addressing that, but again some of those sites 1,000 miles of track. In terms of the maintenance
where they slip unexpectedly, then there are speed turn-round in Reading, I think we are looking at an
restrictions. The third issue in the last twelve months 18-month agenda to get to where we want to be, but
has been the erratic performance of our electronic I think we have stabilised the position and it is now
signal box at Slough. This was commissioned in the a going forward. As I have said, I believe we have
early 1990s. It was a fairly early IECC, [integrated fixed the signalling centre problems. The
electronic control centre], and we have had a embankments are, to some extent, funding-
growing number of problems with the software in determined, but I am seeing that as a five to seven-
the signal box. Because of the nature of the design of year programme.
all railway signalling systems, if there is any Mr Coucher: Can I just say a few other words, that
irregularity in the way in which the system works, it this part of the network is now diVerent from the rest
fails in a safe manner and, therefore, when we get of the railway where there has been a backlog of
unusual data messages in the software, it eVectively investment built up over time through under-
puts the signals to red and stops the trains, so there investment. We have got the funds to sort out the
is no safety issue in this, but there is a big Great Western and it is the next major route that we
performance issue until we then go and restart it. are looking at. Six to seven years is not because it is
Now, over the summer we have done a lot of work going to simply take that long to do for any other
both on the hardware and the software in that reason than we simply cannot get the access. We can
signalling centre which we commissioned on the either close the railway down for long periods and
August BankHoliday weekend. In the previous nine upset many people coming from Wales and up the
months, it failed 33 times. Since we have Great Western corridor, or we have to do this work
commissioned the revisions in August, we have not at night and at weekends. It does not mean to say
had a failure, so I am growingly confident that we that it is unsafe, it does not mean to say that it is not
have fixed that particular problem. The fourth issue, being maintained, but it is just old railway and the
which we may come back to, as you are no doubt expenditure associated with maintaining an old
aware, we have taken back inhouse the control and railway is quite high, so wewill continue to spend the

money and funds there.delivery of maintenance in the Reading contract
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Q313 Chairman:Do we have any idea of howmuch had to weave to the north side of the station. We
identified the opportunity to build platform four andmoney you are likely to spend over the next six to

seven years and where it is coming from? we went from identifying it, talking about it and
doing it in about eight and a half months which wasMr Curley: On Great Western or in Wales?
quite challenging and, against the run of events, it is
a project which we actually delivered on time andQ314 Chairman: The Welsh routes, that is London
marginally under budget, so that is the first one andto Wales.
we have done it.We have then worked with the SRAMr Curley: I think we can probably give you two
on Filton Junction. It is a question of eVectivelynumbers which do not quite equate to either. I can
redoubling a junction which was singled back in thegive you the Great Western number and I think Ian
1960s or 1970s. It is a key junction as you come northhas got the Welsh number.
out of Bristol, and at the minute it comes down to a
single line at one point in the junction, which meansQ315 Chairman:We can add up!
you can only go oneway at a time. The essence of theMr Curley:We are spending broadly around half a
scheme is to put it back to a double junction so thatbillion a year on Great Western as a Great Western
trains can actually pass through the junction. Weregion and that is across the day-to-day cost of
have agreed with the SRA how we are going to dooperations, the staV to run them and so on, the cost
that and we have secured funding with the SRA forof maintenance and what we are spending on
that and that scheme will be implemented next year.renewal. Now, that will change slightly with the
The third one on the list is Prolrus to Burngullowoutcome from the regulatory determination and it is
which is in Cornwall, but again in terms of prioritiesa significantly higher level than anything over the
between ourselves, the SRA and Cornwall Countylast 10 years, so whilst there is talk about who
Council, it is European funding, we have identifiedwanted what and who has got what, in terms of the
how to take that one forward, with EuropeanGreat Western this year and next year we will be
Funding. There are a number of schemes in Walesspending at a level which is considerably higher than
where we are working with the Welsh Assemblyanything that has been seen in the last 10 or 15 years.
Government, the Vale of Glamorgan Scheme and aMr Coucher: And on a national basis. We are
number of others, so there are some live schemes inspending roughly £4 billion a year on operations,
Wales. The next ones that we are looking at aremaintenance and renewal and that is projected to
improved capacity through Parkway Station and thecontinue at that sort of level going forward. We
possibility of some intermediate signalling in thespend roughly 4% of that in the actual Welsh area
Severn Tunnel. Now, there the next one is coming upitself and that equates to roughly 4% of the rail
in the queue and we are at the stage of some earlynetwork as a total, so it is broadly consistent across
feasibility work along with the SRA to establishthe country.
whether there is actually a business case to take any
of these forward.

Q316 MrsWilliams:Bearing inmindwhat you have Mr Coucher: If I could just add a little bit to that, we
just said, what diVerence would you say between have got suYcient money to be investing in the
£10–20 million would make at a few places— renewal of the railways, but our problem is one of
Patchway speed limits, the Severn Tunnel and so on? access to the railways and taking trains out of service
What would be your main priorities? to enable us to do that work. If there was a windfall,
Mr Curley: Are you talking about enhancement- and I am not suggesting that there might be, but this
type activities? would be down to you to tell us where you want it
MrsWilliams:With the sum of £10–20 million, what and there are simply two choices you canmake. You
would be your main priorities? can either improve the lot of the general passage day

to day or you can enhance the network to the benefit
Q317 Chairman: If you had a Lottery win. of new customers in places like Ebbw Vale and
Mr Curley: We have got a group called the Great reconnecting old parts of the railway, so it would
Western Joint Board where we sit down, ourselves, really be down to you to decide what your priorities
the train operators and the SRA. It has been running would be.
for about 15months. It is a constructive and positive
forum and one of the things we have been trying to

Q318 Chairman: I take it youmean us as politicians,do in that Joint Board is to take a sensible view of
not Betty Williams?Lottery wins, if you like. There was this period when
Mr Coucher: Anybody with a large amount ofeverybody was looking at whether we were going to
money to spend, you tell us where you want it.build a west coast modernisation on the Great

Western. Well, we are not. We are progressively
modernising and rebuilding Brunel’s railway which Q319 Mr Caton: I think your forum must be

working to some extent,MrCurley, because we tookis not bad as a base case, and we are looking for
where we can sensibly tweak it to take out evidence from First Great Western and a lot of the

work that you have just listed were priorities forpinchpoints, areas where we get congestion, and we
are looking at imaginative ways of securing the them as well, but perhaps I can just run through the

things that they listed as being best able tofunding to do that. Now, the first thing we came up
with was the opportunity to build what has become significantly enhance their service. It was dealing

with the speed limits at Patchway (Bristol), theplatform four at Swindon. For the best part of 30
years any train heading west through Swindon has capacity limitations at Bristol Parkway and also
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Filton Junction, both of which you have just Mr Coucher: Let me just explain the process by
which we evaluate any kind of new schemes. Wementioned, the SevernTunnel where they think train

throughput could rise from eight trains per hour to have a very structured methodology by which we
assess the costs and we go through an initial four16 trains per hour, and I suspect that is what you

were talking about with the signalling improvement, stages where we get indications of cost and then
authority to proceed to the next stage if the generaland layouts at CardiV, Newport and Swindon. Have

you made any assessment of what investment would view is that it will be aVordable when we get to the
end. That process is done in conjunction with thebe required for that sort of work at each of these

locations? Clearly you have for some of them? SRA formost enhancements and, therefore, we have
a very quick early indication about the costs ofMr Curley: Yes, it is roughly as I have described.
proceeding with a project. They, the SRA normally,Swindon we have done, Filton is fully priced and
would say, “Yes, we are prepared to fund it to theagreed and we are now into the delivery stages with
next level of investigation”, and that process takes usSRA funding that. Parkway is in a very early
right the way through to a point where we finallyfeasibility stage of broad orders of magnitude. We
commit to a project. What we are trying to do is tothen need to sit down with the SRA and establish
make sure that people do not waste time, eVort andwhether they are prepared to fund taking that
money doing speculative work which is never goingfurther through the development phase, so I am
to be aVordable at the end of it. That process isreasonably optimistic on that, but that is the next
normally done with the SRA. They hold the masterhurdle to cross. The Severn Tunnel intermediate
list of enhancement projects, but every now andsignal, there are a number of issues to explore on
again we get other projects from outsidethat, and principally a discussion with the safety
organisations, train companies that want to doregulators around the issue of: if you have an
something, the Scottish Executive, the Welshintermediate signal in the tunnel, then something is
Assembly who say, “We would like to look at doinggoing to come to a stand at it. There is not much
this project” and the same process would apply withpoint in having a signal if occasionally something
an early indication of what it might cost and thendoes not actually end up standing at it. We want to
agreement to proceed to the next stage.explore the view of the safety regulators about

getting to a position where perhaps trains are
regularly brought to a stand in the depths of the Q321 Chairman: I think actually Mr Caton was
Severn Tunnel. I do not actually think there is a real trying to establish the actual amounts of funding.
safety issue, but there may be a perceived safety Would you have those figures?
issue, so I think we need to work through that one as Mr Coucher: We will be able to give you an
it has been one of the concerns around that scheme indication of what we have already provided
for a number of years. CardiV and Newport layout through this process if you want.
is a rather diVerent issue. The scale of both the
opportunity and the diYculty of those locations is

Q322 Chairman: Would you be able to do that bysuch that any significant change would only come on
post?the back of renewal, so this is about understanding
Mr Coucher: Yes.a phased strategy which is to renew the SouthWales

Main Line signalling system. We have already
Q323 Dr Francis: In your memorandum to thestartedwith the early stages of Port Talbot and again
Committee you imply a line speed of 100 miles perone of the discussions we are having with the Rail
hour between Bristol Parkway and Swansea. Is thatRegulator is about the forward funding of the power
the actual present situation or is it an aspiration?box renewal strategy, but at some point that
Mr Curley: Whilst there are some areas of lowerprovides the key that unlocks the ability to make a
speed, it is broadly 100 now.change in CardiV and Newport. What we will then

need to do is sit down with the SRA and the Welsh
Assembly Government and say, “Look, our basic Q324 Julie Morgan: First Group proposed in
funding for the renewal obligations covers so much November 2002 a high-speed train service which
of this. What else are you interested in having and would reduce the journey time between London and
how far are you able to fund that?” That is the level CardiV to 50-plus minutes and to Swansea one hour,
of the discussion at the minute, each of us trying to 40 minutes. What changes to the track would be
establish the points in time when the windows may necessary to run such a service? How long would it
open and, therefore, working back from that when take to upgrade the track?
do we need to start to have the early discussions Mr Curley: This is a study First Group have been
about the opportunities, and clearly Newport links doing about potentially building a brand new
with things like the Ebbw Vale line scheme and so railway line. We have had no involvement in this
on. exercise.

Q325 Julie Morgan: So you do not have anyQ320 Mr Caton: I hear what you are saying there.
information at all?At what stage do you do the costing because
Mr Curley: I have no involvement in it at all.obviously if you go to the Welsh Assembly

Government or the SRA, you have got to have at
least a ballpark figure in mind, so for each of these Q326 Julie Morgan: If that plan was given the go-

ahead, would it require public funding?projects when would you do the costing?
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Mr Curley: I have not seen the proposition and I do wish to accommodate some of these late-night trains
every day of the week. Conversely, I do notnot know.
necessarily need the longer engineering period every
day of the week, so it may be that some of the debate

Q327 Julie Morgan: To go on to the late-evening about late-night trains could sensibly focus on
service fromPaddington toCardiV, up until last year maybe running them on Thursday and Friday, but
there was a late-night train at 23.45, a quarter to not running them on Monday, Tuesday or
twelve in the evening, and since September 2002 this Wednesday. Now, it may be diVerent answers in
has been curtailed to 22.10. Are there any diVerent situations, but I think it is one of the areas
engineering reasons relating to the Tunnel or to where, with the operators and the SRA, we have got
other works, such as the embankments which you to find some more flexible solutions because the
mentioned earlier on today, which restrict FGW blanket same pattern Monday to Friday has not
from reintroducing the 23.45 service? actually served us too well in this respect.
Mr Curley: There are a couple of factors in here.
Clearly there is a business judgment from the train

Q328 Julie Morgan: So what you are saying isoperator about the commercial value of the train.
basically that you do not support a later train goingThere is certainly pressure from us to gain extra
to CardiV because it would interfere with theevening engineering access. Against the picture I
amount of time you would have to do thedescribed earlier about the volume of work we are
engineering work?trying to do, which is balancing the two things,
Mr Curley: It is another constraint to what is alreadyrenewing the old railway, but maintaining it while
a diYcult pot.we still have it, I need to try and get more work done

and I need to get more work done at a fairly rapidly
Q329 Julie Morgan: Because there is concern inreducing unit cost. That is my challenge from the
CardiV that Bristol does have a later train whichRail Regulator and from government. One of the
leaves at a quarter to twelve, whereas for CardiV it iseasiest ways of understanding the unit cost argument
10 past ten. The fact that that train goes to Bristolis to say that if you take the Barlmington line which
does not aVect what you want to do.is the line which turns right at Swindon and goes
Mr Curley:Well, there is always a cut-oV point as tothrough Bristol Parkway towards the Severn
where the last train is. Part of it is what I need andTunnel. Traditionally I have got about five and a
part of it is the service from the train operator. I amhalf hours’ overnight access to that in between the
quite happy to have an ongoing discussion, but thatlast train and the first train and allowing for postal
train was identified as one that was the outertrains and a few other disturbances. It takes broadly
boundary of the problem for us. The other thing justabout an hour and a half to set up a safe worksite,
to understand of the South Wales Main Line is thatthat is about making sure the trains have gone,
there are multiple issues. The Millennium Stadiumtechnical workers getting the equipment on the site
in CardiV is a major constraint on what we can do atand we are talking about heavy equipment here,
the weekends chiefly since it has become the Englishthings that can change big, heavy concrete sleepers,
National Football Stadium pro temps. There are athings that move ballast and so on. It takes about an
growing number of major events at the Millenniumhour to clear that equipment away, so two and a half
Stadium where we have tried to avoid closing thehours is dead time. Therefore, out of the five-and-a-
main line on the appropriate weekends. It dependshalf-hour window, I get about three hours work. If
on the nature of the event and the timing of theI can get another hour on the window, three and a
event, but if you went back three or four years it washalf hours’ work becomes four and a half hours’
basically the home nation’s rugby internationals andwork, so the marginal extension of those overnight
that was it, but we now have things like the FA Cupwindows is a very significant step in improving the
Final where you never know accurately which teamsproductivity. Now, we have been having a dialogue
are coming from where, so eVectively you end upand I have to say as a start point, not to apportion
sterilising half of the western side of the railwayblame, but so that you can understand where we
network for the weekend with no engineering workcame from, that about four years ago because of the
because you do not know who is going to turn up.level of activity on Great Western in terms of
Therefore, the South Wales Main Line is moremaintenance and renewal was about 50%of what we
constrained than some of the others in terms of theare now delivering. The windows to do the work had
weekend planning. We have got the Severn Tunnelshrunk around the diminished volumes of activity.
which is a pretty high maintenance railway asset andAs we have started to ramp up the level of activity to
we also have, and this may change, a core of postalsomething which is, I think, about where we need to
services on the South Wales Main Line which againbe to sustain it as it is and renew it, we have had to
have a very tight, immovable contractualtry and push those windows back out a bit to get the
commitment, so there are far more constraints onvolume of activity up to a level we are currently at.
the South Wales Main Line than on some of theThere are one or two areas where we need to push it
others and it has over the years constrained oura bit further to get the sort of productivity we need
ability to deliver the volume of work we needed to.and certainly to start the campaign of renewal of

some of the track. That is a dialogue we are currently
having with the train operators and with the SRA. I Q330 Julie Morgan: Certainly on the Millennium
think that some of the flexibility that has been Stadium, I know there was a great deal of concern

about the closure of the Severn Tunnel main line formissing in the past is that realistically I would not
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the England v Wales rugby match where I think Q334 Julie Morgan: But in your memorandum it
implies that you have done a lot of work and youthere was quite a lot of notice that that was likely to

happen. I think that that has got another side to it have reached something that is in good condition.
Mr Curley:Yes, andwe are going to keep it like that,from what you have said.

Mr Curley:There was an issue on thematch that had but that means continuous input.
a late kick-oV time which was an issue about being
able to handle large volumes of people late in the Q335 Julie Morgan: To follow up the question
day. Now, there has been a series of meetings about the late-night train, could the late-night train
subsequent to that with the Millennium Stadium from London on certain days run through
and with the Welsh Rugby Football Union. The Gloucester to CardiV and south Wales when the
reality of life is that there are multiple pressures on tunnel is not open?
these things about the timing and staging of events. Mr Coucher: That would be an issue for the train
Our planning horizon for these major engineering operating companies.
works is 18 months to two years and whilst a fair bit
of the sporting calendarworks on that horizon, there

Q336 Julie Morgan: Would you think that wasis quite a bit that works on a much shorter horizon.
feasible?Where we do get diYculties, and despite our best
Mr Coucher: Yes, that would be feasible, but againattempts to talk and liaise, is where we have found,
we would have to talk with the train operators.for example, a major piece of work in the Severn

Tunnel andwewould be planning that for about two
years before actually doing it and we discover three Q337 Julie Morgan: There are not any problems
months before the weekendwe are going to do it that that you could foresee?
somebody has arranged a major event at the Mr Coucher: I do not think so, but it depends what
Millennium Stadium and they would like us to keep else is running to Gloucester, what else you would
the railway open. Now, if that happens, then it is have to take oV. It is a bit of a jigsaw that you have
very diYcult to handle things because we plan that to try and move around, but we always try and
work. accommodate the train operating companies. They
Mr Coucher: Can I just say that decisions about are our customers and if they come to us and say,
closing part of the railway are not for us, but that is “We want to run a late-night train via Gloucester to
for the train operating companies. We would say to south Wales”, we will and accommodate them.
them, “We would like to do this piece of work. Sometimes it is not always possible, but we will do
Please can we close the railway to do the work?” our very best and have people plan it.

Q331 Julie Morgan: I believe that there has been Q338 MrsWilliams: Just going back to the question
some commitment that the trains will run when Ms Morgan asked, what do you consider to be a
major events take place. reasonable time of notice that sporting people
Mr Coucher: Yes, but the point that Mr Curley was should be able to give you? What would you
making is that once they agree that we can do this consider to be reasonable? I think you both said two
work, then they cannot very easily at short notice diVerent things, if I recall. You mentioned three
change it, bearing in mind it takes two years to plan months.
it, and if they do do it, we do try our best to Mr Coucher: We said that we plan our week two
accommodate it, but the work will then get put back years in advance.
because it goes to the back of the queue again and it
is a very, very diYcult balance and we try to

Q339 Mrs Williams: Yes, I understand that.manage it.
Mr Coucher: And we would very much like to stick
to that horizon. It is very diYcult to change it at

Q332 Julie Morgan:On the Severn Tunnel, you say short notice. We always do our very best to try and
that “following an extensive programme of work . . . accommodate changes, but it is very diYcult.
it is now in good condition to continue to perform
its role as themajor link between England and South

Q340 Mrs Williams: What do you call “shortWales”. Can you confirm that no further work to the
notice”?Severn Tunnel is necessary in the foreseeable future?
Mr Coucher: Less than three months or six months.Mr Curley: Absolutely not. It is a large black hole
It adds costs. If somebody wants us to do somethingunder a very wet river. If we do not pump it
at short notice and we have already boughtcontinuously, it will flood in about three and a half
materials, purchased stuV, arranged for people to beminutes. We have managed to pump it continuously
there, it simply adds costs. We are under enormousfor 100 odd years, so do not worry about that.
pressure to bring the costs of the railway down and
the way we bring the costs of the railway down is
careful, long-term planning and when we get short-Q333 Julie Morgan: Why do you say it is in good

condition then? term changes, whilst we do our very best to
accommodate them, it does add to our cost base, soMr Curley:But it is a high-maintenance asset andwe

have to be in there every year doing something. we would like as much notice as we possibly can get,
but we understand that sometimes in certainMr Coucher: But it is in good condition. It needs

constant attention to it. circumstances that is not going to be possible and the
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Millennium Stadium is a classic case where we are of trains and the frequency of trains, not necessarily
the type of trains, so it is driven by the number andnever quite sure where people are going to come

from. the size and width of trains.

Q341 Mrs Williams: Can we move from south Q349 Mrs Williams: Could you elaborate on that?
Wales to north andmidWales now.Mr Chris Green Mr Coucher: The standards by which we maintain
of Virgin Trains suggested to the Committee that the railway is really a function of the wear and tear
significant improvements would cost in the region of on the railway. The more heavily used it is, the more
tens of millions of pounds and, by implication, small frequently you have to inspect it, so if you have got
expenditure levels in total. Do you agree with these something which is running day in, day out very
sorts of level of funding? heavy loads, we would maintain it more frequently
Mr Coucher: You are suggesting tens of millions of and inspect it more frequently. If you have got a
pounds for expenditure on upgrading the line from situation where you have a tiny rural route which is
Holyhead to Liverpool? Yes, those are the sorts of used four times a day, the inspection regime clearly
sums of money— does not have to be quite as frequent.

Q342 Mrs Williams: Did you say Liverpool? Q350 Mrs Williams: Can I stop you there. You will
Mr Coucher: Well, along the north coast of Wales be familiar with the Holyhead to Euston route?
going to Holyhead. Mr Coucher: Yes.

Q343 Mrs Williams: We consider the North Wales Q351 Mrs Williams: The question I am asking isMain Line to be running from Holyhead to Euston about that route, so you will be very familiar with itswhich does not go to Liverpool, but goes through condition and the trains that run along it and that isChester. why I am asking you the question.Mr Coucher: Yes. Yes, there is a very significant Mr Coucher: Yes, so the bit between London andprogramme of investment up there. We have done a Crewe and Chester where it branches is very heavilylot of investment to enable the new Virgin Trains to used and that is classed as a primary route. Where itrun up there. That investment has been complete, branches oV there, the train frequency and the trainbut if they want to run even more services over and loading changes and, therefore, the simpleabove that, it may well run into tens of millions of classification indicates how frequently we willpounds. maintain certain assets along the railway and that is
the classification of primary and secondary routes

Q344 Mrs Williams: When will the line speeds on and that is the only thing that makes them diVerent.
theNorthWalesMainLine be improved to allow for
Virgin Trains to travel at least at 100 miles per hour

Q352 Mrs Williams: Again on that route, can I askon that line?
you is the work at Penmaen-bach on schedule?Mr Coucher: We have got a programme which we
Mr Coucher: I believe so, but I will come back to youhave agreed with Virgin on the overall line speed
on that.improvement, but I will have to come back to you on

the specifics of that.
Q353 Mrs Williams: You know where I am
talking about?Q345 Mrs Williams: You are not able to tell us
Mr Coucher: I am not sure about the precise locationtoday?
of it, but I was told in preparation for this that thatMr Coucher: No, I do not think so.
was on schedule.

Q346 Mrs Williams: Richard Barclay said in
Q354 Mrs Williams: Can you confirm that inevidence in July that no enhancement will take place
writing?on this line. However, recently Mr Chris Green has
Mr Coucher: I will come back to you on that, yes.given us diVerent news.

Mr Coucher: I would have to defer and come back
to you on that. Q355 Chairman: This designation of secondary on

theNorthWalesMain Line route, does that impinge
Q347 Chairman: Yes, would you? on this increase of speed or not? We are quite
Mr Coucher: Yes, of course. worried that Virgin are not allowed to use their

trains at the maximum potential, so if it is a
secondary route, does that actually mean that theyQ348 Mrs Williams: Again on the South Wales

Main Line, it is classified as a primary route in will not be able to—
Mr Coucher: No, the classification is really anWales. The North Wales Main Line is classified as

secondary in the maintenance standards internal measure which says that if the frequency
and the speed and the size of the trains suggests it isrequirements set down by the SRA. Why is the

North Wales Main Line classified as a Euroroute going to wear out more often, then we need to do
more maintenance. It is not the other way around.and not a primary route?

Mr Coucher: It should be classified as a Euroroute, We will not limit the trains by secondary route or
classification. Classification is driven by thebut classified as secondary. The secondary route,

primary route classification is a function of the type frequency of trains using it.
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Q356 Chairman: So this definition is not preventing Q361 Mr Caton: So how much notice did you get
of that?Virgin Trains or anybody else for that matter from

running a lot more trains on that route when it is Mr Coucher: Certainly when the SRA was looking
available a lot faster? at its funding issues last year, we knew that RPP
Mr Coucher: At this point in time we are funded for funding would be possibly one area that we would
a train service and we have said to the Regulator, look at, but this is discretionary expenditure which
“This is the nature and use of the network as it has been made by the SRA, so we would necessarily
stands and certain parts of the network are primary, get involved in those type of discussions, but we
others are secondary and some are rural. If you knew from our relationship with the SRA and the
would like to change the specification and upgrade conversations we had with the national task force
those and enhance the network to do additional that that would be the case.
works, there almost inevitably is going to be an
increase in themaintenance costs andwewould have

Q362 Mr Caton: Do you know if and when it isto do that”. That would have to be funded and the
coming back?funding arrangement for that would have to be
Mr Coucher: No, I do not. That is an SRA issue.agreed at the time.

Q357 Chairman: And who would make that Q363 Dr Francis: Could we move on to the Welsh
decision? Assembly Government expenditure. The Assembly
Mr Coucher: The SRA. has allocated £2.5 million for station improvements

along the South Wales Main Line and the valley
Q358 Mr Caton: You say in your memorandum to lines. Wales and the Borders Trains will be the
us that your investment plans are dependent on the project managers and this appears to be better value
Rail Regulator determining their income beyond for money than the schemes carried out by Network
2004. Do you believe it is sensible to have this degree Rail who attach substantial overheads to schemes on
of uncertainty? which they are the project managers. What would
Mr Coucher: This really was an inevitable your view be of that?
consequence of Railtrack being put into Mr Coucher: There are many instances where we
administration when it ran out of funds, the interim allow the train operators to take some responsibility
settlement we got with the Government in for station enhancements. All the stations are the
preparation for an interim review. We are in the responsibility of the train operating companies with
process of agreeing that and theRegulatormakes his the exception of the 18 major stations that we have
final determination in December and at that point got, so when there are works to be done at stations,
we will have funding certainty for the next five years. the only people who can do that are the train

operating companies themselves anyway. There
have been in the past, and I emphasise “in the past”,Q359 Mr Caton: Listening to what you have said

about the central importance of long-term planning, issues where we have seen instances of unacceptably
is having funding certainty for five years long high levels of project management overhead and we
enough? have taken action inside Network Rail to make sure
Mr Coucher: Five years is something which is set that our management is consistent with our
down by the Railways Act anyway and the intention activities.
now as we change our relationship with the
Regulator as Network Rail being diVerent from

Q364 Chairman: How would you think the capitalRailtrack, we now produce a 10-year business plan
investment and revenue support could be allocatedwhich forecasts activity on the network going
between road and rail if we were to have the Scottishforward and this is updated every single year.We get
model, and I know it is a bit hypothetical, but whatfunding commitments every five years and we are
would your company’s view be of that?about to enter into a new five-year agreement which
Mr Coucher: Those decisions are held away from us.will give us stability in that, but it is always very
We look at the nation’s railway as 22,000 miles ofdiYcult projecting 10 years’ expenditure given that
track that need to be properly maintained with aa significant proportion of our income comes from
train operating service that the SRA and its politicalgovernment grants.
partners desire, so we do not get involved in any kind
of decision of funds between road and rail.Q360 MrCaton:Continuing with funding, the SRA

had suspended payments of RPP and in
consequence work on, for example, station Q365 Chairman: Do you work within Scotland?
improvements in Wales have been held in abeyance. Mr Coucher: Yes.
TheWelsh Assembly Government was, therefore, to
step in with its own funding from the block grant.

Q366 Chairman: So you have some experience ofHad the SRA given any indication to Network Rail
how their system works?regarding the suspension or did it give advance
Mr Coucher: We are funded centrally by the SRAnotice of the suspension?
through grants and through track agreements. WeMr Coucher: We were in dialogue with that about
get no independent funding stream from the Scottishhow they were going to take away the RPP

funding, yes. Executive.
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Q367 Chairman: But they have more influence over Q369 Chairman: So if such powers were given to the
WelshAssembly, youwould not have a viewon that?the decisions taken by the SRA in regard to
Mr Coucher:We have no view on that. It works wellScotland?
in Scotland.Mr Coucher: I do not know exactly how that is

exercised.
Q370 Chairman: There is no reason why you
should. It was just a question. Any other questions?
No. Well, thank you very much indeed.

Q368 Chairman: Well, they do, I can assure you. Mr Coucher:And we will come back to you on those
You just take account of what the SRA tell you? other issues.
Mr Coucher: They have a talk with their Chairman: Yes, we need that further information.

Thank you very much, Mr Coucher and Mr Curley.stakeholders.
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Written evidence from the Department for Transport

Introduction

1. The Government welcomes this opportunity to set out recent developments in regard to railway
services in Wales. The announcement on 20 October that the new 15-year Wales & Borders franchise had
been signed with Arriva Trains Ltd marks a step change in the way the railway delivers for the people of
Wales. This is the first time that an “all-Wales” franchise has been created and it will give Wales a unified
railway under a single operational management structure, bringing greater focus to the specific needs of
Wales. The franchise also includes a number of commitments that will deliver the Welsh Assembly
Government’s priorities for the development of the Welsh network. Further details about the franchise are
set out below. Mobilisation activity across the industry is well underway with the aim of starting the new
franchise on 7 December 2003.

2. More generally, the Government’s focus for the railway in Great Britain is on bringing performance
back up to acceptable standards and restoring stability and confidence in the industry. We must also secure
a more cost-eVective industry. The SRA is working on making the network as eYcient as possible, and on
how to get the most out of individual routes. The overall aim is to improve day to day management and
structure more realistic timetables. The Government and the SRA are working with the industry to drive
down costs and establish what can realistically be delivered by 2010 and in the longer term. Whilst diYcult
decisions about what is aVordable and deliverable are having to be made, rail investment continues to be
set at a higher level than for any comparable period over the last 100 years.

The Process for the Award of theWales & Borders Franchise

3. TheWales & Borders Franchise Replacement Process was started inDecember 2001. Pre-qualification
took place in February 2002 and five bidders submitted initial proposals. The process concluded with the
award of the franchise to Arriva Trains Ltd.

4. The franchise agreement is set for 15 years with five-yearly review points. The SRA’s Franchising
Policy Statement of November 2002 sets the length of franchise duration at between five and eight years. A
franchise of this length was considered for Wales & Borders. However, the SRA reverted to the National
Assembly for Wales to determine if it wanted to change the initially proposed franchise duration. The
Assembly’s preference was to retain the 15-year term.

5. The Assembly was kept informed of developments throughout the franchising process, and was
consulted on issues such as possible options and aspirations to be developed by the bidders. However, the
Assembly had no part in the evaluation or selection process, which is the statutory responsibility of the SRA.

6. The SRA’s Franchising Policy Statement occurred at the midway point of the Wales & Borders
franchise process. Some elements of the new approach to franchising were incorporated into the relevant
aspects of the franchise where practical and are in linewith theGovernment’s desire to promote aVordability
coupled with quality of service throughout the rail industry.

7. Whilst the term of 15 years is longer than other new franchises currently oVered by the SRA,
Performance Review points at five-year intervals provide the opportunity to review the future of the
franchise if, for example, Passenger Performance Measure (PPM) and National Passenger Survey (NPS)
targets are not being met.

8. The service specifications for the Wales & Borders franchise were based on the current timetable plus
known future changes. The franchise operator will run the Passenger Service Requirement and Additional
Service Commitments within an overall minimummileage requirement. Overall, the current levels of service
are maintained.

9. The franchise terms are based on a template of terms drawn up for this type of franchise. Due to the
new style agreement coming into eVect at the time of issuing a template to the bidders, only limited parts
from the new franchise agreements were used, most notably the Variation Mechanism to allow for service
and other changes to be made more easily during the contract period.
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Key Benefits of theWales & Borders Franchise

10. The key benefits to be delivered under the franchise include:

— The commitment by the Franchise Operator to improve operational performance to pre-Hatfield
levels by the time of first performance review in 2008.

— Introduction of seven class 150 Diesel Multiple Units planned from December 2004, leading to
greater operational flexibility and resilience, to replace current, less suitable stock.

— Introduction of 30 new integrated train/bus ticketing schemes by November 2005, permitting
many new opportunities for through journeys.

— Improved bilingual access, including a Welsh Language customer service phone line, passenger
timetables and information, full bilingual signage and recorded station announcements at stations
where there are existing public address systems by May 2004.

— Introduction of a new, customer-focused “Station Adopter” scheme—whereby individual
customers will be encouraged to report on their journey experiences to local management.

— £400,000 on improving station car parks at CardiV Central (Wood Street), Chester, Hereford,
Newport and Shrewsbury.

— Final development of a simplified timetable, making train services much easier for passengers to
use, as well as better performance and connections, with implementation planned for December
2005 for both the Valley Lines and inter-urban services.

— Abolition of the £1 reservation charge for bicycles on trains.

— Continuation of the current Rail Passenger Partnership (RPP) schemes, including the planned re-
opening of the Vale of Glamorgan line and the recent introduction of a half-hourly service on the
Aberdare-CardiV line.

— Ability of the SRA to require the continuation of services supported by the Welsh Assembly
Government and local authorities in North Wales subject to continued funding by those bodies.

— Provision of services for special events at the Millennium Stadium in CardiV.

— Continuation of accredited secure station status where it currently exists (CardiV Central and
Carmarthen).

The Provision of Rail ServicesWithinWales

11. Principal services within Wales provided by Wales & Borders will operate:

— along the South Wales corridor (Newport-CardiV-Swansea)

— to West Wales (Milford Haven, Fishguard)

— along the Heart of Wales Line (Swansea-Llandrindod-Shrewsbury)

— along the Cambrian Coast Line (Shrewsbury-Aberystwyth-Pwllheli)

— along the North Wales line (Crewe-Chester-Llandudno-Holyhead); and

— along the Marches Line (Newport-Abergavenny-Hereford-Shrewsbury).

— Valley Line services

— Other services operate around the Welsh borders.

The Provision of Rail Services BetweenWales and England

12. Services currently operating between Wales and England are as follows:

(a) Wales & Borders:

— CardiV—Gloucester local services

— CardiV—Penzance (shared with Wessex)

— CardiV—London Waterloo via Salisbury (until May 2004)

— CardiV—Manchester via Shrewsbury and Wilmslow (NB the Newport–Crewe line passes
principally through England)

— CardiV—Liverpool (one service daily to end in Sept 2004)

— Aberystwyth/Pwllheli—Shrewsbury and Birmingham

— Chester—Birmingham via Wrexham

— Shrewsbury—Crewe local service (all in England)

— Swansea—Shrewsbury via Llandrindod Wells

— Holyhead—Birmingham via Crewe and StaVord

— Holyhead/Llandudno—Manchester via Runcorn
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— Crewe—Chester local services (all in England)

— Chester—Manchester via Runcorn local services (all in England)

— Wrexham—Bidston

(b) Wessex Trains—the main local area operator between South Wales and England with routes
between CardiV and Bristol including:

— CardiV—Portsmouth/Brighton

— CardiV—Bristol local services

— CardiV—Penzance (shared with Wales & Borders)

(c) First Great Western operates one daily service to Carmarthen and services between London
Paddington and CardiV/Swansea

(d) Central Trains operates an hourly CardiV to Birmingham andNottingham viaGloucester service.
(This replaces the Wales & Borders service to Birmingham)

(e) Virgin West Coast operates services from Holyhead to London Euston via Crewe

(f) Virgin Cross Country operates one return train per day between CardiV and Edinburgh

13. There will be a cessation of the (limited) service operated by Wales & Borders from West Wales/
Manchester to London Waterloo (via Bristol and Salisbury) from May 2004. This decision is unpopular
with stakeholders, many of whom see the service as a link to Eurostar. The SRA asked all the bidders for
the new franchise to provide prices for the continued provision of the Waterloo service; but it became clear
that there was no business case, given that the service largely duplicates a similar one provided by First
Great Western.

Investment in Rail Infrastructure inWales

14. In developing the Wales & Borders franchise the SRA and Arriva recognised the Assembly’s
emphasis on the role that rail plays in its social inclusion policies, such as the proposal to re-open the Ebbw
Vale line, and the fact that many of the services provided in Wales serve rural communities.

15. The Government recognises the commitment of the Welsh Assembly Government to investment in
infrastructure inWales. Our response to the Committee’s report on Public Transport inWales (2April 2003)
acknowledged that the Assembly had been proactive in working with the SRA to secure Rail Passenger
Partnership funding for a number of schemes, and that it had committed significant funding from its own
resources to safeguard the future of several schemes in the light of the SRA’s moratorium on RPP. The
Government regrets that it has not been possible to date to reinstate the RPP fund, due to the continuing
constraints on the resources available for the railway.

West CoastMain Line and GreatWesternMain Line

16. Wales will benefit from the West Coast Main Line upgrade and incremental improvements on the
Great Western Main Line. We acknowledge the concern that has been expressed about the number of
services to North Wales, from 2004, now proposed by Virgin Trains. However, we believe that the number
of services proposed will provide a robust service for the people of North Wales, who will benefit from new
rolling stock, less congestion and improved performance of the remaining services faster journey times, and
a more reliable timetable.

17. On theGreatWesternMainLine, capacity west of London is a key issue, which the SRA is addressing
through its Capacity Utilisation Policy (CUP) and the Route Utilisation Strategies (RUSs) that will help
deliver the CUP. The SRA believes that the CUP can go a long way towards addressing the reliability
problems on the route and meet many of the objectives identified by the London to South West and South
Wales Multi-Modal Study. Further capacity and performance improvements may be deliverable through
the Greater Western franchise. In July, the opening of a fourth platform at Swindon station showed how
modest infrastructure improvements can address bottlenecks in capacity and performance. The re-
modelling of Filton Junction (North of Bristol) in June 2004 is expected to lead to performance
improvements on the CardiV-Bristol Temple Meads services with consequent reduction in knock-on delays
in Wales.
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SRA Capacity Utilisation Strategies and Regional Planning Assessments

18. The development of railway services for Wales will take place within the framework of the SRA’s
strategies and policies for the Great Britain network. Since the publication of the 2003 Strategic Plan the
SRA has made progress with developing key network utilisation strategies and initiatives.

19. The Capacity Utilisation Policy and Route Utilisation Strategies will address how to make the best
use of the existing Great Britain network, and allow the identification of the most eVective upgrades and
enhancements to increase the capability of the network and address bottlenecks. The CUP is essentially
about the trade-oVs between the number and mix of services, engineering access and performance, within
the overall context of growing demand.

20. The RUSs are an essential element of delivering the CUP, and will be a key part of the SRA’s new
planning framework. RUSs will be developed in close conjunction with industry stakeholders, and will also
harness the experience of other stakeholders including the statutory regional bodies and theRail Passengers’
Council and Committees. They will seek to maximise passenger benefits and establish the mix of services
that oVer the best overall value for money. They will typically look at options over a three to 10 year time
horizon. The first RUS, for the Midland Main Line, was published as a draft for consultation in June. The
West Coast Main Line Strategy also incorporates capacity utilisation principles. A draft consultation RUS
for the Great Western Main Line is planned for publication in Summer 2004.

21. On 16 October the SRA published, “The Railway Planning Framework: Regional Planning
Assessments”. This document sets out the Authority’s proposals for a series of guides to assist the
development of the railway network in each English region and Scotland andWales. The Regional Planning
Assessments (RPAs) will form the basis onwhich the development of the railway is planned over themedium
to longer term (five to 20 years) and they will inform future updates of the Strategic Plan. They will provide
an additional vehicle for the SRA to engage with regional and local stakeholders, including the devolved
administrations, and assist with the planning of local services.

22. RPAs will seek to identify where the development of the railway can best support the objectives of
regional and local planning bodies. The RPAs will not set out specific scheme details but will provide a
framework to be followed when planning for rail services in a transport corridor. The SRA proposes to
review RPAs, once drafted, every five years. It intends to have completed its first set of Assessments,
including one for Wales, by the end of 2005.

The Allocation of Powers Between the National Assembly forWales and the UK Government

23. Rail is generally reserved to Westminster under the devolution settlement provided for in
consequence of the Government of Wales Act 1998. The only statutory rail function carried out by the
Assembly is the administration of grants for rail freight facilities and track access within the overall freight
grants scheme for Great Britain specified by the SRA.

24. A general framework for the SRA to work with the Assembly was established by the Transport Act
2000, which gives the SRA the duty to consult the Assembly on its strategies. The Secretary of State’s
Directions and Guidance to the SRA also require it to take into account the Assembly’s policies in carrying
out its functions. In practice, the SRA works closely with the Assembly on all matters that aVect Wales. As
we have indicated above, this was clearly demonstrated with the co-operative relationship struck over the
Wales & Borders franchise.

25. In addition, the Secretary of State is required to consult the Assembly about the appointment of one
member of the SRA Board, and must have regard to the desirability of appointing a person who is familiar
with the special requirements and circumstances of Wales. This is currently Janet Lewis-Jones, who was
appointed in November 2002. She is a regular rail user and was formerly a barrister and senior water
industry professional. She is not onlyWelsh, but also lives inWales and is therefore familiar with the special
requirements of Wales in relation to the railways.

26. The Welsh Assembly Government has indicated its proposal to seek new legislation that, among
other things, will give it additional powers over rail. The Assembly’s plans are at an early stage and we await
further progress. However, its objectives expressed to date include the power to give the SRA directions and
guidance in the same way as the Scottish Ministers; the power to appoint a member of the SRA Board; and
enhanced powers to fund investment in railway schemes. It has also proposed certainmore general transport
powers that could have some bearing upon the development of railway services in Wales. These include
powers similar to those of the LondonMayor under section 141 of the Greater London Authority Act 1999
to develop and implement transport policies and the power to establish statutory regional consortia of local
authorities.

27. Department for Transport oYcials have had initial discussions with Assembly oYcials about the
Assembly’s desire for a Bill and we are currently considering more detailed proposals as to whether or to
what extentWestminster Government would be prepared to support a Bill that contained some or all of the
proposals.

3 November 2003
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Witnesses: Dr Kim Howells, a Member of the House, Minister for Transport, and Mr Ian McBrayne,
Divisional Manager of the Rail Sponsorship Division, Department for Transport, examined.

Q371 Chairman: Welcome, Minister. I apologise had a high degree of dependence on the state of the
railways in England, the Great Western or the Westfor the delay which we will have to put down to

the new hours of the House. We are trying to find Coast Main Line and also services from Wales to
Manchester along the Borders via Birmingham ortime for Select Committees in a very diYcult

situation now. We know who you are, but if you Gloucester. These are very important railway lines
but they contributed in a way to that uniquewould not mind introducing yourself and your

colleague to the Committee please. problem that had to be confronted when my
predecessor was trying to pull together an all-WalesDr Howells: This is Mr Ian McBrayne and I am

Kim Howells and we are both from the franchise.
Department for Transport.

Q376 Chairman: Do you believe this consolidating
Q372 Chairman: Thank you very much. Let us and your negotiations with the Welsh Assembly
look first of all at the franchise process. The delayed the actual announcement of the franchise?
Directives and guidance from the Government to Dr Howells: I think it certainly played a part in it
the SRA require that “all bidders must be made because there was a feeling, which I think is quite
aware of the criteria upon which your bids are a proper one, that it ought to be got right and that
being assessed”, that is in paragraph 10.5 of the there should not be a quick fix as far as making
draft. Are you content that this was achieved by sure that rail passengers in Wales got the best deal.
the SRA?
Dr Howells: Yes, I am pretty clear in my own mind Q377 Chairman: In your experience with the Wales
that the process of judging and awarding the and Borders franchise and the SRA, do you know
franchise was pretty transparent and that Arriva whether the SRA made any service level
was the best choice. I have talked extensively with enhancements or did they ask for any?
Richard Bowker of the Strategic Rail Authority Dr Howells: There are not many service level
and others about the way in which the franchise enhancements in the new franchise, I am sorry to
was set up, judged and the franchisee chosen and say. We have got some new rolling stock that is
I think it has been a good process. coming in, some Class 150s, which are going to be
Chairman: Thank you very much. very useful. They are going to replace some of the

big old diesels, the loco’s that are hauling trains
Q373 Albert Owen: What direction and guidance mainly up the Rhymney Valley and that should
did your Department give to the SRA in respect of improve services a good deal and release some
the Wales and the Borders franchise? rolling stock that will help with the very busy
Dr Howells: It is the first time that there has been Valleys line at peak running hours. As you
an all-Wales franchise, so in a way what was probably know, Mr Chairman, there are a number
happening was a kind of consolidation of what of station improvements that are going to occur
existed already and in many ways it is not very and, perhaps most interestingly, there are going to
much like Scotland because a very high proportion be some ticketing arrangements which enable
of our rail network goes into England and people to use buses and trains in ways which they
sometimes arrives back in Wales again. cannot at the moment and that is quite good news.

There is also a long list, which I understand you
have been furnished with, of improvements toQ374 Albert Owen: Slowly!
signalling systems and so on which ought toDr Howells: Sometimes slowly, sometimes not so
enhance the performance of Arriva, the newslowly. Let us not be churlish.
franchisee.

Q375 Chairman: Sometimes not at all.
Dr Howells: In many ways it was a kind of unique Q378 Mr Edwards: You mentioned station

improvements. Can you confirm, Minister, thatproblem that had to be solved. We talked a great
deal, as did the Strategic Rail Authority, with other within the directions and guidance that you gave to

the SRA there was guidance about access toagencies and with the Welsh Assembly
Government about what kind of franchise this stations and the rolling stock for people with

disabilities? Can you give us some assurance thatshould look like. There was certainly a resolve that
it should not deteriorate in any way from the point this is an important issue? I am sure you will have

observed that there are serious problems of accessit is at now and also that there ought to be adequate
time in the franchise for companies to be confident in a number of stations throughout Wales and in

my constituency and other constituencies ofthat they can invest and get something from that
investment. We were certainly very aware that there members here and your own maybe.

Dr Howells: Mr Edwards, this is a very importantwere other unique features. There are some railway
lines in Wales which are amongst the most remote issue and it is one which I know many members on

this Committee have been very active on. Under thein Britain in terms of the communities that they
serve, but there are also some very busy railway Disability Discrimination Act 1995 there is an

obligation on the service provider, in this caselines in Wales and others which in many ways
certainly contribute as economic lifelines. The Wales and the Borders, to provide a reasonable

alternative method of travel where physical barriersfranchise was a very special one in many ways. We
were also aware that the services to and fromWales make it impossible or unreasonably diYcult for
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disabled people to access stations. Let us not they will get a bad back and it may well be that
the insurance industry these days are very cautiouspretend that is not a diYcult problem, it is a

diYcult problem. I have seen the changes that have about exactly what these people can and cannot do,
but you are right, there are some people who willhappened in my own station in Pontypridd where

there have been improvements, for example the lift go the extra inch in making sure that people are
looked after. Is there anything you could do, as ais much cleaner and works much better than it did

previously, but there are still diYculties there, there minister, to ensure that the best practice that does
exist already within the system is able to be rolledare diYculties in accessing the station itself and

these are replicated right across Wales. Disabled out in order that everybody follows it, whether it
is through training or just better guidelines?people have a real problem with getting on and oV

trains and often it is the case that an astute and Dr Howells: Yes and this is very important and I
believe that the Committee has spoken to or isvery helpful train manager will look out for

disabled people and they will make a special eVort going to speak to Mr Richard Bowker who is the
Chairman of the Strategic Rail Authority. I knowto find out where they are going to get oV the train.

That helps in other ways because if they can get that it is something he feels very passionately about
and, just as in other sectors—and you are quitethat ramp to where the person is located on the

train and get them oV the train more quickly and right to highlight it—a very important part of this
is the dissemination of best practice. There areif the station staV, if there are station staV, can get

the person onto the train more quickly then the some stations where the service is very, very good
and it is not necessarily because it is a big station.punctuality of the service improves as well and

everybody gains, but it is a big cultural leap we I know that the Station Master, although he may
be the only employee—there may be others, I dohave got to make on this front. I think one of the

most important things to say is that we know that not want to say that he is the only employee—at
Pewsey in Wiltshire was recently honoured becausethere are somewhere between nine and 11 million

people in this country who are disabled in one form he is a tremendous pillar of that community and it
was a privilege to meet him. He was notor another and that is a huge travelling public. That

is a market that many companies, including rail ingratiating in any way but he is somebody who
believed he was there to provide a service and hecompanies, never recognised and never worked

hard enough at capturing. I am very glad to see that was very matter of fact, but he did his job very well.
I think that, in many ways, that attitude is the onethere have been big improvements not just on the

railways but on buses and coaches as well. that has to be encouraged everywhere and for good
commercial reasons as well as simply out of
meeting the kinds of obligations that everyQ379 Mrs Williams: I appreciate what the Minister
employee of every company should meet.is saying, but currently that does not happen. For

instance at Bangor station in north Wales, when I
Q381 Mrs Williams: How do you assess whetherarrived home on Thursday night there were people
the SRA is obtaining value for money? Did yourwith disabilities trying to use the lift, it was out of
economists agree the scoring system with the SRA?order and there was no sign of anybody who could
Dr Howells: The scoring system in relation togive those people any assistance whatsoever.
what, exactly?Similarly on Crewe station which north Wales

passengers use, the lift was not working on
Monday and there was not a sign of anyone who Q382 Mrs Williams: With the SRA. They
could give any form of assistance to people with explained to us about the scoring system. We have
disabilities or heavy luggage. asked previous witnesses about this in the past and
Dr Howells: You have quoted two stations to me. I am interested to know whether your economists
I have seen it happening at other stations and I am actually agreed with the scoring system.
sure it happens at Crewe, but there can be no Dr Howells: I will ask Mr McBrayne to come in on
excuse at all for staV not being in attendance at scoring because this is the first time that I have ever
what is one of the very busiest stations in Europe heard the phrase outside of rugby commentaries!
and I think that if we ignore the DDA, the
legislation, there are very serious consequences that Q383 Mrs Williams: I am told that it is the
follow should a company be prosecuted for not politically correct jargon.
having the staV or the facilities there in order to Dr Howells: Well, I have never been very good at
help people to access trains and it is a very serious that! I will say that we have a very close
issue, I agree with you. relationship as a department with the Strategic Rail

Authority and they are a key body along with the
OYce of the Rail Regulator and of course with aQ380 Mr Evans: I think we have all come across

instances where, you are quite right, people company which is essentially a private company
now, Network Rail, which owns and operates theworking for the railway industry have put

themselves out to ensure that disabled people are infrastructure, and we meet them on a very regular
basis. Indeed, on Monday, the Chairman of theable to get proper access to the service and then,

in other cases, you read press reports that people SRA, Richard Bowker, got on the train in Newport
and travelled with me, it has to be said very slowly,working for the railway say that they are not going

to, if you like, put themselves out because they may up to London. So, we have opportunities to discuss
all manner of things.have a bad back themselves or they are afraid that
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Q384 Mrs Williams: Was that journey by your Q388 Mrs Williams: So the answer is “no”?
Mr McBrayne: Yes.invitation?

Dr Howells: It was arranged, yes. It was only
because I discovered, to my amazement, that I was Q389 Mrs Williams: You seem a little hesitant.
coincidentally being ambushed on a number of Mr McBrayne: I am sorry, yes, the answer is “no”.
station platforms by all manner of managers and
trade union bosses who suddenly started travelling Q390 Mrs Williams: The proposal put forward by
on the same train as me. Arriva seems to suggest some vagueness. Mr

Cameron, when he gave evidence—and I had better
check the quotation—said, “We do not want to

Q385 Mrs Williams: Would you like to do the walk into this partnership and say that is exactly
same with him in North Wales? what we can do in everything.” Do you not think
Dr Howells: It will be a hell of a journey from the proposal from the winning bidder should be
Pontypridd to London via North Wales on a more exact than that, otherwise how can
Monday morning, but I am sure something could performance be measured against promises, targets

and costs?be arranged! So, we meet the SRA often and we
Dr Howells: I was not aware of Mr Cameron’sdiscuss a whole range of issues with them regularly.
quote. The specifications are pretty wide reachingAmongst the priorities that I have in the
and they are very clear and there are certain targetsdepartment is to try to improve the performance of
that have to be met and we would expect them totrain operating companies and that means that we
meet them. I can only guess that perhaps he washave to look at all the issues that aVect that
referring to an outcome of, let us say, an initiativeperformance and they include of course the state of
that might involve local authorities or the Welshthe track and the state of the infrastructure; it
Assembly Government perhaps to upgrade stationsincludes the track access charges which the
or something, I do not know, but there are boundRegulator calculates; the eYciency and
to be some issues like that. For example, there is adependability of the rolling stock and everything
moratorium at the moment on partnership schemeselse that goes into the running of a railway. So, all
that are paid for out of the SRA’s budget and thatof those are matters for discussion. As for the
is because they are trying at the moment to assessscoring item, I will hand over to Mr McBrayne
the cost of those and the value that they are gettingbecause I have a feeling that it is probably the
out of them or we are getting out of them. So, Ibusiness of the SRA.
guess that those are some imponderables which he
would have to take into account really and he
probably could not tell this Committee that he canQ386 Mrs Williams: Before you go on to the dot every “i” and cross every “t” in terms ofscoring, can I press you and ask whether you happy delivery, but we would expect and we do expect

that the way in which you are assessing the Arriva to deliver on what they are contracted to do
situation currently is the right way to go about it and the franchises are drawn up pretty tightly.
to make absolutely sure that the SRA is obtaining
value for money?

Q391 Mrs Williams: So you would notDr Howells: Yes. I am very confident that the acknowledge at all that there is a vagueness aboutscrutiny is very comprehensive and it is very acute. the whole big picture?
Mr McBrayne: The answer on scoring is that that Dr Howells: No.
is, as the Minister says, a matter for the SRA. We
do not agree either the scoring methodology or the

Q392 Mr Caton: From your replies so far, I haveoutcome of the score for each bidder with the SRA.
the impression that your Department took a prettyWe do receive a report from the SRA about the hands-on approach to awarding the Wales andway in which they have evaluated the bids in order Borders franchise apart perhaps from the details of

that we can see that they have made an assessment scoring and indeed we have already taken evidence
of value for money and of course value for money from Mr Bowker and he gave us that impression
is only one of the factors they are looking at when as well. Can you expand a little on how involved
they are assessing bids; they are also looking at you, or perhaps more your predecessor, and your
aVordability which is a slightly diVerent issue, oYcials were in that process and the nature of that
aVordability in relation to the available public involvement.
expenditure provision and also of course the ability Dr Howells: I do not know what impression Mr
of the bidder to deliver on what they are oVering Bowker gave you. I can only talk—and perhaps Mr
to produce. McBrayne will say something in a moment—about

the current round of franchises that have been
judged and I have to say that we have very little

Q387 Mrs Williams: So, what you are saying is involvement in the way in which those franchises
that there has been no involvement, there is no are judged and the bids are assessed. As Mr
involvement and there will not be any involvement McBrayne said to Mrs Williams, we do not involve
with the scoring system? ourselves in the scoring system. After all, we
Mr McBrayne: The scoring system is a matter for handed over or Government handed over back in

the 1990s responsibility for these kind of decisionsthe SRA, yes.
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to the Strategic Rail Authority and to the other Mr McBrayne: I am afraid that I am not familiar
with that particular case, but I will check for youagencies and we would expect them to get on with

that job. There is a moment of course when the and let you know1.
Secretary of State looks at the outcome of a Chairman: Would you let the Committee know.
bidding process and the recommendation which the
SRA puts forward in terms of who should be the

Q396 Mr Price: You just said that the Welshfranchisee and, at that point, there is certainly a
Assembly Government was an important playerdialogue about, if you like, the successful bidder.
and you stressed how important it is to meet theirMr McBrayne: In order that we are able to look
aspirations in terms of rail services in Wales. I amsensibly at what the SRA are proposing at the end
sure you are familiar with the vision set out by theof the process, we do maintain contact with them
Welsh Assembly Government, sent out to franchiseduring the conduct of the franchise competition
bidders in March 2002. The document indicates aand particularly as they are going through the bid
clear desire for considerably increased frequency ofassessment process, but it is very much on the basis
service, improved track and signalling, investmentthat it is their process, they are keeping us informed
in new rolling and improved stations. It is fair toand, at the end of the process, they make
say that the franchise agreement is nowhere nearrecommendations to ministers who either do or do
the vision as set out in the Welsh Assemblynot approve.
Government’s document. Did your oYcials know
that the franchise agreement fell so far short of that

Q393 Mr Caton:What I was thinking of was that, vision and, if they did, what action has been taken?
in his evidence, Mr Bowker certainly gave us the Dr Howells: I think that the Welsh Assembly
impression or implied that part of the reason for Government obviously has a responsibility to try
the delay in the awarding of a franchise was and secure for Wales the best railway system it can
because of discussions that the SRA were having and the best value for money. I have been in this
with the Department for Transport and I thought, job over four months now and, as you probably
from the reply you gave Mr Owen, that you know, it is impossible for a transport minister to
confirmed that rather—better get it right than get walk along a corridor without being ambushed and
it quick. asked about a station or about a service and about
Dr Howells: I think certainly in the drawing up of the shortcomings of services. If you and I were
the franchise and the specifications, there was a members of the Welsh Assembly Government, we
great deal of discussion about how this new would probably pitch for the best possible service,
creature could be designed and of course there was we would be mad not to. The Strategic Rail
a new player in it and that is the Welsh Assembly Authority however has to operate within a very
Government and we were very keen—or I clearly defined budget and the budget is set out as
understand that my predecessors were very keen— part of the ten-year plan and it is a big increase in
and we are now to consult with the Welsh funding, but it is quite clear that the lack of funding
Assembly Government to make sure that it meets over 30 years by successive governments has
their aspirations and their perception of what is resulted in a rail system which was very fragile,
required in terms of an integrated rail service for highlighted very clearly by the Hatfield disaster. It
Wales. So, I can imagine that that would have was quite clear that Railtrack did not know what
delayed the process because there are certain its asset base was and that stretches of the railway
milestones along the assessment route and they lines inside Wales, like the rest of the United
certainly include that initial period of consultation Kingdom, were in a pretty parlous state. The huge
which I think was quite a protracted one. renewal programme that has gone on since has

attempted to, I guess, put some of that right
anyway and they have usually targeted it at theQ394 Chairman: On this issue, in the SRA’s remit busiest part of the line like the West Coast Mainis the passenger service requirement. Who is the Line, which arguably is the busiest mixed passengerfinal arbiter of whether the passenger service and freight line in the world and certainly inrequirement stays in? The derogation on the
Europe. The money that has gone into that isSwansea/Edinburgh service earlier this year—I
enormous; we think the bill at the end of it willthink it was called that—basically meant that PSR
probably be around £8 billion. It means that a lotwas removed from that service. Would that have
of smaller projects—signalling projects, perhapscrossed your desk or would it have been the SRA’s
replacing points in junctions, replacing railwaysresponsibility to decide on whether the PSR should
themselves in certain parts of the country—havebe in that service or not?
not had the kind of funding that could easily haveDr Howells: It has not crossed my desk, so I will
been earmarked for it, let me put it like that, andask Mr McBrayne if he knows about it.
decisions have had to be made about where thatMr McBrayne: The SRA are expected to maintain
money gets spent and they are subject of coursethe passenger service requirement and I would
constantly to discussion and negotiation. Networkexpect them to discuss with us if they wanted to
Rail talks to the Rail Regulator, the Rail Regulatordepart from it.
talks to the Strategic Rail Authority and they have
a duty to take into account the kinds of proposals

Q395 Chairman: Did they discuss with you about
the Swansea/Edinburgh situation? 1 See page 86.
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which the Welsh Assembly Government puts Dr Howells: I have plenty of others here!
forward in the same way as the Scottish Parliament
has put them forward and other people have put Q399 Mr Price: You mentioned the tensions with
them forward. In some respects, some of those the post-devolutionary situation which you say
concerns have been met. The West Coast Main created tensions and transport, by its very nature,
Line clearly is going to have quite an influence is obviously key to multi-layer democracies. Has
when it is running at full capacity on the ability of there been a joint ministerial committee meeting
people from North Wales to access the Midlands around integrated transport and around railways
and London. We know that the work that is that you are aware of?
currently being done at Slough and at Filton in Dr Howells: We meet pretty regularly, sometimes
Bristol will aVect the ability of you and I to get in conjunction with Professor David Begg from the
back and forth to London from South Wales and Commission for Integrated Transport and I am
we know also that some of the replacement work— very keen on this one because, like you, Mr Price,
I think the details have been given to the I know from questions you have raised previously
Committee—that is being done on the route to that there are some unbelievable anomalies in the
Manchester along the border is going to have a big lack of what in the jargon they call the interface
eVect. There is an enormous amount of work to be between railways, buses and town centres and I
done in South Wales, there is no question about it, think there is an enormous amount that we ought
and I think that the total money that is earmarked to be doing to improve that. Often, those kinds of
for Wales is about £308 million which is a fair old schemes cost a great deal less than the big renewal
whack of money but it comes nowhere near of schemes, but they can often deliver, certainly in the
course to being able to meet the, if you like, greater short term, very great value for money. I have a
aspirations of the Welsh Assembly Government’s real hankering for this as far as Wales is concerned.
proposals for the future of railways in Wales. In a I think we ought to be experimenting very much,
way, I welcome the tension that is there as a both in terms of the way in which we debate and
consequence because we can try to discuss where discuss these issues of integrated transport and in
we take this issue forward. I asked for some figures terms of how we can target money very accurately
on one of the busiest stations in Wales and one of on improvements that can be won I think rather
the least used and, if, Chairman, I might beg your more easily than looking for huge replacement
indulgence for a moment, 7.9 million people use projects. I heard the other day—I do not know if
CardiV Station every year. CardiV could not cope it is true—that to construct a mile of railway line
if those 7.9 million people suddenly switched to the now costs about £16 million and to construct a mile
roads. That is a big issue. A lot of them of course of motorway costs somewhere between £11 million
come down the Valley-Lines or else they come and £14 million. It is an enormously expensive
across from Newport or they come over from business. I think the main task in the short term
Swansea; those are the busiest commuter lines in has to be to use those assets much better. In other
Wales. At the other end of the spectrum however, words, to be able to get a greater capacity using
I do not know whether it is in Mr Williams’s railway lines and our highways.
constituency, but they did a specific study of Sugar
Loaf Halt and 99 people used it in a year which I Q400 Mr Evans: With the figures you have justthink calculates at somewhere around one given out, are you saying to the Committee now
passenger using it every three or four days. We have that you will be looking critically at some of the
ten stations on the Welsh network that have fewer numbers using some of our stations and that you
than 1,000 passengers passing through that station would therefore, in some cases, decide that the
a year, under three a day. What I am saying is that railways are not proving value for money and
if you compare London Bridge for example which therefore you would replace the train with perhaps
has almost 81 million using it every year, or buses or another alternative form of public
Glasgow which has 22 million people using it every transport because of the expense that you have just
year, that equates to 60,000 a day. CardiV equates said or are you of a mind to say that you would
to just under 22,000 a day. look to redouble the eVorts and get more people

on to the trains in those stations that have capacity
because, for whatever reason, people are not usingQ397 Chairman: They have to go somewhere.
the trains?Dr Howells: And they do go somewhere, but the
Dr Howells: I think you are very right to highlightpoint I am making to Mr Price is that I think we
the great problem which follows so often when itshould discuss that and where we go. One wonders
comes to public services: you use them or you losewhy there is the debate about the right mode of
them. It is a very, very expensive business to keeptransport for the kinds of constituencies that are
a railway line going or to keep a trunk road in goodrepresented in this route and which are reflected in
condition, especially if people are not using it. Ithe findings of the Welsh Assembly Government.
have no doubt in what I hinted to Mr Price thatAre we in fact putting the money where it ought to
these are proper arguments/debates that we shouldbe going?
be having because, over the 10-year period, we have
allocated £33 billion to the railways and you can

Q398 Mr Price: You chose a station in my add to that almost as much again coming from the
private sector. These are huge amounts of money.constituency.
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We know that the great cities probably could not amount to upgrade the track. Therefore, why has
funding not been made available to improve thecope without the railways and we know that they

are probably the best method of moving passengers line?
Dr Howells: First of all, I do not know what Mrat least from across the country from city to city.

We know also that railways, when you can get the Chris Green told you exactly and how much it
would cost but I could take you to a junction calledconfiguration right, oVer a very good route for

freight, especially for heavy freight. It becomes Norton Bridge on the West Coast Main Line
where, since British Rail days, they have had 13more problematic when you look at lines which are

used very skimpily because they are very expensive goes at getting that junction right and the cost so
far to try to find a solution to the problems theyto keep up.
have there and speed up trains going through that
junction has cost £60 million. That is one junction.

Q401 Mr Evans: Are you saying that the axe is Now, that is a particularly bad example but these
now ready to fall on a number of small rural costs have a tendency to escalate. When the nature
stations in Wales where they have low usage? of the asset itself is examined very carefully, it is
Dr Howells: No, I am not saying that at all and we often found to be wanting. We know that a lot of
certainly do not plan any cuts whatsoever, but what the signalling on some of the main lines in South
I am saying—and this in a way addresses the Wales was designed and installed back in the 1960s.
second part of your question—is that we have to It is in quite a fragile state; it works and it is safe
do a great deal more to try to persuade people that or else we would not run trains along it, but there
this is a good way to travel. Mrs Williams told us are some huge improvements that are required. To
about diYculties that some people living in her try to raise the average speed of the line along
constituency have who happen to be disabled and North Wales from its present levels of 65 miles an
I spoke about the large numbers of people who hour to 90 miles an hour and take it up to 125 miles
may be put oV from travelling because they feel an hour I think would cost an awful lot more than
that they are not going to get the kind of service a few tens of millions of pounds, but I am willing
that they require. You will know because you to have a look at that and perhaps try to give the
represent a rural constituency that often it is Committee whatever assessment we have had of the
diYcult to get to railway stations and, to take up cost of improving that line2.
the point that Mr Price made, if we care to have a
more integrated approach to this in order that

Q405 Mrs Williams: Mr Green actually did say—buses, perhaps, in conjunction with rail services, as
and this will be found in the written evidence—andhas happened in some parts of the country already,
I am sure that the Chairman will confirm this “tenscan go into the towns and villages and pick people
of millions of pounds”. That was the figure heup and do it in a coordinated way then it becomes,
quoted. When do you think Virgin Trains are likelyto use the jargon, a kind of “no brainer”. You get
to see a date, in the near future we hope, when theiron the bus or even in some areas of course not very
Voyager and Pendalino trains will be able to travelfar from you, Mr Evans, they are practising a kind
at at least 100 miles an hour on the North Walesof taxi bus service where you get a bus almost on
Main Line?demand. Where that happens, I think that the
Dr Howells: I cannot see that happening for quitepotential is very great indeed for putting new life
a long time. I think they will travel at 90 miles perinto rural railway lines. There are enormous assets,
hour but they will not—there is no question about it. I keep, as I am sure

you do, coming across people who say to me, “If
Q406 Mrs Williams: What does quite a long timeBeeching had not closed that line and we had not
mean? Are you prepared to stick your neck out?built the houses on it . . .”
Dr Howells: We have no money earmarked at the
moment for raising the speed limits on the North

Q402 Mr Evans: What about the Mumbles Wales line.
Railway?
Dr Howells: Or the Mumbles Railway. You just Q407 Mrs Williams: What period are we looking
think what that would generate for Swansea Bay at when you say that you have no plans?
now if the Mumbles Railway was there. Dr Howells: A lot of that will depend on our

negotiations with the Treasury, with the Chancellor
of the Exchequer and his team.Q403 Mr Evans: And it would be well used.

Dr Howells: It would be well used, yes.
Q408 Mrs Williams: So, no answer really?
Dr Howells: Mrs Williams, if trains could run on

Q404 Mrs Williams: Minister, you mentioned the my lines at 90 miles per hour, I would be very, very
West Coast Main Line and we are all aware of the glad, but they cannot. I have delegations coming in
eVect that service has on the North Wales Coast from all over Britain almost every day of Members
Main Line. When Mr Chris Green of Virgin gave of Parliament who want upgrades on their lines.
evidence, he suggested to this Committee that You can only do so much and we think that the
significant improvements to the North Coast Main railway network in this country is absolutely vital,
Line would cost in the region of tens of millions
of pounds. This appears to be a reasonably modest 2 See page 86.
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but the number of journeys that are made out of increase in speed capacity. Has that been budgeted
for or would Network Rail have to go back to theall of the journeys in Britain in any year by rail is

6%, that is 6%. Almost all of the others are made SRA and ask for additional money which is not in
the ten-year plan? Could you explain how thoseby road whether in buses or in private cars. We

spend half of our budget on the railways. That is maintenance issues as opposed to new
expenditures work.an enormous sum of money and it is taxpayer’s

money and a lot of that money comes from people Dr Howells: They are certainly not political
decisions, Mr Owen, if that is what you mean.who never use the railways or go near it. We think

about half the population uses the railways at least Network Rail will have a list of priorities. Indeed,
I am starting a long journey of my own on Mondayonce a year and that is a very high percentage in

many ways, it is far higher than in America, for to go around the country and talk to regional
managers of Network Rail for them to explain toexample. Having said that, we have to make very

tough decisions. Our Department has a very big me what they are doing about the major
bottlenecks in the system because, whatever else webudget and we spend half of our budget on the

railways, but we cannot make promises to everyone do, I think we must be judged on driving up the
performance of the train operating companies. Thethat, within five years, we are suddenly going to

find whatever it costs to get another ten miles per train operating companies like Virgin say, okay,
some part of the delays are due to what they callhour out of that North Wales network. What we

can do is try to improve the worst parts of the line TOC-on-TOC delays, train operating companies,
perhaps a slow train in front of a fast train or asas far as speed restrictions are concerned. There

may be some modifications to signalling systems; when I came up on Great Western on Monday, a
high-speed train had broken down on the high-there may be perhaps a new set of points here, a

new junction there, or strengthening an speed line and we were diverted in a queue of five
trains on to the slow-speed lines which run toembankment. All of these things slow down trains

and I will try to find for you the latest assessment Reading and into Paddington. If improvements can
be made which reduce the time that it takes to copethat perhaps Network Rail has as to why it is and

how much it is likely to cost to upgrade that line. with those kinds of delays, then we can start to get
the mean average speed back up again. On theMr Chris Green works for Virgin and I have no

doubt that he will have quite a close knowledge of North Wales line, I do not know what the average
speed is at the moment for, say, a Pendolino but,the state of the track because his trains have to run

on it and they are making very big investments in if it could be raised by 10 miles an hour, let us say,
from whatever it is now, let us say it is 70 miles anPendolinos, Voyagers and so on and I expect that

he takes a very special interest in it. I have tried to hour and it can be taken to 80 miles an hour, that
makes a material diVerence and if that work goesbe candid with you about the question of money

and about where it is being used. We certainly try on from now until the time at which and beyond
the time at which the West Coast Main Line workto make sure that everybody gets part of that

money but we have a duty or rather the Strategic is finished, then of course the reduction in the time
it takes one to get on to the West Coast Main LineRail Authority and Network Rail and the OYce of

Rail Regulator have a duty to recommend that the to London added to that incremental improvement
as a consequence of that ten miles an hour increasemoney is spent on the busiest and most vital parts

of the rail network. will be pretty dramatic, but I do not think it is easy
to say that we can guarantee 100 miles per hour by
a particular date. I cannot do that and I do notQ409 Mrs Williams: Am I right therefore in
think that Mr Chris Green could either.assuming that the Committee can take it for

granted that maybe Mr Chris Green was too
Q411 Albert Owen: The point that I really wantedoptimistic in the figure he quoted and that the
to get out of you is that if it is not in the 10-yeartravelling public in North Wales should not hold
plan, that does not mean that there cannot betheir breath?
improvements to the line speeds.Dr Howells: I have always been a follower of
Dr Howells: No, absolutely, and that is veryGramsci’s dictum which is that you should have
important. Mr McBrayne has just pushed a piece ofpessimism of the intellect and optimism of the spirit
paper in front of me which says that the Holyhead/and that is my answer, Chairman!
London fastest journey time is planned to drop
from four hours and 28 minutes to three hours and

Q410 Albert Owen: May I just push the Minister 50 minutes. That is very significant.
on the point with Network Rail. We had a debate,
as you know, on Wednesday when I quoted what

Q412 Albert Owen: But that does not take intoMr Chris Green had said with regard to the new
account from Crewe to Holyhead. That really isPendalinos coming in in 2004 and his desire for
just from Crewe to London. We are pushing reallythem to reach maximum speeds on the North
for the upgrade from Crewe to Holyhead.Wales Coast, but I did see a glimmer of hope when
Dr Howells: If it has been reduced—you spoke about Network Rail because Sir Ian

McAllister indicated to us the following day that
the maintenance programme would do just the Q413 Albert Owen: Not all the trains go that way,

some go just to Manchester and to Chester, so wethings that you said: it would improve certain
junctions and certain lines which would allow an do not get the full benefits from it.
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Dr Howells: Okay. I think that an improvement than what was expected, the overall increase was
very dramatic and constituted a massive sum offrom four hours and 28 minutes to three hours and

50 minutes is very significant and if we can force money of billions of pounds. Those tensions are
always going to be there, whatever the overallsome incremental changes beyond that because of

better maintenance, then I have a feeling that that shape of the settlement.
will be a big improvement.

Q418 Mr Williams: One of the things that we were
Q414 Mr Williams: We have been told in evidence told in evidence as well is that there was going to
that the North Wales Main Line is classified as a be a reduction in station improvements in the
secondary route as far as maintenance standards South Wales Valleys area because there had been
requirements for the SRA are concerned and yet it a shortfall in the SRA and that the Assembly might
is also classified as a Euro route. Should it not be have to put in £2.5 million if those enhancements
a primary route as far as maintenance is concerned? were going to go ahead.
Dr Howells: It is not actually a TENS route—the Dr Howells: I understand that the Assembly is
road is but the railway is not, I am assured here. putting £2.5 million into station refurbishment and
It says, “The Crewe/Holyhead line is of European I would agree with you very much that a lot of
significance given its links from the Port of those stations need that kind of refurbishment and
Holyhead to the West Coast Main Line at Crewe I think we will continue to talk to the SRA and
although the line itself is not part of the European indeed to Arriva about the possibility of trying to
high-speed network.” That is a technicality and I get some initiatives oV the ground which should be
think that the point you are making is a very valid partnership ones. They are many and various and
one. It is a very important line and, as Mr Owen there are some good ones around at the moment
made clear to us in an adjournment debate last by the way and, as Mr Evans said, it is very
week, he has seen very significant improvement in important that we disseminate information about
the economy of Ynys Môn as a consequence of the where there have been successful partnerships. I
improvements to the A55. I think there is no would like to tell you about one that I saw recently.
question but that if improvements to major I went up the Rhymney line from CardiV which is
infrastructure routes can be made, they almost a very busy commuter line through Caerphilly, a
always generate improvements in local economies big growth area, and I went up as far as Bargoed
as well as oVering greater job opportunities. and, on my way there, two or three stops before

Bargoed, I saw Pengam Station where the
community has been having a real attempt, aQ415 Mr Williams: I think the point being made
coordinated attempt, at trying to combatby Mr Owen as well was that if this route was
vandalism which was very bad there. One of thedesignated as a primary route as far as maintenance
experiments which I thought was very interestingwas concerned, then possibly higher speeds would
was that they constructed in the top inside cornerbe attainable on it.
of the shelter on the halt a box into which they putDr Howells: Well, he is in the queue!
a radio which was playing Classical FM constantly
and apparently that had the eVect of driving youngQ416 Mr Williams: If would could perhaps sort
people out of that shelter in the evening! I was toldout the Sugar Loaf Junction question for a
when I went there that the batteries had run outmoment. I believe it is on the Heart of Wales line
and that they were going to replace them!which has seen really significant increases in

passenger numbers. I do believe that it is in Mr
Q419 Mr Williams: I used to go to BargoedPrice’s constituency but only just and it is used only
Station as a change from Brecon when we travelledfor access to the countryside really.
to CardiV by rail and used to change at Bargoed.Dr Howells: I believe it is at the end—and I have
Dr Howells: Absolutely.learned all of this very recently—of a very
Mr Williams: We are not going to get that again!significant tunnel as well which is not surprisingly

known as the Sugar Loaf Tunnel.
Q420 Mrs Williams: The rail passenger partnership
was suspended by the SRA. Was this as a result ofQ417 Mr Williams: The Strategic Rail Authority

are suVering a financial shortfall which they claim the cut in government fundings to the SRA?
Dr Howells: The SRA has to make judgmentsis due to the Government’s cutback of about £312

million. What eVect did that shortfall have on the about how it spends its money. We cannot tell it
how to spend its money and there is a decisionsettlement between the Strategic Rail Authority

and Arriva as far as service standards are arrived at independent of government. Wales has
done very well out of partnership agreements; it hasconcerned?

Dr Howells: I was not party to those discussions at had 20% of all of the money spent on rail
partnerships since their inception and, inthe time when that franchise was being drawn up

and I am not aware that it had a material eVect proportion to the rest of Britain, that is a very, very
high percentage. The SRA is looking constantly atperhaps, I do not know, in terms of new rolling

stock or refurbished stations or whatever, so I its finances and I know that they are very keen to
try to reinstitute those partnership grants andcannot give you an answer on that, but I think that

the important thing to remember is that although projects and they are very useful, there is no
question about it.finally there was, if you like, £300 million or so less
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Q421 Mr Caton: When he was before us, Mr performance and, if you like, the dependability of
trains. On the other hand, if you want comfort,Bowker told us that the main issue aVecting the

Strategic Rail Authority was one of funding cleanliness and a sense that you are being treated
seriously as a customer, then of course we need newgenerally. Will you be increasing the SRA budget

for particular franchises like the Wales and Borders rolling stock and we need it sooner rather than later
but it is very, very expensive and I know that youfranchise or will expenditure and investment

continue to be centred on the West Coast Main are very much aware, Mr Owen, of the way in
which the supply of rolling stock operates in thisLine and the East Coast Main Line, the Channel

Tunnel rail link and the south east? country. We have basically the ROSCOs as they
call them, the companies that buy the rolling stockDr Howells: The railway lines in Wales are very,
and they are usually underpinned by very powerfulvery heavily subsidised. The capital projects, some
banks and the train companies lease the rollingof which you have mentioned, may appear to be
stock oV those ROSCOs and they are often at veryconcentrated on the West Coast Main Line and of
steep leasing prices but, generally speaking, peoplecourse the power upgrade for the southern region
seem quite content with the arrangement as it iswhich is costing £1 billion at the moment but, in
now. Most train operating companies could notterms of public subsidy going into the railways,
aVord to lay out . . . For example, I was told thethey do not begin to compare with the subsidy that
other day that the cost of a carriage can run up togoes into Wales. It currently stands at about 13
£1 million, that is a single carriage. Locomotives orpence per passenger kilometre whereas, in the south
the powered vehicles are way, way beyond that. So,east of England, it stands at about 1.5 pence per
it is a very, very expensive business. I have seen thepassenger kilometre. It is higher in Wales than the
way in which at certain works, many of which arenational average subsidy for regional railways,
in Derby, there are some great refurbishmentsome two pence or more per passenger kilometre
projects under way. I saw, for example, at King’shigher. So, I think that has to be got straight for
Cross Station a refurbished high-speed set fora start. We are not starved of money in Wales and
GNER which to all intents and purposes was a newthe railways are certainly not starved of money.
train, a new vehicle, and it was very beautiful.They get a very high subsidy and that has to be
People were clearly delighted to use it. When theyadded to the overall budget allocation that the
get on board, they cannot believe what they areSRA makes. On the question of how much money
travelling on after what they have been used to. Ithe SRA will get as a global budget, that will
know that refurbishment is a very useful way ofdepend of course on the spending settlement that
making the best use of rolling stock, so it is a kindwe will make with the Treasury and, with respect,
of double-edged sword really. I think we would allI cannot discuss that at the moment with the
like to see new rolling stock on the lines but I thinkCommittee but you can bet, Chairman, that we are
we should also value that process of refurbishmenttrying very hard to ensure that there are proper and
as a way of compensating where we do not get it.adequate funding streams there for the railways in

this country.
Q423 Albert Owen: What we are worried about in
North Wales is that we currently have the newQ422 Albert Owen: What funding is available for
rolling stock from First Great Western and becausenew trains in the franchise in addition to the
the franchise has changed, that is likely to gosecondhand pacer sets and will all the new long-
elsewhere and there will be substandard rollingdistance train sets of the type currently operated in
stock coming in in its place. So, will there be aNorth Wales be brought into the new Wales and
transfer in the franchise agreements?Borders franchise?
Dr Howells: I am certainly not aware of that andDr Howells: The rolling stock, as Mr Bowker
I would be very, very surprised if that was true andprobably told you, is designed to have a life of
that you are going to lose the Pendolinos and theabout 30 to 40 years and I am sure Mr McBrayne
Voyagers.can remind me in a moment but I think that the

average age of rolling stock in Wales at the moment
Q424 Albert Owen: No, that is the West Coast, itis between 15 and 18 years, or it will be after the
is really the franchise on the North West Coast, thenew train sets come in. They are at mid life. I know
Manchester trains.that, on the Valleys Lines, for example, probably
Dr Howells: I see, on the Wales and Borders.the busiest commuter routes in Wales, they are
Mr McBrayne: Some of the rolling stock which isrunning Class 142 and 143s—I am sorry if I am
currently on the First North Western Service or thesounding like an anorak these days but I have
relatively new rolling stock from there will bestarted to crack on as to how you identify trains—
transferring in 2006 to the Wales and Bordersand they are quite elderly. They perform very well
franchise. Just on the average age of the stock, theof course and this is often swings and roundabouts
Minister was right first time: it is between 15 andbecause we know that, whenever new rolling stock
18 years at the moment and it will come down thenis introduced, they have a much shorter gap
to between 10 and 11 years.between casualty times, in other words when

something goes wrong with them. New trains go
wrong quite often. In terms of performance, very Q425 Albert Owen: Can I just have one point of
often you are quite lucky if you do not get new clarification from the Minister on funding before

we move oV that issue. You said first of all thatrolling stock, if you want to shove up the
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there was a moratorium on the partnerships by the a computer these days, I use a laptop, and it is very
diYcult to get the cursor to remain on a particularSRA and then you said there was another £2.5

million available from the Assembly which could spot, especially if the train is doing 125 miles per
hour. I know it is something that the SRA feelsattract additional financing from the SRA. Is that

how I understand it? very strongly about. One of the things in favour of
Great Western is the fact that the chairman of theDr Howells: I think you would have to look at it on

a project-by-project basis. Some of it may be agreed Strategic Rail Authority, Richard Bowker, uses it
most weeks, and I suspect that he is as concernedalready and there may well be partnership projects.

I cannot give you the detail of what that £2.5 as I am about the quality of that ride. I am sure
that the improvements which are being made inmillion has been spent on3. I am sure we could get

that information very quickly from Andrew certain parts—it will be renewed and it is being
renewed slowly—will make a diVerence. If you askDavies.
me about what is the most important thing to do,
we have to get the bottlenecks sorted on that line,Q426 Albert Owen:Would you know if any of that
and they are many and various, there are a lot ofis allocated to North Wales where they have had
temporary speed restrictions there, and it is not justparticular problems in Prestatyn, which you will
the quality of the track itself, it is the fact that inknow about, on security and safety issues?
many ways it has not had the attention it shouldDr Howells: I cannot tell you that, I am not
have had since the 1960s. Indeed, there areabsolutely sure. I know because it was a separate
embankments and bridges which were built byfranchise there was some technical diYculty with
Brunel. I know that Network Rail has been quitethe automatic extension of the funding
concerned about what was likely to happen as aarrangements which were in place in the rest of
consequence of a very dry autumn when some ofWales to the funding arrangements in North Wales,
those embankments have dried out for the first timebut we will try to find that out for you.
in a century and sudden downpours of rain. If you
take the rail network as an equation, it hasQ427 Mr Edwards: Can I ask you about the South
hundreds of variables in it which determine successWales Main Line? Two years ago, Mike Carroll of
or failure or speed or slowness, and thoseFirst Great Western told the Committee that the
embankments and tunnel gauges and maintenanceinfrastructure on the South Wales Main Line was
problems are very often the key to having a fastbelow average compared with other main lines in
service or a very slow service.Great Britain. Do you believe that the SRA and
Chairman: We have not heard about theNetwork Rail are giving too low a priority to
embankment problems. Thank you, Minister.infrastructural improvements on this line?

Dr Howells: No, I do not. The first stretch of line
in Britain which was taken in-house as far as Q428 Mr Caton: Continuing with the experience
maintenance is concerned by Network Rail was the on the Great Western Main Line and your
stretch between Paddington and Reading, and then problems writing, Minister—and I think most of us
a bit later part of the Wessex service and now of who have travelled on it have spilt at least one cup
course it has all been taken in-house, but it was an of coVee down ourselves on that journey—it seems
indication of the concerns they had that the quality to me, and I am no expert on railways, that when
of work was to be the highest possible and that it you have that sort of experience there seems to be
was being done swiftly enough to try and overcome a problem with the track. Would you say that is
the diYculties of the approaches to Paddington the fundamental problem?
especially. In terms of a comparison, I saw the Dr Howells: You are getting into real techie stuV
Institute for Welsh AVairs Report where they said now, Mr Caton, but there is certainly a problem
that a comparison with GNER’s line and with First with the configuration of the track, the geometry
Great Western’s main lines showed there was less of the track in some places, and the speed the train
money being spent on First Great Western than on is travelling. If the track was sub-standard, trains
GNER, and that may be true. It may be something would not be allowed to travel on them at 125 miles
to do with the fact the numbers of people travelling per hour. I know we do not celebrate the fact very
up the East Coast Line are something like 3.44 often but, contrary to popular belief, we had the
billion in terms of passenger journeys made and on first high speed network in Europe, the TGVs came
the Great Western Line there are about 2.75 later, and we still have, despite the veil of definition
million, which is an enormous number of people about what constitutes a high speed network, quite
but it is less, and I come back to the point I made a bit of mileage of high speed railway lines in this
earlier, that those decisions are diYcult ones. As country. So it is a combination of, I think, years ofsomebody who has been travelling on that line under-investment on that line and on other lines insince the mid-1960s, I have seen certainly a Britain, and yet we have vehicles which are capabledeterioration in the quality of the ride. Try writing of very high speeds travelling along there. This ison a high speed train heading into London, which

something which Network Rail and the Health &is what I always try to judge it by. It is very, very
Safety Executive keep a very close eye on, and IdiYcult. Your pen is jumping around. Even I use
think they are aware that the track is holding up
pretty well, but it is an old track, it has ballast and3 See page 86 for further information.
rails on it which need replacing regularly, and they4 Correct figure from Department of 3.7 billion.

5 Correct figure from Department of 2.5 billion. are replaced regularly, as many of us who might
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go up it on Sunday evening or travel first thing on Rt Hon Gentleman for Wokingham, wrote a very
interesting article in the Times some months ago inMonday morning know, when sometimes there are

overruns on maintenance work and so on going on which he said, “We have to look at these questions
of capacity, about how many people and goods youat weekends, so there is a lot of work going on on

that line but it needs a lot of work as well. I was can move along a road compared to a railway”,
and these are very valid questions when you have,very struck when I went to visit the West Coast

Main Line, when I made a point of getting as any nation has, a limited budget and you have
to decide. Those are very diYcult issues.alongside maintenance teams on tracks to have a

look at what was going on, that they explained to
me that although a track might look as if it is in Q430 Mr Evans: I heard an interview you gave to
very good condition, it might have very high the Today programme, shortly after taking over the
quality rails running along and good sleepers, it brief, when you talked about where the money was
might even have good ballast, but they found on going to go, particularly with regard to what you
the West Coast Main Line when they got beneath have just said about the London-Swansea route.
the ballast they encountered ground which had Yes, it would be nice to write on the trains and be
been pulverised over a century into jelly, and that half legible or indeed do other things, but what you
it was almost a criminal waste of money to pump have just said about the embankments concerns me
more and more ballast into that jelly, and the a bit, I have to say. Yes, we have just had a dry
obvious thing to do was to get the line out of the summer and now we are going into the winter. Do
way, dig out that formation, as it is called, and put I assume you have had negotiations with somebody
new formation in which will last hopefully another about this, that you can assure people who are
century. But these are huge jobs to do, especially using that particular route that it is safe?
when you are trying to do them, to build a new Dr Howells: Yes, we meet John Armitt and Ian
railway essentially, and keep the present one McAllister of Network Rail, whose responsibility
running. It is a task which almost has not been this is of course, on a very regular basis, and we
tackled anywhere in the world to the extent to always have an agenda and issues like this one are
which it is being tackled at the moment. always on the agenda. Indeed, Chairman, in

answering Mr Evans’ question, I would like to
confirm that no vehicle will pass along a railwayQ429 Mr Caton: You are right, it is obviously a
line, whether carrying passengers or freight, if thehuge task, but one of the objectives you identified
Health & Safety people are not absolutely certainearlier on was shifting people from road to rail.
it is safe. We have a very, very safe railway system.With the journey from theWest of England or from
Behind your question, Mr Evans, is an importantSouth Wales to London, the great advantage in
observation. We may face some very largechoosing rail for many people, many of us I am
expenditure on putting embankments and bridgessure, is that you should be able to work—you have
and tunnels right. It is a very expensive business.a desk in front of you, you should be able to get

your laptop out or write—but at the moment, as
Q431 Mr Evans: It is colossally expensive butyou have indicated, you really cannot do that. I
absolutely essential to ensure the safety of anybodyknow from people I talked to in Swansea, it is a
travelling. We have had enough tragedies in thedisincentive for them using the railways.
past few decades and we would not want them toDr Howells: You are dead right. Mind, I have to
happen again. In your negotiations about the safetysay it is a lot easier to use your laptop if you are
and upgrading the enjoyable experience of peoplesitting on a train than it is if you are trying to drive
travelling on the trains, who does pick up the tab?a car. That is not as absurd as it seems, believe me,
Is it the SRA? Is it another body? Indeed whatI can tell you some stories. Some of my
power have you got as a minister to say, “I wantcolleagues—well, I won’t go down that road. This
money invested in that section of the railwaysis many years ago. It is a very important issue. An
because it simply is not up to scratch”?indication of how keen people are to travel on the
Dr Howells: This is a very political question,railways is the fact, as I am sure you have been told
Chairman. In fact, of course, ministers have veryad nauseam, we carried more people last year on
few levers to pull in terms of determining wherethe railways than in any year since 1947. In a sense
that money ought to be spent, and that is part ofthe growth in wealth we have seen in this country
the way the rail industry was privatised. Theover the past 20 years means that car ownership has
responsibility for investing in improvements andgone to limits we could never have predicted 20
upgrades and maintenance is firmly with Networkyears ago, and as a consequence the roads are
Rail, and so it should be. God forbid thatbecoming more and more congested, and people
somebody like me, or even with respect you, Mrhave to make a decision about how best to get to
Evans, should run a railway—work or see their family or go to the shops or

whatever. It is quite clear that more people are
choosing to go on the railways. The question to ask Q432 Mr Evans: I can only agree!
is, is it keeping pace with the amount of people on Dr Howells: Network Rail has some superb people.
the motorways and on our other roads. That is the It has a great workforce. It is going through a great
diYcult one. There are questions about capacity in state of flux at the moment because it is going to
so many ways. If only we could squeeze more have to manage all maintenance work as well as

everything else it did, but the decisions are madecapacity out of the railways. John Redwood, the
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by Network Rail. The OYce of the Rail Regulator anyway, a reduction in speed going through the
of course may make observations, and very tunnel. I do not know what the speed limit is on
powerful ones and important ones, about what he the tunnel, so I cannot answer you, in all honesty.
or she, if it is a woman, considers to be the right I do not know whether they are limited to 100 miles
way for that money to be spent. Of course the Rail per hour or allowed to go 125 through there, I do
Regulator will, and has a duty to, challenge not know. I know due to some of the
Network Rail about the decisions it makes. The improvements, and there are big signalling
Strategic Rail Authority of course as the body improvements due to start any day now at Port
which certainly has a relationship with Talbot, that the trains are capable of running at 125
Government, a very clear relationship with miles per hour on stretches most of the way
Government, as the OYce of the Rail Regulator through in Wales and usually do travel at those
does, will have a view as well about the way the speeds, but there are a lot of temporary speed
priorities ought to be. Of course they are in a rather restrictions on the line. It is one of the things we
unique position because they also have a are trying to address at the moment.
relationship with the train operating companies,
and if the train operating companies tell them, “We

Q436 Mr Evans: It does go much slower afterare feeling a bit worried about this bit or that bit
CardiV. The CardiV to Swansea bit seems to takeand if some work is not done on this bit then our
forever.improvements are going to stop or decline”, they
Dr Howells: Yes, and there are more stations ashave to take notice of that. So it is an arrangement

which certainly can work and I think generally does well of course. The high speed sets are wonderful,
work, because millions of people are carried back they are great vehicles, but they are very heavy and
and forth by railways every day. We tend to they take a long time to accelerate. Once they get
highlight the shortcomings of the railways but I going they are brilliant but, you are quite right,
think it is a magnificent operation actually. once you get to Bridgend you then have a lot of

stations to Swansea, and it takes a long time for
that train to get going and it takes quite a long timeQ433 Mr Evans: As a minister do you ever receive
to brake as well. Somebody told me the other dayletters from people working on the railways who
that when one of those trains is going at 125 milespinpoint areas where they have concerns and ask
per hour, if its brakes are slammed on, it takes 1°you to take action?
miles to stop, and when it does stop the wheels areDr Howells: Yes, we do occasionally. Mr
flat—and that is not a joke! Try replacing one ofMcBrayne has been around in the Department a

lot longer than I have and perhaps he could give those!
you some kind of answer but I am sure we do get
a lot of mail from people who might express a

Q437 Mr Edwards: Network Rail and First Greatconcern about a particular issue.
Western agreed that the main areas of concern wereMr McBrayne: We certainly get letters from
the speed limits at Patchway (Bristol), capacitymembers of the public. I do not remember getting
limitations at Bristol Parkway and Filton Junction,them from rail workers about particular problems,
the Severn Tunnel, layouts at CardiV, Newport andalthough I imagine it must happen from time to
Swindon. What role does your department play intime.
ensuring that such pinch points can be rectified?
Dr Howells: In a way we have no role but if weQ434 Mr Evans: Would they be brought straight
decide to involve ourselves in it we have a veryto your attention if they did that?
important role to play, because we still have someMr McBrayne: Certainly, and we would
credence as Members of Parliament inimmediately draw it to the attention of both the
Westminster, and the rail authorities take greatSRA and Network Rail, yes.
care over what is said as a consequence of
Committees like this, statements in the House, andQ435 Mr Evans: Bringing you back to the
moreover if we get out of Westminster and meetSwansea-London route, because it is one of the
the rail companies and Network Rail in the regionsbusiest routes there is, you use it and I have used
and the SRA, they pay due attention to us. I am ait in the past and will no doubt in the future as well,
great believer in ministers getting out and meetingit seems to be quite fast between London and
people on the ground to try and find out why theBristol but then of course slows down dramatically,
kinds of problems you have just listed for usif indeed it goes through the tunnel because we do
continue. I am not saying that we can somehowget diverted now and again. Is there any specific
make a very significant diVerence immediately butreason why there has not been an incremental
I think it always helps for people to know we haveoperating statement made about increasing the
our eye on them, in the most constructive wayspeed as it goes through the tunnel through to
possible of course. I think you are quite right.Swansea?
Almost all of those problems which you have listedDr Howells: Mr Evans, I use this line all the time
there are currently being addressed, by the way. Iand I cannot remember, but I am sure there are
could have added one more to them, and thatCommittee members who can remember, being
would have been the congestion at Reading Stationdiverted except on a Sunday for a long time now.

Generally speaking, I have not noticed, for a while at the moment; it is very, very busy.
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Q438 Mr Williams: In reply to Mrs Williams’ are concerned, to tourists? Because if they do not
have a good system they will not turn up to ourquestion you said that a train journey from

Pontypridd to North Wales would be quite diYcult beautiful Snowdonia and so on. What sort of
investment do you think we are really looking at?to achieve and then on to London.

Dr Howells: Except there is one, of course. I Dr Howells: First of all to put something on the
discovered there is one. record. The Welsh Tourist Board I think has been

doing wonders recently and the number of visitors
to Wales is tremendously high and I think theyQ439 Mr Williams: Still the diYculty of travelling
have kept the momentum going in terms ofbetween North and South Wales is a real problem.
attracting visitors, and part of that is to tell peopleCan you tell us what is being done within the
how to get there. I spoke yesterday to a group offranchise which has just been awarded to make
our colleagues who represent seaside towns, nottravelling easier in terms of faster trains and
just resorts but seaside towns, and they have verythrough trains?
special problems in terms of communicationsDr Howells: The bit of paper I am scrabbling
because very often these seaside towns arearound for, Mr Williams, was something I asked
surrounded by sparsely populated ruralfor earlier and now I have lost it! I have read the
countryside, and the roads and railways are oftenWelsh Assembly Government was very keen there
not up to carrying millions of people who like to goought to be an integrated service which ran from
to these places. North Wales especially has a highNorth Wales, really from Holyhead, to CardiV.
concentration of some of the most visited resorts inThere is a route which goes once a day via
the whole of Britain, and you know which onesWrexham. I asked how long it took and it takes—it
they are. To get people in there and to encouragetakes a long time! CardiV, Holyhead via Wrexham,
tourism, and I know of few sectors of employmentslowest journey time 5 hours 52 minutes, fastest
which are better at generating new skills and newjourney time 5 hours 9 minutes. Cost, oV-peak,
employment than tourism, we must try to make itsaver return, £72.20. I am sure that is a wonderful
a sustainable experience. The last thing people wanttrip but that is a long time. But try driving
I think is to turn up, as I did just a few monthsHolyhead to CardiV—and you know better than
back, at Pen-y-Pass thinking I was going to be ableany of us, Mr Williams—in the summer, getting
to nip up Snowdon in a couple of hours and thenstuck behind a convoy of caravans.
shove oV, only to find I could hardly find anywhere
to park within ten miles of the mountain. This is aQ440 Mr Williams: Or a combine harvester!
very, very serious problem. How we get people toDr Howells: Or a combine harvester. It is not easy.
places like that by rail is another matter. You haveBut that is an awfully long time. I am very
to somehow get the right balance between thoseencouraged that the Welsh Assembly Government
huge capital costs of building new transportationis trying to seek ways of getting people from that
networks and the overall benefits that could bringheavily populated North and North East of Wales
to a particular area in terms of something likedown into South Wales and vice-versa more
increased tourism or indeed new employment.quickly. I have a feeling that would do a great deal
Those are diYcult judgments. I will say this, Mrsfor our perception of ourselves as being Welsh.
Williams, I think those are judgments which the
Welsh Assembly Government and devolution are

Q441 Mr Williams: I think you have probably designed to make. Nobody should know Wales
answered my supplementary. Do you think this has better than the people who represent it, who live in
made a real contribution to the Assembly’s aim of it and who are paid to make judgments about it. I
getting better connectivity between North and think step changes in the governance of Wales will
South Wales? occur when we understand the nature of those kind
Dr Howells: It does matter. I do not want to make of decisions and their centrality to renewing the
a totally absurd analogy but opening up the West economy of Wales and re-inventing it. We want to
with the railroads in America really did create a work with them on that to try and ensure that we
nation which did not exist really apart from in the have the railways and roads and bus services and
minds of authors and aspiring politicians before, the park-and-rides and shuttles to get people to our
and it took a railroad to do that. In many ways the prime tourism attractions.
same with Australia. Being able to make those links
is very important. I know Mr Owen is a keen
advocate of air links and the Welsh Assembly Q443 Mrs Williams:My question was really about
Government is very keen at looking at those kinds what sort of investment you are looking for to
of projects and I am glad they are being debated make travelling by rail more attractive?
now. I hope they will not just be filled with oYcials Dr Howells: We are investing unprecedented sums
and AMs from the Welsh Assembly Government. of money into railways at the moment, and that

includes everything from putting the tracks right
and the infrastructure right to the refurbishment ofQ442 Mrs Williams: We are constantly trying to
stations. Paddington, for example, has had a hugepersuade people not to use their cars but use the
number of digitised CCTV cameras installedrailways instead, what kind of investment do you
recently. That is going to make a big diVerence tothink we should really put into the railway system
people who use that station, who will feel safer,to make it more attractive to commuters, to

business people and, as far as many parts of Wales more comfortable there. I have watched
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Paddington evolve since 1965 when I first went as timetabling—and it does look like a small detail—
it could make a diVerence really in terms of the waya student to London, and compared to what it was

it is now a very beautiful station. It has been done people are prepared to use lines.
well, it is a much more attractive place for people
to go to. When I spoke the other day to the new
franchisees on Merseyside, Mersey rail, who are Q447 Chairman: Apropos the increase in targets orDutch, they said, “The first thing we do is we say,

in terms of growth, the trains on the Valley lines—‘What is the first thing people see about the
and I am coming back to a specific, I am sorry—railways?’ They are not techies, they do not want
carry 30% of the peak travellers from the Northto know what class of train it is, they want an
CardiV suburbs apparently.attractive station to walk into, they want to feel
Dr Howells: Yes.safe in that station, they want it to have facilities,

decent toilets, and if they are disabled they want
good disabled access to the platforms.” You have
to understand that. It is quite a big culture change. Q448 Chairman: That is up 25% over the last three
It is not just a question of running hundreds of tons years. The A470 is congested, as we all know.
of metal up and down the lines every day, it is often Dr Howells: Tell me about it!
as importantly about how we make the experience
an attractive one so we get more people on to
trains. Mind you, if we doubled the number of

Q449 Chairman: Absolutely! Even I suVer frompeople travelling on the railways at the moment, we
that travelling into CardiV. Yet no additionalwould have some job to accommodate them.
capacity is included in the franchise. Do you not
see that as a problem? Will that not actually mean

Q444 Mr Evans: You would have a problem there is no excess capacity?
because your target I think is to increase it by 50%. Dr Howells: There have been phenomenal
That is still the target, is it not? improvements in recent years. We have the best rail
Dr Howells: Yes, it is. I am glad you have asked service now from Pontypridd into CardiV that any
me that, Mr Evans. More or less all my life I have of us can remember in our lifetimes, and it is
been a sworn enemy of targets, ever since I probably the best service there has ever been. At
witnessed at least 15 false dawns in Welsh rugby. peak times we get six trains an hour, which was
I am quite concerned actually at the thought that unthinkable just ten years ago. As you know, with
if we can increase, as it looks as if we will, rail help from the Welsh Assembly Government, the
passenger numbers by 30%, if we do not hit 50% Aberdare line is going to see an increase to a half
it will be a bad news story instead of a good news hourly service, and that is a busy line, and it is a
story. I would like my Department certainly to statement of faith by the Welsh Assembly
have a dialogue with the public about that, because Government that they are prepared, along with the
it is important to get that right. Strategic Rail Authority, to put money into that.

We have an increase in services up to Treherbert
and Merthyr has seen an improved service. I am

Q445 Mr Evans: So it is a target over what not sure, Chairman, I can certainly try to get you
timescale? more detail on that6, or perhaps through your own
Dr Howells: Ten years. From? devices you might be able to get more, but I have
Mr McBrayne: 2001. a feeling that the signalling system which has just

been renewed is now running more or less at
capacity on the very busy stretch betweenQ446 Mr Evans: Is there suYcient funding, do you
Pontypridd and CardiV. If we could get morebelieve, to be able to attract people on to the trains
vehicles on to that line it would be a tremendouswith the rolling stock improvements which are
boon. I usually get on the 7.28 in Pontypriddgoing to be necessary?
station and I just about usually manage to get aDr Howells: I think there is. The problems beyond
seat (but that is probably because I am lookingthe question of the rolling stock are probably to do
more elderly now than most of the people who usewith issues of convenience and the car culture. I
that line) but often I do not get a seat, and it isknow people who get in their cars literally to go
very popular and very full. By the time we get past120 yards. They say, “Well, it’s uphill.” By the way,
Treforest, which I think is the third busiest stationyou know in this Committee I am sure, that we
on the Valleys network, there are no seats to bethink about 20% of the traYc in the morning and
had, and that runs down of course to TaV’s Well,in the afternoon is the school run. I was lobbied
Radyr, LlandaV and then into CardiV, and by thethe other day by some MPs—I will not tell you

which part of the country they are from, they are time it gets to LlandaV the train manager is on the
not very far from Wales—who said, “We have to platform shouting at passengers to move down
look at timetabling again because we have a few inside the carriages, with passengers shouting back,
very good schools along this stretch of line and at “We can’t move any further”. So it is a very
the moment the trains run at the wrong time for crowded service. We could do with another coach
children to use them to go to school and come on that service.
home again.” One wonders if that sort of detail
could be configured into the whole process of 6 See page 86.
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Q450 Mrs Williams: I am a member of the All- to the North West of England where it is going to
be processed and used for diVerent sorts of uses. IParty Group on Rail Freight here in Westminster,

could you tell us what the UKGovernment is doing believe that that project at the moment is under
some intensive study and I know a number ofto promote the use of rail as an alternative to road

for the transportation of freight? people are looking at it, including the Welsh
Assembly Government, the local authority and theDr Howells: The Strategic Rail Authority, as you

know, Mrs Williams, has spent a lot of money on Strategic Rail Authority.
freight, and its recent reassessment of what the rail
industry requires was partly based on the centrality

Q453 Mrs Williams: It is not just Blaenauof moving freight up and down the country as
Ffestiniog of course, there is granite fromopposed to moving up and down the country on
Penmaenmawr and slate from Bethesda. How canhighways. There has been a resurgence of freight
it be made more attractive for these companies tomoving on rail but not so much in Wales. The
use rail rather than these heavy lorries along ourWentloog Freight Terminal seems to be very busy
roads?and it seems to be doing pretty well, but there are
Dr Howells: If you mean, can we subsidise them,not many other freight terminals in Wales. There
that is a more diYcult question. Grants are given,is a small one in Swansea and there are some others
although they have been suspended at the moment,dotted around. It is partly an eVect of what is
because the SRA is over-stretched at the momenthappening to the Welsh economy. We are an
in terms of those freight access grants, but it is veryeconomy now which is becoming increasingly
often a decision which companies themselves havedependent on service industries. In a way, what we
to make. Part of it, to come back to a point madehave done is we have substituted passengers for
by Mr Evans, is often about dialogue actually,coal and steel. We still have some very important
trying to convince companies there is another wayfreight lines and I know the SRA is looking at the
of doing things. I am very glad to see the Strategicway in which we can use especially some of our
Rail Authority and the freight companiesrural routes as alternatives—I do not know a great
themselves are now addressing themselves to thedeal about it, I have not been briefed on that so
problem—or the challenge, it is not a problem butfar—making maximum use of those routes to move
a challenge—of trying to convince commercialfreight around the country. The main freight routes
companies in Britain this is an alternative torun of course up and down the spine of England,
congestion on the M6 or the M25. The companies,especially on the Manchester-London axis, and a
by the way, are making that change because theylot of the goods from Wales feed into those points
see it as being in their commercial interests to do it.where trains are put together and so on inside
Chairman: Minister, we understand there is goingEngland. Wentloog is a very important freight
to be a vote shortly. We have five questions left.terminal and we are determined to ensure wherever
We will try and get some more questions in but ifwe can we encourage companies to move freight
we do not finish, perhaps we can write to you withfrom road on to rail. If you look at something like
the remaining questions so we do not have to havethe Royal Mail, they are moving in the opposite
you back again.direction, and that is partly an eVect of something

which is very unpalatable in many ways to the rail
lobby, and it is that lorries are becoming very much

Q454 Mr Caton: Network Rail said in theircleaner than they were, they are very eYcient and
memorandum to us that their investment plansthey are very flexible. I am very glad to see that
were dependent on the Rail Regulator determiningcompanies like EWS and Freightliner and GB
their income beyond 2004. Is it sensible to have thisRailFreight and others are now putting a lot of
degree of uncertainty when the Regulator is amoney into how you put trains together, mixed
Government body and, as you have indicated,cargoes and how you try and ensure you can get
Minister, Network Rail has very closethem from Point A to Point B predictably and on
Government ties?time and in the kind of tonnages required. They are
Dr Howells: The Rail Regulator, of course, is andiYcult tasks but I am convinced that it is a re-
independent individual at the moment, a diVerentbirth in many ways of freight on rail.
sort of body in the future, but it is completely
independent of Government. It has a relationship

Q451 Mrs Williams: Are you familiar with the with Government certainly because it has been
situation down the Conwy Valley line with regard created by Government, but it is there to assess the
to the Blaenau Ffestiniog slate waste? economics and the needs of the railway and to
Dr Howells: Yes. make certain recommendations about the amount

of money it feels the industry should have, and
what the access charges ought to be to be paid byQ452 Mrs Williams: That is an example where
the train operating companies to Network Rail. Sothere are these heavy lorries along narrowish roads
the Regulator is a very powerful individual and anin mid-to-north Wales.
independent individual. Of course there will beDr Howells: It is a very important line. I am not
tensions there because he is going to recommendsure of the last estimated cost but I believe it was
that the budget ought to be £X billion, andover £20 million, which is a lot of money of course.
Government has to think about how it is going toIt is moving the waste from the old slate quarrying

industry as base material into Manchester and up fund that, but it is a creative tension.
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Q455 Mr Caton: What has come out very clearly sure you know it, is to have a duty to develop a
national transport strategy for Wales, which seemsfrom this afternoon is that the key to the future is

getting that infrastructure right, and clearly that is entirely sensible to me, as long as it interacts
properly with those transportation networks in theNetwork Rail’s job. Do you not think it might be

useful if there was longer term planning available parts of England which abut Wales. They want
powers to establish regional consortia of localto that organisation rather than the comparative,

it seems to us, quite short period that the Regulator authorities, which is very important too I think,
and we have talked about some of the things whichprovides the resources for?
can be achieved through that like better stations,Dr Howells: The Regulator has a number of
better integrated transportation networks and sodiVerent tasks of course. He has a list of priorities
on. They want enhanced powers to provide capitalwhich he has to work to and he has a duty of course
and revenue support for public transport. That isto look at medium and short term funding as well
something we will have to look at because it wouldas longer term funding. I believe he does that. We
involve quite complicated arrangements with theare working at the moment really for the first time
Strategic Rail Authority and the way in which itanyone can remember on a 10 year plan. That was
allocates at the moment monies for franchises andquite an initiative to take. I believe even the Soviet
various budgets around the country, and also withUnion used to work on five year plans, a ten year
the train operating companies and theirplan is a big decision to make about funding. I
relationship to Network Rail in terms of rail accessknow in all of the negotiations we have had inside
charges and so on. So that is what we are looking atthe Department about funding and about our
carefully. They also want powers to give the SRArelationship with the Treasury, we are looking not
directions and guidance and responsibility forjust at the year 2011 but well beyond that towards
funding the Wales and Borders franchise, and we2020 and 2030. That is quite a heroic thing to do,
are looking at that one. They are seeking a powerif I may say, Mr Caton, because governments do
which is equivalent to that of Scottish Ministers tonot often reap the benefit of those decisions during
give the SRA directions and guidance in respect ofan electoral cycle, and investing in the short term
the Wales and Borders franchise and to fund theI think has been the great problem as far as the rail
franchise, with the provisos that I mentioned aboutnetwork has been concerned in this country. It has
the diVerences between Wales and Scotland. It isbeen a case of giving railways just enough to keep
not rocket science, we ought to be able to getgoing, when often the infrastructure was rotting,
somewhere on that. There is also the thing aboutliterally, instead of thinking about 10 years and
appointing somebody from Wales to the SRA,even 20 years in terms of what kind of
which by the way Scotland does not have despitetransportation system we want in the future.
everybody believing it does have it. I think that is
something we can discuss, and I know Richard

Q456 Mr Williams: I think you have been quoted Bowker is very keen to discuss that with the
as saying that there are “no insuperable problems Assembly as well. They want the power to enter
to transferring the powers of direction and into binding agreements with the SRA. I can see
guidance over the SRA to the Welsh Assembly.” where that aspiration is coming from. It will be a
Perhaps you could tell us what is the extent of diYcult one though, diYcult from both sides really.
powers which could be transferred and perhaps the The relationship we have as a department with the
legislative mechanism for making the transfer. SRA and the overall funding package that is
Dr Howells: As you probably know, the Welsh allocated to the business of the SRA would have
Assembly Government has put forward a number to be looked at very carefully. We have quoted
of proposals to us now which oYcials in our some of the sums, £308 million this year being spent
Department are looking at at the moment. I am on improving transportation, the rail system that
very keen that where we can get the maximum serves Wales, but remember a large part of that,
benefit from the devolution of responsibilities it perhaps £150 million, is spent not in Wales but on
ought to occur. There are, as I hinted right at the the lines either close to Wales or serving Wales, and
beginning, some diYculties with the way in which that is quite a diYcult arrangement which we have
the rail network works in Wales which are rather to examine very carefully. I do not see any of those
diVerent from Scotland. Essentially Scotland, for as insuperable. The Department, not so many years
the most part anyway, has two lines going into it ago, turned down those propositions or said, “We
and two lines coming out of it, whereas in Wales, disagree with them”, but they did not close the door
apart from the Valleys Lines and some of the and I am very keen we should examine them.
specific CardiV, Milford Haven, Fishguard routes,
most of the other lines go into England. For
example, in drawing up the all-Wales franchise, I Q457 Mr Evans: Surely this is the time to close the

door on all of this, because the Welsh Assemblyam sure you are aware that there are stations and
services inside England which will be part of that Government have made a complete shambles of the

National Health Service in Wales. The prospect offranchise—we are extending the borders of Wales
in a kind of imperialist way really—and that does Jane Hutt transferring from Health to Transport

would put the icing on the cake for everybody. Youpresent special diYculties because a lot of those
routes are vital routes for the communities they talk about some of the problems, Minister, the

problem of the cross-border areas, they clearly existserve inside England. What the Assembly
Government is particularly keen to do, and I am within transport, they exist within higher
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education, and whilst at one stage people talked the messages we send out from Westminster have
not really got through on issues like that. I thinkabout transferring those powers as well that seems
there is a very real case to be made for that moreto be dragging on because of the complications
intimate relationship which exists between thewhich exist with the cross-border flow of traYc
communities in Wales and the Welsh Assemblywhich exists within Wales. Is this not the
Government where a lot more impetus can be putopportunity to just close the door on this? By all
into those issues. You made some observationsmeans put somebody from the Welsh Assembly
there which I do not disagree with. We have to haveGovernment or somebody from Wales on the SRA,
an overall perspective as far as these great and vitalby all means do that, but at the same time is it not
highways are concerned, whether they are railwayspossible for them to work to somebody like
or roads. Indeed of course there is anotheryourself to ensure there is proper focus and
perspective which we have not talked about, orattention on what we need for Wales in transport?
only marginally, and that is the EuropeanDr Howells: I will not comment, Mr Evans. I am perspective, because increasingly I find there is no

sure you would not expect me to comment on the part of the business we do where the tentacle of the
observations you have made about the way the European Commission or Brussels is not involved.
Welsh Assembly Government works in Wales. I Mr Evans: I agree.
will say this, if we are to make those incremental Chairman: That seems an appropriate time to stop.
improvements on transportation then there is a Thank you very much for a long session and I am
very real place for decisions being made by the sorry about the delay at the beginning. There are
people who have to use those transportation maybe one or two things we will need to write to
systems. I have expressed my worries on many you about in terms of clarification but we probably
occasions about the lack of drive when it comes to will not have to see you again. Thank you very
encouraging things like cycling and walking in much.
some of the communities in Wales, and in a way

Note from the Department of Transport

I have had a discussion with colleagues in the National Assembly for Wales about what they saw as an
error in the Department’s Memorandum to the Provision of Railway Services in Wales Inquiry. I
understand that the Assembly has raised this matter. This is to inform you that we have advised the
Assembly as set out below, and we do not accept that our Memorandum was incorrect or needs to be
amended.

The Assembly’s query related to paragraph 23 of the Memorandum, which stated that “Rail is generally
reserved to Westminster under the devolution settlement in consequence of the Government of Wales Act
1998. The only statutory rail function carried out by the Assembly is the administration of grants for freight
facilities and track access within the overall freight grants scheme for Great Britain specified by the SRA”.
The Assembly felt that their ability to fund rail investment bymeans of the powers contained in theMinistry
of Transport Act 1919 and section 56 of the Transport Act 1968, which they have used to fundNorth-South
Wales services and investment in stations, ought also to have been mentioned.

The Department has responded to the Assembly as follows:

“I do not think it is necessary to amend ourMemorandum.TheMemorandumwas concernedwith
specific rail powers, the only one of which transferred to the Assembly is that under ss139 and 140
of the Railways Act 1993. The powers under the 1968 Act and the 1919 Act are not specifically
related to rail, although they can be used to fund rail investment. What we were explaining in
paragraph 23 of the memorandumwas that rail in general is the SRA’s responsibility, but that the
Assembly—and not the SRA—has the statutory responsibility for freight grants in Wales. The
powers to fund rail using the 1968 and 1919 Acts apply more generally to transport. They are not
specifically rail functions, although the Welsh Assembly Government does, of course, have an
important role in contributing to rail investment in Wales, as earlier paragraphs of the
memorandum acknowledged (see para 15).”

Denise Rose
Railway Passenger & Freight Services

November 2003
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Supplementary written evidence from the Minister of State, Department of Transport

I gave evidence on 12 November 2003 to the Committee’s Inquiry into the Provision of Railway Services
in Wales. At the hearing I promised to provide further advice on several points. This information is
provided below.

Withdrawal of Virgin CrossCountry”s Swansea–Edinburgh services (Questions 394 and 395)

I was asked whether Ministers approved the derogation from the Passenger Service Requirement (PSR)
that was given to Virgin in 2003, or whether the decision was purely one for the SRA.

The Secretary of State’s directions and guidance to the SRA require it to:

“secure that minimum levels of service remain at least equivalent to those specified in the current
Passenger ServiceRequirements orwhich are otherwise contractual obligations.However, services
should be developed to reflect passenger demand and best use of capacity” (AnnexB, paragraph 5);

“TheAuthority is required, as an equal primary objective, to work with the rail industry to achieve
substantial lasting improvements in performance.” (Paragraph 6.2).

We therefore expect the SRA to seekMinisters’ agreement beforemaking substantive changes to the PSRs
We also expect it to use its expertise and judgement to make rapid decisions about what needs to be done to
facilitate the operation of the railway in passengers’ interests. In the case of the changes to the CrossCountry
timetable, the key issue was restoring, as rapidly as possible, the reliability of the whole network aVected by
the over ambitious CrossCountry service pattern that had been introduced in the autumn of 2002. The SRA
approached Ministers as soon as they were clear that the revised timetable was achievable, and we agreed
that the changes should be made.

NorthWales CoastMain Line (Question 404)

I was asked why funding has not been made available to upgrade the North Wales Coast Line The
Committee explained thatChrisGreen ofVirgin had in his evidence suggested that significant improvements
to the North Wales Coast Line would cost in the region of tens of millions of pounds. I said that I would
try to give the Committee whatever assessment had been made of the cost of improving the line

I am advised by the SRA that it is actively considering the issues on the North Wales coast and
investigating cost eVective line speed increases which may be achievable through modest signal and track
works. No time scales or costs are available as yet. The Authority has first to address deliverability and
planning issues The SRA will consult stakeholders about its proposals as part of the on-going work on the
West Coast Strategy

NorthWales Stations (Question 425)

I was asked whether it was correct that there was an additional £2.5 million available from the Welsh
Assembly, which could attract financing from the SRA, to improve the safety and security of North
Wales stations.

In March 2003 the Welsh Assembly Government announced £2.5 million of funding for a 12-month
programme of improvements at South Wales stations operated by the interim Wales & Borders franchise.
None of the stations in this programme were in North Wales. At the time the North Wales stations formed
part of the First North Western franchise and were soon to transfer ownership to Wales & Borders. It was
considered appropriate to await the transfer of the stations to the new franchisee before entering into
discussions about them.

TheWelshAssemblyGovernment is currentlyworkingwithArrivaTrainsWales to develop a programme
of station and security enhancements at North Wales stations, which it hopes to be in a position to take
forward in 2004–05.

Arriva Trains Wales is chairing a working group of key stakeholders in North Wales, including TAITH
(North Wales Transport Consortium) Local Authority OYcers, the British Transport Police and North
Wales Police, to discuss station security. The remit of the group is to consider stakeholder aspirations and
investigate appropriate sources of funding that could be accessed to deliver an enhancement programme
across the area.

Valley Lines Capacity (Question 449)

The Committee was concerned about the provision of additional capacity on the Valley lines As I said
during the hearing, there have been significant improvements in the frequency of trains on the Valley Lines
in recent years. I also mentioned that Arriva will acquire seven cascaded Class 150 diesel multiple units to
replace the four 30 year old loco-hauled trains, which currently operate on theRhymney branch in the peaks.
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The Class 150s will be capable of being used all day in flexible operation on all parts of the Valleys network
and will increase the number of seats into and out of CardiV at peak times. Introduction of the Class 150s
is expected this December.

The new franchise agreement contains an investment option for a further increase in capacity on the
Valley Lines. The “Valley Lines CrowdingRelief Option”will provide platform lengthening at eight stations
and additional rolling stock for longer trains. The stations are Barry Island, Eastbrook, CardiV Bay, Heath,
Lisvane and Thornhill, Aber, Lanbradach and Bargoed. Implementation of this work will be dependent on
the availability of funding. In addition, I understand that the Standard Pattern Timetable proposed by
Arriva will improve capacity and that the platform extensions at Barry Island and Eastbrook will not be
necessary should that timetable be implemented successfully.

I understand that that lengthening of platforms at five further stations (AbercynonNorth, Penrhiwceiber,
Fernhill, Cwmbach and Aberdare) is proposed as part of the SWIFT (now part of SEWTB—South East
Wales Transport Board) transport strategy.

Dr Kim Howells MP

9 January 2004
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Monday 17 November 2003

Members present:

Mr Martyn Jones, in the Chair

Mr Martin Caton Albert Owen
Julie Morgan Adam Price

Written evidence from the Rail Passengers Committee Wales

The Rail Passengers Committee Wales is pleased to have this further opportunity to comment on the
provision of railway services, and to contribute to this follow-up inquiry into railway services in Wales.
Our response follows your enumeration for ease of reference.

1. Condition of the Rail Network in Wales

The rail network in Wales can generally be described as “tired, run-down and in need of
modernisation”. From London Paddington, authorisation for 125 mph running ends on the approach
to Bristol Parkway and line speeds onwards to Swansea are unexciting. From London Euston, high-
speed (110 mph) running ends at Crewe and, although the North Wales Coast line has been upgraded
for 90 mph in some places, it remains 75 mph in others; all well below the top speed of many trains that
run over it. High Speed Trains (HSTs), Voyagers and Pendolinos are all capable of 125 mph. Short, but
severe, speed restrictions in many places further hinder the desire of passengers for improved journey
times, which will not only compete with, but also beat, the private car. One example of many is the
20-mph permanent restriction a mile east of Carmarthen, where there are concerns over scouring of an
embankment by the river Tywi. With adequate defences against this and monitoring, the restriction could
be lifted.

Performance is far too often adversely aVected by the condition of the infrastructure. Track circuit
failures (signalling) and points failures, combined with temporary speed restrictions, form the major
source of delays. Service levels are generally inadequate; coupled with low journey speeds they prove
unattractive.

The future condition of the rail network in Wales, however, will be determined by the results of a
recent Strategic Rail Authority consultation exercise on the maintenance and renewal strategies for the
rail network. RPC Wales have expressed its reservations at diVerentiating between the various parts of
the rail network. We have, through the response to the Network Outputs Statement and the Interim
Review asked for dialogue about setting appropriate standards for routes. We have questioned whether
it is appropriate to maintain secondary routes to the standard of high-speed lines, for example. It would
be consistent to continue this line of questioning to encourage the industry and safety boards to work
up appropriate standards for routes.

DiVerentiation in Wales must not mean:

— Rural passenger services become even slower.

— Alternative routes are unavailable for diverted services when mainline blockages and
blockades occur.

— Rural routes become unavailable to heavy freight.

— Restoration to freight standard becomes too expensive for the first new freight customer.

The real concern being felt by many in rural and semi-rural areas is that reductions in maintenance
and renewal may well spark a spiral of decline, leading to the closure of those lines. Any further closure
in Wales would cause significant hardship to rail passengers.

Our concern for network condition must also include the provision and type of rolling stock used on
some routes in Wales. This is particularly so on rural routes like the Heart of Wales Line, Wrexham to
Bidston Line, and the Conwy Valley Line. The allocation of just four Class 153 units to these lines acts
as a severe limit to increasing the level of service to cater for the latent passenger demand for rail travel
in the areas which these lines serve. A new franchise oVering only refurbished Class 150s is a wholly
inadequate response to rolling stock needs in Wales. The Rail Passengers Committee Wales additionally
considers that Class 14* Pacers are sub-standard in comfort, speed and safety—replacements should be
procured without delay. Meanwhile, Pacers should not be used on routes shared with high-speed and
heavy freight trains.
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2. Condition of the Signalling Systems

The delay and disruption too often suVered by passengers would seem to imply that the condition of
signalling systems is inadequate on a widespread basis. It would, however, be inappropriate for us to
comment on the condition of signalling systems, as we have no first-hand knowledge of this complex
technology. Network Rail claims that insulation on wiring in Port Talbot signal box is degrading and
requires replacement soon, with Newport and CardiV signal boxes following thereafter for similar reasons.
RPC Wales preferred solution is resignalling rather than mere wiring replacement.

3. Current and Proposed Improvement Schemes for Rail and Stations

As at the date of submission, we are unaware of any current improvement schemes in progress for
rail tracks—itself a sense of concern for the future condition of infrastructure in Wales.

Current

Swansea: is having refurbished toilets (and, hopefully, a re-instated waiting room), plus an improved
car park and bus interchange.

Neath, Port Talbot, CardiV Central (Valley Lines platforms) and Newport: are also having
refurbished toilets.

Newtown: Improved vehicle access, including a bus lane, is being provided.

Abergavenny: will see the station manned for longer each day from 0500 to 2300 along with
refurbishment of the waiting room and improvement to the toilets.

Llandrindod: A new disabled accessible footbridge is being installed.

Heart of Wales line: Mains powered platform lights are being installed at certain stations to replace
previous solar-powered lights (These are still functional, but safety legislation has unfortunately prompted
their premature removal).

Valley Lines stations: New platform shelters have recently been installed at several Valley Lines
stations.

(The Committee is very conscious that the cost of some improvement schemes has been very high
because of the need to take account of requirements imposed by new safety legislation.)

In North Wales, very slow progress is being made, through partnerships, to improve facilities at Bangor
and Holyhead. On-site delivery is now urgent to meet the start date of the new Virgin services in
September 2004, especially the provision of extra car-parking and bus interchange at Bangor. Similar
partnership schemes need to follow at Llandudno and Colwyn Bay. In fairness many of the problems
at some North Wales stations are of a social nature and not rail-specific—giving rise to worries about the
constraints and resources within which the British Transport Police has worked, and continues to operate.

Proposals

Proposed improvement schemes for rail lines which are considered necessary by RPC Wales include:

(a) Re-introduction of scheduled passenger services on the Vale of Glamorgan Line, including new
stations at Rhoose (for CardiV International Airport) and Llantwit Major.

(b) Re-introduction of passenger services on the Ebbw Vale line to and from both CardiV Central
and Newport, including new stations and passing loops.

(c) Provision of additional capacity on the Cambrian Main Line (localised doubling between Dovey
Junction and Machynlleth plus additional passing loops elsewhere) to allow an hourly service
to/from Aberystwyth, plus a re-opened station at Carno.

(d) Provision of a mid-tunnel signal in the Severn Tunnel, to eVectively double its capacity for
passenger services—by safely allowing trains to follow one another more closely—and also to
reduce delay and disruption.

(e) Reinstatement of double track between Cockett and Loughor on the line from Swansea to
Carmarthen and West Wales.

(f) Improved and additional tracks between Landore West and East and Swansea High Street to
reduce conflicting moves and enhance running speeds and operational flexibility.

(g) Elimination of long signalling sections on the Marches line north of Abergavenny, to increase
capacity and punctuality.

(h) An east facing curve from the Heart of Wales line towards Swansea, eliminating the reversal
at Llanelli and oVering faster journey times for commuters.
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(i) Re-opening of Swansea District Line for regular passenger services, giving 30 minute faster
journey times between West Wales and CardiV/London—especially for early-morning arrivals
at CardiV, and late-afternoon returns from CardiV, also for Fishguard Harbour boat trains and,
in due course, to serve new stations at Llandarcy, Morriston and Swansea (Felindre) Parkway.

(j) Elimination of the single-lead junction at Crewe Gresty Lane which creates delays in both
directions on the approach from Shrewsbury and in Crewe station.

(k) Re-doubling of Wrexham-Chester line, to reduce adverse eVect of late running services and to
allow more frequent future services.

(l) Level-crossing safety enhancement eg Llanbadarn footbridge near Aberystwyth, automatic
barriers at Traeth Mawr, Porthmadog, and at presently ungated crossings on the Whitland to
Pembroke Line.

RPC Wales looks forward keenly to the Vale of Glamorgan and Ebbw Vale re-openings but does not
consider these to represent the total potential for eVective and beneficial re-openings in Wales. RPCWales
has drafted a further ten-year programme for consideration for the longer term.

Proposed improvement schemes for stations considered necessary by the Rail Passengers Committee
Wales include:

(i) Re-instatement of Platform 4 at CardiV Queen Street, to eliminate bottlenecks.

(ii) Additional car parking at Bangor on the site of the former goods yard, plus integrated facilities
for buses, taxis, etc.

(iii) Provision of disabled access to the southbound platform at Abergavenny, plus a bus/rail
interchange.

(iv) Development of Holyhead station into a full and eVective multi-modal interchange.

(v) Re-instatement of Travel Centre and platform buVets at CardiV Central.

(vi) Development of Carmarthen into an attractive bus/rail interchange.

(vii) Complete refurbishment of Prestatyn station.

(viii) Development of Severn Tunnel Junction as a Park and Ride station.

(ix) Development of a modern, fit for purpose bus/rail interchange at Llandudno.

(x) Re-instatement of third platform at Pontypridd—for cross-platform connections, more frequent
services and reduced knock-on delays.

(xi) Development at Bridgend of a bus/rail interchange plus radically improved access to the Up
and Vale of Glamorgan platforms.

All of these, and follow-up comments to Questions 1 and 2, spell out the need for greater investment
in the Welsh rail network. However, such investment has to be accompanied by checks and balances to
ensure that it secures benefits for passengers and fosters the development of a totally integrated transport
system for the Principality.

4. Problem Areas and Pinchpoints In and Outside Wales

Pinchpoints and areas where network capacity is constrained, adversely aVecting both train
performance and the rail network’s ability to cope with increased demand, include:

(a) Single line between Wrexham and Chester (Saltney Junction), which constrains capacity, leads
to late-running trains delaying other services, and rules out both more frequent and, apparently,
new North Wales to Birmingham and South Wales services.

(b) Single-lead junction on approach to Crewe from Shrewsbury—impacting on journeys made
between North and South Wales where passengers have to change trains at Crewe. Additionally,
infrastructure constraints at the north end of Crewe station seriously inhibit the likelihood of
the introduction of direct services between North Wales and Manchester Airport in the
foreseeable future.

(c) InsuYcient passing loops on the Cambrian main line to allow hourly Aberystwyth services and
quick recovery from late-running services.

(d) Single track between Cockett and Loughor on the West Wales route between Swansea and
Llanelli, which constrains capacity and leads to late-running trains delaying other services and
rules out more frequent services.

(e) Single-lead junction from West Wales at Landore and reverse working shared with Swansea-
CardiV-Paddington services into Swansea High Street, causing much delay and disruption,
(especially in conjunction with (d)).

(f) Single-lead junction at Bridgend requiring reverse working through the “down platform” to
access the Vale of Glamorgan, causing delay and disruption of Maesteg, Swansea and West
Wales services.
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(g) Inadequate platform capacity at CardiV Queen Street station.

(h) Four open level crossings on Pembroke Dock line, extending journey times, as trains need to
“stop and hoot”.

(i) No direct access from Heart of Wales line to Swansea; (trains reverse at Llanelli and double
back).

(j) Unnecessary long-term speed restrictions on Heart of Wales line eg Cwmbach Bridge over A470,
Glanrhyd Bridge, etc.

(k) Inadequate capacity at Birmingham New Street station, leading to Virgin Cross Country
services to/from South Wales being severely cut back.

(l) Long signalling sections on Anglesey, restricting the number of trains which can be run across
the island in any hour and leading to late-running trains delaying other services.

(m) Relatively low maximum speeds between Shrewsbury and Chester.

5. How has Network Rail Changed theWay it Operates Particularly inWales Since the Demise
of Railtrack?

Little has changed. No maintenance contracts have been brought “in-house”, as they have in some
parts of England. No major blockades for maintenance have occurred. A Regional Manager has been
appointed in South Wales, to allow some decisions to be made locally rather than in Swindon. It has
been made clear that Network Rail will concentrate on maintenance and renewal; enhancement schemes
will be sponsored and controlled by the SRA.

RPC Wales remains of the opinion that a separate Network Rail Zone, in a similar manner to Scotland
would benefit the Principality. This will increase accountability and reduce the likelihood of issues in the
Thames Valley or the West of England diverting resources from rail enhancements in Wales. Following
the transfer of the former Midlands Zone in Wales to Great Western Zone at Swindon, the next move
should be the transfer of North Wales routes to the Western Zone.

There is a view that Network Rail does require some time to improve its operation and deal with the
inheritance aVorded to it by Railtrack—but the transition should not be open-ended and indefinite. An
all-Wales Zone within three years must be the goal.

6. The Condition and Repair Programme for the Severn Tunnel

This is another question the Committee is not best placed to answer. It is impossible to view and assess
the tunnel or track from passing trains. Also, crucial drainage adits, pumps and fans are out of sight.

The repair (more accurately, maintenance) programme for the tunnel sees it closed on some weekends,
particularly in the winter, with trains diverted via Gloucester. This generally gives a reasonable balance
between productivity and passenger inconvenience, which is tolerable for short periods but remains wholly
unsuitable on many of the major sporting occasions at the Millennium Stadium.

A second Severn crossing should be planned in the long term. Options suitable for strategic feasibility
study include:

— Light rail on the Second Severn (Road) Crossing.

— A dedicated rail bridge.

— A new sub-parallel tunnel.

— Across a future tidal Severn barrage.

All options should be considered in conjunction with provision of a new high-speed Europe-South
Wales route and possible Severn-side international airport.

The Rail Passengers Committee Wales considers that no review of the Severn Tunnel would be
complete without confirmation that all recommendations of the Inquiry into the Severn Tunnel accident
on 7 December 1991 have been carried out fully and satisfactorily.

7. Consultation and Working Relations with the SRA, Network Rail, TOCs and Welsh
Assembly Government

Strategic Rail Authority

The relationship between the Committee and the Strategic Rail Authority (SRA) continues to be
“arm’s-length”. Although the Committee is financially sponsored by the SRA, the RPC fiercely protects
its independence and (rightly) protests when the SRA makes decisions that adversely aVect passengers
in Wales. Recently, consultation has been poor or negligible on some major issues (eg loss of Passenger
Service Requirement (PSR—protected Cross Country services between CardiV and Swansea); the SRA
has explained this was due to the need to make decisions quickly. We have made the case on a number
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of occasions of the importance for the Rail Passengers Committee Wales and our colleagues in England
and Scotland to be properly consulted at an early stage in the various processes (on cuts in services for
example). However, positive and productive informal discussions took place during Richard Bowker’s
visit to North Wales during the Summer 2003.

Train Operating Companies and Network Rail

Consultation and working relations with the TOCs and Network Rail are generally good, with our
representations being noted by the various companies and acted upon in many cases. First Great Western
has changed considerably since control of South Wales stations passed to Wales & Borders and the RPC
investigation into their services there is now a marked willingness to listen and engage with customers.
Wales & Borders has a positive approach and has done well improving performance and on-train quality
on the Cambrian lines. Wales & Borders’ introduction of bi-lingual on-line information to rural stations
in South and West Wales has been warmly welcomed, also its extension to the Marches and Mid Wales.
It must be completed across North Wales as soon as practicable.

First North Western was belatedly willing to listen, but consistently reluctant to spend money in its
North Wales area of operation especially once the company knew that it would be losing it in September
2003 to Wales & Borders. This is sadly reflected in the dilapidated condition of many stations.

Virgin Trains have a positive approach to growth and a genuine wish to increase services to/from
Wales, subject to support by the SRA. We have, however, recently advised them that we expect to see
higher standards of operational performance (eg we do not expect North Wales services to be primary
casualties whenever there are problems on the West Coast Main line).

Central Trains give us concern; the quality of service on the CardiV–Birmingham route is poor, with
unsuitable trains and a trolley catering service that is erratic in its provision. We have major worries as
to the company’s suitability as sole operator on this route from October 2003. The Rail Passengers
Committee Wales would welcome competition and choice by alternate services being operated by Wales
& Borders, as was the case until the new timetable came into force on 28 September 2003.

Welsh Assembly Government and Local Government

The Welsh Assembly Government has a very positive attitude towards promoting public transport in
Wales and recognises it as a key factor in addressing social exclusion and bringing people to jobs. The
Committee is represented on the Welsh Transport Forum and several other major bodies. It had an
excellent working relationship with the former Minister for Transport and the Environment (Sue Essex)
and is developing a similar bond with the Minister for Economic Development and Transport (Andrew
Davies). We consider that it will be mutually beneficial to maintain a constructive dialogue on a regular,
formalised basis in the future.

RPC Wales also works closely with local government in Wales; we are very pleased to be represented
on the Transport Forum groupings across Wales and to comment constructively on their Local
Transport Plans.

In conclusion, RPCWales considers that, modest but sustained investment in tracks, signalling, stations
and rolling stock, combined with simple but eVective reorganisation are needed to deliver essential
improvements in rail services in Wales to which passengers will respond and support in ever increasing
numbers—all to the considerable benefit of Welsh life, economy and environment in every respect.

RPC Wales would be pleased to provide additional information and substantiation on any issue the
Welsh AVairs Committee requests.

Clive G Williams
Secretary

9 October 2003
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Witnesses: Mr Paul Harley, Chairman, Mr Andrew Goodwin, Deputy Chairman, and Mr Clive Williams,
Secretary, Rail Passengers’ Committee Wales, examined.

Q458 Chairman: Welcome, Mr Harley, to our the bidding companies has put forward. The SRA
view, which we understand from the evidence thatinquiry into rail services in Wales. For the record,

would you and your colleagues introduce Richard Bowker put forward, was that they would
publish the list of criteria and then the companiesyourselves?

Mr Harley: I am Paul Harley. I chair the Rail would just work to that set of criteria. But that
almost leads to the question that if you publish thePassengers’ CommitteeWales and I live inNewport.

On my right is Andrew Goodwin, the Deputy criteria, that is exactly what you want; and if you
publish the SRA’s criteria on which they made aChairman, who lives in Llamfair Pwll, Anglesey. On

my left is Clive Williams, Secretary, who lives in decision, companies wouldwork to that criteria, and
that would be a good thing because they wouldSwansea.
know what was required and they would then be
able to tell you how much it was going to cost toQ459 Chairman: We will get straight on to the
provide that. We are concerned that it is not goingfranchising process. What was your role in the
to cost any less to do it that way.process of the award of the Wales and Borders

franchise?
Mr Goodwin: We played a very proactive role, Mr Q464 Albert Owen: You said you put forward a
Chairman.We issued a document entitledRail Users document to the SRA. Did you mention what you
Must Have Better Services which set out a wish-list think should be the criteria that the SRA should
of what passengers wanted out of the franchise. I adhere to? Did you ask what the scoring systemwas?
should emphasise that this wish-list was issued two Did you inquire?
or three years ago now, because the franchising Mr Harley: We were not even aware at that stage
process has been a very long, drawn-out aVair. As that there would be a scoring system, Mr Owen.
you can expect, given the financial state of the What we set out in plain language was the fact that
railways and the Strategic Rail Authority, it is passengers wanted the trains to run on time. In fact,
regrettable that very, very few of our aspirations they wanted them to run in the first place, ie, very,
have yet been met. very few cancellations and for trains to run

punctually. They also wanted better connections
because Wales is very dependent on trainQ460 Chairman: I was going to ask you whether
connections at places like Carmarthen, Swansea,you felt that what you had asked for had been
Newport, Shrewsbury, Llandudno Junction and sogranted, but you do not feel that it has.
forth. We basically set out in plain English whatMr Harley:No, we do not at all. For example, there
passengers had been telling us. Also, we are theare no new trains at the moment in the 15-year
people who handle complaints from passengersfranchise. I note what the Strategic Rail Authority
when they have not been satisfied by the responsesays, which is that over the period of a 15-year
from the train operating companies, and we havefranchise things could change; so there is always the
borne those comments in mind as well.hope that perhaps in five or ten years’ time there

might be further investment in the railways ofWales,
but at the moment we are still waiting. Q465 Albert Owen: You will be aware that there

was a reduction in grants to the SRA of some £312
Q461 Albert Owen: Do you believe the SRA’s million. Has this reduction, in your opinion, had any
scoring system is a reasonable basis on which to impact on the Wales and Borders franchise?
award the franchise for the Wales and Borders Mr Harley: This is more speculation than a straight
service? answer, but I am convinced that it has. If the
Mr Williams: We consider that the franchising franchise had been awarded this time last year, or the
process has not been a very transparent one. equivalent time last year, then for example I do not
Nobody outside of the key SRA staV involved in this think the SRA would have been asking the bidders
process knows how these decisions were made. to quote, amongst other things, a 10 and 20%

reduction in subsidies. Had the franchise been
awarded fairly rapidly right at the outset, I sincerelyQ462 Albert Owen: So you had no input.
believe, Mr Owen, that we would have had a muchMr Williams:We had no input.
better railway system inWales because the bidders at
that stage were oVering an integrated transportQ463 Albert Owen: You do not know what the
system across Wales, for example provision of a busbases were, or the outputs.
between Aberystwyth and Carmarthen thatMr Williams: Our understanding is that the SRA
connected into the trains at Carmarthen. They werewill not share the scoring system with anybody
giving the whole package. It would have cost a lot inexcept itself. Indeed, from the evidence you had
subsidy, but at that time the SRA had the money. Itfrom the Minister of State, Dr Kim Howells, he did
is unfortunate that the West Coast Main Linenot appear to know what the scoring system was
upgrade has drained the SRA’s financial resources.when he was asked questions by the Committee. It

would appear that the Department for Transport
has little idea as to how the decisions were made Q466 Albert Owen: That was very straightforward.

Thank you for that. Mr Cameron of Arriva Trainsconcerning the scoring system. We believe that this
is not the right way to go about the franchising told the Committee that the SRA “were not looking

for considerable enhancements at all”. Whatprocess. We do not, for example, know what each of
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enhancements would you have liked to see included? are an out-and-out disgrace. Station-wise, they are
gateways not only to Chester and Shrewsbury but toYou mentioned the bus, and said that it is

speculative what others would have done. north and mid Wales respectively. They are terrible
places to have to spend half an hour or an hour, asMr Goodwin:There are a lot of thingswewould have

liked to see. For example, in major parts of Wales people very often do on their journeys. I think that
stations need to be pushed right up the agenda, in allthe Sunday service, especially Sunday mornings, is

quite derisory, bearing in mind the demands of sorts of ways.
modern life and the fact that a lot of people have to
work on Sunday. Also, people want to take Q469 Albert Owen: You have concentrated on the
advantage of leisure opportunities to move around north, and I see that the Daily Post is here with us
Wales. We want people to come into Wales. We are today, but their campaign for safe stations is very
terribly dependent on tourism throughout Wales, important as well, and a matter that has not been
especially the north, mid Wales and the west. It is raised by any of the witnesses we have had in front
quite a challenge for anybody who wants to use of us. The importance of safety is something else that
transport to come fromManchester or Birmingham should be looked at and is not something that can
for a day in Snowdonia or whatever. There are all wait 15 years in some stations.
sorts of things we would like to see as part of the Mr Harley: I am very surprised it has not been raised
franchise or aligned to the franchise. There are a lot before; that is astonishing really. When people talk
of investment situations we would like to see about safety on the railways, it is always assumed
rectified, but there are an awful lot of problems on they are talking about rail accidents and so on;
the rail network at the moment that could be solved however, to most passengers, safety means personal
by relatively small bits of investment. One thing we security—ladies alone at night, or people who are
have been campaigning for is enhanced signalling in vulnerable. The incident at Prestatyn was dreadful.
the Severn Tunnel, to improve the frequency of Mr Goodwin: If I may add, Chairman, we in north
trains on that route. There are various places where Wales are extremely concerned about the strength of
we would like to see better laid-out junctions. At British Transport Police. We understand that there
Crewe, for example—although not in Wales—the are about 65 British Transport Police oYcers based
junction for trains going to Shrewsbury and south in Wales, of whom only four or five are based in
Wales is a single-lead junction. A relatively small north Wales. They have to cover not only the North
amount of money could double that junction and WalesMain Line, but they also have to cover a large
greatly improve operational flexibility. We would part of the Cambrian line.We find that that is a very,
like to see reinstatement of platform 4 at CardiV very unsatisfactory state of aVairs, if we are to
Queen Street to eliminate bottlenecks. We are spearhead eVorts by all concerned to improve safety
working very hard to try to get improvements at and security on our stations.
Holyhead and Bangor. Although they are on the
way, there does not appear to be anything laid down

Q470 JulieMorgan:As aMember of Parliament forin the franchise; it is all having to come from external
CardiV, I am obviously concerned about CardiVfunds and sources.
Station, and the fact that it is a first impression on
entering the capital of Wales. You mentioned the

Q467 Albert Owen: You mentioned a few stations. lack of proper signage. I wondered if you had any
Mr Williams was reading the text of evidence given concerns about the lack of integration with the bus
by previous witnesses to this Committee. Are you station, the fact that you do not know where to go
aware that Arriva also told us that they had no real when you want to take a taxi, and the fact that it is
plans over the 15-year period, and that they were not clear what is happening at the back of the
looking at possibly one station a year? station. I wondered whether these issues are amatter
Mr Goodwin: Yes. of concern to you, and alsowhat we have seen for the

£12 million that was spent on the station. I do have
a lot of concerns about this.Q468 Albert Owen: How do you react to that?

Mr Goodwin:We have read that. We see stations as Mr Harley: Absolutely, Ms Morgan. You have hit
the nail on the head there. A lot of money has beena major issue for Wales. Certainly in north Wales it

is a very serious issue. Improvements to stations are spent on the station, andmuch of it, I feel, ladies and
gentlemen, was directed at improving capacity indesperately needed, but not just in north Wales.

Arriva said they had done a survey as part of their handling events at the Millennium Stadium;
therefore, ordinary day-to-day passengers have notpreparations for the franchise, and I think they said

they were planning to do a further survey once they benefited that much from it. We are extremely
concerned, for example, that there is still no traveltook over. We would like to see some timescales on

this and some actual delivery of improvements. To centre at the station. It is a European capital, and all
you have is a booking oYce. I remember that yearstake an example, Llandudno Station is dreadful.

When we think of what an asset Llandudno is as a ago you used to be able to go into the travel centre
and book European tickets. You cannot do that anyresort, not just for north Wales but the whole of

Wales, it is terrible. I do not think CardiV Central is more; it is ridiculous.We also bemoan the loss of the
buVets on the platforms. There was a buVet on eachanything to jump up and down about. It has

improved to an extent, but there are problems with island platform until a few years ago and now there
is not. The toilets there need further refurbishment,signage and so forth. The Borders stations are very

important to Wales, and Shrewsbury and Chester and the ticket barrier is not that ideal. You get
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people backing up to get through if there are not I would say they have approved the criteria under
which the scores were assessed—and would say,enough staV on there, for example.We are very, very

keen to see proper integrated transport right around “okay, but that needs changing there; and let us do
more about social exclusion”; or “we would likeWales. One or two places have got good amenities,

and I draw your attention to the Caerphilly emphasis on access for the disabled”. To the best of
my knowledge of this scoring system—and myinterchange, which is an excellent example of how

bus and rail can integrate together. CardiV still has knowledge is very limited—there has been no such
feedback or input into the process.not got it right. It is partly territorial, because part

of the land outside the station is owned by Network
Rail and another part by the City Council; and Q475 Chairman:We think it is odd as well.
because nobody is in overall charge of that area, Mr Goodwin: The whole of the franchising process
there is nobody there at the moment to take the lead has been long and drawn-out since it started. We
and bring all the parties together, including the have had the impression—and there are good
passengers and theWelshAssemblyGovernment, to reasons for this being the case—that the whole thing
agree a way forward for it. has been made up in stages as we have gone along,

and we have been told various completion dates
Q471 Julie Morgan: You agree that there ought to which have been put back, put back and put back.
be an overall plan for the bus station and the station. There have been various changes in policy and
Mr Harley:We totally agree, yes. outlook. One has had the feeling that there has been

a piecemeal approach. Of course, it has been a very
diYcult time for the industry, so to some extent thereQ472 Julie Morgan: It would make a huge change

to CardiV Station. are probably very good reasons for it; but it does
seem to have been a very convoluted process.Mr Harley: Indeed.

Mr Williams: Chairman, this Committee last year
flagged up the need for eVective integrated transport Q476 Mr Caton: I am going to ask a Back to the
at CardiV. It beggars belief that for the capital of a Future question about the previous track record, but
European country there should be such a piecemeal before doing so, and while we are considering the
approach. If you look at the signing arrangements at franchise, it is always implicit but I would like to put
CardiV, for people coming into CardiV for the first this to you: do you believe that the franchise
time they are not very informative. We had success requirements should have included a rolling
in terms of the barrier between the bus station and programme of station improvements?We know that
CardiV railway station being broken down; and it that was not included.
was like removal of the Berlin Wall. Mr Goodwin: It is our view that there should be a

mini strategic programme for every single station,
Q473 Julie Morgan: You still do not know where even for unstaVed stations, and even if the strategic
to go. programme is to say “everything is fine at the
Mr Williams: People can walk from the railway moment”. I do not think there are many where we
station into the bus station. In terms of eVective would be able to say that actually. We, as a
provision of information and signage, it does not committee, certainly have been very concerned
cost a great deal of money. It is sadly lacking, and about stations for a long time—this is not something
there is a need for a partnership approach between we have thought of in the last few minutes. The
the Welsh Assembly Governments, the bus security implications and all kinds of things could be
operator, the rail operator and the local authority. done at quite small expense. There are numerous
The local authority needs to bemuchmore proactive examples where there will be a railway station where
in dealing with these issues which can make such a the buses which pass a quarter of a mile down the
diVerence. road could easily be diverted, in order to improve
Mr Harley: We travelled to this meeting today on integration. We feel that there needs to be a strategy
the Bay Express, which is an excellent service linking for every station, with timescales for implementing
the central area with the Bay; but there is no stage one, stage two, and so forth. We certainly feel
publicity to tell people arriving at CardiV, that stations have been very much neglected. Sadly,
particularly strangers, that it exists. until now, as far as we can tell, in the franchising
Mr Goodwin: Or that they can use their rail tickets process they are being neglected.
on the bus. Mr Williams: In north Wales we have been very

concerned about the lack of development on
stations. When First North Western hadQ474 Chairman:Can I return to the scoring system,

Mr Harley? Do you not think it is odd that the responsibility for stations in north Wales, they were
not very proactive on the RPP front (Rail PassengerDepartment of Transport are unaware of the scoring

system that the SRA uses? Partnership), which was a significant fund that the
Strategic Rail Authority administered very much onMr Harley: Yes, is the straight answer; I am

completely bemused by that because the SRA is a first-come, first-served basis, in association with
the train operators, local government and theWelsheVectively accountable to the Department of

Transport in relation to the money it spends and Assembly Government. There have been some RPP
schemes in other parts ofWales, but northWales hasgetting value for money from that. I would have

thought that, of all agencies, the Department would been very seriously neglected. We have supported
the Daily Post’s campaign to focus on the needs ofknowwhat the SRAwas doing—and to some degree
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stations in north Wales, and we have been very north and south Wales. They seem keen to do what
they can for the passenger, providing they have theencouraged indeed by Chris Ruane’s initiatives in

the Prestatyn area and other localities, in association funding to do it. That is the key.
with other of his parliamentary colleagues to try to
get a sea change in provision in stations in north

Q478 Mr Caton:What prompted the question, MrWales.
Harley, was the Transport Select Committee’s
report of January 2002, which painted Arriva in a
bad light at that time. It accused them of poorQ477 Mr Caton: What views have your colleagues
performance. That is nearly two years ago now.in the Rail Passengers’ Committee in northern
Mr Harley: That was around the time they had theEngland formed of Arriva Trains’ performance in
driver shortages; and when you have a driverMerseyside and north of England?
shortage, trains get cancelled or the train arrives,Mr Harley: The two committees concerned, the
say, in Leeds Station and then does not have a crewNorth-Western England Committee and the North-
to take it forward so the passengers just sit there onEastern Committee speak fairly well of Arriva. They
the train, waiting for a driver to turn up. It must havedo have a chequered history, you are quite right, Mr
been extremely frustrating. It is a sad indictment ofCaton; but it is tempered to some degree in so far as
the privatisation that was foisted upon us by athey took over two franchises that were failing. They
previous government that this sort of thing wastook over the Merseyrail franchise, which had
allowed to happen.previously been owned by Mersey Travel Limited, a

management buy-out of what used to beMerseyside
Buses, and they also took over what was then called Q479 Mr Caton:Moving on to the Arriva franchise
Northern Spirit, which was basically a northern that they won in Wales, they proposed a clock face
franchise with Trans-Pennine within it. Both were timetable. What are the benefits to be derived from
failing. Merseyrail was performing very badly, and this, and will it improve the interchange say at
the Northern Spirit—now called Arriva Trains CardiV and Shrewsbury, or can only one end
Northern—had a severe driver shortage. They were benefit?
not paying their drivers enough to persuade them to Mr Harley: We have debated this among ourselves
remain with the company. Other operators, several times. It is a very diYcult one to judge. Train
particularly freight operators, were poaching times at Newport are to a certain degree fixed by the
drivers. It was not just this company that suVered timing of the First Great Western services, because
that; Wales and Borders did, and numerous others. Newport is an important interchange for passengers
The freight company does not train its own drivers heading to Hereford and stations north. At the same
but prefers to poach them oV of passenger operators. time, as my colleague has explained, the times at
Arriva turned around those companies quite well. It Crewe are fixed, to a certain degree, in so far as they
took an awful long time to do it, and during that need to connect into services to north Wales and
time they naturally got a bit of flack from the Scotland, and so on. There will be a big challenge
passengers, quite rightly, because things were not there for Arriva to run a clock-face timetable, and
progressing very quickly. We have to bear in mind make the trains fit in at almost every interchange en
that it takes twelve to nine months to properly train route. We are certainly hoping that for Shrewsbury
a driver. More recently, as I am sure you are aware, there will be better connections between southWales
they have had quite an acrimonious dispute with the and mid Wales. At the moment, you can arrive at
RMT over payment of wages to guards or Shrewsbury and wait quite some time for a train
conductors in north-east England. The RMT forward to Aberystwyth. It makes going by car very
wanted a similar increase for their members as the attractive at the moment. It will be quite a challenge
drivers had received; but the SRA basically said to for them because they have also got to fight for paths
Arriva Trains Northern, “Do not pay it; we cannot with freight operators, and down here in south
aVord it; it would open the floodgates because other Wales, with First Great Western services and up in
conductors in other train operating companies north Wales they have got to get through Crewe,
would want the same sort of increase. There was a with all the Virgin services. We think the benefits of
stand-oV for some time, which gradually wore the a clock-face timetable are very real for passengers.
members down. I think there is still a little bit of bad They know that at a certain number of minutes past
feeling, certainly in that part of the country. Arriva, each hour there will be a train to a certain
which currently runsMerseyrail, lost it to a joint bid destination. There is already such a clock-based
from Serco and NedRail, the Dutch railway timetable of course between CardiV and London,
operator. Very recently, they have lost Trans- Paddington; and eVectively Swansea and London,
Pennine to a First Kéolis bid. So at the moment they Paddington. The feedback from passengers, and our
are losing franchises in the north, but they have the opinion, is that it works well. They know that when
Welsh franchise. Our personal opinion, as a the trains run on time there will always be this train
committee, is that we welcome them with a clean at that time.
sheet. They have done nothing wrong in Wales,
railway-wise. It is a new operator which seems to
show good promise, given the limited amount of Q480 Mr Caton: This is going to be a diYcult

question, bearing in mind what you have alreadymoney it has from the SRA. They also promise some
improvements, such as improved services between said about the lack of transparency in the franchise
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process, but have you been able to identify at all Mr Goodwin: Yes, very much so.
what Arriva had to oVer that the other bidders did
not? Q483 Julie Morgan: I am sure you are aware of the
Mr Williams: Our understanding, again from the large number of people that pour down into the
evidence that Chris Austin of the Strategic Rail centre of CardiV on the Valley Lines, both from my
Authority gave to the Select Committee, was the constituency and from my constituency. The
clock face timetable. It begs a number of questions percentage has increased by up to 30% of peak-time
about the state of the infrastructure in Wales and traYc. However, there does not seem to be any
Network Rail’s ability to make that provision a additional capacity in the franchise other than the
reality. We also ask the question: what was the role seven pacer sets to replace loco-hauled stock. How
of the existing franchisee, Wales and Borders, and will this aVect capacity on the line? What are the
their experienced railwaymanagers, and their ability implications of this for capacity on Valley Lines?
to provide a clock-face timetable in other parts of This is an area where people want to use trains. How
Wales that currently do not enjoy that facility. These do you think the new franchise will address the fact
are some of the questions that the cynics and critics that too many people want to use the trains?
are asking. I would hope that when Arriva Trains Mr Harley: Valley Lines, I think, is one of the
were developing their proposals for this concept of successes of railways inWales over the last few years.
the clock-face timetable, that submission had It is clear that by giving people a frequent service and
clearance from Network Rail, because that is improving access to stations, Valley Lines have done
absolutely crucial. They have to give the acceptance a lot in a holistic approach to the station
for those timetable proposals to take eVect. environment. They have brought more and more
Mr Goodwin:Another point that was put forward to people on board. In addition, they have kept fares
me, in an oV-the-cuV way, by a member of the down, which is important, given the financial
SRA—and I do not think there was any great secret circumstances of many communities in the valleys.
about it—was that Arriva Trains’ stakeholder You are quite right, Ms Morgan, that a number of
relations programme was excellent, and that that services in the morning peak are absolutely jam-
surpassed those of the other bidders. packed.We have hadmany reports of people unable

to get on services travelling from Pontypridd to
CardiV at LlandaVf station. There is just no roomonQ481 Chairman: You will probably be aware,
the train. We feel absolutely astonished that in thealthough it is to do with bus services, that Arriva’s
franchise announcement there was the revelationTransCambrian bus service was on the grounds of
that seven Sprinter units were coming to Arrivaunprofitability. Do you think that has anything to
TrainsWales, but then when you read the rest of thesay about their attitude to train services?
announcement, it said that they were to replace theMr Williams: That is a very worrying development
loco-hauled trains on the Rumney line. We have noindeed. For many passengers, particularly in the
objection to more modern trains replacing oldercontext of social inclusion and for those in mid ones, but at the moment we feel that, given theWales who enjoy a less than generous provision, it capacity problems on the valleys, these trains mustsounds like a very worrying message indeed. People augment the fleet, not replace it. This is whollywill wonder if it will set a precedent for the eYcacy of wrong. We will be taking that up with Arriva Trains

the railway timetable that they are going to provide Wales once they get their feet under the table, andwe
during the next 15 years of franchise. hope to be able to persuade them to keep the loco-
Mr Goodwin:Chairman, that also leads to us having hauled running.
concerns about the future of some of the rural lines
within Wales—the Heart of Wales, for example,

Q484 Julie Morgan: They are not going to makeConwyValley/Wrexham/Bidston line. They are very
any additional capacity, as it stands.much rural routes and appear to have only minimal
Mr Harley: At the moment, no, you are quite right;provision in terms of rolling stock.We are very, very
there is no additional capacity for Valley Lines at theconcerned about those. There does not seem to be
moment. I would like to praise the work of SWIFT,any back-up if there were a breakdown at Betwys-
if I may, the consortium of Valley Lines, localCoed. There is no back-up train that can be sent, as
authorities and theWelsh AssemblyGovernment, inthe trains are serviced in CardiV Canton depot. We
terms of improving the service down the valley.do worry about those rural lines, which are very
From September, the Aberdare line acquired a half-important and are lifelines to communities. In the
hourly service for most of the day. I think that hasHeart of Wales, for example, if it could have a better
been long-awaited and will bring even more peopleservice, say every two hours, it could become much
on to the trains. It will further reduce socialmore viable.We really do not know.Arrivamight be
exclusion. Although senior citizens welcome theirmarvellous and might be very imaginative and
free bus travel, we have had reports of services notinnovative, providing links with bus services to
running too reliably in certain places. In any case, byenhance the use of the route; but at the moment we
the time they get down to CardiV an hour has gone;have to wait and see. However, it is appropriate that
the train is much faster and much more convenientwe voice a degree of concern about those rural lines.
for them. Many would prefer to pay with a senior’s
rail card. Valley Lines are very considerate and oVer

Q482 Chairman: No doubt your committee will be reduced fares for senior citizens oV-peak. They
would much rather to pay to travel on the train thankeeping an eye on that.
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have a free ride on the bus. Capacity-wise, however, However, the SRA states that that merely reflects
maintenance levels in respect of use and speed. Doit desperately needs new trains. There are other

places in Wales which need similar units, for you agree with that?
example between Shrewsbury and Aberystwyth Mr Goodwin: The concern that I expressed a few
where there are regular reports of overcrowding. minutes ago was more over resourcing in terms of
There is a train every two hours, and with the rolling stock. There could be a strong case put for
university down the end of the line, at certain times, maintenance levels to be less on certain lines.
particularly on Fridays when students might go Obviously, a line with trains going at 50 miles per
home or visit friends and relatives, it is jam-packed hour is not going to need the same maintenance as
there as well. It is just inexcusable for people to be one where trains are going at 90 or 100 or 125 miles
left behind on station platforms, unable to get on the per hour. Our concern is that the lines could lose any
train they planned to catch. viability or attractiveness that they currently have.

We are very concerned about the Conwy Valley line,
which is allocated one single unit. Wrexham/

Q485 Julie Morgan: You agree that where the Bidston, Wrexham/Birkenhead, is allocated two
railways are very successful, we should be building units, which is very, very tight; and they are only
on them and increasing capacity. single-car units where a lot of mothers and children
Mr Williams: Absolutely. with buggies want to get on and oV; and at certain

times of the day the railway into Wrexham can
become very diYcult and congested. These are notQ486 Julie Morgan: Maybe one of the places you
good trains to be using on a route like that. I have toshould start is Valley Lines.
say that from what I know there does not appear toMr Williams: TheDeputy PrimeMinister, when this
be proper back-up if something goes wrong, or atadministration came in, had the laudable target of
peak times when additional provision is there. With50% growth in patronage. Valley Lines have had
regard to the SRA’s case for rail and theover 30% growth in the past three years. Passengers
maintenance regimes, obviously we would wantwant to travel by train; they are sick and tired of the
there to be flexibility. It might be that by reducingcongested road network around the capital, and here
the maintenance regimes, they are still safe but forthey are wanting to travel in by train in civilised
lower speed trains, and there might be moneycircumstances but it is standing-room only. The
available then to runmore trains, to spendmoney onMinister himself said in his evidence last week that
additional units and thereby enhance the service andhe experiences a similar situation of overcrowding
make it more viable. We are very anxious that nowhen he travels from Pontypridd. We need
routes should be, shall we say, closed by stealth. I amadditional rolling stock and additional frequency of
not suggesting that that is in the mind of the SRA orservices at peak times of the day.
anybody else, but in the 1960s it was something thatMr Harley: It is very encouraging, in my opinion,
undoubtedly took place, not just in Wales but inthat an enhancement to the car park at TaVswell was
many parts of Britain. We will be very vigilant infull within a fewmonths of being open; it shows that
trying to ensure that that does not happen.people will willingly park up and take the train into

CardiV, rather than queue up on the A470.
Mr Goodwin: Overcrowding is a problem on all the Q488 Albert Owen: Do you accept that in
principal routes withinWales. In addition to themid Continental Europe there are two levels of service?
Wales line to Aberystwyth, in north Wales we often There are the main lines, particularly in France,
have significant problems with overcrowding, and which everyone raves about; but some of the local
not just on a few days in the year. It is very worrying. branches are not up to that standard.
We feel that the rolling stock provision should be in Mr Goodwin: I believe that is the case. I think weaddition to the locomotive haul sets and so forth.We could usefully do a lot more work in this country toshould not be letting perfectly serviceable carriages look at the viability of light rail options.We use lightand units disappear into some yard somewhere, just rail in conurbations like Manchester, the Westto fall to pieces over the next few years. There is a lot Midlands and SheYeld; but for something like theof serviceable rolling stock within the UK which, Seaton Tramway in Devon, we do not take it verywith small investment, could be used for inward seriously for longer distance routes. It might well bepeaks and dealing with Millennium Stadium events. that we should be looking at models of that type toThey should be available on lease or hire to train see if we could get better value for money and aoperating companies at sensible, not exorbitant, better overall service for those kinds of routes. Oneprices, to provide capacity for a whole range of peak has to realise that if the route is downgraded, theevents. Surely, that is when rail should really play its possibility of introducing freight traYc at a laterpart? It should not be that when there are a lot of stage becomes more of a problem. There could wellpeople around we are driving them on to the road. be a very strong case for looking much moreThat is the very time when the railway should be seriously at light rail options.coming into its own.

Mr Harley: The SRA is proposing a reaction to the
increased cost of infrastructure, maintenance and
renewal. Ideally, of course, that should be tackled atQ487 Julie Morgan: Moving on to rural services,
source. There has been a massive escalation in theyou are concerned that they are becoming second
cost of renewing and maintaining the railway.class, and you are unhappy with the concept of

secondary networks and primary networks. Theoretically, you would not need to consider the
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two-tier maintenance regimes, and there needs to be business partnerships might be brought in. We are
very aware of the need to look imaginatively to afurther investigation into why the railways cost so
variety of funding streams.much to maintain. The Rail Regulator has done a

very worthy study, as part of his third interim review
of track access charges, and the consultancy Q491 Julie Morgan: It is a complex situation.
employed has come up with some remarkable Mr Harley: It is very much a partnership eVort.
discoveries. They say that some of the work that Once upon a time, you just looked to British Rail for
NetworkRail proposes to do over the next few years investment, and British Rail would go to the
is not really necessary, or not necessary to the extent Government. I have already praised the Swift
they say it is. There is still a great deal of work to be partnership but there are others around. TAITH is
done, I feel, in finding out the true cost of starting tomake good progress in northWales; there
infrastructure and whether or not we canmaintain it is SWITCH in south-west Wales; and I am involved
in a more cost-eYcient manner. with TIGER in south-east Wales. Together, they

bring in the various sources, for example European
money, and we can eventually make a diVerence.Q489 Julie Morgan: In your memorandum you
Large sums are involved, unfortunately—and I havehave suggested a large number of improvements already commented on the size of some of theseboth to track and to stations in Wales, and problem figures. I feel that passengers should to some extent

areas in and outside Wales. Have you discussed the contribute as well. I do not want to shirk from that.
cost of these plans with Network Rail or with the I am not asking for unreasonable increases in fares,
SRA and train operators? but once investment and enhancement are brought
Mr Goodwin: There is ongoing discussion about a in, then we have no objection to reasonable fare
variety of projects. One of our great concerns is that increases. What we do object to are fare increases
we need a restoration of the Rail Passenger without any enhancements. Also, there must be
Partnership Fund or something very similar, as soon protection for those who are vulnerable—those with
as possible. It is a very useful mechanism for limited income, for example. It is important that the
obtaining the medium to medium/small railways of Wales are railways for all people in
enhancements. We are heavily involved in projects Wales, not just those who are in employment or who
at Holyhead and Bangor. We are constantly have other sources of income.
attending meetings at which various parties are Mr Goodwin:As a supplementary to the partnership
present. I have to say that our progress is slowed point and the adverse comment I made about
down very considerably by Network Rail. I do not Network Rail a few moments ago, it is fair to say
say it to be unhelpful, but I state it as a fact. All these that I understand Network Rail are now disbarred
infrastructure projects we are constantly raising from taking a proactive situation with an
either with the train operating companies or with enhancement scheme unless they are confident that
Network Rail, and at the present time we are told somebody else is underwriting funding. They are not

normally able to get involved until you have got tothat funding is a major problem. That is why we feel
a certain point where you can say there is going to bethat throughout Wales some of these enhancements
money on the table. The trouble is that, very often,would be ideal candidates for consideration in the
you go back to the complexity issue; you cannot getRPP scheme or its successor, which we would very
to that point without appropriate guidance frommuch hope will be introduced sooner rather than
Network Rail. It is very diYcult. Somehow, soonerlater.
rather than later, we have to find a way of breaking
this down.Where there is a clear case for investment

Q490 Julie Morgan: That was going to be my next needed for enhancement, we have to find a way of
question. Who do you think ought to be funding all getting a degree of fast-tracking.
these diVerent proposals for stations and track
maintenance? Who should be responsible? Q492 Julie Morgan: You referred to the free bus
Mr Goodwin: I think it has to be a case-by-case travel that has been introduced. Do you think there
situation. Where it is station and transport should be some progress on that sort of issue on the
interchange, there have to be a lot of players. I think railway lines?
that local councils and local authority consortia Mr Harley:Definitely, yes, because there are people
have to play a big part. We are also rather concerned in parts of Wales who cannot benefit, or benefit very
that the rail schemes do not seem to be taking the little indeed, from the concessionary travel on buses,
fullest advantage of Objective 1 opportunities, particularly in mid Wales. The Heart of Wales line,
where they might be applicable inWales. We do find for example, is the only form of public transport,
that some councils are more expert than others at apart from perhaps one bus onmarket day. It would
submitting Objective 1 proposals and bids. Where it also bring additional travel on to the railways. It is
is an improved junction, then probably the payment very clear that the bus companies and bus networks
could be by Network Rail or the Welsh Assembly throughout Wales have benefited to a certain degree
Government; it could be the train operating from the additional patronage. Ordinary passengers
company or a partnership. Where it is a station and are benefiting; it is not just the people on
a transport interchange, we also have to look to the concessionary passes. There have been
local authorities and other possible partners. There improvements in frequency, with more buses. I can

see that happening on the railways if such amight even be cases in certain situations where some
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concession was extended to them—not necessarily Q498 Albert Owen: The Chief Executive of Virgin
right across Wales but certainly in the parts of the Trains, in evidence to this inquiry, has indicated that
country where those who hold the concessionary improvement to journey times on the North Wales
passes have limited opportunity at the moment to Main Line can be achieved at a relatively low cost—
use them. Therefore, they do not benefit as much as he said tens ofmillions of pounds.MrGreen saw this
those in urban areas. as an “investment for the future” and would give it
Mr Goodwin: Additional passengers being brought the highest priority. Would you agree with this
into the railway in itself helps to improve the security statement?
situation that we discussed earlier on. The more Mr Goodwin: One hundred and one per cent, yes,
people there are around using the service, the more without any doubt at all. You are talking about
that that is a deterrent to those who want to be Crew/Chester/Holyhead. The North Wales Main
around for the wrong reasons. Line has had some limited enhancements in the last

few years, which were largely funded by the Welsh
Q493 Chairman: You were talking about the Assembly Government, and there are sections of the
enormous sums involved in enhancing the service. route that are passed for 90 miles an hour running.
TheMinister the other daymentioned a figure of £16 However, a lot of the line is not passed for that level.
million per mile of track, which is a couple of million It is the clear aspiration of this committee, and has
pounds more than a mile of motorway. Is that been for a long time, that Crewe to Bangor should be
correct, and would you know about that? at least at 100 miles an hour, and Bangor to
Mr Goodwin: I do not think we could give you an Holyhead should be at least 90 miles an hour. Being
authoritative answer on that. Chairman, when you totally fair to Network Rail, or to whoever was to
say £16 million a mile, do you mean to improve it? fund this, whether there is a realistic case for looking

at higher than 100 miles an hour, whether there is a
Q494 Chairman: No, for new line. suYcient distance to warrant that, I do not know.
Mr Goodwin: We would not be confident, but if it However, having said that, the new trains that
were helpful I am sure we could try and find out. It Virgin will be introducing next year, all being well,
actually raises a very important point. We are very do have tremendous accelerative capacity, with top
concerned at some of the figures that get conjured up speeds of 125 miles an hour. The Pendolinos have a
by Network Rail, and even more so by Railtrack higher capability than that in certain conditions, but
who preceded them. Going back to my colleague’s from our point of view it is a top speed of 125 miles
point about the real costs of maintenance, the an hour. I should mention that I was very fortunate
necessary costs of maintenance, freight is not within last week to be able to visit Virgin Trains’ driver
our remit, but say somebody wants a siding for a training centre at Crewe and drove a train on the
freight project—some of the figures do appear to be driver simulator. Do not worry, you are all safe out
absolutely absurd. We will try to let you have some on the railway! The rate at which a Voyager train
information in writing, if we are able to do so.1 reached 125miles an hour—and I understand that is

exactly how it would have performed out on the
Q495 Albert Owen: Before going on to the North track—was quite incredible. I think that perhaps we
Wales Main Line, still on the funding point, last should be looking at higher than 100 miles an hour.
week theMinister told us about the new £2.5 million It might be useful to ask Mr Green to do an
package that the Welsh Assembly had announced. assessment to see what full advantage could be taken
Do you know if this is to existing projects or are by the Voyager between Crewe and Chester and
there new projects that could benefit from that between Chester and Llandudno Junction of higher
within the partnerships? than 100 miles an hour. Going back to the original
Mr Williams: Is this the package for station point, you would definitely be looking at the very
enhancements? least at 100 miles an hour to Bangor and 90 miles an

hour for Bangor to Holyhead.
Q496 AlbertOwen:According toDrHowells, it was
on a project-by-project basis and he knew no more

Q499 Albert Owen: Have you done an analysis ofthan that at the time.
how much time that would save? You haveMr Williams: It is very much for station
mentioned quick acceleration, but there is alsoenhancements.
deceleration at the end of that and a number of
stations. Sir Ian McAllister told myself and someQ497 Albert Owen: Is it for new ones, or ones that
colleagues that it would only save five minutes fromare already committed? The worry is that these
Crewe to Bangor if 95 was the speed they couldannouncements have been done before and we will
cruise on between those two stations.see no new ones.
Mr Goodwin:Well, five minutes is five minutes, is itMr Williams: The £2.5 million is for refurbishment
not? If you are doing the double journey, out andof existing stations.
back in the day, it is 10 minutes. I could not disputeMr Harley: It is new work. Let us give as clear an
his figures—I would not know. Again, Mr Green ofanswer as we can to that. It is work that is
Virgin Trains would probably be able to providedesperately overdue up there in north Wales, but it
another assessment. I think that all the minutesis work that so far has not been announced.
knocked oV, cumulatively—we would gain four or
five minutes, following the small increase in speed1 See page 108
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that was achieved a couple of years ago, and another where the trains had been standing in the sidings,
that the electric current issues had not been resolved.five minutes on top of that would be beneficial to

us all. The question that we, as a committee, would like to
ask Virgin, sooner rather than later, and perhaps asMr Harley: Also, besides shortened journey times,

the first priority, in my opinion, is to increase the a result of today’s meeting, is whether a control test
has been undertaken, and whether Network Rail isrobustness of the timetable. Higher speeds would

initially give us the ability to have—a train could satisfied with the clearance arrangements.
arrive at Crewe 10 minutes late because of some
problem near Watford Junction, for example; and Q502 Albert Owen:What worries me is that you are
people waiting on Chester station do not really want going to lose the10–15 minutes—you spend £20-30
the excuse it is due to a problem at Watford million enhancing the line, and you would lose it by
Junction; they want to knowwhy their train is not at changing the locomotive at Crewe. It seems to be
Chester to take them to Llandudno on time. In the back to the bad old days.
first instance, we would look for higher speeds to Mr Harley: It is extremely frustrating. At the
increase the ability of the railway to recover from moment, the locomotive change that happens on
these out-of-course incidents, as they are sometimes some services, where the diesel motor is taken oV
called, and therefore runmore reliably. In being able and an electric one put on—Virgin say they can
to recover from late running, it then means they speed that up because they have special couplings on
make their connections further along the line. What their diesel locomotives. I would look a little more to
you do not want is that 10-minute loss at Watford the future and just bring in a proposal that First
Junction to result in somebody missing their Great Western are looking into at the moment,
connection at Llandudno Junction to Blaenau which is a high-speed train replacement, HST2, or
Ffestiniog by just a couple of minutes. HS2 as it is now called. They have been talking to
Mr Williams: Our understanding is that an increase Siemens in Germany, and the design they have in
to 100 miles per hour would give a reduction in mind at the moment is a dual energy train, one that
journey time by 15 minutes, and we understand it has a diesel engine each end, like the current HST,
would be in the region of £20–30 million for this but it also has a pantograph so it can run oV the
enhancement to be achieved. We very much overhead electric wires. I am certain this is going to
compare and contrast that with the 25-minute come in, because something has to eventually
journey saving time for the Channel Tunnel rail link, replace the HSTs which run between Swansea and
costing in the region of £3.5 billion. We think that London. They are great trains, but they are getting
that provision for passengers in northWales is much extremely tired. When the HST2 comes in, I would
more cost-eVective and would enhance the journey like to see Virgin Trains buy a few of them, and then
times. they can zoom up the West Coast to Crewe, under

electric; drop the pantograph, start up the engines,
and within a few minutes you are oV up the coastQ500 Albert Owen: Can I ask where you got the
again without any delay. In theory, in a few yearsfigures of £20-30 million from, because they are in
down the line, these should be even better forline with what Virgin said; that it would be tens of
passengers internally than the Pendolinos, becausemillions?
as time goes on they can make things moreMr Williams: It is from the evidence that Virgin
sophisticated. The Pendolinos have power points forTrains gave to this Committee.
people to operate laptop computers; and the talk
now is of giving people wireless Internet access on

Q501 Albert Owen:Nobody else has quantified that the move, and perhaps the HST2 will have that
sum; it is just something that Virgin Trains, who feature. This definitely needs SRA involvement as
obviously want to run their trains faster, have well, and funding, to bring in this replacement.
plucked out of the air. I do honestly believe that that FGW cannot do it on their own. GNER are also
is a good investment, particularly as the line is a very interested in it because they can run under the
main European network, and bearing in mind the £9 wires then to Edinburgh, and under diesel power on
billion that the West Coast Main Line has had for to Aberdeen. There is a quite substantial demand for
upgrading, which is a considerable sum. The this concept of train. FGW has done a lot of
Pendolino trains, which will be introduced in passenger research, very commendably, into what
September 2004, are to be used from Crew onwards people want to see in these trains. At the moment
by loco. How practical do you think this is? there is nothing on the drawing board; it is just being
Mr Goodwin: I have to say I am not an engineer and talked about; but certainly the concept is feasible.
not an expert in this sense. I am expert user of the
railway, but not the operational side. Based on

Q503 Albert Owen: We have waited long enoughexperience, however, what worries me is clearance of
for the Voyagers and Pendolinos without going intobridges and tunnels and that sort of thing. The
the 22nd century.question I would like to ask Virgin Trains, and will
Mr Harley: Indeed.do, is: “Have you carried out a controlled trial yet on

this?” We have seen situations in other parts of the
country, for example with the introduction of the Q504 Adam Price: I will take you now down to

south Wales and the place near my heart. There hasFirst NorthWestern’s 175 trains. The trains were all
ready to go, and then suddenly there were problems been some curtailment of the evening services from

London, and the service to London as well fromover clearance.We also saw in the south of England,
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Swansea is not as good as it should be. What do you far worse than on any of their other routes, for
think of the possibilities of reinstating or enhancing example the Bristol route or West of England route.
the services by First Great Western to and from It is simply because the infrastructure is so bad.
London? There are delays at Slough, a delay perhaps at
Mr Harley: Are you talking about the late evening Didcot, and they build up, so that people regularly
services? turn up in Swansea thirty or more minutes late. As

regards south Wales, Andrew has mentioned that
there needs to be an intermediate signal in the SevernQ505 Adam Price: Yes.
Tunnel to increase capacity. There also needs to beMr Harley: There is nothing to stop them. I would
in our opinion a thorough plan which looks intoguess they would say it is not commercially viable to
using, to the fullest extent, the four tracks betweenrun them, but on the other handmy response to that
the Severn Tunnel and CardiV. Two of those arewould be: “If you did run them, then more people
predominantly used by freight services at thewould use your trains during the day. People, for
moment, and we feel that with enhanced services toexample, want to attend the theatre in London or
London, plus all the services to Portsmouthjust have a day, an afternoon and evening out in

London.” They would benefit from it enormously, Harbour, up to Birmingham and so forth, the strain
and it would bring greater opportunities for travel. is beginning to show. If the freight lines were
You would find that people would then travel to increased to a similar speed as the main lines, it
London outside the morning peak, which would would allow themain lines to be taken out of service,
benefit First Great Western in terms of additional say on a Saturday or Sunday, and you would still
revenue and patronage on their mid-morning trains, have trains running at normal speed on the freight
which can be quiet-ish at certain times, though not line, and losing no time on their schedules. There
during school holidays for example. Then they needs to be additional investment there, in my
ought to balance the extra income they get from opinion. There is also constraint of course between
those trains against the cost of the evening services CardiV and Swansea. It is basically a twin-track
you talk of. I would suggest, Mr Price, that it does railway. There is the diversionary route via the Vale
not necessarily have to be a straight Paddington to of Glamorgan, but that adds additional time. You
Swansea service. At that time of the evening, nobody are absolutely right that that is also tired and well
is in any real desperate rush to get home as quickly as used by freight. That, obviously, takes a toll on the
possible if they have had a nice evening out, so there infrastructure.
might not be any objection to running the train Mr Williams: It is fair to say that there has been
via Bristol Templemeads, and therefore bring major investment on the East Coast Main Line. Weadditional patronage. If it is a case of making it now currently have major investment on the Westcommercially viable for the company, I think they

CoastMainLine, andmany peoplewould argue thatshould do far more in terms of investigating what
it is now time for investment in the Great Westernoptions there are available to them, in terms of
Main Line. We made a detailed submission to Johnensuring that as many people as possible use this
Prescott when he was Secretary of State forservice. The last train, frommy recollection, is 22.10
Transport in February 1999, about the need for afrom Paddington, and that is far too early. There are
Great Western Main Line upgrade, and we canother places throughout the UK, for example
provide that to you, Chairman, if you would like it.Birmingham, which is slightly nearer to London
People find it hard to understand that a journey fromthan CardiV, but they have trains right up to
Swansea to London, Paddington, of 200 miles takesmidnight and beyond. Brighton has trains right
three hours, when from CardiV to Paddington youthrough the night. My colleague, Andrew, has
can travel 160 miles in two hours. It is a 40-milementioned that we are very concerned about Sunday
journey taking 50–60 minutes, and that is aservices and the fact that there are very few on a
disincentive for people to follow governmentSunday morning. Passengers are concerned that
advocacy of persuading them to travel by rail ratherthey are constrained to a certain degree by the fact
than by car on the very congested M4 network. Wethat the late-night services do not run.
do need investment on the Great Western Main
Line, and it is long overdue.Q506 Adam Price: They have agreed to look again
Mr Goodwin: In the English section as well, Iat this issue, and they would be grateful for any
understand that there are numerous problems on asubmissions you could give them. Mr Carroll from
daily basis between Paddington and Reading.First Great Western told us that back in 2001
Basically, if a train is late arriving at Reading frominfrastructure on the South Wales Main Line was
Paddington, you can forget any chance of it being onbelow average compared with others in Gt Britain.
time at CardiV or Swansea. The chances are it willWould the committee share that view? If you do
just get later and later. A holistic approach is needed,share that assessment, what action would you
and it is long overdue for significant upgrade.propose?

Mr Harley: I would go beyond that and say that the
whole of the Great Western Main Line from

Q507 Adam Price: You mentioned the SevernPaddington to Swansea is in need of renewal. It is
Tunnel as one of the problem areas, and a short-termvery tired. It is one of the reasonswhyGreatWestern
solution to the signalling. You have also got someperform so poorly. We have seen figures they have

produced. On the south Wales route performance is long-term suggestions; can you elaborate on those?
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Mr Harley: That was a bit of “blue sky” thinking by the morning services. So we also had to think of the
ordinary day-to-day passengers and the eVect itme really. I am always envious of the fact that there

is this nice new second Severn crossing going across would have on them. As regards a solution, Andrew
has already highlighted that there are service trainsthe estuary, which is road only; so I wondered if any

engineers had ever looked at the possibility of at the moment on variousMOD storage sites, out of
use but still serviceable, along with locomotives. Weputting up a rail track along the bridge in place of

one of the roadways. It is about three carriageways feel that more use could be made of these, provided
the public train crew are available. If it was allwide plus the hard shoulder, so there is a possibility

there perhaps if in future years global warming brought together properly, I think the railways
could shift quite well the volume of people whomeant that road traYc had to be controlled in some

way. The alternative would be to put a railway track attend the Millennium Stadium, which is about
70,000. The station handles those numbers fairlyacross there. Looking further ahead—and this is

very much “if” it happens rather than “when”—if well. It is unfortunate that sometimes people have to
queue, and queue in the rain, but that is the way it is.there is a Severn barrage—which is perfectly feasible

given that we need to generate more power from As regards the fiascos that have gone on, it is a
question of people talking to each other andrenewable sources—that would be absolutely ideal

as an alternate rail route across the Severn estuary. agreeing to compromise as well. It was not just the
WRU—they are tied into television contracts—It would open up new journey opportunity because

it would hit the West Country at a diVerent point
from the existing Severn Tunnel. More importantly, Q510 Albert Owen: I thought you were going to say
any alternative routes such as the two I have just it was Murdoch’s fault.
described would avoid a long diversion via Mr Harley: Perhaps I had better not totally agree
Gloucester, which is currently the only alternative with you. If it was that television station, then you
when the tunnel is either scheduled for engineering could blame it on him.
or closed due to some mishap. There has been at
least one occasion within the last year or 18 months

Q511 Adam Price: You have mentioned the Heartwhen the tunnel had to be closed on a daywhen there
of Wales line and I know you have some ideas therewas a big event at the Millennium Stadium. I can
in terms of improving commuter access to Swanseawell remember the fall-out and the adverse publicity
and the position at Llanelli. What proposals arethe railways had as a result of that. If you had two
there?routes open, that would ease things and allow
Mr Harley: There are two steps to this. First, weNetwork Rail to do proper maintenance within the
want to see the Heart of Wales line operated fromtunnel.
the centre. It would be nice if the units could park atMr Williams: If it would help the Committee, I did
Llandovery or Llandrindod Wells overnight,consult Owen Williams, our former deputy chairman,
because at the moment they have to start oV atwho was a civil engineer, thinking this question might
Carmarthen and Crewe, and we think it should become up this afternoon. This morning he has agreed
worked from the centre outwards, so that you get athat if it would help you we can provide another
commuter service into Shrewsbury in the morningmemorandum within a week’s time.
and one into Swansea. The current service, the first
down service of the day, arrives in Swansea too late

Q508 Adam Price: To some extent you have for most commuters, I suggest. The suggestion you
anticipated my next question, which was about the referred to, which we have put in our list of
fiasco surrounding the sporting events at the aspirations, is to reinstate the curve that once ran
Millennium Stadium earlier in the year. What and headed towards what used to be Swansea-
lessons have been learned from what happened? Victoria, from my recollection, but it would swing
Mr Harley: Are you talking about the fiasco or round and re-join the West Wales Main Line,
where the train operators decided not to run any missing out Llanelli station. It would reduce journey
services because of late kick-oVs? opportunities to and from Llanelli, but we feel that
Chairman: As many fiascos as you would like. particularly with proposals from Swansea City

Council and SWITCH to put in park-and-ride
facilities at some of the Heart of Wales line stations,Q509 Adam Price: Take them in order.
that it would be a viable project. It requires newMr Harley:Wecertainly did sympathisewith the rail
lines. If they are going to be costed at £16 million aindustry and expressed our feelings at the time. It is
mile for a new line, then it does call into question theunfortunate that WRU could not talk with the
viability of this; but nobody has really looked at it.railway industry and agree a kick-oV time that was
The route, thankfully, seems to be protected and isappropriate to get everyone back home. We
available; it just needs somebody to look into therecognise that had people tried to get back to
cost benefits of it and put it into the transport planLondon on the train, they would have ended up in
for that area.Paddington after the last Underground service had

run; so there was little point in running the trains.
Also, we recognised as well that in running all these Q512 Chairman: Does Arriva have a proposal for

north-south links, for aHolyhead to CardiV service?very late-night services, you would end up with the
trains in the wrong part of the country for the next Can you outline those proposals? Do you know

what they are and, if so, do you think they areday’s service. You have a lot of trains down in
London, whereas you need them in Swansea to run achievable?
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Mr Goodwin: Chairman, we do not have the details. Q514 Albert Owen: Mr Goodwin, you mentioned
earlier that your relationship withNetworkRail wasWe have heard of the possibility of operating a
not so good, particularly recently. Do you think thatHolyhead-CardiV service every two hours.
is down to Railtrack becoming a new company andObviously, we would welcome an improvement in
the restructuring that is causing that, or do you thinkthe links between north and south Wales. As a
it is an attitude?committee we will want to know greater detail about
Mr Goodwin: I think there is an attitude element in it.this as soon as possible. We have to make sure we do
I hasten to say that I think there are some very goodnot solve one problem by creating another one. A lot
people in Network Rail, who are struggling,will depend on the routing of these services, and
probably through no fault of their own. The wholewhilst we are very anxious to see more trains serving
problem is the history of Railtrack, and the veryWrexham, we have to also ensure that the north
turbulent history, which has been inherited. TheyWales service to Birmingham, via Crewe and
are finding it very, very diYcult to be strategic.StaVord, is not completely lost, because the journey
Therefore, they are tending to be very defensive. Ontime between Wrexham and Shrewsbury is quite a
the one hand, they are essential for the wholebit longer. It is a balance. We want to see an
network, are they not? Without the infrastructure inenhanced direct service from north to south Wales
all its forms, everything is lost; yet they are not reallyand back, but we do not want to lose the services to
able to take a strategic view. I think there are realCrewe. It has got to be “both and” not “either or”.
problems there. There are real identity problems. AsI think that we welcome it in a sense, but we do need
I mentioned specifically in relation to the Bangormore information. There needs to be a lot more
and Holyhead, there are development schemes—discussion, both with Arriva and with the SRA,
and there are other schemes in Wales where thisbecause the SRA will be stating the terms of
would be equally applicable, but it is just that I amwhatever service is to run.
directly involved very much in those. We need
Network Rail to give us the say-so and information
and to help us make certain decisions, and yet theyQ513 Mr Caton:Moving on to your relationship as
say they are not allowed to be involved until mattersa committee with the train operators and indeed
have moved further. Their role and their positionwith the Strategic Rail Authority, First Great
needs a degree of definition and a degree of clarity.Western tell us that they have regular dialogue with
There are attitude problems there, but I think theystakeholders. What meetings do you have with First
are struggling a little bit.Great Western and indeed Wales and Borders

trains? What is the format of those meetings and
what do they achieve? Q515 Mr Caton: What you are saying about the
Mr Harley: The format is informal mainly because partnership approach is quite helpful. Can I press
apart from the stakeholders to which you refer, they you a little further on specific projects. We have
are principally between the RPC and First Great mentioned CardiV station already, and you quite
Western. I am involved, for example, with a GW200 rightly point out you do need a partnership
Group, which is looking at a new high-speed line involving the local authority as well as the railway
from London to Bristol, and beyond into Wales. players. At the moment we are seeing some work
This is the one that the SRA pooh-poohed about done at Swansea station, and it is very welcome—
nine months ago because they felt it was not viable, certainly the improvement in the toilets, which is
but First Great Western think it is worthy of well overdue. Hopefully, the layout changes and
investigation, so we are involved with that. The other enhancements outside will be a big
Stakeholder Forum is a very positive thing. They feel improvement. It was not that long ago they changed
that First Great Western certainly listen to what things round before. Are you the voice of the
people say. It is not just ourselves that go to its rail passengers involved in those sort of projects?
user groups but cycling organisations, local Mr Williams: Absolutely. As a committee, we have
authorities—the managing director attends. It is a been very proactive within the RPC network
very worthwhile forum. All train operating nationally in terms of engagement with the local
companies come to our public meetings, which are authorities in Wales, certainly since local
held around Wales. There is one coming up at government reorganisation and the creation of the
CardiV coming up in January, which will be 22 unitary authorities. Even with our limited
publicised fairly soon.We anticipate thatmost of the manpower resources, within the secretariat based in
train operators will attend. On the whole, our CardiV and our members based throughout all parts
relationships with the TOCs is very good. We feel of Wales, we have tried to get amongst the local
they are willing to listen. They may not be able to authorities and our approach has been to get them
deliver everything we want. They will often say, “we organised on a consortium basis, where there has
will have to go away and think about that”. been real success. From a timemanagement point of
Sometimes, they come backwith a positive response; view, it is much more cohesive and more co-
and sometimes they say, “sorry, it is not possible” ordinated to get local authorities thinking on a
for whatever reason. On the whole, it is a good strategic basis. I serve on the South-East Wales
relationship. They do listen to our representations Transport Board, which represents ten authorities,
when we take up passenger complaints. Very often, representing over 50% of the population of Wales. I
we can bring a satisfactory resolution for the have involvement with SWITCH in south-west

Wales, and TAITH in North Wales. We want moreindividuals involved.
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involvement there. We think there is a real need for SRA’s decision because we believe they should have
consulted; it was a requirement that they shouldcatching up with what was achieved in south and

mid Wales in association with Welsh Assembly consult. We wrote to the Rail Regulator because we
thought they were in breach of the Transport Act,Government, particularly through the provision of

transport grant funding, particularly on station and the advice we had back from various quarters
was that in an emergency or in exceptionalenhancement developments. Swansea is my home

station, and we have been very pleased indeed at the circumstances, the authority is allowed to make
variances to what you quite rightly describe as aproactive stance that that local authority has

adopted, very much through our membership of the passenger service requirement, PSR. They can only
do it for a limited time before which they then haveSouth-Wales Rail Forum, which involves all the

local authorities in south Wales. We have had very to consult with all the interested parties. That is why
we did not progress it any further.Wewere acting ongood dialogue with Swansea, and we want to extend

that concept to other local authorities in Wales. behalf of passengers, many of whomwere extremely
irate that it was being withdrawn. Not only that,Mr Goodwin: On the Swansea issue, it will be two
there was a principle here: people were not beingyears last May at a statutory meeting we held in
consulted. Also, it might set a precedent as well. IfWrexham that we made Swansea station a major
that service could go at the drop of a hat, what elseissue. We found that the SRA were not as helpful as
might have disappeared from the railway network?they might have been. Their representatives did not
We understood that PSRswere there to protect whateven appear to know what level of facilities were
existed under British Rail. We think they are anrequired at a station of that size. They were not able
essential part of the railway system. Theymight needto tell us whether there should be toilets or not, et
changing here and there to take account of diVerentcetera. That is where we set things moving on
travelling patterns and habits compared to, say, tenSwansea. I am sorry to keep mentioning Bangor and
years ago; but there must be some mandatoryHolyhead, but in each case we called all the parties
minimum service level set down for all traintogether and set the whole thing going.We called the
operators. We are very diligent in protecting, wherevarious rail industry players, the WDA, local
we can, PSR and similar facilities such as stationauthorities and so forth. We do play a major role.
services and also through ticketing, for example.We actually chair the Holyhead Transport

Interchange, even though it is the local authority
that has to lead on managing the project. We do try

Q517 Mr Caton: It seems almost surreal that theto be very proactive. Going back to a point I made
body that finances a committee to provide it with theearlier, we feel there should be a strategy for each
voice of passengers, then chooses on a majorstation. We obviously cannot do them all at once,
decision not to consult that body.but where we see a need or aremade aware of a need,
Mr Goodwin: We have been very surprised as well.we will do whatever we can. In northWales, our next
Our robust stance, following the specific instancetarget station is Llandudno, to try to lift that up. If
you mentioned, has not made us friends in certainyou have been there recently, that is terrible. Some
quarters. We feel very strongly that the PSR, ortime next year, sooner rather than later if possible,
something like it, needs to be in place to protectwe shall be trying to get a partnership together to get
services on all routes to a certain minimum level. Assomething moving there.
my colleague Paul said, sometimes social needs and
changes in circumstancesmeans there has to be some
fine-tuning. We have co-operated with the SRA andQ516 Mr Caton: Perhaps naively, some of us

thought until fairly recently that a passenger service its predecessor organisation and with train
operating companies in facilitating certain changesrequirement was there to ensure services are not

removed. I understand that your committee where we believe it would be of overall benefit to
passengers. We do feel that it is terribly important,considered legal action to enforce the passenger

service requirement in respect of the Swansea/north- and the whole RPC network thinks it is very, very
important that there needs to be the PSR oreast England service. Can you tell us more about

that, and if you did not proceed with legal action something like it. It cannot just be meddled with at
whim, or certainly not just thrown on one side for anwhat that says about the passenger service

requirements? indefinite period of time.
Mr Harley: Our actions were successful in so far asMr Harley: That was at the time when there was one

through service a day, run by Virgin Trains, from more recently the SRA has consulted with us at an
appropriate time. I think it has acted as a warningSwansea to Newcastle, at least north-east

somewhere, which terminated at York. The SRA shot across their bows, and they now realise that
they need to consult. They just gave the reason thatdecided to instruct Virgin to withdraw that at very

short notice. It did not consult the rail passengers at the time they had to act very, very quickly to sort
out the Virgin cross-country network. There wereand did not consult local authorities. It was not just

our organisation that was upset about it; people all just too many trains introduced on the network in
what Virgin called Operation Princess. It neededover the country were upset at the fact that services

that they had seen running for years were suddenly expedient action and there was not time to consult.
Now, they have changed quite a lot and do talk tobeing withdrawn. For example, there are no Virgin

services at Blackpool, whereas there have been since us in advance. We input passengers’ views on their
proposals and hope that they will take them intotime immemorial, at least since Virgin came into

existence. We considered a judicial review of the account.
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Q518 Mr Caton: The rules have not changed, so if Mr Goodwin: The sort of station developments you
were talking about a few minutes ago—it is muchthere were similar crises, there is nothing to stop

them. harder. If you take station X and there is an
identified need for better interchange with buses andMr Harley: Clearly, no.
a better taxi rank or better waiting facilities, that
would have been the kind of scheme that would haveQ519 Mr Caton: Do you think there should be a
ideally sat within the RPP funding initiative. It doesstrengthening of rules to make sure at least
not mean that it is impossible to do anything, butconsultation happens except in very exceptional
one has to chase around the houses an awful lotcircumstances?
longer, and probably not get very far for a very longMr Williams: This is very much a case for ministers
time. Another possibility on the kind of scheme thatin the directions and guidance they give to the
might have been put forward for RPP is on, say, aStrategic Rail Authority. Our committee made the
rural line, to try and fund an additional train unitstance that it did, and there were pressures from
and a couple of additional train crew to enable anpassengers. Rightly or wrongly, we proceeded on
enhanced service to run up and down the whole line.that basis, and it has had an impact in terms of
Was it not RPP that facilitated the improved laterelationships with the SRA, and indeed in reference
evening connection in south-west Wales fromtowhat the Chairman said about better consultation
Carmarthen, a connection from London, meaningarrangements for other changes to the timetable.
that people could get from London to the far west ofMr Harley: Most successful businesses should be
Wales later than they had been able to previously?customer-led and I think railways should be no
That was an RPP scheme, which funded theexception. The passenger should take the lead and
additional train crew or something. It is that kind ofsay what they want from the railways, and then it is
scheme which, as Paul said, makes a big diVerence.up to the operators to discuss with the SRA as to
In the global scheme of things it does not seem veryhow much of that they can provide.
much, but to the people aVected, it makes an awful
lot of diVerence.Q520 Mr Caton:Were you convinced by the SRA’s
Mr Williams: In the context of social inclusion, thejustification for withdrawal of this particular PSR
Ebbw Vale upgrading from freight to passengerservice?
services—people looking for new jobs—and also theMr Harley: I understood their reasons behind the
upgrading of the freight line in the Vale ofneed for quick action, and in terms of the Swansea
Glamorgan, for people in that community whowantservice as long as there was a good connection at
to get into CardiV by rail rather than by car, are twoCardiV into its replacement, then there would not
major projects in receipt of RPP funding.have been toomuch upset. Therewas a principle that

we had to defend here, and we also saw it as the thin
end of the wedge eVectively in terms of the fact that Q523 Chairman: The £2.5 million from the
if Swansea to Newcastle goes, then the CardiV to Government: has that replaced the RPP funding or
Liverpool or Carmarthen to Manchester might go. has it gone in any way to replace it?
There might be further retrenchment from the four Mr Harley: It has been used in one of two places in
ends of the system. Unfortunately, of course, there place of RPP money, but it is not really intended for
has been further reduction since then, and CardiV that. The Welsh Assembly Government had to step
itself is only left with one Virgin train a day, which in and fund projects or parts of projects which, inmy
is extremely disappointing given the fact that there opinion, should really be funded by the SRA. It is
were seven or eight services under Operation money that could have been spent on other
Princess, and these, from my personal observation, enhancements by the WAG, but being spent instead
were very popular and successful. People came and to cover projects that should normally be RPP
used the railways when they had a better service. funded.

Q521 Mr Caton: You have mentioned Rail
Q524 Chairman: That is what I thought. That is aPassenger Partnership funding. Have you any
direct result of the UK Government—indication when that might be reinstated?
Mr Harley: Sadly, yes.Mr Williams:We understand there is a possibility of

the Rail Passenger Partnership fund being
reinstated, and we very much hope that that Q525 Julie Morgan:What is your relationship with
aspiration will be delivered. It is very much subject the National Assembly for Wales, with the Welsh
to the SRA getting the additional funding from the Assembly Government?
Department of Transport. Mr Williams: Very positive. The Minister has the

Welsh Transport Forum, which we are represented
on, and we have meetings with the Welsh AssemblyQ522 Mr Caton: What impact has its withdrawal

had on rail services in Wales? Government staV and indeed we co-operated with
them in drawing up our aspirations for the WalesMr Harley: It has stopped all developments dead

eVectively, because it was a prime fund for minor and Borders franchise, when we introduced Rail
Users Must Have Better Services. That was theenhancements, or what you might consider minor

enhancements for those who live in the particular subject of consultation we had with MPs, local
authorities and Welsh Assembly members. Thereareas that benefited from it. They were significant

indeed. was regular dialogue.
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Mr Harley: That is with the Minister and also with Mr Harley: It would make it more coherent, in my
opinion, because the Welsh Assembly GovernmentoYcials. They consult quite widely on all sorts of
has already done some good work, as I havestrategies, some of which you would not have
already highlighted, in terms of enhancing busthought a rail passengers’ committee would really
services through concessionary travel. It can alsocomment on—green issues, for example. The
encourage and to some degree direct localconsultations come out andwe input the views of rail
authorities to do certain initiatives, for examplepassengers. We point out that rail in some places
entering into quality bus partnerships as some havebenefits Wales. Rail could bring even greater
done. I do not see any reason at all why you cannotbenefits to tourism in Wales, and the income it
have a quality rail partnership in one or two places.brings into the principality, if only it were used more
The Conwy Valley is one area where you couldeVectively and marketed better. All these comments
have such an agreement between the Welshon what might not initially seem to be direct rail
Assembly Government, the local authority and theissues we do input to the Welsh Assembly
train operator, with Network Rail support. ItGovernment.
comes back to what I said earlier about bringing
decision-making closer to the people. It is also

Q526 Adam Price: Dr Howells has been quoted as about accountability to some degree. We have
saying “there are no insuperable problems” to already discussed among ourselves the fact that
transferring rail powers to the National Assembly infrastructure costs remarkable sums of money at
for Wales. What powers would the Rail Passengers’ the moment to renew and maintain. Perhaps if we
Committee see as being possible candidates for did have one Network Rail zone for Wales and
that transfer? greater transparency on the costs, we could avoid

the suggestion that there should be two or multipleMr Harley: Looking at Scotland, I feel that a
tiers of maintenance on the railway lines in Wales.similar arrangement to the Scottish Parliament
There is certainly lots of scope for enhancing thewould be nice, ie, the ability of the Welsh Assembly
railway network, railway services and stations inGovernment to issue directions and guidance to the
Wales. With the Welsh Assembly Government atSRA. It would be useful to some degree if we had a
the heart of it, I think a lot of that can be delivered.Network Rail zone that covered the whole of Wales
Mr Williams: It is very encouraging indeed that therather than the present arrangement whereby there
Scottish Executive are able to give directions andare two zones. Once upon a time, when there were
guidance to the Strategic Rail Authority, and whenthree zones, we had various accounts of train
you compare and contrast what has been achievedcompanies having diYculty in planning through
in Scotland on public transport, as against whattrains because you had to apply to one zone for
has not been achieved in Wales, that teaches ustimings, then to another and then to a third; and
some very helpful lessons. Indeed, the SRA has aif one said “no”, it all fell through. There are all
member of staV in Scotland, and he gets his legsorts of ways in which I think the Welsh Assembly
pulled that he has gone native. He is very much auGovernment could input more to the control,
fait with the needs of Scotland and is able to batoperation and management of the railways. As
eVectively for that country. We have made aregards devolution of power and so on, provided
suggestion in our submission to you that therethe appropriate funding was earmarked for the should be SRA representation in Wales three orrailways in Wales, it would be an extremely positive four days a week, and that would be a very positive

thing. It would bring decision-making closer to the move in the right direction to get a greater
passengers and closer to the electorate of Wales. It understanding of the needs of Wales. Perhaps that
would also result, I feel, in more pride in the individual could bat more eVectively for this
railways in Wales, because we already have this country.
new Arriva Trains Wales franchise, the All-Wales Mr Goodwin: I can bear that out with anecdotal
franchise; and I think the staV will associate evidence. Talking to various people at the SRA,
themselves with a Welsh company. Tourism I have who are probably doing very good jobs in their
already highlighted. The fact that we will have one own ways, you tell them about problems here and
train company in Wales, apart from the intercity then they tell you about their commuter journeys
operators, will benefit the image of rail in Wales; from Kent into London for example. I do wonder
and we can generally move forward. Also, the whether they are the best people, good though they
Welsh Assembly Government, in my view, may be in their own way, who should be making
interfaces better with local authorities in Wales and the decisions about the journey opportunities and
organisations like ourselves, Sustrans Rural Wales journey methods for people living in our part of the
and things like that. Overall, it is desirable to move world. There does need to be local accountability,
forward and devolve these powers to the Welsh both with the SRA and at the Government
Assembly, with adequate funds of course—which is directive level.
a big factor in this.

Q528 Albert Owen: I agree that the SRA is closer
Q527 Julie Morgan: It sounds as though you to people who work better with representation, but
would support the idea of transfer of powers, but can you give me a concrete example of how the
how would it make a more coherent transport railways are better in Scotland than in Wales,

because our Scottish Members of Parliament seemsystem?
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to be denigrating the whole thing because of the can attract people from oV the motorway. If only
we had the same service between Swansea andimpact south of the Border; and how would you

get over that? CardiV, ladies and gentlemen!
Mr Harley: One immediate answer I give to that is
that Scotrail has new trains arriving right now, as Q529 Chairman: Yes. Thank you very much for a

very useful session.we speak. There is nothing in Wales at the moment,
not at least for the next 15 years, unless something Mr Harley: Thank you, Mr Chairman, for inviting

us. May I take the opportunity to publicly praisepops up somewhere. That is an example of how the
Scottish Parliament can have an influence. Also, the work that this Committee has done,

particularly on its last report on the railways inthere are new stations opening in Scotland. There
is some business park on the outskirts of Edinburgh Wales, when the Committee saw that they were

absolutely static. You took all our comments intowhich is having its own rail station. It is large
enough now to sustain its own rail service, which account. You accurately reflected the views of

passengers or the electorate, shall we say, and it iswill take hundreds of cars oV the road. The Scottish
Parliament also looks to rail as an integral part of an outstanding piece of work. We certainly look

forward to the report that will follow theseits transport policy. It recognises that with a 15-
minute service between Edinburgh and Glasgow it hearings.

Supplementary written evidence from the Rail Passengers’ Committee Wales

THE SEVERN TUNNEL

1. Introduction

RPC Wales is concerned that Wales–England rail services are increasingly constrained by the Severn
Tunnel and considers that now is the time for a serious look at how additional capacity should be provided
for the long term.

This non-technical paper is intended to identify four options, to introduce issues to be considered as part
of the assessment of each option and to promote further consideration of the proposals by and further
debate with the relevant authorities.

These authorities include:

— the Welsh AVairs Committee;

— the Welsh Assembly Government;

— the South West Regional Assembly;

— the Strategic Rail Authority;

— Network Rail.

No eVort is made to estimate one crucial issue: cost. This would have to be an integral part of the next
stage of assessment of these four and any other identified options.

2. Background

The Severn Tunnel is four miles and 629 yards long and links the English and Welsh sections of the
Paddington–South Wales main line.

Construction began in early-1873 and, after enormous diYculties which included two major floods from
“the Great Spring”, was opened to passengers on 1 December 1886. In conjunction with the “Badminton
Line” between Patchway andWootton Basset Junctions, it shortened the original London—Swansea route
via Gloucester by 47 miles. It was then the longest non-London Underground rail tunnel in Britain and the
longest underwater tunnel in the world.

Its benefits include:

— twin track throughout;

— reasonably graded approaches, (1/90 climb into Wales and 1/100 climb into England);

— electrified pumping stations, (and water sold for industrial use);

— every day, about 130 passenger trains and 80 freight trains passing through.
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The tunnel, however, is not trouble free; constraints include:

— risk of flooding;

— long signalling sections which restrict train paths;

— confined drainage tunnels and shafts, hard to access and maintain;

— 75mph speed restriction;

— W8 freight gauge;

— inadequate alternative routes when closed for maintenance and renewal;

— no headroom for electrification.

Much work was essential in the tunnel in the late 1990’s and the maintenance engineers gained some
notoriety for closing the tunnel frequently and at short notice, causing serious delays to and disruption of
regular services. Some of this work followed the numerous recommendations of the public inquiries in
Bristol and CardiV in 1992 into the collision between two trains within the tunnel on 7 December 1991,
recommendations arguably made more numerous by the uncertainty as to the precise cause of the accident.
Safety provisions were enhanced with considerable diYculty and expense.

In the last couple of years however, apart from a couple of serious and avoidable clashes with major
sporting occasions at the new Millennium Stadium in CardiV, the tunnel’s reliability and availability is
greatly improved, with a significant reduction in unplanned closures.

Nevertheless, taking all aspects of service performance into account, RPC.W considers the Severn Tunnel
to be a significant constraint on existing rail services. More fundamentally and seriously, RPC Wales
considers the tunnel will be unable to cope with the planned and anticipated increases in rail traYc along
this vital route.

Better use of the Severn Tunnel can certainly be achieved by improvements within and near the tunnel, eg:

— safely reduce intervals between trains by installing addition signals within the tunnel which reduce
the length of signalling sections—planned for years but still not implemented;

— raise the line-speed through the tunnel to 90 or 100mph;

— remove single lead junctions near Filton Junction, especially on the route to Bristol—promised
for 2004;

— additional platforms at Filton Abbey Wood Station so stopping trains do not obstruct through
trains—promised for 2004;

— reinstate two more tracks (to total four) between Filton Junction and Bristol Temple Meads, so
trains to/from SouthWales do not obstruct trains to/from Bristol Parkway Station and beyond to
the North and East—no known plans.

As they are implemented, these projects will progressively enhance capacity through the approaches to
the Severn Tunnel and therefore through the tunnel itself. It is however estimated that traYc growth will
still exceed this additional capacity sooner rather than later; say, well within 10 years.

Within that period it is assumed that the following national schemes will be complete:

— WCML PUG 1 and 2 (at last);

— ECML bottle-neck removals;

— CTRL Section two, from Fawkham Jct. to London Kings Cross;

and that the Great Western Renewal will be making rapid strides in a westerly direction.

Meanwhile, the Severn Tunnel will become a more and more severe constraint on all services, especially
on the key South Wales–Bristol and London services for which, unlike South West England and
Bristol–London services, there is no eVective alternative route.

Recognising that the right option to provide additional capacity between England and Wales will be a
major project with lengthy lead time, probably over ten years to successful completion, RPC.W consider
work should begin now to consider the options and to identify the preferred solution.

RPC.W reaYrms its suggestion that the options considered should include:

— the Second Severn Road Crossing;

— a dedicated rail bridge;

— a new rail tunnel;

— the Severn tidal barrage.
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3. The Four Options

Each option is now outlined in a little more detail.

3.1 The Second Severn Road Crossing

Road and rail have shared bridges over rivers and estuaries for years, especially in developing countries
with limited resources and rugged terrain, eg Canada, India, NZ and Australia.

Examples in Britain are few, apparently because of a lack of strategic thinking, but perhaps also due to
inter-agency indiVerence. The few working examples in Wales include the Britannia Bridge (as re-built)
between Bangor and Holyhead and the Briwet Bridge on the Cambrian Coast near Penrhyndeudraeth.

Modern bridges however commonly have full provisions for both rail and road, eg Denmark–Sweden,
Hong Kong Airport, etc. Such bridges are conceived, designed and built for this shared purpose.

Although not designed and built to include rail, the Second Severn Road Crossing, (SSRC) may hold
potential for rail use. Merits include:

— its alignment, which is very close to that of the rail tunnel beneath, (indeed, great care had to be
taken during bridge construction to control foundation works straddling the tunnel);

— its arrangement of long multi-span approach viaducts and short central span;

— the modern road freight loads for which the bridge is designed may well be comparable with the
loads of modern medium-paced light-weight rail cars suitable for Bristol–Newport–CardiV
shuttle services;

The revised and additional loadings would certainly require significant alteration and strengthening of
the crossing, just as almost every other road bridge has experienced as traYc intensities and permitted lorry
loadings have increased since the bridgeswere first designed. It is considered that the design and construction
techniques to modify the SSRC suitably are already available.

Rail connections to the existing network would be short on both Severn banks, and track grades and
curvatures throughout should not be operationally onerous at all.

3.2 A Dedicated Rail Bridge

The original high-level rail bridge was completed in 1879 between Sharpness and Lydney but was badly
damaged by a ship in 1960 and never re-opened before demolition. Its alignment is reasonably favourable
for reconstruction on the West bank, but its Eastern approaches are unsuitable for direct and speedy access
to either Bristol, to theGWmainline atWesterleigh Junction or to theGloucester–Stroud route to Swindon.

The preferred option for a dedicated rail bridge would therefore be a new bridge on a new alignment.

The first choice option that the SSRC be a joint-rail crossing (by design) having been lost, the rail bridge
alignment now has considerable freedom. Preferred alignment is likely to be somewhere in a band between
a mile upstream and five miles downstream of the Severn Tunnel.

Opportunities exist of enhancing existing network connections by aligning the bridge with existing rail-
lines, eg:

— to Avonmouth, making it attractive for Bristol and freight traYc, but less directly attractive for
London trains, except by releasing capacity in the original tunnel;

— to HallenMarsh Junction on the Severn Beach line from Bristol Parkway, making it attractive for
high speed trains straight through Filton Junction.

On any alignment it would be prudent to design foundations and superstructure capable of
accommodating a future road deck, perhaps particularly for an Avonmouth alignment.

3.3 A New Rail Tunnel

Thanks to the excellent experience already gained on the Channel Tunnel Rail Link to London, the levels
of tunnelling expertise in the UK have soared and the costs have plummetted. Certainly the Severn geology
and hydro-geology will always be more complex and challenging than English chalks and clays, but a new
rail tunnel may well be the quickest, easiest and most cost-eVective way of enhancing English–Welsh rail
links.

In principle, the alignment of a new rail tunnel has the same flexibility as a new rail bridge.

In practice it will be more restricted by the geology and a bored tunnel in stable rock may therefore be
impractical as far downstream as Avonmouth.

Estuary bed conditionsmay, however, favour an immersed tube similar to, but much longer than, theA55
under the Conway estuary on the North Wales Coast.
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A new bored tunnel alongside the existing provides the additional and valuable opportunity to up-grade
the old Severn Tunnel to modern standards of safety and services by cross-connections throughout their
length, including:

— passenger escape routes in the event of emergency;

— controlled bi-directional ventilation;

— modern drainage and lighting.

The pair of tunnels in close parallel would oVer greatly increased flexibility of operation andmaintenance
as well as increased capacity, with segregation by speed and power generally leading to passenger trains
normally using the modern tunnel and the original tunnel restricted to freight traYc.

A new tunnel some distance from the old would not have many of these benefits.

Any modern tunnel should be sized to accommodate future electrification with UK standard overhead
lines.

Modern train power units probablymean the new tunnel approaches could be steeper than present, hence
reducing the tunnel length and cost. However, fuel costs would rise and/or train speeds would fall as a
consequence, albeit for only a short section of their overall journeys.

3.4 The Severn Tidal Barrage

The Severn Tidal Barrage to harness the enormous energy of the rising and falling tides in the estuary was
first proposed in the 19th Century—a contemporary engraving shows a train crossing it!

It is considered that in time and due to:

— continuing growth in UK electricity demand and of our economic and social reliance on it;

— the pollution from and relative ineYciencies of coal, oil and gas energy sources;

— the increasing political and technical risks of imported fuels and energy;

— the relative unpredictability and unreliability of many renewable energy sources, especially wind;

— increasing success in identifying the environmental impacts of large projects and ofmanaging them
acceptably;

active interest in the potential of tidal power in general and of the Severn Estuary in particular will revive
sooner rather than later.

Sites for the barrage have been investigated on many alignments between as far upstream as Aust
CliV–Beachley Point (almost exactly under the First Severn Road Crossing) and as far downstream as
Porlock (West Somerset)–Nash Point (Glamorgan).Most proposals have concentrated on the an alignment
between Weston-super-Mare–Lavernock Head near Penarth.

Wherever sited and whenever built, it too provides an opportunity for rail and road crossings.

Current estimates suggest the barrage would be such a large project, and because it would not be available
as a transport link until virtually complete, it will almost certainly not be available within the period
necessary to supplement the Severn Rail Tunnel. Nevertheless, it is a project which could clearly contribute
to cross-Severn transport links, and its development should be positively monitored.

Rail access for construction purposes on both shores should be aligned with permanent use in mind.

4. Conclusions

At this preliminary stage RPC Wales concludes:

— the Severn Rail Tunnel is old and diYcult and expensive to maintain;

— its alignment for train services between London and SouthWest England and SouthWales is most
suitable for modern transport needs;

— its usage is on the practical limits of capacity, and enhancements available cannot keep ahead of
the growth in demand in the mid- and long-term;

and that:

— additional and alternative capacity must be provided on this strategic route.

Therefore, the options, including the four outlined in this Note, should be assessed, budgeted, ranked
and considered in further detail until the single all-round best-value option is identified for further
detailed assessment.
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5. Recommendations

This Note is issued to the Welsh AVairs Committee as supplementary evidence to its recent Inquiry into
The Provision of Rail Services.

It is also issued to:

— the Welsh Assembly Government;

— the Strategic Rail Authority;

— Network Rail;

— the Welsh Transport Forum;

— the South West Regional Assembly;

— Rail Passengers’ Committee for Western England;

— London Transport Users’ Committee;

also to all other interested parties, including all TrainOperatingCompanies using the Severn Tunnel; with
an invitation to all to comment on, help to improve and to adopt and promote.

The Second Severn Rail Crossing

From time-to-time, RPC.W should review, revise and re-issue this Note to include additional facts, issues
and options that emerge and that RPC.W considers strengthen the case to be considered for the Second
Severn Rail Crossing.

6. Appendices

6.1 Location Plan of Severn Crossings

To be developed for the next issue.

6.2 References

1. Channel Tunnel Rail Link Section 1 Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Vol 156, Nov
2003

2. The Oxford Companion to British Railway History; edited by Jack Simmons and Gordon Biddle,
1997.

3. The Great Western Railway, A New History; by Frank Booker, 1977.

4. Railways: Civil Engineering; by Bryan Morgan, 1973.

5. Hidden Dangers—Railway Safety in the Era of Privatisation, by Stanley Hall, 1999.

6. The Severn Tunnel—Its Construction and DiYculties 1872–87, by Thomas A Walker, 1888.
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Written evidence
Written evidence from Wales & Borders Trains

Cardiff Central Station

It was with interest that I read the feature in the “WesternMail” newspaper on 14 January 2003 regarding
CardiV Central railway station.

Please find below a response to some of the issues raised in the feature, which members of the House of
Commons Welsh AVairs Committee may wish to observe.

Youwill recollect that I gave evidence to the Committee and outlined our plans to improve stations,many
of which have since come to fruition. Indeed, theHealth & Safety Executive and Rail Passengers Committee
Wales have praised many of the initiatives that have been undertaken.

The feature in the “WesternMail” stated that there were problems with disabled access at CardiVCentral.
We take our responsibility towards customers with disability very seriously and we are committed to
providing an excellent quality of service.

Any passenger requesting assistance with their train journey can call the “Journey Care” line on 0845 400
4005 and arrangements will bemade for amember of staV to meet and escort them safely onto their required
train service.

A customer “Help Desk” is also available in the foyer and is open most of the day to assist anyone
requiring assistance with their journey.

Access to all seven platforms at the station is available either by lift or level road access in the case of
Platform “0”. We are also confident that our staV are alert to the requirements of the disabled and
appropriate training is provided to assist customers with disabilities.

During the recent busy Christmas period, an average 60 customers a day, each with special requirements,
were supervised at CardiV Central. This figure does not include requests from the elderly or parents with
pushchairs. I am pleased to advise that not one single complaint was received from any of our customers
requiring assistance.

Parking bays for the disabled are available in the station car park, which is accessible from Penarth Road.
Additionally, we are actively seeking to refurbish existing facilities and to provide increased car parking
spaces at the station.

Following the refurbishment of the station in time for RugbyWorld Cup 1999, a dedicated taxi rank has
been located in Central Square, adjacent to the front of the station. The rank is clearly signed, works
eYciently and to date, we are not aware of any negative comments regarding this facility.

Wales & Borders Trains have been responsible for the management of CardiV Central since 1 April 2002.
Many initiatives have been introduced to enhance facilities and ensure that passengers’ experience is
enjoyable and straightforward. We have significantly increased management and station staV, who
undertake a variety of duties including revenue protection, customer services and environmental care. A new
platform “0” has also been opened to increase capacity, which in turn improves performance by reducing
potential delays.

Integration with other forms of transport is important and positive steps have been taken with CardiV
Bus and other operators to improve the availability of information to passengers.

A “Guide to Bus Links” booklet is available at the Travel Centre and bus service information posters are
also on display at the station.

A direct bus link, with through ticketing to CardiV International Airport departs from the bus stand
immediately in front of the railway station. The dedicated bus deployed on this route has been re-livened
to raise awareness and promote the service.

We have also worked closely with CardiV Bus to produce the CardiV “Capital Card”, which allows
unlimited travel on Valley Lines and CardiV Bus within the City of CardiV.

Wales & Borders Trains has developed a good working relationship with the Welsh Assembly
Government and a number of enhancement schemes aimed at improving facilities and services for
passengers across Wales have been progressed using Transport Grant funding.

For example, work will shortly commence to install new and upgraded real time customer information
systems at 46 stations in Wales and eight in the border counties of England. The Strategic Rail Authority,
theWelshAssemblyGovernment and the County Councils of Shropshire and Cheshire are funding this £2.5
million initiative, which is the only bi-lingual system of its kind in the UK. It will make a very real diVerence
to the quality of train running information available to passengers, especially at small-unstaVed rural
stations.

Clearly, improvements to the rail network cannot be developed in isolation and a partnership approach
from various organisations such as local authorities, regional and national Government is required.
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In recent times, we have demonstrated our commitment to improving benefits for passengers with our
successful track record in bidding for Rail Passenger Partnership funding from the Strategic Rail Authority
and partnership working with regional transport consortia in Wales.

I would like to extend an invitation to the Welsh AVairs Select Committee to visit CardiV Central and
discuss any issues or suggestions youmay have regarding any aspect of our operation with myself and other
members of the team.

Chris Gibb
Managing Director

15 January 2003

Written evidence from the Rail Freight Group

Introduction

1. The Rail freight Group is the representative body of the rail freight industry in the UK. Its objective
is to grow the volume of freight carrried by rail in the UK.

2. RFG welcomed the target for growth of rail freight of 80% in the Government’s 10 Year Plan and, at
the time of its launch, we stated that the industry could deliver this growth, given proper support and policies
from the Government, particularly through the Strategic Rail Authority.

3. Although the announcement earlier this year of suspension of new freight grants and the cancellation
of many freight enhancement projects was a severe disappointment to the industry, at least the suspension
of grants does not apply toWales or Scotland.We are pressing the SRA to announce a resumption of grants
in the autumn.

4. Apart from the flows along the south coast of Wales, the amount of rail freight in Wales is generally
disappointing. RFG has been encouraging the development of rail freight to the port of Holyhead for some
time, but this has not been helped by the gradual disposal of railway land suitable for road/rail interchange
in the town, firstly for a supermarket and then for road developments.

5. We have also been disappointed by the lack of grants made for rail freight by the Welsh Assembly.
This may be attributed to lack of demand, lack of interest or lack of commitment from the assembly; either
way, it is a matter of regret.

6. Thus, when we heard of the potential for a major rail freight traYc flows from near Blaenau Festiniog
to the North West and Midlands of England by rail, we welcomed this, particularly since the Welsh
Assembly and the Welsh Development Agency were reported to support it, and to have oVered grants
towards the work necessary to enable the services to start.

The Blaenau Festiniog Rail Project

7. The project is to take up to two million tonnes of slate waste a year from Blaenau Festiniog by rail to
the North West and Midlands. It has become economic to move this material because of the recently
introduced aggregates levy on primary aggregates.

8. Alfred McAlpine Slate Ltd is leading a proposal to establish a loading facility near Blaenau and, with
Freightliner Ltd, transport slate waste by rail along the Conwy Valley line to Llandudno Junction and
thereafter to the North West and Midlands.

9. For the Conwy Valley Line, Conwy County Borough Council and the Welsh Development Agency
commissioned a study form Parkman which was published in July 2001. The Report concludes that the
general condition of the line is “fairly good” and that, in order to facilitate freight traYc, the following work
is recommended:

— Improve elements of the current track system.

— Amend the track layout south of Llandudno Junction.

— Extend the existing passing loop at Llanwrst and increase train speeds there.

— Replace signalling.

10. It quotes an estimated cost of the works of between £11.2 million and £16.8 million, but it should be
noted that some 75% of this is signalling.

11. Terminals will be required at Blaenau and at discharge locations and there will be the need for rolling
stock. We are confident that these can be provided, with or without financial assistance. We are not aware
of any other problems relating to the Network Rail lines between Llandudno Junction and destinations
terminals, so this response concentrates on the Conwy Valley line, since this is crucial to the project’s
operation.
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The Conwy Valley Line for Freight

12. Since the above Report was published over two years ago, we understand that Network Rail has
failed to respond to repeated requests to provide factual assessment of any improvement work which they
believe would be required on the Conwy Valley Line. NR is reported to have rejected the Parkman report
referred to above, even though Parkman is one of NR’s approved consultants.

13. It was reported that some six months ago NR commissioned its own report that should have been
completed by now, but that it is now evident that the consultants have not started work on it because they
had not been properly briefed.

14. In the mean time, NRNorthWest zone is reported to have said that the upgrade works necessary for
rail freight on the Conwy Valley line could exceed £200 million; one senior manager is reported to have said
that “freight will run on that line again over my dead body”.

15. We understand that the SRA, WDA and the Welsh Assembly’s Transport Policy Division have been
involved with Alfred McAlpine in a succession of discussions with NR and believe that they will testify to
the lack of co-operation and unsupported indications of costs.

16. RFG raised this with John Armitt, Chief Executive of NR in June. He said he had taken it up with
his North West Zone, but so far we have not had any response.

17. RFG considers that, two years after the publication of the Parkman Report, it is disgraceful that
Railtrack/Network Rail has not by now come up with a credible scheme to allow rail freight to restart on
the Conwy branch at reasonable cost.

18. Network Rail has a duty under its Licence Conditions to respond to reasonable demands of its
customers in a timely manner; up to now, it has significantly failed.

Next Steps

19. Following meetings with Alfred McAlpine Slate and Freightliner, RFG has recommended that
Alfred McAlpine pursue this in at least three ways concurrently:

(a) Apply to the Rail Regulator for a Direction under Section 17 of the 1993 Railways Act requiring
Network Rail to enter into an access contract for the use of the slate facility and to operate trains
on the Conwy branch line.

(b) Apply to Network Rail directly to be allowed to develop the project and implement it under NR’s
supervision.

AlfredMcAlpine are well capable of project managing such work andNetwork Rail has agreed that such
small works can be done without NR’s contractual involvement, but with a NR project manager being
seconded to ensure compliance with standards etc.

(c) Apply for the transfer the ownership and operations of the line from Network Rail.

Operation of the infrastructure would be by Alfred McAlpine. Freight train operations would be open
access, but Alfred McAlpine intends that Freightliner operate slate waste trains. The obligation to operate
passenger trains could be retained by the existing operator, or transferred to a heritage railway. One with
local connections and roots may attract more passengers.

Ownership: we understand from discussions with the former BR Property Board and others that it may
be diYcult for the railways to fulfil their statutory obligations to maintain highway bridges when a line is
sold to a private company. If this is the case, then the line could be taken over by the local authorities and
leased at peppercorn rent to Alfred McAlpine, who would have an obligation to operate and maintain
the line.

There are various options as to whether the line might be operated as a private siding, a heritage railway
or whatever, and there are diVerent levels of standards and rules applicable to each. None are as onerous
as operating

The Project

20. RFG has noted the cost estimate and scope of the Parkman study. Clearly, the track and structure
work recommended will need to be undertaken, and there are benefits in extending the loops and improving
the layout at Llandudno Junction.

21. However, the need to spend over £8 million on signalling must be questioned. Network Rail’s record
in budgeting or undertaking signalling works is not good; they maintain that there is a shortage of signalling
engineers nationwide at the same time as being reported to be making 300 redundancies in their Glasgow
design oYces due to lack of work.

22. We believe that a much cheaper signalling option could be provided, possibly directly by external
designers and contractors. The exact scope will depend on options chosen for ownership and operations
above.
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Support

23. Any of the above options would require the support of the various agencies currently involved.

24. The Welsh Assembly must surely wish to see rail freight again on the Conwy Valley line, not only for
environmental reasons (to avoid it being sent by road) but also for good economic regeneration reasons.
Similarly, a revived passenger service, controlled and operated locally to reflect local needs must also be
desirable.

25. The Welsh Development Agency similarly have demonstrated their commitment by an oVer of a
grant, and must see the reopening of the line to freight, as well as better passenger services, as being the key
to economic growth in the Blaenau area.

26. The Strategic Rail Authority has a duty to promote passenger and freight traYc. It has temporarily
suspended rail freight grants, but must surely support such a project in principle. Given the current concern
over budgets, and doubts about the long term viability of branch lines, we feel sure that the SRAwould look
with favour on any project that preserved a line for passenger and freight use, and took away the high costs
and risk which Network Rai currently appear to bring to so many projects. The community rail projects
being developed by Community Rail Partnerships on the Esk Valley Line in Yorkshire is a good example.

27. Local Authorities have also shown their support by commissioning the Parkman study.We hope that
this will continue, although we urge them not to demand toomuch at the start of the project so that the costs
become impossibly high

28. Network Rail still has a monopoly in the provision of design, of contractors and of decision making
as to what happens on the railway. Although some zones are showing flexibility, the route through the Rail
Regulator in seeking a Section 17 Direction is the best available and, even then, there is no certainty of
success.

Conclusion

29. The Rail Freight Group believes that this Slate Project is highly desirable both to the growth of rail
freight but also to the local Blaenau Ffestiniog area. Grant oVers have been made which should go a long
way towards enabling essential works to be undertaken and financed.

30. However, the last two years since the publication of the ParkmanReport have seen intense frustration
at the lack of follow-up and progress.

31. Given a will byNR to encourage rather than discourage the project, and with the support of the SRA,
WDA and other agencies, it is perfectly feasible to get the small amount of work undertaken quite quickly
so that the services can start operating.

32. We urge the Committee to press for this to happen at the earliest opportunity.

Chairman

July 2003

Written evidence from the National Union of Rail, Maritime & Transport Workers

THE PROVISION OF RAILWAY SERVICES IN WALES

1. The National Union of Rail Maritime and Transport Workers (RMT) welcomes the decision of the
Welsh AVairs Committee to hold the current inquiry into “the Provision of Railway Services inWales”. The
RMT represents 65,500 workers in all sectors of the transport industry. Organising over 40,000 members
on the railway we are the largest of the rail unions and have approximately 2,500 rail members in Wales.

2. Since the passing of the Railways Act in 1993 by the John Major Government the RMT has
consistently opposed the increasingly fragmented nature of the network. Privatisation has meant that rail
currently consists of 25 train-operating companies, six freight companies, three rolling stock companies,
three infrastructure controllers and seven major infrastructure maintenance and renewal companies. In
addition there is a complex spiders-web of contractors and sub-contractors totalling approximately 145,000
certified workers, employed by around 1,500 employers. Approximately two thirds of these firms employ
less than 25 workers.
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The Allocation of Powers Between the National Assembly forWales and the UK Government

3. It remains our view that the right course of action would be to for the Government to bring forward
legislation that would introduce a publicly owned, publicly accountable, integrated and cross-subsidised
railway network.

4. Public ownership however should not mean a return to Whitehall centralisation. Currently Passenger
Transport Executives have a series of powers over local train services in the geographic areas for which they
are responsible. With that in mind the RMT supports the recommendation of theWelsh AVairs Committee
in January 2003 that “the Government bring forward legislation to grant the Assembly the power to
establish, modify and wind-up by secondary legislation one or more Passenger Transport Authorities or
Executives covering all or part of Wales”.

5. We further support the recommendation of the Committee that the Government should conduct a
consultation exercise on the transfer of increased transport powers to theNational Assembly forWales. Our
view is that the Assembly should be able to guide and direct the Strategic Rail Authority on the award of
the Wales & Borders franchise. This would bring the powers of the National Assembly into line with those
currently exercised by the Scottish Executive.

Infrastructure Investment

6. Across the whole of Britain there have been recent significant increases in freight on rail and passenger
numbers and passenger kilometres travelled. Indeedmore journeys are nowmade by rail than since the early
1960s. This extra demand has placed increasing strains on an already fragile and ageing rail infrastructure.
Unfortunately the maintenance and renewal programme in the pre and post privatisation eras has been
wholly inadequate in meeting the challenge posed by the increased volume in traYc.

7. In only one year of the 1970s did the track renewals programme on the national rail network fall below
800 kms. Renewals declined in the 1980s under the Thatcher governments and by the 1996 privatisation of
Railtrack they had fallen to around 300 miles a year. In 1996 the average age of track was 40 years old
meaning that around 500 miles of renewals was required every year in order to maintain the integrity of
the infrastructure. This target was not met, indeed in one year renewals fell to less than 150 miles. This has
contributed significantly to the current 4,000 mile backlog in track renewals.

8. On track maintenance, expenditure fell away significantly in the early 1990s. The consequence of the
underspend onmaintenance and renewals is that on the national network in 2002–03 there were 14.7 million
train delay minutes, accounting for 55% of all train delays, directly attributable to infrastructure problems.

9. Welsh railways have not been immune from this long-term neglect of the infrastructure particularly
in regard to the Central Wales and Heart of Wales lines.

10. On amore positive note the RMTwelcomes the fact that, in the space of only five years, the Assembly
has spent the majority of it’s 10 Year Transport Budget on rail improvements including the re-opening of
the West Valley Line (Ebbw Vale). The RMT also applauds the commitment to re-open the Vale of
Glamorgan Line to passenger traYc. Whilst we understand the reasons for delay the RMT is disappointed
at the progress currently made to actually complete the re-opening of the line.

Wales & Border Franchise

11. Post privatisation the Wales & West, CardiV Railways and the Wales & Borders franchises have
received in excess of half a billion pounds in net SRA subsidies. In addition the First North Western, First
GreatWestern, Central Trains andVirgin Cross Country franchises have received significant levels of public
financial support for the services that they operate within Wales.

12. Even with these levels of subsidy the 2002–03 SRA annual report reveals that only 79.9% of Wales
and Borders services run to time.

13. Arriva will take over theWales and Borders franchise in late 2003. Their stewardship of the Northern
franchise was been marked by the late arrival of one in five trains and poor industrial relations.

14. RMT drew attention to Arriva’s performance in our 2002 submission to the House of Commons
Transport Committee Inquiry into Railways in the North of England. “A chronic driver shortage led to the
cancellation of 80 services a day in September 2001 and the cancellation of the winter timetable, with trains
replaced by buses for five months on busy commuter routes from Pontefract and Knottingley into Leeds.
The SRA fined Arriva £2 million as a result of its poor performance in the aftermath of the driver shortage.
In February 2002, Arriva was forced by the Advertising Standards Agency to withdraw an advert for new
staV, which claimed they “provide eYcient passenger rail services across the North of England.” The ASA
demanded withdrawal of the advertisement “until it can be substantiated.”

15. Recent statements by SRA Chair Richard Bowker that the maintenance regime on secondary and
rural lines should be cut by 50% could impact particularly sharply inWales with its large percentage of rural
routes. The introduction of potentially wholesale permanent speed restrictions would lead to increased
journey times and create a two-tier rail system, that in turn would discourage the use of the network on
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regional and rural services further marginalising people who currently rely on public transport for their day-
to-day activities. Wales is already poorly served by the rail network and would disproportionately suVer if
the SRAwere to focus exclusively on inter-city and the south east of England commuter routes into London.

16. The RMT also believes that any moves towards “bustitution” will bring nothing but chaos and delay
to rail passengers in Wales. Buses extend journey times and do not provide the same level of services for
disabled passengers and those people travelling with young children. We fully endorse the comments made
in the 2003 House of Commons Transport Committee report Railways in the North of England “The
experience of Arriva Trains Northern brought home the value of rail. The bus services took twice as long
as the trains they replaced and Mr Cameron (of Arriva Trains) accepted that bus services were not
comparable to trains”.

Conclusion

17. TheRMTwelcomes theCommittee’s current enquiry into the Provision ofRailway Services inWales.
We believe that the issues that have been raised illustrate wider problems with the Government’s rail
strategy: lack of coordination; lack of clarity on future plans; and over-reliance on private funding and
discredited private companies. The current franchising process serves to institutionalise these problems
rather than resolve them, and RMT’s considered view is that without a properly accountable public railway
improvements, will be diYcult to deliver.

18. RMT would welcome the opportunity to provide verbal evidence in support of this submission.

Bob Crow
General secretary

4 September 2003

Written evidence from the Heart of Wales Line Forum

THE PROVISION OF RAILWAY SERVICES IN WALES

1. Introduction

This submission is from the Heart of Wales Line Forum. The Heart of Wales Line runs from Swansea to
Shrewsbury via Llandrindod Wells. It is currently operated by Wales and Borders Trains.

The Forum, first set up in 1991, is a consortium of local authorities, development and tourism agencies,
the rail industry and user group, dedicated to the retention of the line and the improvement of its
infrastructure, services and timetabling. The Forum works to promote greater use of the line by local
residents and by visitors to Mid Wales.

Our submission responds to the issues set out in Press Notice 13, viz:

— the provision of rail services within Wales and between Wales and England;

— investment in rail infrastructure in Wales;

— the allocation of powers between the National Assembly forWales and the UKGovernment; and

— the process for the award of the new Wales and Borders franchise.

Note: Whilst the comments we have made frequently relate to our own line, we believe that they have
wider validity across most of the rural rail lines of Wales.

2. The Provision of Rail Services withinWales and betweenWales and England

Strategic considerations

The Forum welcomes the creation of a franchise that will provide a Welsh focus to rail services and can
build on the recent achievements of the current train operator.

We believe that the strategic importance of the Heart of Wales Line as provider of public transport
between NW England, North Wales and SWWales has not been suYciently exploited.

It is important that plans for the provision of Welsh rail services also take into account English needs on
our “international” line.
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The nature of the service provided

There is a need to put more emphasis on the development of a rail service that meets user needs. At
present, for example, the timetable on theHeart ofWales Line is resource led, rather thanmeeting passenger
needs. (The timetable has been constructed to maximise the daily use of rolling stock, but this results in the
running of some trains when few passengers are likely to use them. For example the 04.28 departure from
Carmarthen to Shrewsbury—one of the four South-North daily trains, runs empty for half of its journey
because of the need to provide an early morning arrival at Shrewsbury.)

Frequency of service also needs to be improved. A four hour gap between trains constitutes an
unattractive and, in practice, often useless level of service, even for a rural area. “You can get to a hospital
appointment, but you can’t get back”, as aman in Llanwrtyd said recently. The current timetable maymake
it possible to get to a longer distance destination, but not to be able to return the same day. A day trip to
London from Llandrindod allows just over an hour in the capital!

There needs to be greater emphasis put on the integration of diVerent forms of Welsh public transport,
and this is nowhere more true than in the case of our line, which forms a 120 mile transport “spine” through
the areas it serves. The public will be best served when this “spine” is properly integrated with bus, coach,
taxi and community transport services with assured connections and end to end booking facilities.

The Forum, together with the Mid Wales Partnership, believe that in the medium term the service needs
to comprise:

— six trains in each direction, Monday to Saturday throughout the year; and

— an all year Sunday service of at least four trains in each direction during the winter period, rising
to six in each direction in the summer.

In the longer term, the Forum strongly supports the Welsh Assembly Government’s aspiration for rural
lines such as ours to have a two hourly service.

The use of rail to boost tourism

The Forum believes that Sunday services on rural lines such as the Heart of Wales need to be greatly
improved. Tourism is an important part of the traYc on our line and it is bizarre that on Sunday, the busiest
day of the week for retail and leisure activity, rail services are currently minimal.

Rail is an important, but underexploited means of boosting one of Wales’ major sources of income—
tourism. The Heart of Wales Line is a tourist attraction in its own right, and there is much opportunity to
exploit it further by imaginative product development.

It is known that tourists visiting by public transport cause less pollution, stay longer and spendmore than
their car-borne counterparts. In addition the national nature of the rail network can be used to tap into a
wider market, and to encourage foreign visitors without their own transport.

One initiative which the Forum is investigating, and which needs support, is the launch of a scheme of
“Station Hosts”, whereby suitable community based individuals are based on the line. They will be trained
to oVer a welcome to pre booked tourists visitors to the locality, will ensure that services intended to connect
actually do so, and will work to develop rail linked tourist packages, and to promote the use of local public
transport.

Rolling stock issues

The Forum welcomes the work currently being undertaken by the SRA on this matter. We echo the
comments made to the SRA by the Association of Community Rail Partnerships (ACoRP), to which we
belong. There is a need for the SRA to take in lead in the provision of suitable rolling stock that meets the
needs of lines such as ours. Such rolling stock needs to:

— be reliable (breakdowns on a lengthy rural single rail line take considerable time to deal with, and
the current one engined “class 153” units used on our line have a poor record of reliability);

— appeal to passengers who are used to the comfort and ambience of modern cars and road coaches;

— be comfortable, with adequate room for luggage, hikers rucksacks and cycles (Mid Wales is a
popular leisure cycling venue and “153’s” carry only two cycles);

— have good visibility (important on a line promoted for its scenic beauty, but “153’s” have high
windows and low seats); and

— have the ability to provide extra train capacity to deal with pre booked group travel and special
events—at present this is hard to achieve.
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3. Investment in Rail Infrastructure inWales

The Forum welcomes the work being undertaken by the SRA to define the most appropriate manner of
maintaining and operating lightly traYcked, relatively slow speed lines such as the Heart of Wales Line.

The line currently operates under the terms of a Light Railway Order, and has only one staVed station
between Llanelli and Shrewsbury.Most of the station buildings comprise very basic shelters. Overall, whilst
the line has been a model of low cost operation, arguably this “stripping out” process has gone too far in
that station facilities are unappealing to prospective travellers.

If rural railways are to attract the more sophisticated travellers of the 21st century, comfortable, secure
facilities need to be provided, and further, appropriate investment will be needed.

Perversely, the application of UKwide Group Standards on our line has recently resulted in the spending
of considerable sums of money to provide disabled access over two footbridges where once there were
serviceable barrow crossings, and the replacement of recently installed solar powered lightingwith expensive
mains powered lights.

The Forum would like to see a more common sense approach adopted to such issues on low frequency,
lower speed lines. We advocate a system of maintenance and renewal that is locally based and managed, to
reduce the high costs currently incurred.

4. The Allocation of Powers between the National Assembly forWales and the UK Government

The Forum is a keen advocate of the devolution of management, decision making and resources to as
local a level as is practicable. Thus whilst a UK wide strategic approach to rail services is appropriately
provided by the SRA, we believe that Welsh transport issues need a Welsh input. We therefore hope that
the Welsh Assembly Government will be able to enjoy the same level of authority over Welsh rail matters
as does the Scottish Executive.

It is puzzling that—as has recently been announced—Merseyside should have total control over its local
franchise, whilst Wales does not.

5. The Process for the Award of the NewWales and Borders Franchise

The Forum has found the last three years very frustrating: there has, in eVect, been a “franchise blight”
over many significant decisions due to the protracted franchising procedure. Even at the time of writing, the
Preferred Bidder having been announced, the Forum has been given no significant opportunity to influence
the nature of the service being specified in the franchise. This is not a satisfactory situation: there needs to
be more transparency in the way in which such important decisions about public transport are arrived at.

David Edwards

Line Development OYcer, Heart of Wales Line Forum
5 September 2003

Written evidence from the English Welsh & Scottish Railway

THE PROVISION OF RAILWAY SERVICES IN WALES

Introduction

The Welsh AVairs Committee is undertaking an inquiry into the provision of railway services in Wales.
In particular the inquiry is focusing on:

— the provision of rail services within Wales and between Wales and England;

— investment in rail infrastructure in Wales;

— the allocation of powers between the National Assembly forWales and the UKGovernment; and

— the process for the award of the new Wales and Border franchise.

English Welsh & Scottish Railway (EWS) believes the Committee should also focus on the major
implications of the Strategic Rail Authority’s draft strategy on Specification of Network Outputs. EWS
believes the Committee should take this into account during its deliberations as the impact on the provision
of both passenger and freight services in Wales and between Wales and England could be aVected by
decisions made by the Strategic Rail Authority.

EWS would welcome the opportunity to provide oral evidence to the Committee if requested to do so.
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EWS

EWS is Britain’s leading rail freight operator moving over 100 million tonnes a year. EWS employs over
6,000 people and, aswith other rail freight operators, owns its business and it is not a franchise. EWS receives
no public subsidy and operates on a purely commercial basis.

Rail freight has been one of the successes of transport policy over the last seven years. Rail freight has
enjoyed growth of over 50% since 1996.

TheGovernment and theNational Assembly forWales hasmade rail freight growth a central part of their
transport policies.

EWS inWales

The main business undertaken by EWS in Wales is the movement of coal for power station generators
and steel for Corus.

For the power station generators, EWS has been able to meet their increased demand at short notice and
now moves treble the amount hauled by rail over previous years. This has helped make them competitive
in their markets and has removed up to 160,000 lorry movements from Welsh truck roads.

The change in the steel business with Corus saw re-working in the train movements of steel by EWS. Steel
rail movements within Wales currently accounts for roughly 60% of all steel moved within Wales. This is
therefore significant to the business of EWS and to Wales.

EWS also operates container trains out of the major South Wales ports and moves trains for Network
Rail for their engineering track maintenance and renewal operations.

The Committee will be aware that the Royal Mail has stated that they will cease all rail movements for
the distribution of mail by 31March 2004. EWS is currently planning for the cessation of these services and
the impact this will have on depots and jobs in South Wales. EWS has been meeting with Royal Mail since
their decision was made and hopes that rail services continue to be used by them.

EWS as a business employs 850 people in Wales and contributes in the region of £80 million a year to the
Welsh economy a year.

EWS has invested £750 million in rail freight since 1996.

SRA Draft Strategy on Specification of Network Outputs

The SRA has published its draft strategy on specification of network outputs. If the SRA’s proposals are
adopted, the result will be devastating for rail freight, and for railways on secondary and rural corridors in
Wales. Routes that are critical for freight will be downgraded, track renewals will be halved, Temporary
Speed Restrictions increased and service performance destroyed. Although the SRA has failed to produce
supporting evidence for its proposals EWShave been able to derive suYcient information to confirm that the
SRA’s proposals would undermine the rail freight industry. EWS urges the SRA to withdraw its proposals.

It is not open to the SRA to adopt its draft Specification as a strategy at present and the SRA should not
do so. If the SRA seeks tomake an input to the Rail Regulator’s interim review on the basis of the document
we will expect the views of EWS to be fully reflected in any submission made by the SRA.

The Rail Regulator foresees the access charges that an eYcient network operator (Network Rail) would
require to deliver its committed outputs would exceed what the SRA can aVord. In these circumstances, the
SRA should seek additional funding prior to adopting a strategy of reducing outputs.

In the context of the interim review, the next spending round and the practicalities of seeking additional
funding, the SRA should take advantage of the Rail Regulator’s proposed revision of Network Rail’s
funding requirements after April 2006. The SRA should maintain outputs until available funding is
ascertained.

The draft specification does not match the requirements of the Rail Regulator nor the SRA’s own
description of it. The Rail Regulator has foreseen that the charges an eYcient network operator would need
to deliver its committed outputs may exceed the SRA’s aVordability constraints. He has invited the SRA to
seek further funding and/or revise its strategies. The draft specification does neither. The SRA describes the
draft specification as detailing the outputs that the SRAwishes to purchase. But it does not do so. Instead, in
respect of the preferred network, it reiterates outputs specified elsewhere by other and refers to unquantified
additional input expenditure leading to unquantified outputs. In respect of the deferred network, there is no
specification of outputs. There is, instead, a “spend less, spend later” approach without any quantification
of the impact on outputs.

The draft specification is not suYciently developed for statutory consultation. It is unreasonable to
expect, for statutory consultation purposes, a proposal that is complete save for due consideration of advise
rendered by consultees. As the SRA’s proposal frequently makes clear, it has the status of substantially
incomplete work in progress.
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The specification is inconsistent with prior strategies. The SRA is obliged to exercise its functions in
accordance with its strategies (save for the purpose of revising strategies). The SRA has in place a strategy
to enhance the freight capabilities of the network. The specification runs counter to this. The SRA is not in
a position to adopt a counter strategy without first revising its earlier strategy.

The reasoning behind the SRA’s proposals is opaque. EWS is not aware of any appraisal criteria available
to the SRA that would have enabled it to assess the multiple trade-oVs that led to the SRA’s proposals.

The SRA’s proposals are contrary to many of the SRA’s duties, objectives and strategies including those
relating to the promotion of the use of the network for the carriage of goods and to enable persons providing
railway services to plan the future of their businesses with a reasonable degree of assurance.

The SRA is proposing that Freight-only and Secondary routes, vital for rail freight, are diVerentiated by
reducing track renewals and placing Freight-only routes on a “minimum short term cost basis”. 68 million
tonnes of rail freight uses Freight-only route, 41 million tonnes uses Other Secondary routes. The SRA
appears content that temporary speed restrictions and delays increase as a result of this policy even though
EWS services already suVer the eVects of the over 700 temporary speed restrictions across the whole
network.

The SRA has made its proposals despite the strong economic and environmental benefits of rail freight.
Key customers and keymarkets (particularly inWales) will be adversely aVected by the SRA’s plans. Routes
fundamental to the delivery of coal, steel, construction materials, petroleum, retail and international traYc
will be downgraded.

The SRA has alleged that its proposals will save £600 million a year. This is highly doubtful and EWS
has posed a number of questions regarding the underlying value assumptions and the accuracy of the SRA’s
base data. EWS has highlighted a number of discrepancies relating to the supposed cost of Freight-only
routes that further undermine the SRA’s expectations. EWS has also demonstrated that the SRA’s
anticipated savings will fail to fund the increased expenditure that the SRA is planning for Primary routes—
thus defeating the objectives of the SRA’s proposals.

There are a number of underlying themes within the SRA’s proposals. These include:

— a focus on what rail does best;

— focussing eVort on improving services to customers;

— improvement in performance over the most heavily used parts of the network; and

In respect of the rail freight industry the SRA’s proposals do not address these issues. Rail is ideally suited
to moving freight but the SRA’s proposals will undermine performance to the extent that rail freight
volumes will reduce. Service to customers will deteriorate as capability is diminished and temporary speed
restrictions are imposed on parts of the network crucial to freight. Performance will deteriorate on the parts
of the network that are heavily used by freight but which are classified in the SRA’s second grouping. The
deterioration will be exported on to the rest of the network as delayed freight services move from lower
category to higher category routes.

From a broader industry perspective there is no evidence that the SRA’s proposals will deliver its
objectives, all the evidence that the SRA’s proposals will deliver its objectives, all the evidence suggests that
it will fail to deliver a better railway in a cost eVective or value for money fashion.

From a freight perspective the strategy is ill conceived. Although there are elements that will be useful,
such as the introduction of more productive possessions, the overall eVect would be extremely harmful to
freight on rail. Therefore, EWS does not support the SRA’s proposals and urges it to withdraw its proposals
and to focus on funding and eYciency solutions rather than downgrading the rail network.

If the proposals outlined by the SRA are implemented, much of the rail network in Wales would be used
less by passenger and freight users as they reject trains with ever increasing journey times due to growing
number of temporary speed restrictions. A step towards line closures.

Freight Facilities Grants/Track Access Grants

The Committee will be aware that the National Assembly for Wales has devolved powers to administer
freight facilities grants and track access grants.

Earlier this year, theNational Assembly forWales awarded a freight facilities grant to SwanseaContainer
Terminal plc and EWS for the movement of coal. Minister for Environment, Sue Essex, at the time said:
“This scheme will remove over 140,000 lorrymiles each year fromWelsh roads. This is good news for people
living and working near these routes, benefiting both the local and the national environment, and will help
contribute to the UK Government’s target to increase by 80% the amount of freight moved by rail.”

The decision of the Strategic Rail Authority to suspend freight facilities grants and track access grants in
England, has halted the planning process for all Wales to England rail traYcs which would have required
grants part funded by both the National Assembly for Wales and the Strategic Rail Authority.
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The National Assembly for Wales should apply pressure on the UK Government to seek an immediate
re-instatement of these grants in England in order to gain the best economic and environmental gains for
Wales for cross border traYcs.

Conclusion

The future of railways for passengers and freight in Wales, and its funding and level of service provision,
rests upon the SRA’s Specification of Network Outputs.

The Committee should firmly consider the SRA’s views at the heart of its deliberations.

Wales is an important user of rail freight services and many parts of its economy depend upon these
services. These, and their economic value to Wales, are at risk thanks to the SRA’s draft Specification of
Network Outputs.

September 2003

Written evidence from the SWWITCH Steering Group

1. Introduction

1.1 SWWITCH comprises the unitary authorities of Carmarthenshire County Council, Neath Port
Talbot County Borough Council, Pembrokeshire County Council and the City and County of Swansea
Council. The consortium covers 20% of the total area of Wales and approximately 25% of the resident
population of the Principality.

1.2 The region is on the periphery of theUK and EU and has higher than average rates of unemployment
and lower than average GDP than Wales and the UK as a whole. The area also has EU Objective 1 status.

1.3 The EU Trans European Rail Network (TERN) for high-speed trains terminates at CardiV and
InterCity High Speed Trains (HSTs) from Paddington operated by First Great Western terminate further
west at Swansea. Line speed between CardiV and Swansea is much lower (90 mph) than further east,
particularly the sections of the route in England, where the full 125 mph design speed of these trains is
permitted over most sections of track. The Severn Tunnel is also a potential rail service bottleneck.

1.4 The EU Trans European Rail Network (TERN) for conventional trains continues westwards via
Swansea to Carmarthen and Fishguard Harbour and links with the Irish RoRo Ferry Service to Rosslare
in the Republic of Ireland. The lines west of Swansea are generally circuitous and line speeds are low
(generally 50–75 mph compared to train capability speeds of 75–90 mph). Consequently the rail passenger
services to this part ofWestWales (which involve connections at Carmarthen, Swansea or CardiV andmany
potential station stops) find it diYcult to compete with journey times by road.

1.5 A major concern of SWWITCH in this regard is the planned replacement of the Port Talbot Control
Centre Signal Box in 2008. The Centre controls a significant part of the South Wales Mainline, and
SWWITCH is concerned that its replacement does not preclude the ability to increase line speeds between
CardiV and Swansea. (see also sections 2 and 4 below)).

1.6 In conclusion, although the rail network west of CardiV is subjected to a number of local speed
restrictions and a small number of bottlenecks restricting train-scheduling flexibility, the network generally
has spare capacity.

2. Future Investment Required in SouthWestWales’s Railway Infrastructure—Main Regional
Issues and Aspirations

2.1 SWWITCH recognises that enhancement of the regional rail network will be assisted by line speed
and service improvements on the Great Western Mainline and elsewhere east of CardiV and particularly in
England. It is concerned however that, notwithstanding the greater problems and pressures on the rail
network in England, particularly in the South East and London, planned investment in South and South
West Wales by Railtrack, the SRA and the train operators is disproportionate to the problems of
peripherality in Wales. Rail investment in Wales therefore lags far behind the investment planned for
England. It believes that there needs to be greater focus on the problems of the Welsh rail network so that
it can play a key role in providing a realistic alternative to road transport for many inter-regional, national
and international movements and assist in encouraging inward and indigenous investment in the Welsh
economy.

2.2 The main aims of SWWITCH are geared to achieving these outcomes by encouraging, promoting
and assisting greater and earlier investment than currently planned to fulfill the following key aspirations:

(ii) in the short term, the restoration of customer confidence in train service reliability in terms of
punctuality, stabilisation of scheduled journey time variability and better management and
standardisation of train connections;
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(iii) in the medium and long term, the enhancement of train speeds by:

(a) removal of local speed restrictions generally west of CardiV to permit 125 mph passenger
train operation to Swansea;

(b) implementation of the Port Talbot Signal Control Centre project, incorporating the ability
to raise current line speeds between Swansea and CardiV;

(c) removal of local speed restrictions to permit 90 mph passenger train operation west of
Swansea to Milford Haven and Fishguard;

(d) removal of train scheduling bottlenecks west of CardiV to permit hourly clockface local
passenger train operation;

(e) rationalisation of passenger train service stopping patterns west of Swansea;

(f) the introduction of faster, better quality rolling stock for passenger train operation;

(iv) in the medium and long term, the introduction of 30 minute services between Paddington and
Swansea with cross-platform connections to Haverfordwest and Milford Haven in South West
Wales with at least one through train (Monday to Friday) from Milford Haven to London and
return for business users;

(v) the enhancement of key stations as “gateways” to the region from the rail network for visitors and
tourists connecting seamlessly into the local transport network by road and the international ferry
services at Fishguard and Pembroke Dock;

(vi) in the medium and long term, the enhancement of the rail gauge to permit initially the movement
of standard international sized containers as far west as Swansea.

3. Wales and the Borders Franchise

3.1 SWWITCH therefore sees the establishment of the Wales and Borders Rail Franchise as a welcome
and essential initial step to provide greater focus on the issues and problems facing the Welsh rail network.
In particular it sees its establishment as an opportunity to develop partnership arrangements with
Government, the Assembly and the local rail industry to achieve more timely and increased investment in
the rail network infrastructure and services. It concurs with the Assembly in its view that the Franchise is
an important first step to the establishment of a Strategic Rail Authority for Wales in the long term.

3.2 The current and previous structure of the rail industry encompasses parts of England and Wales. As
a result there is a tendency to focus on commercial opportunities in England and certainly to the east of
CardiV, often to the detriment of the peripheral regions of Wales. Important, albeit less impressive
opportunities, for enhancing community benefits in the Welsh rail network are therefore neglected. If the
real and significant problems of the Welsh economy in relation to the railways are to be addressed and
funding opportunities taken advantage of, the Assembly and regional interests (expressed through the
consortia such as SWWITCH) must play a fuller part. Only in this way does SWWITCH believe that
improved investment in the Welsh rail industry can be achieved in an earlier time frame than that currently
envisaged.

3.3 SWWITCH therefore believes it is important that the National Assembly for Wales is given a voice
on the board of Network Rail, so that the problems of the Welsh rail industry are given due weight.

3.4 Additionally, SWWITCH believes that the SRA should pay particular attention to retaining the
existing Public Service Requirements for rail passenger services in Wales and that particular weight should
be given to the Additional Service Commitments (ASCs) oVered by the Franchise bidders in the SRA’s
evaluation of the bids received. In this regard, SWWITCHdraws the Select Committee and SRA’s attention
to the regional aspirations for SouthWest Wales set out in Section 2 above and the need for passenger train
service frequencies to match the infrastructure improvements aspired to.

3.5 In particular SWWITCH is concerned that the Franchise bidders have been asked to set out service
options corresponding to 10 and 20% cuts in the cost of providing rail passenger services in Wales.
SWWITCH believes that if either of these options are implemented, there is likely to be a significant cut in
service levels in the SouthWest Wales region, which would seriously undermine its eVorts to promote more
attractive services to the region and a more balanced regional transport strategy.

3.6 Furthermore, SWWITCH is disappointed that the SRA has recently suspended Rail Passenger
Partnership (RPP) funding for additional rail schemes. SWWITCH draws the attention of the Select
Committee to this issue, which is the major source of funding for many local rail schemes, some of which
are referred to in section 4 below. SWWITCH encourages the SRA to lift the current suspension as soon as
possible and to continue and increase its funding for Welsh projects which fulfill the objectives outlined in
Section 2 above for the South West Wales region.

3.7 SWWITCH draws the attention of the Select Committee to its commitment to the enhancement of
the South West Wales regional rail network. A positive expression of this commitment is the SWWITCH
Regional Rail Study recently completed. The consultants, W S Atkins, reported earlier this year with a
detailed and prioritised list of rail infrastructure projects for the region designed to enhance the regional rail
network broadly in accordance with the regional aspirations set out in Section 2 above. SWWITCH intends
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to build on this strategy by undertaking further work to identify further long-term rail projects, which it
believes will benefit the region. The particular projects identified in the study are set out in section 4 below.
SWWITCH intends to evaluate these projects in partnership with the SRA, the Assembly and the rail
industry, and to seek additional funding for the implementation of those projects that would produce the
greatest benefits to the region. The resumption of Rail Passenger Partnership (RPP) funding is therefore key
to this strategy.

4. SWWITCH Regional Rail Strategy

Vision for Rail in SWWITCH Area

4.1 The Vision for the rail network in South West Wales is as follows:

— To develop the full potential of the local and regional rail network services and interchanges and
to ensure that the rail network is at the core of an integrated and accessible transport network for
the SWWITCH area supporting the needs of residents, visitors and businesses.

Developing a Regional Rail Strategy

4.2 In combining the outcomes of the evaluation process and the vision for the network the following
emerged as the main components of the Strategy:

— The need to build on the South West Wales identity—namely SWWITCH.

— To provide a faster and enhanced service between Swansea and CardiV.

— To provide an enhanced service on the main line through West Wales—between Swansea and
Haverfordwest.

— To provide an improved service on the branch line to Milford Haven and Pembroke Dock
including limited stop services.

— To upgrade where necessary station facilities, particularly with regard to personal security and
accessibility for all.

— To ensure a fully integrated ticketing system becomes available.

— To identify key stations on the east-west rail axis that can be developed as bus/rail interchange
points—Port Talbot, Carmarthen, Whitland, Haverfordwest.

— To provide various levels of park and ride facilities at the above key stations on the east-west
rail axis.

— To ensure that the Port of Fishguard has appropriate connections to all its ferry services.

— To establish a formal liaison and partnership mechanism with the rail industry to pursue
development initiatives.

— To establish a Community Rail Partnership, in liaison with community and business interests for
West Wales.

Proposed Regional Rail Strategy

4.3 An action plan for the development of the rail network/services in the SWWITCH study area was
drawn up with numerous diVerent options identified. SWWITCH should use the opportunities aVorded by
the re-franchising process to press for improvements to the level and quality of train services in its area. This
might reasonably include:

— Regularisation of headways to achieve consistent patterns of service through the day, including
clockface timetables as far as possible.

— Supplement existing services on various parts of the SWWITCH area network with limited stop
trains serving principal stations to secure journey time reductions for a significant majority of
passengers. Specifically, service frequencies of local trains should be improved betweenCardiV and
Swansea. The above could be achieved by the introduction of a CardiV to Haverfordwest/Milford
Haven limited stop service calling at Bridgend, Port Talbot Parkway, Neath, Swansea, Llanelli,
Carmarthen, Whitland, Haverfordwest and Milford Haven.

— Reorganisation of train service patterns in the SWWITCHarea to increase the proportion of trains
operating wholly within Wales. This would reduce the risk of “imported unreliability” to train
services in the SWWITCH area due to the disruption caused by problems on distant parts of the
UK rail system.

— Major refurbishment of rolling stock.

4.4 Other service improvements that should be considered include:

— The continued development and improvement of Swansea Station as the hub station for West
Wales.
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— The improvement of facilities (or continuation where work has already started) at key stations on
the east-west axis throughWestWales, including their role as interchange/integration points. (Port
Talbot, Carmarthen, Whitland and Haverfordwest—Phase 1. Llanelli, Neath, Tenby and
Pembroke Dock—Phase 2.

— Undertake detailed work with regard to the proposed improvements at Milford Haven station.

— A rolling programme of improvements and enhancements at other stations to bring them up to
the required level of facilities commensurate with their status.

— To provide an appropriate public transport connection to all ferry sailings from Fishguard.

4.5 With regard to infrastructure improvements, the following are seen as important for the development
of the network and improved service levels:

— The implementation of the Swansea Loop East scheme.

— The implementation of the Port Talbot Signal Control Centre project, incorporating the ability to
raise line speeds between Swansea and CardiV.

— The removal of unmanned crossings on the branch lines.

— The doubling of the single-track sections of the main east-west rail line (except for Loughor
Viaduct) to facilitate the service frequency enhancements, although priority is lower than for the
above projects.

4.6 Other projects include:

— The instigation of a discussion with possible partners to establish a Community Rail Partnership.

— Discussion with bus operators on how to improve integration at the key stations identified.

— Entering into discussions with bus and rail operators to investigate the scope for the creation of
through fares and intermodal ticketing systems which reduce or eliminate the fare penalty of
interchange.

— To consider, in order to assist social exclusion of low income groups, issuing qualifying
SWWITCH area residents with passes, entitling them to concessionary rail fares. This would
almost certainly require additional payment to the train operator using similar mechanisms to
those adopted for remuneration of bus operators for revenue losses associated with free travel on
bus services. It may be that the above is only appropriate to certain parts of the SWWITCH area.

— Establish a marketing campaign including branding, for the promotion of the rail strategy.

— Establish a marketing campaign to encourage rail use and integration of travel modes.

1 August 2003

Written evidence from The Welsh Liberal Democrats

THE PROVISION OF RAILWAY SERVICES IN WALES

1. Introduction

1.1 Wales is one of the few nations in the world where it is impossible to travel by rail from north to south
without having to travel through another country. Welsh rail links are predominantly east to west, a
historical vestige of whenWales’ railways were built to transport raw materials out of the country to power
the industrial revolution. Geography also makes internal north-south links diYcult, with the mountainous
mid-Wales mitigating against eVective links. Consequently, Welsh regions are disconnected and poorly
serviced by the existing rail network.

1.2 TheWelsh railway system is plagued by delays and cancellations and is simply inadequate. Moves to
encourage more people on to the railways have been limited, and eVorts to integrate rail with other forms
of transport have been poor.

1.3 Welsh Liberal Democrats seek to reconnect Wales with itself through a viable and reliable public
transport network. An eVective railway network is an important part of that reconnection.

1.4 This submission will focus upon the provision of rail services within Wales, the need to increase
investment in rail infrastructure and the need to allocate additional powers to the National Assembly for
Wales in relation to rail provision in Wales. Although this submission will deal primarily with rail, it is
important to stress that the rail network cannot be viewed in isolation from other forms of public transport.

1.5 Welsh Liberal Democrats have long had a political commitment to enriching the nation, without
harming the environment. Encouraging rail use is a key aspect of delivering on that environmental
commitment.
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2. Welsh Liberal Democrat Survey of Rail Users acrossWales

2.1 On Wednesday 15 January 2003 Welsh Liberal Democrat activists descended on railway stations
across the whole of Wales to gauge the views of commuters on Welsh railway services. Almost 1,200
responses were returned from a diverse cross-section of rail users enabling us to build up a good
understanding of the rail service in every part of Wales. Our findings were published in a document entitled
“OV the Rails” in March 2003.

2.2 Half the respondents were unhappy with the number of trains that were running on the line that they
were using. Three quarters were not satisfied with the time keeping of trains.

2.3 A lack of train information was also a significant issue for most. Over two thirds of respondents said
that they did not feel well informed about train delays and a quarter said that they had diYculty finding
accurate information about their journey.

2.4 Commuters also expressed mixed feelings with regard to the safety of railway stations. Many felt less
than secure at railway stations, and their unease highlights one major reason as to why people are reluctant
to swap their cars for the train when such an option is available. A third of respondents argued that more
staV at stations would make them safer and more likely to travel by train, with a fifth stating that the
installation of CCTV would make them feel more comfortable. A considerable number of commuters
expressed considerable unease when using late night trains, with one quarter calling formore security guards
at that time.

2.5 Reliable and frequent services, coupled with a safe and secure travelling environment, are the prime
concerns of those who responded to our survey.

3. Integrated Public Transport

3.1 The National Assembly lacks the power to implement an eVective integrated transport strategy. The
delivery of transport policy in Wales is characterised by a fragmentation of responsibilities between
Westminster, the Assembly, local government and private companies. Unlike many other EU regions,
Wales has no single body for integrating and co-ordinating transport policies at the Welsh and sub-Welsh
level. In particular, there is no single and accountable authority with funding to deliver public transport.
Consequently, the capacity of Wales to deliver policies and schemes in accordance with transport strategies
such as the Transport Framework for Wales is limited.

3.2 Segmented responsibilities hinder theNationalAssembly’s ability to determine a distinctive transport
policy agenda. Without the power to direct its own transport agenda, transport aspirations are in danger
of becoming littlemore than wish lists. In the absence of an empoweredWelsh political institution, transport
policy becomes an ad hoc by-product of incremental government decisions and disjointed local policy
actions and decisions.

3.3 In relation to rail provision within Wales, the National Assembly needs to have the power to direct
the Strategic Rail Authority in matters relating to Welsh railway services. The Assembly is better placed
than Westminster to influence decisions relating directly to Welsh transport considerations for the reasons
given above. Consequently, it is better placed to consider rail provision in the context of an integrated public
transport policy for the whole of Wales.

3.4 To oversee the development and maintenance of an integrated transport system in Wales, there
should be an all-Wales body to provide strategic vision, a Welsh Passenger Transport authority (WPTA).
Such a body should be responsible for overseeing the whole of the public transport network in Wales, co-
ordinating services and ensuring that integration actually occurs. It would be the guardian of public interest
and would have the power to set required service levels and to punish operators that failed in their
commitments.

3.5 Such a body should also have the power to enforce transparency on operators, to administer travel
concession schemes and to carry out public transport capital infrastructure projects. The body should also
have the power to run bus and rail services.

3.6 National and local needs must be balanced and it is important that this all-Wales body has a regional
sub-structure to ensure that local as well as national need is met.

3.7 Welsh Liberal Democrats believe that that a Welsh Passenger Transport Authority (WPTA) with
four regional divisions consisting of north Wales, mid and west Wales, south west Wales and south east
Wales is the answer. TheWPTAwould be responsible for both passenger and freight traYc andwould cover
air transport and sea ferries, as well as trains and buses.

3.8 To establish a WPTA would require primary legislation.

3.9 To have the power to direct rail services inWales, an act of primary legislation would also be required
to allow the National Assembly to have the power to direct the Strategic Rail Authority (SRA) in matters
relating to Welsh railways. Wales should also have its own representative on the SRA to enable it to ensure
thatWales remains integrated with and connected to theUK rail network where appropriate. As such, there
should be an SRA oYce in Wales.
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4. Easy and Accessible Public Transport

4.1 At present, integrated ticketing generally only occurs where local agreements exist between transport
providers, such as the Valley Lines Day Explorer, which can also be used on certain local bus services in the
locality. Such initiatives allow individuals to move eVortlessly from one form of public transport to another
without the need to purchase several tickets if travelling over longer distances. As such, integrated ticketing
must be made as easy and accessible as possible. It should be flexible, and information should be readily
available to the commuting public. Schemes that allow bus and train tickets to be inter-changeable must
therefore be considered.

4.2 As part of an integrated ticket system, linkage between rail tickets and cultural or leisure activities
could be promoted, for example. At a national level, there could be combined train and sport tickets for
events being held at venues such as the Millennium Stadium, for instance.

4.3 A WPTA should be responsible for negotiating interchangeable ticketing schemes across Wales and
for administering them.

4.4 A WPTA should also have responsibility for the running of a National Transport Information
System for ticket information and sales. Such a systemwould be of huge benefit to the travelling public who
could not only acquire information on all journeys on public transport in Wales, it could also provide
integrated ticketing options. This should be a one-stop shop with a national phone number and web site.
We would use the existing Traveline Cymru information line as a building block upon which to base the
new system. Post OYces could also take on the role of transport information outlets.

5. Improving theWelsh Rail Network

5.1 Welsh Liberal Democrats support the single Wales and Border Franchise as a positive step towards
providing Wales with an integrated railway network. The previous fragmentation was not conducive to
providing a seamless service.

5.2 Initially, we believe that there should be provision for a direct hourly service between Wrexham and
CardiV and that there should also be hourly services running through mid Wales between Shrewsbury and
Swansea and Shrewsbury and Aberystwyth.

5.3 We welcome the progress that has been made by the Strategic Rail Authority and the National
Assembly in providing funding to reopen the Ebbw Vale and Vale of Glamorgan Lines to passengers but
believe that such initiatives should be extended to other lines currently only used for freight purposes, and
indeed to those lines that are currently not used.

5.4 The reopening of the Vale of Glamorgan line should also be viewed as an opportunity to provide
direct rail access from CardiV City Centre to CardiV International Airport, with the ultimate aim being a
purpose-built station and track to the airport itself. In the short-term, a regular shuttle bus should connect
the line with the airport.

5.5 In the north, a new Shotton line should be created to link the existing West Coast line to the
Wrexham-Bidston line. This area is home to many commuters who could be persuaded to swap their car
for the train if reliable services were available. A successful line would greatly reduce traYc in the area and
help to ease congestion.

5.6 The building of roads upon disused railway lines should be prohibited without there first being an
investigation into the feasibility of reopening the line first. The re-opening of disused railway lines should
be seriously considered in the long term, especially in “travel to work areas”.

5.7 Small local lines could serve both the local community and provide tourist potential, as is the case
with the Llangollen Steam Railway. The Llangollen steam railway has the long-term ambition of
reconnecting the Dee Valley to Ruabon and the former Barmouth line. Welsh Liberal Democrats believe
that grants should be awarded to such small local lines, which could be run as community transport
organisations, trusts or networks. Such grants should also be made available to those communities seeking
to re-open disused local lines to serve both the community and local economy. (See also section 6.)

5.8 Through our proposed Welsh Passenger Transport Authority, the services provided on local
community lines should be integrated with those services to be provided by the new all-Wales single rail
franchise.

6. BetterManagement of the Network

6.1 The costs associated with operating, maintaining and developing the rail network have escalated well
above inflation since privatisation. The bureaucratic, financial, legal and safety costs of interface between
the numerous organisations that were once British Rail has undoubtedly contributed significantly to this
rise. The conventional management structures issuing considered orders under the auspices of British Rail
have been replaced by a series of negotiating committees that fight the corner for each organisation rather
than the rail network.
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6.2 It is possible that somemoney could be saved fromamore appropriate organisation andmanagement
structure. At the very least, the National Assembly, SRA and UKGovernment should consider a review of
the management structures of the rail network and rail services with a view to promoting both eYciency and
joined-up service provision. In the longer term,Welsh Liberal Democrats believe that our proposedWPTA,
accountable to the National Assembly, would be the best vehicle for achieving this aim. Such an “umbrella”
organisation would provide a forum for the necessary interface between the various private companies
involved.

6.3 The creation of a Wales and Borders single rail franchise will also help to address this problem, but
the relationship between the contractors, sub contractors and the franchise should also be considered. The
possibility of “micro-franchising” should also be explored whereby secondary lines could be run with a
degree of autonomy, but under the auspices of Wales and Borders and the WPTA, so that local lines meet
local needs, as well as being part of an integrated wider network.

7. Improving the Experience of Travelling by Rail

7.1 The Welsh Liberal Democrat survey of rail users in January 2003 clearly indicated that there is
widespread dissatisfaction with regard to the facilities provided at railway stations. From our research, it is
clear that if we are to successfully encourage individuals onto the railways in Wales we must make stations
more welcoming places.

7.2 To encourage greater use of the Welsh rail network, stations must be clean, hygienic, family friendly
and welcoming. All must have disabled access and information services must be improved. We welcome the
recent grants announced by the Welsh Assembly Government to improve Welsh railway stations, to fund
essential facilities such as toilets, waiting rooms, shelters and much needed CCTV and lighting to improve
station security.

7.3 However, £2.45 million is not enough. Whilst appreciating that the National Assembly only has a
finite resource, this is small change when one considers the work that needs to be carried out across Wales.
Many stations are crumbling, plagued by years of neglect and a lack of security.

7.4 We believe that railway stations should be viewed as community gateways, providing community
information as well as travel information. The whole experience of travelling by train often starts and
finishes with the train station, although the successful integrated public transport system that we aspire to
might change that. It is imperative that passengers feel safe and comfortable whilst waiting for their trains.

September 2003

Written evidence from Chamber Wales

General

Chamber Wales is the umbrella organisation for the Chamber of Commerce network in Wales. The
Chamber consists of 40 member “Chambers” representing some 5,000 business members throughout the
Principality.

The Chamber welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence regarding the provision of rail services in
Wales.

Transport is a key issue for all of our members. To meet the aspiration of a robust Welsh Economy an
eYcient transport system will be critical. Without an eVective transport system, the creation of wealth and
jobs will suVer.

An eYcient reliable rail service is central to a successful integrated transport system and has been
identified by business as a key element in sustaining business competitiveness and is a top priority for
transport spending.

Provision

Much of the comment from Chamber members regarding rail provision is negative, with a wide
perception that services are unreliable. However, that concern is widespread demonstrates the reach of rail
services and the levels of demand.

First GreatWestern services between London and SouthWales have been widely condemned by business
users in terms of cost, reliability, cleanliness and service. Several companies have highlighted their use of
chauVeur services at equivalent cost and vastly improved convenience.

The image portrayed earlier this year, when the England V Wales, Six Nations Rugby match took place
in CardiV at the Millennium Stadium without supporting rail services, was poor for Wales and poor for the
railways position within Wales. It gave the impression that the train operating companies do not see
themselves as providing a service to the wider community, but are merely a commercial operation that can
be withdrawn at will.
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Nevertheless, the half hourly service from SouthWales toLondon has beenwelcomed and businesses wish
to see itmaintained. Businesses have alsowelcomed recent engagementwith FirstGreatWestern as operator
of these services and their commitment to getting the basics right.

In terms of services within Wales, 36% of daily commuters travel to CardiV by train, one of the highest
volumes of rail commuting outside of the South East. These commuter services are vital to both businesses
in CardiV and to the individual communities which provide the Labour Force. However, the quality of
service needs to be improved, both in terms of reliability and quality of rolling stock.

Despite the importance of the Valley Lines Services to commuters, the changing nature of the economy
is not supported by rail services, with a lack of provision during the evenings and on weekends, adversely
aVecting many engaged in the retail, leisure and hospitality industries. These are all dynamic and growing
sectors that need to transport both staV and customers.

TheChamberwouldwelcome increased capacity on the ValleyLines services to facilitate themovement of these
staV and customers. This means not just adding additional services, but also addressing issues such as secure
parking at stations, up-to-date, real-time information and individual safety and security. Such measures increase
passenger’s confidence in the service that they are getting and are crucial encouragements to modal shift.

The North Wales Rail Line forms a strategic link between Ireland, North Wales, Chester, Manchester,
the Midlands, the North, London and the South, and Europe via the Channel Tunnel. It is essential
therefore that a service level, equal to or better than currently exists, should be provided for the business
community in NorthWales. (Business in this context covers commerce, manufacturing, retail and tourism).
In particular a high level of direct service should be provided between Holyhead (Ireland), North Wales,
Chester and London and consideration should be given to providing direct services between North Wales
and Manchester Airport.

Station facilities on the North Wales lines are generally perceived to be poor and are in need of
improvement. Specifically, Chester Station needs upgrading in line with its status as a significant business
centre in the North West and as the gateway to North Wales.

Beyond the main strategic and commuter routes, rail services in Wales appear not to serve the business
community. Services in rural Wales are perceived as not adequate for either visitors or commuters.

The Chamber welcomes the aims to encourage greater movement of freight by rail, but we are concerned
about the capacity of the network to achieve the aspirations of greater passenger numbers at the same time
as increased freight volumes—particularly whenmaintenance and repair of track is a priority, curtailing one
assumes the potential of moving freight at night.

Investment in Infrastructure

The priorities outlined by the SRA in their Strategic Plan have led to the view that there is a lower spend
in Wales than could be expected.

We acknowledge the significant levels of subsidy that support services in Wales, but in spite of this, the
quality of rolling stock and persistent disruption demonstrates the need for further investment.

The increasing levels of road congestion in Wales, around Newport and CardiV in particular need to be
addressed by an integrated approach to transport. The Chamber considers that there are roads programmes that
need to be implemented, there is a significant role for road-based public transport, but there is also a huge
contribution to be made by encouraging the switch of traYc both passenger and freight, from road to rail.

For this switch to occur, and for passenger numbers to be increased, there needs to be a greater emphasis
on investment in the Welsh section of the network, than is the case under current SRA plans.

The Chamber also believes that there is a need for the funding of public transport to be considered in a
muchmore transparent way, so that there can be a clear emphasis on value for money and investment where
the highest impacts can be achieved.

For example, if there are major investment projects needed on theWelsh railway network to substantially
increase passenger numbers, should these be given priority funding over smaller projects which are opening
more routes but with limited impacts? These smaller scale services could potentially be provided by buses
on a much more cost-eVective basis.

Nevertheless, the overall issue is that Wales needs high levels of investment to achieve the infrastructure that
we want to see. Chamber members are keen to see improved levels of transport investment for Wales per se.

Allocation of Powers

Members who have commented on the allocation of powers believe that theWelshAssemblyGovernment
should have a greater influence on rail services within Wales.

It is felt that the current structure of the SRA leaves Wales at a disadvantage. The Welsh Assembly
Government needs to be able to operate in a similar way to the Scottish Executive, directing the SRA on
internal passenger services and providing strong guidance in relation to services that begin or end in Wales.
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Process for the Award of theWales & Borders Franchise

Chambermembers have less comment on the process of the award of the Franchise, more regarding concerns
that the franchise should not be used as an opportunity to reduce support needed for Rail services in Wales.

There wasmuch concern that the potential franchisees were asked to put forward proposals based on 10%
less funding than is currently the case.

The other concern was the length of time taken for the award of the franchise which wasmuch prolonged.

August 2003

Written evidence from the Wales Railway Development Society (Railfuture)

Regarding your inquiry into the Rail Services in Wales, we would like the Select Committee to look at
and consider:

1. The need for an 11.45pm Paddington–Swansea train, which should be introduced as soon as possible,
in order to cater for late night passengers returning from London to South Wales.

2. More trains should be provided from Severn Tunnel Junction to Newport, CardiV and Swansea,
during the daytime. The evening services also need to be increased along this route, serving all stations.

3. An expanded Parkway Station should be provided at Severn Tunnel Junction.

4. The development of bus/rail links to serve Porthcawl and other key destinations should be top priority.

5. Buses of a much higher standard are required, particularly on routes which serve Monmouth,
Chepstow and Newport.

6. Stagecoach/Virgin promised to provide additional bus links in Monmouthshire as part of their
Gateway to Wales Service, but these services have failed to appear.

7. We need to ensure that strict regulatory standards are set by the National Assembly regarding bus and
rail transport in Wales. Full control is an absolute necessity—as in Scotland.

8. Sea-link services to Ireland from Swansea, Pembroke, Fishguard and Holyhead should also be further
developed.

9. Fast ferry services along the Bristol Channel should be considered.

10. We would also like to see the retention of the Mail Trains from South Wales to London and other
destinations.

Ian Murray
Vice Chairman

David Redgewell
Transport 2000

11 October 2003

Written evidence from the North Pembrokeshire Transport Forum

The North Pembrokeshire Transport Forum has paid close attention to the proceedings of the
Committee’s recent inquiry into the provision of railway services inWales. This has included an examination
of the evidence provided to the Committee and the questions raised by members of the Committee during
the proceedings.

We note that, with one exception, no questions were raised about rail services or infrastructure west of
Carmarthen, with regard to Fishguard or other parts of Pembrokeshire.We find this surprising as our forum
provided a considerable amount of evidence regarding the inadequacy of rail services to the area to the
Committee’s Transport in Wales Inquiry in 2001. (Additional supporting material is attached.) Moreover,
the Members of Parliament who represent Pembrokeshire have recognised the need to improve rail services
to the area.

The lack of any expression of concern, let alone interest, in services to Pembrokeshire by theWelshAVairs
Committee during its meetings with representatives of the Strategic Rail Authority, Network Rail and
Arriva Trains is extremely regrettable. We fear that the Committee’s silence may be interpreted by these
bodies as an indication that services to the area are considered to be satisfactory; presenting great diYculty
in future for those who will be pressing these same bodies for improvements.

Cllr Hatti Woakes
Secretary

8 December 2003
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Annex

The North Pembrokeshire Transport Forum is supported by the Sustainable Development Fund, a
scheme funded by the Welsh Assembly Government and managed locally by the Pembrokeshire Coast
National Park.

Planning for a Sustainable Future

Data regarding poor rail services to Fishguard and Pembrokeshire

1. Fishguard, Goodwick and Pencaer Community Appraisal, 1999

— Evaluation of the train service: 55.1% not satisfied, 19.9% satisfied, 18.3% didn’t know.

2. Rail Passengers Committee for Wales—12 Point Plan to Improve Rail Services in Wales, 27 November
2001

— The two trains in both directions some 12 hours apart running in connection with the ferry sailings
are of no real value to travellers to/from north Pembrokeshire.

— All candidates for the Wales and Borders franchise have agreed with RPC Wales that Fishguard
Harbour is seriously under-served.

3. Pembrokeshire County Council LTP Consultation Responses

— Transport users, town and community councils, and organisations representing business called for
an increase in the frequency and speed of passenger rail services to and from the County.

4. North Pembrokeshire Transport Forum Surveys and Reports

4.1 Survey of rail services to Fishguard, June–October 2000.

— 55% of comments negative, 20% positive, 15% adequate/OK and 10% mixed or neutral.

— Frequency of service received the greatest number of negative comments.

4.2 Presentation on the role of public transport in the sustainable development of peripheral rural areas
such as North Pembrokeshire, WAG South West Wales Regional Committee, Port Talbot, 28 November
2003.

— Pembrokeshire’s isolated geographical location is further highlighted by being poorly served by
rail links, which worsens the perception of remoteness. SWOT analysis of transport/rail services
to North Pembrokeshire.

4.2.1 Strengths:

— Integration. There are bus, taxi, cycle track and coastal path links to the station at Fishguard
Harbour.

4.2.2 Weaknesses:

— Integrated transport facilities at Fishguard Harbour undermined by the poor rail service which is
of no value to the local community, or to visitors to/from Fishguard and North Pembrokeshire.

— A survey regarding transport problems in the tourist industry in the county revealed that 34 out
of 50 (68%) organisations identified transport as a barrier to recruitment.

— Emphasis on road building as a primary transport strategy. The emphasis on dualling the A40
deflects energies away from developing and implementing strategies to counter the dominance of
the car culture.

5. Opportunities:

— Integrated rail-ferry-bus-taxi services, the cycle track, coastal path and a car park are located at
or within close proximity at Fishguard Harbour.

— The proposedGoodwickmarina could be closely linkedwith the rail-bus-walking-cycling facilities
in the Fishguard Harbour area.

— The railway line could be the corridor for sustainable development and tourism in the area. Rail
enhancements should aim to facilitate travel to as well as through or away from Pembrokeshire.

— The forthcoming Wales and Borders Rail Franchise and plans to introduce a Community Rail
Partnership for West Wales oVer potential to provide improved rail services to Fishguard and
North Pembrokeshire.
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— “Green Tourism” has been identified by the Wales Tourist Board as the major growth sector in
tourism for Wales and Pembrokeshire in particular. “Green tourists” already have a desire to use
public transport.

6. Threats:

— Limited funds for the expansion of public transport services.

— No proposals to increase the frequency of rail services to Fishguard to meet the needs of locals
and visitors.

— Emphasis on road building as the transport solution to economic development.

Letter from Geraint Morgan, Welsh Assembly Government Liaison Manager, Arriva Trains Wales
to Mrs Betty Williams MP

Thank you for your letter of 9 January 2004 (not printed here) and the further issues raised by a
constituent of yours regarding the provision of train services south of Crewe.

The Strategic Rail Authority is directing the renewal work currently being undertaken by Network Rail
on the West Coast Main Line and the future specification of the Virgin Trains timetable for this route. The
timetable for this route is expected to be announced in April 2004.

As stated previously, we compile our timetables with great care and experience and look tomake asmany
connections as possible at stations such as Crewe. Where we can’t schedule them all, we prioritise them
according to greatest demand, greatest potential demand and alternative connections.

For example, on the North Wales route, we must consider maintaining ferry connections at Holyhead,
the provision of services for school children on Anglesey, providing connections at Llandudno Junction for
the Conwy Valley Line, maintaining connections at Chester for Manchester in addition to retaining
connections at Crewe for the West Coast Main Line and the CardiV to Manchester route.

We also seek to make connections achievable and dependable therefore we won’t timetable very tight
connections out of long distance services in some circumstances.

Consultation is undertaken with other train operators and Network Rail and we all make changes
regularly to make connections. We judge each case individually and very often it’s impossible to please
everyone, so we try to please the largest number.

You will be aware that the through daytime services between Birmingham and the North Wales Coast
have been suspended for the duration of the West Coast Route Modernisation work, which is restricting
line capacity south of Crewe.

The Strategic Rail Authority (SRA) decided that priority for the limited number of timetable paths
available should be given to Virgin Trains and Central Trains passenger services (London and Birmingham
to Liverpool and Glasgow), and to Freightliner and EWS freight services.

Arriva Trains Wales daytime services for the North Wales Coast are therefore not operating south of
Crewe, although we have tried so far as possible to ensure reasonable connections are made there.

The alternative of diverting ATW services to run to Birmingham via Wrexham instead of Crewe was
investigated, but this proved impractical due to limitations of rolling stock availability, and to the
constraints of the single-track line between Chester and Wrexham.

In the medium term there are no options for the resumption of through services from the North Wales
coast to Birmingham via StaVord as the recasting of Virgin Trains and Central Trains timetables (leading
in both cases to an increase in train service provision) from September 2004 means there will be no available
daytime pathways for the service—particularly betweenWolverhampton and BirminghamNew Street—on
a 2 hourly basis.

SRA capacity allocation has led to a concentration on the longer distance services and on the important
(Centro) local services throughout and across the West Midlands conurbation.

There will however be a frequent and high capacity service between Birmingham and Crewe of up to four
services an hour, with ample opportunities to connect into Crewe and Holyhead services.

26 January 2004
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Note from Chris Green, Chief Executive, Virgin Trains

NORTH WALES—LONDON SERVICE

1. Voyager (Diesel)

Our full fleet of 78 Voyager diesel trains were delivered as planned on 5 October 2002.We have honoured
our commitment to dedicate two of these five-car Voyager trains to theNorthWales service fromSeptember
2004 where they will operate three trips each way. These are now written into the new September timetable
and driver training has already started.

2. Pendolino (Electric)

Our full fleet of 53 Pendolino (note spelling!) electric trains will be delivered by December 2004 and we
have allocated one Pendolino to theNorthWales service. These are nine-car trainswith full catering facilities
and the plan is to run two trips per day with the single set.

3. Route Clearance

The outstanding problem, is that we are still awaiting route clearance from Network Rail for the
Pendolino train Crewe and Holyhead (the Voyager fleet is already cleared). We asked for this clearance last
autumn and are still awaiting the results of the survey. We do know that the Christleton tunnel south of
Chester will require some work, but have no knowledge beyond that.

4. Contingency Plans

We know that the Voyager trains will be able to run in September 2004 and these will provide three direct
services a day between North Wales and London.

We are still hopeful that the Pendolino may be cleared in time, but if it is not we shall run the Pendolino
from Euston to Crewe and then provide a connecting service to Holyhead until Network Rail have cleared
the route.

8 March 2004

Written evidence from First Group

11 December 2003

1. The numbers of trains required to move customers will vary from event to event given the spread of
customers and the type of event. For most events for example involving the national rugby team FGW
would expect to move 2–3,000 people towards Swansea in the first couple of hours after the game and up
to 5–6,000 by the end of the day. The seating capacities of the various trains are as folllows:

HST: 469–475
Pacer: 106
150 : 130
153 : 72
158 : 134
LHCS:64 seats per coach (Arriva TW run between four and 12 coaches depending on route)

On an events day we would expect to load to 120–130% of seated capacity as a matter of course, so for
the FGW journey to Swansea in the first couple of hours, at least five services would be required. This is
normally provided by three timetabled service trains and two additional services.

2. At CardiVCentral station there is very limited canopy and the queue system is normally set up tomake
the best use of this. Due to the confined nature of the station it would be unsafe and unmanageable to allow
fans to queue in the station andwithout a permanent canopy being erected across thewhole of central square
there really isn’t a lot that can be done for fans in the event of bad weather.

3. Unfortunately there is very little that can be done in terms ofmarrying engineering decisions to football
fixture etc. We do try to impress on Network Rail the impact of the long-term planning on rail services to
these major events but the best that we can get is that for example CardiV to Paddington will not be closed
during May, or if it is a diversionary route is available to us. When it comes to football league fixtures
because these cannot be announced any sooner we have to work around engineering work. And in fairness
where no train service can be provided the fans tend to work around it.
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4. Yes we do mean the games two years ago, although the games of last year tend to give us the best
indication. Similar games are used to gauge demand ie Wales v Ireland is likely to be similar to Wales v
Scotland, and Wales v Italy, similar to Wales v France.

5. When to comes to alteration to football league fixtures or fixture away from the Millennium Stadium
any alterations tend to be communicated to us through the Transport Police who we meet with every two
months or so to discuss football events, or through our own checking of web sites etc. The distinction should
bemade between events at the stadium and events outside of that. From the stadium the events liaison group
on which the Tic’s have a representative tends to be fairly forward with information. Outside of that the
links with the various football clubs tend to be fairly tenuous and could and should in truth be improved.

8 December 2003

The process for setting up the train service has become well established over the last couple of years. Two
or three times a year all the TOCs involved (Ourselves, Arriva TW, Central, Virgin andWessex) are invited
to attend a meeting where the known forthcoming fixtures and events are discussed. On the whole these
meetings decide little but do flag up areas of concern ie late kick oVs, engineering work etc. Arriva TW also
provide copies of reports from previous similar events which give everyone a good indication of what to
expect.

On the whole most events will be catered for by “rolling forward” successful plans from the past. Example
theWales vRussia inNovember train planwas a roll forward of theWales v Italy one from the year previous
with a few minor alterations for kick oV time etc. This technique tends to work extremely well especially for
6 nations rugby etc. We also use the same plans for major football events, ie a plan for Southampton v
Arsenal will draw heavily from the previous year’s Arsenal v Chelsea.

Where we are unable to do this (Bristol City v Carlisle in the LDV Vans final earlier this year) TOCs rely
on getting accurate information from the stadium or the clubs regarding ticket sales and a judgment is then
made from that (we expect about 15–20% of fans to travel by rail as a rough guide). FGW is unlike most
of the other TOCs in that where we perceive there to be a significant shortfall in train service provision for
a major event (anywhere not just at CardiV) we will cancel passenger services on less busy routes to provide
additional capacity.

Ten days prior to every event all the TOCs, the BTP, and AvonAngliA (the railway representative on the
StadiumLiaison group and provider of security for CardiVCentral station)meet to discuss in detail the train
plans which are being put in place. This gives time for any alterations or problems to be sorted out, and
given that the additional services are seldom advertised to the public in anything more than very general
terms, the late notice makes little diVerence to the advertising of the event. At these meetings the TOCs tend
to co-operate to a very high degree. An example would be in the CardiV to Newport shuttles on a
6 nations day.

Normally they are provided by Arriva TW but we will often run an HST in the place of their first
service to clear a “bulk” number of customers. The list would normally run up 45–50 mins later
to CardiV from Swansea to form the an additional back to Swansea, but we run it up earlier to
add some weight to the clearance to Newport.
With regard Network Rail and relationship with the TOCs on these big events, most major
engineering possessions are agreed up to a year or so in advance, thus when an event is agreed
within this timescale (as with the Stereophonics or Millwall at CardiV) the possession cannot be
altered or moved in any significant way. We do on a regular basis work with Network Rail to gain
minor alteration which make life easier for service provision (recently they helped move a
possession limit to allow access to platform 2 at CardiV during an event when only platform 1 was
supposed to be open) and this sort of co-operation very eVective and has become more so since
they regularly attend pre-event and post-event briefings.
At this point there are no detailed plans for the March 6 nations games or anything like that at
this stage but they will all be similar to last year’s games (one additional am to bolster the 0930
Carmarthen to Paddington which is always very busy) and two additional back to Swansea after
the games). Other events will depend on the clubs etc involved so cannot be planned.

Andrew Hughes
Integration and special events manager

8 and 11 December 2003
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